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TO MY READER.
I t  is a curious thing to keep a diary for oneself only. 
I  cannot conceive how it can be done. Once in my 
earliest youth I kept a diary, or rather a kind of moral 
account-current, in which each day was entered, with 
a short observation of good, or bad, or middling. A t the 
close of the year the days were added up ; but when, 
after a few years time, I  discovered that the amount of 
the middling days was ever the greatest, I  grew tired 
of the thing, and have never since kept a diary—for 
myself.
Besides, when one is happy enough to be surrounded 
in one’s home by beloved brothers and sisters, one 
scarcely finds the necessity of keeping a written ac­
count of one’s life for oneself. The heart’s sighs, the 
questionings of the mind, the occurrences of the day, 
find immediate sympathy from the near and the dear 
who are at hand. When distant, one writes letters 
to them, and in these one’s diary. I  had often done so, 
and latest in my letters from America. For I  then 
possessed a mother and a sister in my home.
But a change came over my home : death entered ; 
my home was made desolate, and I  solitary.
I  felt it severely when two years afterwards I  again 
found myself on a more extensive journey ; for again 
feelings and thoughts became too much for me, and 
longed for utterance. To whom should I  now write ? 
I  felt deeply the truth of a witty Frenchman’s remark, 
“ Oh, how sweet is solitude ! But one must have 
somebody to whom one can say, ‘ Oh, how sweet is 
solitude ! ’ ”
This somebody I  had hitherto had, but now ! My 
first inquiring glance found—empty space ; but my 
second showed me thee, my B.
Thou hast often, for a long time, been a kind, encou­
raging friend to me on my way ; thou hast exercised 
no inconsiderable influence upon my life, by giving me 
an inclination to write and to learn, and to travel, that 
I  might yet learn something more. Why, then, should 
I  not write to thee the impressions of my travel ?—why 
not keep a diary for thee?—it might then afterwards 
become what it would, a printed book, diary, descrip­
tion of travels, novel, or even nothing at all. In any 
case, I  felt that it would be a pleasure to me to com­
municate to thee the inspirations of the moment, to 
present thee with the flowers and the fruit of my life of 
travel.
This thought gave a new interest to my journeyings ; 
and thou, my E., becamest, in this manner, my travel- 
ling-companion, often an encouraging, strengthening 
friend by the way, without thou thyself knowing any­
thing about it ; and thou hast been such for upwards 
of four years.
My journey is now nearly concluded, and my diary 
complete. I  herewith send thee the first portion 
of it.
I t  is not a romance, but a faithful description of the 
reality—such as I  comprehended it. I  cannot help 
reality having at times something of the romantic in it.
I  have imparted to thee my cheerful and my sorrow­
ful impressions as I  went along ; have made thee ac­
quainted with the persons, the books, or the occurrences 
which made epochs in my inner life, during the search 
after that, which I  enjoin upon thee to seek as well as 
me. I  have more frequently made thee participant of 
the pleasure than the fatigue of the day, and when I  
have become sleepy or found that thou wast so, I  have 
bade thee good night !
I  have thrice, during my residence in Italy, passed 
with young friends through romantic episodes of a deeply 
exciting character. Of these I  shall communicate to 
thee as much as it is in my power to communicate, 
without betraying their real heroines and heroes. I  
shall therefore allow myself to add to a great deal of 
truth a few grains of fiction, besides weaving up two of 
the romances into merely one. They will not essen­
tially lose thereby, neither wilt thou.
I t  is a long journey to which" I  invite thee, in more 
than one respect a pilgrimage, although its object 
merely dawned upon myself by slow degrees.
I  shall conduct thee to places already frequently
visited, and to subjects which have already been often 
written about ; but we shall not be long detained by 
that which is familiar, much rather by the life of the 
present time in its various forms, its relationship to 
that of antiquity, and—before everything else—to the 
higher realm of humanity, the kingdom of God—the 
image of paradise, which we all, more clearly or more 
darkly, bear in the depths of our souls—which it is the 
great business of human life to develop and establish 
on the earth.
And if at the conclusion of this long journey thou 
shouldst see this beautiful promised land present itself, 
with a little more distinctness out of the mists of time— 
if thou shouldst feel thyself a little more courageous, a 
little more cheerful in thy labour for it—then, my E., 
thou wilt not find this journey too long, nor repent 
having undertaken it.
This anticipation may seem like presumption, but 
without it I  should neither have had the courage to 
undertake the journey, nor now to prepare this book.
I  have in its arrangement divided it into chapters, 
which I  have called S t a t io n s . They are intended 
to render easy a view of the contents; and stations 
has seemed to me to he a good and natural expression 
to indicate certain divisions of our travelling-life. I  
say our—because, are we not all of us travelling through 
life?
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T h e r e  is a small country situated, as you see, in the 
heart of Europe. Its circumference is insignificant, 
and insignificant its population, compared with the 
powerful states which surround it — France. Ger­
many, and Italy ; but its mountains are the highest in 
Europe, and there the mightiest European rivers have 
their head waters. The people—a pastoral people— 
have stood foremost in battle for what constitutes the 
most valuable treasures of all people—political freedom, 
and freedom of conscience.
VOL. I . B
Separated by mountains and valleys, by dissimilarity 
of origin, language, and religious faith ; divided into 
states and into families dissimilar in race, yet is this 
people, composed of many distinct peoples, united in 
love for freedom, and for that common fatherland— 
that little Switzerland. And over all the States, how­
ever dissimilar in manners, language, or religious opin­
ion, one word prevails, with magical, cementing, binding 
power, one name alike availing to them all—it is, Sworn 
Confederate. I f  opposing elements separate them for 
a time, they are again united in this. “ The Sonder- 
bund” is dissolved in eternal unity.
I  found myself in this little country in the beginning 
of the summer of 1856. The- beautiful oak woods 
round Stockholm lay as if dreaming of spring when I 
left them at the end of May. A gray-green veil 
covered the northern landscape. Two days later in 
Germany I  found summer and the hay-harvest in pro­
gress. But much rain and the long railway journey 
had fatigued me so much that I  could not but ask my­
self whether I  was not too old to undertake a long 
journey, whether, after a certain amount of years, it 
were not better for people to stop quietly at home.
At his house on the banks of the Neckar I  again saw 
Chevalier Bunsen. I t  was like a ray of sunshine. I 
had seen him a few years before as Prussian Minister 
in London, and then, depressed by the political embar­
rassments which were at hand, and foreseeing the great 
and bloody war in the East, he was also suffering so 
much even in health, that I  could not but think of him 
as one who had not long to live.
I  now met with him again, amongst the vineyards of 
Heidelberg, healthy, cheerful, and overflowing with life 
and the enjoyment of labour. He seemed to me to 
have become younger by twenty years. He had now
abandoned the diplomatic career, and entered with un­
abated energy upon that scientific path of literature 
which combats for the freedom of thought and con­
science both in religion and politics. He had begun 
great and important works — may he have time and 
strength given him for their completion ! Everything 
belonging to him—his countenance, his state of mind, 
his surroundings, nay, even his study, had one expres­
sion, and that was—Light.
Again, I  had cold weather and rain on my way to 
Basle. A t Basle—the portal of the Khine between 
Germany and Switzerland—the sun shone, and there 
was a lively gushing, as it were, of free, gay folk-life 
across the vast river in the moonlight evenings. Be­
neath the colossal wooden bridge flows the river, clear 
and calm, in a half circle, embracing the old, gloomy 
city, which has a very learned look, like a professor in 
his chair. A short distance above the bridge plies a 
little ferry-boat, guided, as by a magic thread, from 
the one shore to the other ; from the shore with its 
professor-like aspect and queer old houses, to the other 
with its green fields and trees. During the morning I  
allowed myself to be taken backwards and forwards by 
the little ferry-boat across the stream, and during the 
evening I  wandered backwards and forwards on the 
wide bridge, listening to the cheerful, fresh murmur of 
out-door life. I  also visited the cathedral, and this 
was all which at that time I  cared either to see or hear 
of Basle. I t  was my intention to return within the 
autumn. I  would now merely go to the Lakes of Ge­
neva, and forward to Lausanne, where I  intended to 
rest.
There stands at a short distance from Basle, on the 
road to Berne, and not far from the road, a beautiful 
lime tree, at the foot of which is a stone monument.
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I t  is in commemoration of thirteen hundred Swiss, from 
nine different cantons, who fought at St. Jacques 
against an army of thirty thousand French and Aus­
trian s, and perished on the field. Their brave defence, 
however, excited such high esteem in the mind of the 
French Dauphin, who commanded the enemy’s forces, 
that he did not venture further into the country, but 
soon afterwards made peace with its people at Einsis- 
heim. The grateful fatherland raised this monument 
to its heroic sons, with the following inscription :—
“ Our souls with God, our bodies with the enemy ! 
Here fell, the 26th August, 1444, unconquered, wearied 
of conquering, 1300 Sworn Confederates and compan­
ions in arms, against united France and Austria.” 
Magnanimous, affecting words ! No one would be 
dear to me who could tread without reverence a soil 
where the stones thus speak.
The memory of these brave men is still annually 
celebrated here by songs and orations.
I  continued my journey to Berne in a thick fog, 
which made it all as one whether I  had been travelling 
over the heaths of North Germany or the most glorious 
Alpine region : there was nothing to be seen but mist. 
Thus I  reached Berne. W hat I  there experienced, as 
well as what you have just read, I  noted down after­
wards. I t  was in Lausanne that I  commenced my 
Diary.
Berne, June.—“ To-day the mountains may be seen 
—it is clear,” said the waiter of the Crown Hotel, as he 
handed me my morning coffee. I  despatched my break­
fast in all haste, and then went out. I t  had rained and 
been stormy during the night ; but now it was bright, 
and I  could see the mountains.
I  stood upon the lofty terrace of the cathedral, and 
looked around me. I t  was bright—indescribably bright
and glorious. The splendour of heaven and earth 
seemed to me twofold. Far below my feet rushed the 
rapid Aar, through verdant meadows ; and there, en­
circling the distant horizon in their white draperies, 
stood the pyramids of the Alpine land— Schreckhorn, 
Doldenhorn, Finster-Aarhorn, Eiger, Mönch, Jungfrau, 
with its silver horn, and whatever other names they 
may bear— those primeval Titans, the beautiful and 
magnificent forms of Switzerland ! They vrere quiet 
now, those ancient assaulters of heaven. The Lord of 
Heaven had scattered over them a handful of snow, 
and they were turned to stone ; and now, in helmets 
and armour of eternal ice, they stand and reflect the 
glory of the sun. Oh ! how white, how beautiful they 
looked, and how their majesty was enhanced by his 
light ! The storm of the preceding night had gathered 
itself into little islets of cloud, which were collected in 
dark specks at their feet, and there vanished, dissolved 
by the sunbeams, and attracted by the concealed spirits 
of the mountains to the springs in their bosoms.
How my soul’s eyes and ears drank in this sight, and 
listened to her voices which spoke to me from it !
“ Have confidence in the sun ! Let not thy courage 
sink. Has not a nocturnal storm hut lately passed 
over thy life? Did not heaven seem dark, and every 
prospect on earth closed? And did not the tempest, 
all at once, as by a magic stroke, become dispersed, and 
everything was again bright ? See the cloudlets yon­
der, below the mountains, how they melt away before 
the1 sun, which absorbs them, changes them into blue 
ether, or into fertilizing springs and rivers ! Thus, hu­
man sufferings and errors—ah ! that which makes life 
so dark and the heart so heavy—thus sink they into 
the deep, thus are they dissolved by the sun of the 
Divine goodness. Have confidence in the sun !—sing,
sing, oh heart, and praise its power, as do the Alpine 
heights, the clouds, and the verdant, ever-youthful 
earth !”
Joyously rushed on the Aar with swelling waters ; 
the birds sang, the acasia diffused its fragrance around, 
and the earth and the Alps shone brightly. Oh, this 
morning—I  can express but little of that which I  expe­
rienced during it, of that which the sun and the Alps 
spake to me !
I  wandered for yet an hour in the ascending sunlight 
around Berne, that I  might become better acquainted 
with its situation and physiognomy ; shook paws with 
its bears, which, although turned to stone, parade the 
market and stand round the fountains as large as life, 
and like friendly countrymen stretch out their paws 
to me. Berne standing on its peninsular rock, around 
which rushed the lively Aar, reminded me vividly of 
the plain-featured but powerful Rochester, and the fas­
cinating Jane Eyre, in the charming novel of that 
name. Thus plain-featured, but picturesque and stately, 
is Berne; thus lively, full of the freshness of youth and 
individuality, is the river which winds round its walls, 
a sportive Naiad, and a strong, enlivening queen at the 
same time. Which possesses the greatest magnetic 
power % I t  lies in the two combined—without the Aar 
Berne is barren and gloomy—without Berne the Aar 
would lack its full significance.
In  the evening I  went to Enghe.
Enghe, one of the principal places of resort for the 
Bernese, lies at about a quarter of an hour’s distance 
from the town. I t  is a lofty headland, formed by the 
Aar, and it is planted with beautiful trees, forming a 
grand promenade, from which a still more splendid 
view, if possible, is obtained of the Oberland Alps than 
from the Cathedral-terrace in the town. You seem
here to be nearer to them, you obtain a deeper view 
into their mystical temple of nature. The clouds had 
again encamped above their peaks, but the descending 
sun shone amidst them with wonderful gradations of 
purple, gold, and pale rose-tint. How the mystical 
cloud-swathings threw the Alpine peaks, now into 
brighter, now darker relief, now elevated, now de­
pressed them, according as the cloud-draperies elevated 
themselves or dropped down, or the sun-bearns caught 
upon them, presenting ever-changing features ; for there 
was a soft movement in these Alpine regions, which 
was unfelt beneath the green trees of Enghe, where 
all was profound calm. A t a little distance on the ter­
race wind-instruments were playing soft and beautiful 
melodies.
Why do my tears flow so fast ? W hy do I  continue 
to weep as though my tears could not be stayed, whilst 
I  contemplate the imagery in the clouds and listen to 
the notes of the music, notes in wonderful, in deep har­
mony with it? No, it is not grief nor suffering ; it is 
surprise, pensive joy, grateful, inexpressible feelings ; it 
is a powerful presentiment which calls them forth, in 
unison with this spectacle and those melodies ! Like 
half-illumined Alpine peaks, like prophetic glances, they 
shine forth from the depths of my soul 1
I  came to Berne merely to proceed thence to Lau­
sanne. The object of my journey was a year’s resi­
dence and quiet study on the shores of the Lake of 
Geneva. But at this moment the horizon extended 
itself, and it was as though I  saw sun-cycle beyond 
sun-cycle shining above my path into a remote distance, 
and as it were gleaming out of the clouds the towers of 
primeval and renowned cities ; to which I  as yet did 
not dare to give the name. The wonderful vision dis­
appeared with the magical pomp of colours and the
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melodies which called it forth. But that which re­
mained, that which still remains in my soul of this 
never-to-be-forgotten morning and evening, is the sense 
of this inner, unimpaired health and strength, together 
with a presentiment of a larger purpose in my journey 
than I  myself had given to it.
I  was again free, after several gloomy, sorrowful years 
-—free, not through my own individual endeavours, but 
released by God’s mighty hand. I  had before me an 
unlimited time, which I  might devote in freedom and 
peace to the solution of many long-cherished questions 
and investigations. Well, then, for these I  will live, 
and endeavour to strengthen my half-thoughts and my 
half-light, and see if they cannot lead me to some great 
whole. And so may the spirit of truth, which alone I  
will follow, guide me whither and as it will !
Thus I  said to myself, and calmed my excited feel­
ings with a Vanilla-ice—it was very delicious !—which 
I  took sitting on a stone-wall under the trees. The 
sun descended, the fantastic cloud-imagery amongst 
the Alps faded away, the music ceased, the few plea- 
sure-seekers on the terrace departed, either in groups 
or alone, but I  returned happy in the evening twilight 
to Berne.
<£ I am solitary, but not alone ! ”
But the Titans of the Oberland had produced too 
great an effect on my mind, for me to turn my back 
upon them at once. No, I  could not be satisfied with­
out seeing them more closely—seeing their brilliant, icy 
palaces, and hearing the roar of their waters. I  could 
in a few hours reach Thun and Interlachen, the heart of 
the Oberland. I  had been once before in Berne. Then 
I  was young, but bound as a bird in a golden cage. 
Now I  was old, but free, and Divine freedom !
I  went to Thun. Hast thou been to Thun, and seen
its lake and its shores Î I f  thou hast not been there, 
then go, if thou possibly canst; for a scene of more 
enchanting beauty, on a large scale, is not to be met 
with on this beautiful earth. And the morning, how 
beautiful it was, when I  rose with the young June sun 
and wandered along the shores of that mirror-smooth 
lake ; first up towards the little church, which, standing 
on a hill to the right of the town, looks so pretty 
amongst its leafy trees, and surrounded by its peace­
ful monuments. Every grave is indicated by flowering 
shrubs—mostly roses—and out of every flowery thicket 
rises a metal spire, with a little gilded star at its point. 
The grave-stars shone like flames in the ascending sun. 
The dew lay in bright pearls upon the fragrant roses. 
How fresh, how peaceful was everything !
I  pursued my way along the lake by the opposite 
shore to the town. I t  led me through a natural park. 
The green sward was covered with flowers, the tall 
grasses waved gaily in the morning breeze, and the 
little feather-adorned ladies looked forth from their 
dwellings. I t  was a great marriage-feast. A beautiful 
butterfly, just come out of its pupa-state, sate with 
moist wings upon a leaf. I  gathered it in my bouquet, 
and walked till I  became hungry and weary. I  then 
retraced my steps, and so doing, met a young bridal 
couple—she with a garland of meadow flowers in her 
brown hair, and he with one round his hat. They were 
returning from the church where they had been mar­
ried this morning. They held each other by the hand, 
and thus walked side by side—healthy, handsome, gay 
—through the flowery scene, on their way to the Alpine 
hut, their home. But they were not happier than I  
was that morning, and their breakfast could scarcely 
taste more delicious to them than did mine after my 
early ramble.
I  passed yet another enchanting morning at Thun, 
and wandered through its magnificent walnut and chest­
nut woods, after which I  went on board the steam-boat 
which goes to Interlachen. I t  was a beautiful after­
noon ; the heavens clear and summer-blue, and the 
lake dimpled by playful winds. We left behind us the 
lovely Idyllian scenery of the lake, with its verdant, 
park-like shores, and advanced rapidly towards the 
Titans—Eiger, Mönch, and the fan-like Fru, or Blumli 
Alp, and many others. The loftiest Alps of the Ober­
land stood before us in manifold magnificence. At 
length stepped forth the twelve thousand eight hun­
dred feet high Jungfrau, and it seemed as if we were 
about to steam directly into her bosom ; but the vessel 
swung abruptly to the left, and the snow-clad giants 
stood on our right, behind us the pyramidal Niesen, 
more distant the new-old castle Schadow, which rises 
so picturesquely out of the waves, and we entered a 
bay between the mountains, in whose gloomy shadow 
we landed upon a verdant shore. W e are at Neuhaus. 
Before us lies a plain surrounded by immense mountain 
heights. A  friendly German lady and her daughter 
offered me a seat iu their carriage, and thus we drove 
to Interlachen, a small town situated on a tongue of 
land between the lakes Thun and Brienz—from which 
circumstance it probably derives its name, Inter-lacus.
The mountain air, the baths iu the Aar, which flows 
through the valley, the facility by which, from this 
place, the most celebrated scenes of the Oberland can 
be reached, have of late years made Interlachen a great 
resort of travellers in Switzerland, and large hotels 
have altogether driven away the shepherd’s huts from 
the valley. As yet the season for the baths has not 
commenced : the water of the Aar is quite too cold 
before midsummer, and the air of the valley too cold
also. I t  is, therefore, now very quiet on the grand 
promenade, and the hotels are empty. Nothing now is 
to be heard in the valley but the ringing of cattle-bells, 
and this music is not of the most melodious description.
The valley is a plain between the two lakes and the 
mountain walls, which follow them from shore to shore. 
Two rivers—the Aar and the Lutschine—flow through 
it with rapid course ; but the general loveliness of the 
ground and the growing crops prevent their being seen 
except you are close upon their banks, and the immense 
heights on either side of the valley prevent your hav­
ing an idea of its width. To me it appeared only as a 
moderate leap from one mountain wall to the other ; 
and on all sides the view is circumscribed, so that I  
confess to having felt mysêlf considerably oppressed by 
the close neighbourhood of the Titans, which at this 
point are more imposing by their mass than by their 
beauty, and whilst morning and evening cast their cold 
and dark shadows across the valley, so that it is more 
gloomy at the same hour than anywhere else in the 
neighbourhood. The empress of the valley, the lofty 
Jungfrau, which is so magnificent when seen from a 
distance, is here a lofty, broad-shouldered Medusa, 
which seems ready to crush her worshippers. H u I I  
would not live here !
But the wood of Hohbühl opposite the giantess is 
beautiful, and the view from its heights is celebrated. 
I  set out on a morning walk and voyage of discovery 
there, and lost myself completely amongst its paths, 
which were covered with autumn leaves, so that I  
could not find a single elevation whence to obtain a 
general view, not even to ascertain whereabout I  was. 
Nothing beautiful could I  see except a few green open­
ings just at hand, where thousands of little butterflies 
were fluttering above the grassy sward, as if they were
intoxicated by the sun, the morning air, and the per­
fume of the flowers. Not so was I  : captive in the 
labyrinths of the wood, I  went round and round and 
round, hour after hour—seeking no longer for views, 
hut merely an outlet, until at length, after four hours’ 
wandering, I  emerged from the wood, and reached In- 
terlachen, so wearied with walking, seeking about, the 
heat of the sun, and wood-snares, that I  seemed to he 
at least sixty years old, and I  began again to mistrust 
my strength for the journey I  had undertaken.
I  passed a bath-house on the hanks of the Aar on 
my way to the hotel—the Schweitzer-Hof. The door 
stood half open, and the thought suggested itself to 
me of a hath in the Aar. True, the season for bathing 
was not yet, and the Aar water was at all times icy 
cold. The Aar is a glacier river, and has its origin in 
the bosom of an ice mountain not far from here ; but 
the embrace of the Titan’s daughter must be invigo­
rating with a vengeance, and I  would venture it! I  
enter the house ; the kindly-mannered attendant says, 
“ No  one has yet bathed here ; the water is still very 
cold, but yöu can make the trial.”
Good ; I  will do so. But with the first attempt to 
step into the bath, I  drew back with terror, for it felt 
like burning iron round my ankles. I  bethought my­
self for a moment ; summoned all my courage ; the 
water was so clear and fresh, so smiling, so enticing. 
I  plunged down at once, and up again, and yet a second 
time ; “ hah ! hah, hah, hah ! ah ! ah !”
W hat a wonderful sensation, what a change ! I  am, 
as it were, new-born. I  have left my old humanity in 
the bath. I  feel strong, healthy, full of vigour, re­
juvenated, scarcely five and twenty years old ! The 
energetic life of the Aar was flowing in my veins. 
Thanks to the Titan’s daughter!
Vitalized anew, soul and body, I  wandered slowly 
along its verdant bank, reading in the “ Album Suisse,” 
which I  bought at a book-shop, with unspeakable 
pleasure, L . Vulliemin’s “ Sketch of the Eeign of Queen 
Bertha.” I t  was my first acquaintance with this re­
markable Swiss historian, and with the noble Queen, 
who is one of the most beautiful characters of old 
French Switzerland, and whom the people still honour 
as the good genius of the country. Whilst Rudolph, 
her husband, as King of Burgundy, carried war into 
Italy and endeavoured to conquer Lombardy, she re­
mained at home engaged in the benevolent works of 
peace. “ She laid down roads,” says her historian, 
“ encouraged the cultivation of the soil, planted vine­
yards, and protected the poor serfs. At the same time 
that Queen Bertha founded convents, asylums for 
prayer and labour, she built fortresses in Gourse, in 
Moudon, in Neuchâtel, from the Alps as far as Jura, 
and under the protection of these strongholds, the 
country, being defended from the ravages of the Huns 
and Saracens, was enabled to flourish. She rode on 
horseback through the land, visiting the peasant farmers, 
acquainting herself with their means of life, visiting 
their barns and hemp-spinneries, encouraging and re­
warding the industrious. She made herself acquainted 
with every subject on which she gave commands ; she 
even spun with her own hands her husband’s clothing; 
and they treasure up to this day in Payerne the saddle 
upon which she sate and span as she rode through the 
country. She established many estates in the country 
(métairies), of which she herself was the mistress. She 
also built strong castles, which still remain and bear her 
name; and when Rudolph, tired of war, returned home, 
she induced him to unite with her in labouring for the 
culture of the country and the administration of justice.
“ The princes in those days,” continues Vulliemin, 
“ had not as yet their fixed residences. They went 
from place to place, now dwelling in Lausanne, now in 
Payerne, now on the shores of the lake of Thun, and 
they might be found, like the ancient judges of Israel, 
holding their sqat of judgment in the open field, beneath 
the shadow of a large oak. I t  is with reason that 
Queen Bertha is regarded as the origin of our earliest 
liberties (franchises) ; with reason that she is regarded 
as the mother of our population. A  humble-minded 
woman, she still teaches to all future generations the 
virtues of the olden time. The people still believe 
that they see her upon the Vaudskaberg, holding in 
her hand an urn full of treasures, which she pours out 
over the country;” and the time in which Queen 
Bertha, at once motherly mistress and queen, spun the 
king’s clothing, lives in the memory of the people as 
their country’s golden age. “ The good old time” is 
equivalent in Swiss phraseology with that in which 
Queen Bertha spun— ove la reina Bertha filava !
How excellent the women of a country should be 
when they have a Queen Bertha for their example !
The next morning I  took a ramble into the valley, 
and talked with the people who were making hay. 
The costume of the women is now more poetical than 
it was thirty years ago. The stiff black horse-hair 
gauze round the face has now become soft lace, which 
falls gracefully. The more wealthy wear silver chains 
over the dark jacket. 1 also crossed the lake of Brientz 
the same evening, to Giesbach, and met with two pretty 
little talkative girls with wood strawberries to sell, who 
told me about their goats. Each one had a goat, 
which gave milk and butter ; goats are the cows of the 
poor, and they joddled and sang so sweetly—
“ Auf die Alpen, auf die schönen Alpen,”
that they made me forget the flight of time, and the hour 
when the steam-boat leaves. When, therefore, I  reach 
the shore, it is gone. But no matter. I  take therefore 
a little one-horse carriage, with a good-tempered lad to 
drive, and go to the valley of Lauterbrunn, which lies 
in the bosom of “ die schönen Alpen.” I t  is a beautiful 
day, and the first portion of the valley is like a lovely 
orchard, along which the two-armed river Zwey- 
Lutschine rushes down towards the plain of Interlachen. 
The road lies up the side of the river, with wonderful 
castellated masses of rock on the left hand, and on the 
right the white massive form of the Jungfrau.
After a leisurely drive of two hours up the valley, 
we reach the tavern at Steinbock. Here I  order dinner 
for myself and the boy, and after having partaken of 
it, set out alone up the valley, with the spirits of which 
I  wished to hold silent converse. From Steinbock 
“the valley becomes ever narrower, between ever higher 
mountain walls ; louder and louder roar the becks and 
the streams, which, now swollen by the rains, are hurled 
from the glaciers down towards the valley and the 
river. Here falls the Staub-bach, thrown like silver 
rain, driven hither and thither by the wind over the field 
which it keeps green below ; here rushes down the strong 
Trummelsbach, foaming from the embrace of the cliffs ; 
there the still stronger Rosenbach, which the Jungfrau 
pours out of her silver horn. On all sides, near and 
afar off, there is a rushing and roaring and foaming, on 
the right hand and on the left, above me, below me and 
before, out of a hundred hidden fountains ; and even 
wilder beside me rushes on the Lutschine, with still in­
creasing waters. I t  is too much—I  cannot hear even 
my own thoughts. I  am in the bosom of a wild Un­
dine, who drowns her admirers whilst she enbraces 
them—and the Titans are becoming ever loftier and
broader, and the valley ever narrower, more gloomy 
and more desolate ! I  felt depressed and, as it were, 
overwhelmed, but nevertheless I  went forward. I t  is 
melancholy scenery, but at the same time grand and 
powerful ! And scenery of this character exercises a 
strong attractive power, even when it astonishes. The 
shades of evening fell darkly over the valley, when 1 
saw far before me, in its gloomy depth, a broad, gray- 
white, immense mass of rock, like dust hurled thunder­
ing down from a lofty mountain. I t  seemed to shut up 
the valley. That is enough ; I  salute the giantess, the 
great Schmadrebach, the mother of the Lutschine river, 
and turn back. Hu ! no, it is not good to be here, 
and the society of the Titans is more agreeable for a 
simple mortal at a greater distance ! I  am glad to 
fall in with a little twelve years old girl, who is going 
the same way with me, and to have her company.
She lived in a cottage in the valley. During the 
winter she and her mother made lace; during the 
summer she went to school on the Murrenberg. She 
was a pretty, sensible child, and seemed contented 
with her world—she knew no other.
I  was glad when I  reached the good hotel at Stein­
bock, to be once more in civilized life ; refreshed my­
self witli a good cup of tea, after which I  returned to 
Interlachen. But on my return the Titans presented 
me with a glorious spectacle, and it was not without 
joyful admiration that I  parted from their immediate 
neighbourhood. The great spirits which terrify can 
also enchant. In  the light of the descending sun the 
white peaks and fields of the Alps stood out in the 
most brilliant colouring; the lofty Jungfrau clothed 
herself in rose-tint, her blue glaciers shone transpa­
rently, and the lower the sun sank the higher and clearer 
gleamed the Alpine pinnacles : thus they shone upon
my return through the valley of Lauterbrunn, which 
was delicious with the fresh mountain air, in the calm­
ness of evening.
Later still, in my Schweitzer-Hof, new astonishment 
awaited me from the camp of the giants. The head of 
the Jungfrau "was surrounded with a soft glory of light, 
which increased in beauty and brightness—as did my 
curiosity—till at length the moon, shining in full splen­
dour, slowly advancing above, crowned the Titaness 
with beauty, as it did also my day.
Two days afterwards I  was on my way to Lausanne. 
The whole road lies as through a magnificent park, and 
everywhere it is well-cultivated, scattered with good 
houses, and presenting a prosperous aspect. Man and 
nature here live in happy association.
The sun wras near its setting, when from a height, and 
at a great distance still, I  saw, deeply embedded in a 
circle of verdant shore and lofty Alps, the celebrated 
lake, which history at its commencement says was 
wholly veiled by fogs, and surrounded by dense forests, 
whence it took the name of the Lake of the Desert 
(Leman), and which afterwards, in the light of the sun 
and of civilization, has become a rendezvous for the 
whole refined travelling world of Europe.
My eye sought along its shore for Lausanne, because 
there it was that the noble, highly-gifted Vinet lived 
and taught only a few years back ; and there I  would 
gain intelligence of him from his friends and disciples, 
and from the Free Church, of which he was the origi­
nator and centre. I t  was for this purpose that I  came 
to Switzerland.
“ Lausanne la jolie,” as it is called in an old song, 
and by many of its admirers, was brightly illumined by 
the sinking sun, which, however, set in thick clouds, as 
I reached my appointed home there in the boarding-house
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of M. la Harpe, on the beautiful promenade, Mont Benon. 
The gorgeous sunset-colouring still continued whilst I  
walked on the terrace with my polite host and hostess, 
in admiration of the view which it afforded of the Alps 
and the lake, and listening to their description of its 
beauty on calm summer and autumn evenings. I  had 
the same view from my little chamber, and in particu­
lar from the stone-terrace in front of it. There—that 
is to say, in my room—I wrote two days later :—
Lausanne, June 19th.—Are there here Alps, a lake, 
enchanting shores, and a sunny life upon them ? I  see 
nothing but a thick fog. Lausanne “ la jo lie” has 
lain wrapped for the last three days in a dripping 
mantle of rain, which veils her and everything in cloud 
and darkness. I t  is also as cold as with us in Sweden 
during October, and my little room, very charming in 
fine weather, is as gloomy as a cellar when the sun is 
hidden in a cloud—and such a cloud ! I  believe that 1 
never saw one so dense before. Soul and body seem, 
as it were, to shrink together in its cheerless surround­
ings. But during this time I  was not without an inner 
sun. A couple of new acquaintances and ditto books 
have lighted up my inner world, and enabled me mean­
while to forget the outer gloom.
The widow of A. Yin et is a fine, middle-aged lady, 
to whom one feels immediately attracted with cordial 
confidence. Hers is a beautiful, transparent nature. 
The professor of history, L . Vulliemin, is a man of rare 
classical refinement, as well in person as in mind and 
character. Beneath his lofty forehead, crowned with 
thin locks of silver hair, those dark eyes beam with all 
the fire of youth, and with a glance at once keenly 
penetrative and kind. The glance of his soul is stead­
fastly directed to the ideal of life, in society, in the 
church and the state. I  have seldom met with a man
whose mode of expression and manner have been so 
equable, seldom have experienced so much satisfaction 
. and pleasure from any conversation as from his.
. Whilst without darkness and rain veiled the earth of 
Switzerland, his introduction to the History of Switzer­
land—a continuation of J .  Miiller’s great work—has 
raised to me the covering which hitherto concealed 
from my mind the peculiarity of the Swiss confederated 
States ; and from it I  select, as worthy of memory, the 
following characteristic traits of land and people :—
“ In the middle of Europe lies a country which in 
extent does not exceed some of the oldest provinces of 
France. Its  history loses itself too frequently in petty 
religious dispute. Its heroes are shepherds and pea­
sants, yet kings have not failed to solicit union with 
the Swiss, who, however, on their part have very rarely 
returned the compliment.
“ Helvetia has now submitted to, and now defied, 
foreign powers. She sports, without anxiety, on the 
political ocean ; and after every storm stands forth in 
renewed youth.
“ The republics of Europe have died out one after 
another—Florence, Venice, Genoa—Switzerland alone, 
with her institutions, mountains, like an everlasting 
flower, has kept her place in the light of the sun.
“ This is a remarkable fact, especially for those who 
understand Switzerland. Diverse races, languages, 
manners, the most dissimilar interests ; it would be 
thought impossible to form a body politic out of these 
varied nationalities. In  the heart of the Alps, the 
people are the old Goths and Ehetians ; on the plains 
the Allumanni; in the west Burgundians mingled with 
Eomans. On the banks of the Aar the German 
tongue prevails, around Lake Leman the Eomande.
“ A few miles only in Switzerland will divide life of
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the most primitive races from that of the most highly 
civilized cities : here herdsmen who often change their 
dwelling-place, there towns on the shores of the lakes, 
the Smyrna and Tyre of the Cantons. The old 
customs of the Sabines mingle with those of repub­
licans who live in daily intercourse with the two hemi­
spheres. The extremes of time, climatized as it were, 
are drawn together. Two valleys bring into close 
proximity the most ancient institutions with those 
which are in the advance movement of the present 
time. Whilst more than one Canton endeavours with 
pious reverence to maintain its most ancient laws, the 
extreme opinions of modern freedom were advocated in 
Geneva long before they were adopted in France. 
Basle, in 1601, passed through a storm unobserved by 
Europe, which exactly a hundred years afterwards 
produced in France the Revolution. This Alpine 
valley speaks at this day the Romande language of the 
middle ages; whilst from that Swiss town proceeded 
the movement which gave, in the sixteenth century, 
construction and rule to the French tongue, and from 
this other that which prepared the way for Schiller and 
Goethe. Everything approximates — everything 
crowds together. A thousand colours are reflected, as 
it were, in an Alpine lake. One contrast ceases 
merely to give place to another. Where law is 
becoming universal, religion comes in and shatters it. 
There was a time when all went to bow the knee 
before the lady of Lausanne or Einsiedeln. Nothing 
then divided the Vaudois under the rule of Berne, 
from those under the rule of Friburg. How different 
is it now, both in custom and religion. Reform began 
in Switzerland at the same time as in Germany, and 
has given rise to her first as well as her last war. O f 
a truth we know not either what crimes or what
virtues, what old or new ideas, may not be met with at 
the foot of the Alps.
“ I t  is in the midst of these contrasts that thirty 
sovereign states, all differing in interests and physiog­
nomy, sit down to take counsel together for the 
common good. Cantons of twenty thousand souls 
take their place beside those of three hundred thou­
sand. Monarchists, aristocrats, and the most dissimilar 
democrats sit together—all forms of government, with 
one exception only, the despotic. To which we must 
add, in order to complete the picture, the whole nation, 
armed, is always, as one, upon the scene ; that which is 
elsewhere accomplished by the will of some few, is in 
Switzerland accomplished by the voice of all ; and that 
this people’s mode of action as a sovereign people leads 
to perpetual agitations.
“ Such has Switzerland been in all ages. That which 
characterizes Switzerland is being this union of dis­
similar races, languages, religions, natural circum­
stances, giving forth every kind of culture, and yet 
remaining the same.
“ But what is the power that holds together these dis­
similar elements? By what power—what art—is this con­
federate state still in existence, free and secure in itself?
“ The sole and vitalizing principle in our union is 
love of freedom. Republicans anterior to Rome, our 
forefathers could not endure a monarchy ; in later 
history they are the first-born of freedom.
“ ‘W e have seen,’ says Bodin, in the sixteenth 
century, ‘ Athens change the form of government 
seven times in one century, and Florence also seven 
times under the government of their refined lords; 
whilst the Sworn Confederates have maintained their 
popular institutions since a .d . 360.’
“ Foreign powers at the present time are not ignorant
that any attempt to overcome the Cantons would 
awaken the same resolute resistance as that of which 
Sempach and Grandson are the monuments. For 
others the festivities, gaieties, and splendid scenes of 
courts; for us the fraternal feeling which causes the 
heart to throb in a nation fostered by equality on a 
free soil. W e could not bear to live if we had lost 
that which gives life its value.
“ Behold, then, what the Swiss have in common from 
the Rhine to the Rhone, from Geneva to the wild 
valley of Samnaum.
“ The annals of Switzerland have shown their vocation 
for independence.
“ ‘Helvetia,’ said our fathers, ‘ is a confusion which 
God regulates. They taught us not to doubt God ; 
their history, never to despair of our native land. The 
great nations subsist by their masses, we by our faith 
and love.
“ ‘Our union is expressive of this. In  what name are 
we Sworn Confederates if not in these which are 
united in our banner, “ G o d  a n d  t h e  F a t h e r l a n d .’”  
“ Vulliemin turns after this to the Swiss people, whom 
he admonishes to the development of a higher life in 
Church and State. He encourages them to hold public 
meetings and festivals, in the exercises and sports of 
which all the Cantons might give each other ‘rendezvous.’ 
“ ‘ I  would wish,’ says he, ‘ that the arts as well as 
the sciences should be represented there—they who 
cultivate the earth, as well as they who enlighten our 
steps upon it. The industrial arts, which multiply our 
means; as well as the fine arts, which beautify our every­
day life. All are benefactors of the fatherland. All 
are the sons of freedom. As it attains to a new age, 
it will attain to a new worship. Its idea has extended 
itself; let us extend our hearts.’
“ ‘ B ut/ continues this noble friend of freedom, ‘ let 
us be careful not to confound freedom with that which 
often assumes her name. Few nations love her as we 
do, and few also have done her more bloody wrong.’
“ Here a people, proud of its poverty, believes itself 
to be the noblest on earth, whilst it dreads slavery, and 
is the slave of blind prejudice. There a popular 
assembly believes it has conserved the public good 
when it has voted a sum for the purposes of higher 
education, or has humiliated some man who is the 
honour of his country.
“ When did jealous mediocrity believe itself free until 
it had dragged all down to its own medium station ?
“ In this Alpine valley there are few laws, but also 
little justice ; no taxes, but neither are there any roads ; 
a quiet life, but no noble endeavours in which man 
unites to conquer nature. I  have seen freedom so 
enthusiastic that it resembled drunkenness ; I  have 
seen her so tardy and self-absorbed that it was the 
same thing as egotism.
“ Do not imitate the old ; even virtue imitated is 
virtue no longer ; truth becomes prejudice. But since 
you are penetrated by the grandeur of the former 
ages, lift up your eyes to the heights on which the 
genius of humanity abides. I t  is from this that you 
must derive your strength. Our most dangerous 
opponents live in the midst of us; our most fearful 
enemies are within our own bosoms. The most fear­
ful of these are those which bring death into the soul, 
which sap the foundations of truth and justice, which 
trample upon the doctrines which are the guards of 
virtue and the consolation of the sorrowful. The man 
who will persuade us that Wenkilried and the betrayer 
of the fatherland sleep the same sleep is far more 
terrible than powder and shot to the peace of our
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domestic hearths. He endeavours to deprive us of 
that faith which is the sanctuary of freedom.”
These are words which apply equally to all free 
people, and deserve to be considered by all. Whilst I  
read I  seemed to myself,to be sitting by a fountain 
amongst the Alps, whose pure stream refreshes the 
waters of the river in its course through villages and 
towns.
Individual man, nations, humanity, eternal union! 
The day when I  first understood this great concord 
was that on which I  first understood with true ear­
nestness myself and my own life.
June 24th.—Yesterday all was enveloped in gloom 
and rain ; and to-day what a change ! Yesterday 
masses of cloud were rolled from the Alps down upon 
the fields and valleys, threatening to deluge every­
thing ! People talked of nothing hut rain and gloomy 
prospects: the corn was in bloom; the vine ought to
be just now in flower, but the rain and the cold !------
nothing could ripen in the gardens ; nobody could 
gather even a few berries for dessert or preserving. 
I t  had rained ever since May. In the higher valleys it 
had rained twenty-two days out of the thirty, and a 
family which had removed thither from Lausanne had 
been half drowned. I t  might rain the whole summer, 
as on some former occasions it had done. In  France 
the rivers overflowed their banks. People prophe­
sied une année de calamité. (A beautiful prospect for 
summer pleasure 1)
That was the case yesterday. But yesterday even­
ing there seemed something like a faint smile upon 
the deluge physiognomy of the firmament ; something 
resembling a sunbeam penetrated the cloud-garment 
of the Jura, and to-day what splendour ! A brisk 
“ bise ” (north wind) has chased and still chases away
the dense clouds, piles them together on the peaks of 
the Alps, where they form triumphal arches, garlands, 
and diadems, which mount higher and ever higher; 
and Lausanne “ la jolie” decks herself in sunsiiine, 
with bouquets of gleaming meadows, woods, and 
gardens, and mirrors herself in Lake Leman, which smiles 
in heavenly blue towards the deep blue heavens above. 
The earth, covered with luxuriant promise, shines 
forth, with tearful eyes, it is true, as yet, but the sun 
kisses away the tears, and oh ! assuredly it is a Mid­
summer festival. I  hardly myself knew during these 
last few days how gloomy life was without sun ; and I  
can well understand how the old heathen Thorgeir 
was w'illing to worship the god who made the sun. 
I  would now have a Maypole, and a troop of a hun­
dred children to dance round it, as formerly at 
Arsta ! Here they celebrate Midsummer-day neither 
with divine service nor dances.
Jvly'ord .—During these last wonderfully beautiful 
days and nights I  have scarcely allowed myself to 
sleep, so intent have I  been to enjoy, with my whole 
waking soul, the gorgeous colouring, the marvellous 
effect of light and shadow, which morning and even­
ing have presented in this glorious region ; and the 
bright mysteries of the night, the singular splendour 
of the milky way, like a heavenly Staubbach, thrown 
in silvery cascades from invisible heights down to the 
Alpine land of earth—it is a glorious show ! 1 believe
I  never before saw the starry heavens so brilliant.
But my nocturnal flights from my little chamber 
upon the terrace below have caused me to take 
cold, so that for the present I  am obliged to forego an 
excursion which I  had intended to make to Chamouni, 
and intend to hasten my removal to one of the moun­
tain valleys (Bossiniòre or Chateau d’Oex) which
Mrs. Yinet recommends to me as a salubrious residence 
during the summer months. And to these and other 
mountain valleys in the neighbourhood of Leman all the 
people of Lausanne who are able to do so betake 
themselves for some weeks, and there live in freedom, 
enjoying the mountain air, milk, and fruit ; in a word, 
all the luxuries which pastoral life affords in the neigh­
bourhood of the glaciers. For this purpose the herds­
men give up their huts to the townspeople, who 
remove thither with their children and their house­
holds. One hears everyday of individuals or families 
who have betaken themselves “ à la montagne,” or 
are intending to do so.
I  have in the meantime made some agreeable ac­
quaintance, both in and out of Lausanne, which I  hope 
on some future occasion to improve. First and fore­
most, two amiable persons, a married couple, intimate 
friends of M. Vinet, M. and Mudarne F., at whose 
beautiful estate, St. Paix, near Morges, on the shore of 
Leman, it was very pleasant to me to converse of their 
deceased friend, who was alike remarkable as a man 
and a thinker. Madame F . was at this time occu­
pied in preparing for the press the notes which he left 
behind him of the literature of France during the 
sixteenth century, a course of lectures which he had 
given in Lausanne. But my indisposition at this time 
prevented my full enjoyment either of the pleasures 
of society or the beauties of the country. And thus I  
merely saw at a distance Wuffler’s castle, with its 
many towers, a stately memory of Queen Bertha, the 
royal spinner, who held the sceptre and the distaff with 
the same hand, as the old song says, together with the 
trowel, building fortresses and towers, which bear her 
name.
I  was present at various evening parties in Lausanne,
where I  greatly enjoyed myself—as indeed was the case 
with the social intercourse of Switzerland, from which 
I  experienced only satisfaction, unmixed with the weari­
ness which so generally oppresses me in parties assembled 
for the pleasures of conversation. The advantage here 
is, that it is so easy to enter, both with gentlemen and 
ladies, upon subjects of general interest, and to meet 
with persons who have thought on these subjects with 
more or less independence of mind. Even young girls 
can speak, both sensibly and with interest, of the various 
church establishments in the Cantons, and their rela­
tionship to each other. Two pretty, young sisters told 
me this evening many things of deep interest relative 
to the free Vaudois Church in the high valleys (p a ys  
d’en haut), which is asserted to be the most vital, the 
most enlightened portion of this church. They vividly 
described the picturesque assemblies and the divine 
worship in the open air, the beautiful singing, &c.
I  spent last evening with M. and Mme. de G., at 
their beautiful country-house, with its glorious view 
over the lake and mountains; but from every point 
around this lake there are lovely, magnificent views, 
and they contribute not a little to the peace and enjoy­
ment of a social meeting. In the face of a beautiful 
evening sky the thoughts become brighter and more 
cheerful. The people conversed together, and there 
was music. I  noticed with pleasure the simple toilettes 
of the young ladies, and their agreeable, unpretending 
demeanour. There was no gossip or idle talk. Health 
and the peace of quiet thought seem to rest upon these 
daughters of the Alpine land. Two married daughters 
of England’s Elizabeth Fry were of the party, hand­
some women, with that noble expression and bearing 
which distinguished their mother. They spoke with 
warmth of the great good which women may accom­
plish, even beyond their own house and home, if they 
will only, with clearness and steadfastness, work for that 
object which is the true bent of their powers. There 
was a great consciousness of womanly dignity in these 
ladies, beneath the gentlest and most womanly exte­
rior. All women ought to have the same.
The Blind Asylum is one of the most beautiful insti­
tutions of Lausanne, and M. Herzel, its superintendent, 
is of a truth one of its most interesting men. A fine 
instance of his skill is a young man, who from his ear­
liest childhood was perfectly, blind, deaf, and dumb, 
owing I  believe to small-pox, but whom M. Ilerzcl has 
enabled to become an intelligent, thinking, useful, and 
happy human being. M. Ilerzel has employed, in his 
case, the same methods which the American philanthro­
pist, Dr. How, employed for Laura Bridgeman, and his 
success has been equally perfect. Young F . is now a 
strong, healthy, perfectly intelligent, and unusually 
cheerful young man. His skill as a turner is won­
derful.
I  was shown a note and a pretty gift which the 
young American had sent to her unfortunate brother in 
Switzerland, who in the first place had written to her 
and sent her a little present. Affecting intercourse 
this, across the ocean, between two beings whom mis-: 
fortune doomed to spiritual, life-long captivity, but 
whom human ' love and the spirit of science have 
liberated !
The principal founder and supporter of this institu­
tion is a M. Haldimand, who, although confined to his 
easy chair by lameness, is said to be the most active 
and benevolent citizen of Lausanne. To-day I  paid 
a visit to the universally beloved philosopher, at his 
country-seat, between Lausanne and Ouchy, and found 
him a handsome, elderly gentleman, with great power
and freshness of mind, although an attack of paralysis 
deprived him two years ago cf the use of his limbs. 
He was seated in a circular room, with glass doors 
opening into the grounds, amongst the trees of which 
fountains were playing, and the view opened to the 
Alps. Two gentlemen were present, and the conver­
sation turned upon the importance and prudence of as 
little as possible helping the poor, and by that means 
obliging them as much as possible to help themselves. 
Many anecdotes were told to prove that the ready help 
of the rich encouraged laziness, improvidence, disho­
nesty, &c. They maintained the great difficulty of 
doing any good, of meeting with any actually deserving 
objects of charity, and so on. I  said a few words for 
children, for the sick and the aged ! M. Haldimand 
commended the principles of Malthus’s “ Political Eco­
nomy,” which he seemed wholly to approve.
I  afterwards expressed my surprise to two of my 
acquaintance in Lausanne at hearing this assertion, of 
the utter inability to do good by outward relief, from a 
man who employed the greatest part of his time and 
his wealth in public or private benevolence.
“ Oh!” replied they, with a smile, “ this is a subject 
which is often brought forward by M. Haldimand, and 
the doctrine which he commonly preaches !”
Certain men have certain favourite inconsequent 
modes of reasoning. The inhabitants of Lausanne 
say that M. Haldimand ought never to die, and they 
trouble themselves beforehand with the thought of his 
decease.
Last Sunday I  attended divine service at the chapel 
“ des Tern eaux,” the principal place of meeting for the 
Yaudois Free Church at Lausanne. The chapel is a 
large hall, as simple as a school-room, without pictures, 
without an altar, and without any proper pulpit for the
preacher, who stands simply on an elevated stage at the 
end of the room, with a desk before him, as a lecturer 
in an ordinary lecture-room.
The chapel was full to overflowing. The assembling 
of this church was long forbidden, and its congregation 
was violently persecuted in the Pays de Vaud, and 
is still inhibited there. But the respectability and 
courage of its members, together with the more liberal 
spirit of the times, has enabled it now to meet without 
opposition, and after having for so long been compelled 
to hold their assemblies secretly and in private houses, 
they now openly congregate in a chapel which they have 
lately taken for that purpose, in the light of day, and 
on one of the most frequented promenades of Lausanne. 
The long-despised church has, from the great abilities 
of the preachers, now become the fashionable church 
of Lausanne, and is attended by the principal people. 
This was very evident on the Sunday I  attended the 
chapel “ des Terneaux.” The sermon, by M. Bridet, 
a young man of great talent, both as an orator and a 
Christian thinker, from the text, “ My soul thirsteth 
for God, for the living God,” could not have been better 
or more awakening.
All this was very satisfactory to me. I  missed how­
ever the Liturgy and the public confession of faith. I t  
seems as if the Free Church had not yet decided on 
what this should be, but has satisfied itself as yet prin­
cipally by zeal for a deeper earnestness amongst Chris­
tian professors in doctrine and in life, a perfect truth 
and conscientiousness in faith and in profession. I t  has 
declared itself independent of the Established Church— 
in Switzerland the National Church—and dependent 
alone on God’s Word and Spirit as foundation and 
guiding-star. I t  is governed by synods composed of 
clergy and laymen. But the priest is not here priest
in the old significance of the term, but only a brother, 
who by vocation and gift is chosen to teach amongst 
brethren. The elders of the church stand by his side 
as assistants, either in teaching or in any other work, 
and they also are chosen by the congregation. They 
can even perform divine service if it be needed.
In the afternoon a meeting for “ mutual edification ” 
was held in the same church, in which three or four 
persons spoke. One of these was a stranger passing 
through the place, who had joined himself to the Free 
Church from sympathy of feeling. His topic, as well 
as that of most of the other speakers, was, the Truth ; 
the importance of being true before God and ourselves, 
for we see ourselves as God also sees us—and before 
men. Earnestness in conviction, honesty and candour 
in profession, were insisted upon—which also was A. 
Vinet’s great topic. Anecdotes of personal experience 
were re la té , to prove clearly what self-examination and 
what conviction really are.
Afterwards various transactions of the synod during 
the past May were communicated. M. Schott admo­
nished the congregation to make themselves acquainted 
with these, and particularly with all the affairs of the 
church, because this was the business of all good 
members. The details then followed, many of sufficient 
interest even for strangers. In the synod of one hun­
dred persons dissimilarity of views had been openly ex­
pressed, with the maintenance of the most perfect har­
mony, both as to individual temper and the business of 
the synod. Not a single word had been said which 
could cause regret. In the congregations of the Free 
Church, amounting to above forty, some deviated from 
others in sundry usages and institutions ; but unity in 
the main object and intention had remained undisturbed. 
I  was much pleased with a little man who seemed to
be the finance minister of the Free Church, and who 
with much tact and good-humour rendered an account 
of the not very brilliant state of the central fund, and 
admonished “ the brethren and sisters” to a more liberal 
contribution.
The meeting closed by the singing, in an excellent 
style, of the beautiful old hymn, Agnus Dei. The 
chapel was on this occasion also very well filled, although 
not so numerously as in the morning.
The Free Church in the Canton Vaud originated in 
the revolution of 1845, when the new self-constituted 
government required that the clergy of the national 
church should read from the pulpits, in the presence of 
the congregations, a long proclamation in vindication 
of its accession to power and its mode of action. A  
great number of the clergy refused to obey this com­
mand, because the new government had established it­
self by violence, and because the canons of*the church 
required that the pùlpit should be kept free from poli­
tical questions and dissensions. On this the new go­
vernment gave the protesting clergy their choice be­
tween obedience to its commands or retirement from 
their several congregations, whereupon upwards of eight 
hundred ministers retired from their office, although the 
greater number did not know at the time how they 
should find bread or the shelter of a roof for themselves 
and their families. But this brave protest for the rights 
of conscience awoke sympathy in thousands of hearts. 
Abundant contributions of money poured into the fund 
which was immediately opened for the maintenance of 
the retiring clergy. A great many persons, and espe­
cially ladies, opened hospitable homes and provided 
lodgings for the homeless families, and strengthened 
them in their combat for truth and justice. In  forty- 
three cases a portion of the congregation seceded with
their spiritual leader, and formed themselves into new 
churches by the side of the old ; new also in this respect, 
that they dissevered themselves from the state, which 
had made its superior power to be felt merely by domi­
nation and arbitrary will. Such was the origin of the 
Free Church, which immediately became an object of 
open persecution to the government, and of enactments 
at once oppressive and ridiculous, which continued for 
several years. But, as is generally the case under such 
circumstances, the persecuted congregations became 
more firmly established, and organized with a higher 
consciousness of their great purpose.
What is it that lies beyond the mere outward protest? 
Is there here a higher, more vitalizing principle? And 
how does it stand with regard to the Bible and the prin­
ciple which is the basis of Protestantism ? Does this 
new Free Church contain the seed of a church of the 
future—one actually universal, like the sun and the 
Gospel.
These are questions which I  shall be better able to 
reflect upon in the high valleys, where indeed the Free 
Church has its highest life, and where I  shall have suf­
ficient time and leisure. These are the questions which 
have brought me hither.
The political revolution of which I  lately spoke 
greatly resembled one of those which Voltaire called 
“ une tern-pête dans un verre d'eau.” One fine day a 
crowd of people, some hundreds in number, assembled 
on the great terrace of Mont Benon, with drums and 
flags, and a person in the crowd announced in a loud 
voice that the old government of the Pays de Vaud was 
at an end, and a new one, in conformity with the wishes 
of the people, was established, at the head of which
was Mr. D . The good citizens of Lausanne were
greatly astonished, and the city militia came forth im-
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mediately on behalf of the legal government, ready with 
armed hands to chase away that which had illegally 
taken its place. But these good men, averse to shed­
ding of blood, preferred rather to give way quietly to 
the usurping party, who had, in fact, a great portion of 
the working-class on their side. These and the ad­
herents of the new government upbraided the old with 
being a “ town-council government,” without sympathies 
for the people, or desire for their advancement, doing 
nothing for popular education in schools ; never show­
ing themselves amongst the people, and by opposition 
to popular festivities, &c.—which charges were indeed 
not without grounds. The new government promised 
to be in a high degree popular, and began by removing 
from the universities the most deserving men and in­
structors, and replacing them by their own partisans. 
I  hear it said on all hands that this revolution has 
thrown back the development of the country and its 
culture more than twenty years. In the meantime, the 
better general voice and the spirit of the age have 
compelled the new government gradually to fill the 
offices of both city and state with men of ability and 
fitness ; and for the last ten years, since this has been 
the case, it has continued steadily to advance both in 
action and spirit ; and now it is universally acknowledged 
“ not to work badly.”
The government does much for the encouragement 
of schools, but rather, as it appears, by the increase of 
subjects of instruction than by the solidity of instruc­
tion itself—and of popular festivals there is no lack. 
At these, shooting at a mark and dancing seem to be 
the principal. The day before yesterday a great fes­
tival of the children of the national schools was held on 
the heights of “ La Sauvabellin,” a lofty plateau , an 
hour’s distance from the town, where is a glorious prim­
eval forest of oak and beech, which it is said dates back 
from the time of the Druids. Yesterday afternoon a 
still greater popular festival was held, at which I  was 
present. People danced to thundering music on the 
turf which skirted the old forest. Many families were 
there, with their children, and the children also danced. 
They were mostly of the artisan classes : all were well 
dressed, and looked well-to-do. A certain gravity and 
calmness prevailed even in their enjoyment.
The view from the height of “ La Sauvabellin” was 
very extensive over this glorious region ; but who can 
attempt to describe its beauty as seen under a bright 
sunset ? I t is beyond all description. The festival of 
nature was to me more beautiful than the festival of 
the people, and the latter, it seemed to me, ought to 
have had a higher purpose than was the case. I  could 
fancy that I  saw the Druids come forth from the an­
cient wood, lifting to heaven their venerable heads, 
gilded by the bright descending sun. Thus they took 
leave of each other—the sun and the beautiful wood— 
in silent solemnity. Below was the buzz of the danc­
ing crowd, altogether too thoughtless. But I  will not 
be a member of the deposed government. I, too, was 
once young, and full of thoughtless life.
J u ly  6th.—In two days’ time I  leave Lausanne, to 
betake myself, like everybody else, a la montagne, in 
the P ays J en  haut. But before I  leave Lausanne I 
will take a hasty shetch of the town and its life.
Lausanne la jo lie  is, it must be confessed, really an 
ugly little town, with narrow and winding streets, gray 
and dismal-looking houses. Picturesque it is, unques­
tionably, from situation, with its gray irregular masses 
of houses, grouped round the foot of the stately old 
cathedral, N ôtre D am e de Miséricorde, one of the oldest 
and noblest Gothic churches in Switzerland. This,
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standing aloft in the middle of the town, with its tall 
tower—the bells of which are beautiful—with its ter­
race of thick-branched lime-trees, looks forth grandly 
and calmly above the tumult of human inhabitants, 
who seem to be clambering and climbing up around its 
firm walls. Seen from Mount Benon, it looks like a 
preacher in his pulpit amidst his congregation. Around 
this stately cathedral—around this kernel of gray-brown 
houses, which look as if they had stood from the time 
of the old Roman Lausannium—extends, in wider and 
ever wider circles, a girdle of beauty and grace. This 
is composed of gardens, enchanting grounds, and country 
houses, where the élite of the inhabitants, and wealthy 
families from the cultivated countries of the whole 
world, reside—often the whole year through. These 
country-houses are rarely remarkable for the splendid 
style of their building, or the luxury of their interior 
plenishing. Their distinguishing beauty is that of their 
site, and the views which they command of the lake and 
the Alps—the heroine and heroes of the scene. These 
views are different in every separate situation, but the 
beauty of all is nearly equal. The larger residences 
have ample gardens, beautiful pleasure-grounds, and 
fountains ; the smaller ones have, at all events, a ter­
race, and a little grass-plot, and all human afHuence of 
beautiful shrubs and flowers.
“ How good ! ” said Mme. Vulliemin to me one day 
during a walk, and glancing at a small country-house— 
“ how good it is that every one here can have in his 
dwelling a portion of the best and the most beautiful 
which life affords ! ” Every one here can have a small 
house, a garden, and—this view !
Few of the inhabitants of Lausanne are rich, but 
many are in easy circumstances, and their life is simple. 
They meet at little tea-suppers, without luxury or
pretension. They converse on the terraces amongst 
flowers, with the Alps before them as their horizon, and 
the lovely lake at their feet. The more wealthy occupy 
themselves much with improving the condition of the 
poor, and especially with the education of the children. 
With these magnificent surroundings it seems to me 
that human beings become more simple, true, and ear­
nest. Life is calm, occupied and full of kindly influ­
ences.
The grand time of Lausanne—the time when Vol­
taire, monarch of wit, held his court here—is past; 
but its good time seems to me to be the present. And 
especially the condition of the country, with its daily 
work—its conflict of parties—its institutions for the 
public advancement—its gay popular festivals, which 
unite all classes—the great Helvetian musical festival 
which attracts annually to Geneva persons from every’ 
Canton, not. only for its enjoyment, but to take part in 
it ; in one word, life here, in its rich and fresh manifold 
character, seems to me no poor continuation of the good 
time “ when Queen Bertha spun.”
There is yet another feature in Lausanne life which 
I  must not overlook. More than once on Sunday after­
noons, and even on week-days, the melodious tones of 
choral singing have reached my terrace. These tones 
proceed from homes where parents and children cele­
brate together family worship. They testify to the 
work of the Spirit in the reform, which has taken the 
-life of the church into the innermost of life, and which 
has converted the domestic hearth to an altar. This is 
a peculiar trait in the reform movement, which, pro­
ceeding from Switzerland, has been planted in England, 
Holland, and France. But of this more another time.
I  will now go forth into nature ; will live like the 
trees and the flowers there. Let me thank the good,
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great Father for the beautiful weather which He has 
now given—for now they are making hay ; now both 
the wheat and the vine are in blossom, and the whole 
face of the earth looks glorious and full of life. Now, 
however, it is very warm, and I exclaim with all the 
people of Lausanne— “ A  la montagne ! à la montagne ! ”
SECOND STATION.
Rossinicre— Our Large Beehive— Life in the H igh Valleys— The 
Footpath—The Young Girls at the Sunday School— Château 
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in the Alpine Valleys— La Comhallaz— Les Ormandes— Père 
Anserm ez—  The Folk-life of the H igh Valleys —  The Free 
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JRossiniere, J u ly  8th. — But lately on the sunny 
heights of La Sauvabellin, at the gay folk’s festival, 
with the vast and glorious view of heaven and earth 
above and around me, now shut into a narrow, solitary 
valley of the Vaudois Alps, where one can see nothing 
but bare or wood-covered mountains, between which lie 
grass fields and low huts, and above which is seen a 
little stretch of sky, now dark with rain-clouds.
The journey hither, however, was beautiful and very 
queer. Imagine a labyrinthine road winding between 
lofty mountains, along which you are dragged upwards, 
ever upwards, for several hours. So narrow are the 
mountain-passes sometimes, that you cannot conceive 
how you are to get through them ; in other places so 
completely blocked up, that it seems as if you must 
drive right into the mountain ; and if your cairiage
should get, as it were, a little shove on one side, per­
haps from the king of the mountain, so that it is upset 
on the very brink of a precipice, you cannot see what 
should hinder you and the horses and the carriage tum­
bling down in the wild stream which thunders and foams 
below. I t  looks dangerous, and is not indeed wholly 
without danger ; but both driver and horses are used 
to straggling up the steep roads of the mountain 
strongholds.
At the entrance of the narrow mountain pass one 
comes upon the ruins of the castle La Gruyères. In 
ancient times it was the abode of the powerful counts 
of that name ; and they it was who first cultivated and 
established inhabitants in the high valleys which extend 
along the river Sarine, Kossinière, Chateau d’Oex, 
Rougemont. One feels, whilst making this ascending 
journey through these mountain passes, as if one -were 
reading a romance of the middle-age.
The sun was sending his last rays through the open­
ing in the cliffs when I  emerged to Kossinière. My 
abode is an immense chalet, or Swiss cottage—the 
largest amongst the Alps, it is asserted—in which a 
vast number of small windows, with their small panes, 
peep forth from beneath an enormous roof. The front 
and back of the house (the roof at the two ends 
reaches to the ground) are ornamented with a great 
number of painted figures : lions, deer, horses, flowers, 
flower-vases, birds, and other animals and figures, all 
more or less unnatural ; scripture-texts remind the be­
holder of the shortness of life, of God’s faithfulness 
and righteous judgment. Thus a century ago was the 
house built by the grandfather of the present pos­
sessor. The grandson, Mr. Ilenchoz, has refreshed 
the paintings, and has refitted the rooms in this 
spacious house, which is now onened to friends and
strangers who desire to breathe the invigorating air 
of the high valleys. Higher up towards the mountains 
lies the village of Rossinière, with its lovely and finely- 
situated church and cluster of small houses. The whole 
valley is meadow and woodland. On every hand it is 
inclosed by mountains, the slopes of which are covered 
with pasturage. The loftiest of these, resembling in 
form a fortified castle, with fine tall pinnacles, is called 
Rubli, and the tallest pinnacle Rubli-horn. The Sarine 
runs through the valley, along its stony bed, but lying 
so deep below its banks that the waters can only be 
seen when you stand close upon them.
The evening on which I  arrived here was fine, but to­
day one might fancy oneself in Siberia ! The black 
clouds rush along the mountain passes like avalanches, 
and pour down torrents of cold rain. Last night snow 
fell on the peaks and green pastures of Rubli.
10th.—Cold and rain still continue. I  try to forget 
them by reading in my Swiss history, yet I  freeze, and 
am “ in a dreadful temper.” Oh, sun! sun! if one 
longs for thee on the plain, how much more here in the 
narrow valley, of which thou art the only joy, and 
which without thee is only a hideous pit ! Can the sun 
actually shine here? Pays d’en haut seems to me to 
be only a country up in the clouds—and such clouds ! 
I  never saw anything like them : they hang like black 
crape over the heights—they roll heavy masses down 
before them, they—hu, hu, hu !
12 th.— “ Thou shewest thyself once more, monarch of 
day and joy of the earth, beloved, longed-for sun !”
Thus commenced a sort of prose-pocm, in which I  
this morning attempted to describe the combat between 
the sun and a huge gray cloud which would intercept 
it, but which I  shall not inflict on my reader ; it is suffi­
cient to say that the sun conquered the gray cloud. I t
fled away in scattered fragments over the mountain, 
and I, delighted, wandered in the sunshine, into the 
valley, saluted the flowers which raised their tear- 
drenched heads, and the trees which clapped their 
hands above them, and the heights which shone out 
in smaragdus-green towards the blue heavens, and the 
cattle whose bells rung jocundly from the mountains, 
and the country people who were making hay along the 
banks of the rushing Sarine.
“ There seems to be a heavy crop this year,” I  said, 
in passing by.
“ Yes,” replied they; “ it has not been so good for 
these many years, and everything else in the fields pro­
mises well ! ”
And they tossed the mown grass aloft in the air with 
their great forks, that it might dry in the wind and the 
sun. That is the way here.
How the drops glittered in the splendid sunshine ! 
A glorious day !
18</i.—Although the sun may be a rare guest in Ros- 
siniòre valley, and seldom gives us its heart-cheering 
beams ttvo days in succession, yet has it now afforded 
us one day after another, of indescribable beauty, 
when the wind has blown warm and yet fresh at the 
same time, the air been light, and when the whole of 
our little valley, with its smaragdus-green pasture-fields 
and its fragrant hay harvest, has seemed like a little 
abode of comfort and health. During this time our 
large beehive, as I  call my chalet, with its many little 
rooms and windows, has filled with guests, who swarm 
forth into the valley. Two large tables are daily 
filled at noon and in the evening. There is an abun­
dance of honey, milk, cream, butter, and cheese—in a 
word, of every kind of food belonging to pastoral life, 
and this of the very best, to say nothing of more sub­
stantial fare. People live here for a season simply and 
abundantly. I  am perfectly amazed at the bowls of 
thick whipped cream which are carried every evening 
round the crowded tables, and from which every guest 
can heap up his plate. Either with or without wood- 
strawberries this prepared cream is really a heavenly 
kind of food. The crowning charm of the pastoral 
life of Rossinière is that it is as cheap as it is ex­
cellent.
As in the meantime there is an incessant banging 
and slamming of doors in our beehive, I  am as little 
within as possible ; and as I  do not like sitting long at 
table, and now yearn, above all things, for the quiet 
companionship of Nature, I  spend the greater part of 
my day in solitary rambles and little expeditions of 
discovery amongst the mountains.
Will you accompany me on one of them? for one 
will serve as a sample of the whole. Our guide shall 
be the first good footpath, because we cannot have a 
better; and if you would thoroughly enjoy the ramble 
you must follow the path silently, and observe every­
thing which it presents to you.
True, it may be a little steep sometimes, but you will 
have secure footing and almost a flight of steps up the 
mountain. Then the path leads you over a noisy 
brook, then through a thick wood, mostly of pine-trees. 
The tree-roots supply steps by which you climb ever 
higher and higher, for our path still ascends. Soon 
you see the valley behind you, down below your feet, 
and you stand on equal height with the snow-veins 
which furrow the mountains on the other side of the 
Sarine ; you see the cloud sailing below the mountain- 
pinnacles. Now you are upon the height, and now the 
path winds round the shoulder of a cliff and you find 
yourself upon a green meadow full of grassy hillocks,
in which feeds a herd of variegated, well-conditioned 
cows, whose bells welcome you with a melodious 
chorus.* You still proceed, and the path winds round 
another mountain height and a fresh view opens before 
you ; another extent of valley, with wood-crowned 
heights, the feet of which are scattered with little 
cottages. In  the hollows of the valleys roars the river; 
the clouds slowly roll along, dividing themselves 
amongst the immense rocky heights. In whatever 
direction you turn you behold Alps, valleys, deep 
woods, soft, waving pasture meadows, dark rifts of the 
mountains, whence, as you can see, flow streams in the 
spring season. Everything is grand, wild, strong, but 
at the same time fresh and peaceful. Are you weary? 
Are you thirsty ? Sit down upon that fragrant grass, 
beside this bank of wild strawberries, as large as those 
grown in gardens. More juicy, more beautiful ones 
cannot be found on earth ; and this air, ah ! do you feel 
it? I t  is impossible to describe its purity and fresh­
ness, its revivifying power both of soul and body. 
Look around ! Near you and all around you is a flower- 
world of old and new acquaintance. Here the sweetly 
fragrant Alpine pink, with its spear-like leaf, dianthus 
supcrbus, well deserving of its name ; there tall and 
erect, like a real king’s taper, the stately yellow 
gentian, gentiana lutea, with thick clusters of gold- 
coloured flowers ; and there, the most ornamental of 
all umbels, the beautiful astraìisia major. Pretty 
bright-coloured thistles shine out in crowds. Higher 
up come the Alpine roses, rhododendrons, and many 
another sweet-smelling plant which is only found there. 
But we will not go any farther to-day.
* Nor is this expression too strong. In the large herds of 
cattle the hells furnish a perfect quire, with bass notes, soprano, 
nd so on.
W e will descend and enter some of the little cottages 
at the foot of the mountains. W e must not leave the 
footpath without having become acquainted with the 
principal places to which it leads, the dwellings where 
human beings reside, spirits who love or hate, suffer 
and hope, worship and pray. Let us enter the first 
cottage on our way.
Within is a young and pretty woman, and four 
little boys. Three of them are plaiting straw. The 
youngest of these little workers is only three-and-a- 
lialf years old. The little home of one room and a 
kitchen exhibits neatness and a certain degree of 
prosperity. W e see well-supplied beds, and in the 
kitchen many shelves, on which are arranged plates 
and well-scoured, nicely-kept wooden bowls. The 
young mother is kind and civil, and the boys nice 
little fellows, but very pale. Straw-plaiting, which 
has now for some time become a branch of industrial 
labour in the valleys, and which brings a little money 
into the cottages, is not beneficial to the health of 
woman, and least of all to that of children. I t  keeps 
the young ones too quiet, and their tendency to scro­
fula is increased by the straw-plaiting, which requires 
the fingers to be always kept moist with water. This 
is not right, and even this young mother conceded the 
same. “ But—what can people do ? The children are 
many ; they require food and clothing, and there is no 
other profitable labour in the valley for her and the 
children, and the father’s earnings are not sufficient for 
them all.”
The old sorrowful story !
Let us look into this second family cottage—so 
small, so queer, that it might have been built by a 
hobgoblin as a home for himself. And there he comes 
out of the door—nay, don’t be afraid ! I t  is true he is
as wild-looking and shaggy almost as one of the 
aborigines of the country, at least as we fancy them ; 
hut he smiles very good-naturedly for all that, and he 
salutes us almost like a gentleman. And he is really a 
kind of Alpine gentleman ; assists us politely across 
the mountain torrent, points out to us a better way 
amongst the labyrinthine paths, and accompanies us 
himself, talking whilst he does the honours of his little 
country estate. Yes, he really is a landed proprietor. 
The little hill yonder he had cultivated with his own 
hands, and planted with potatoes and beans, and even 
dug and sowed a little hayfield. He will dig and cul­
tivate till the whole circuit of little hills has become 
fertilized. He lives here alone ; is already old, but 
contented with his lot. He has also his good qualities ; 
he appears pious and peaceful—a happy man.
W e now return home to our valley.
I t  is evening. See how the sun gilds the naked 
mountain tops in the east. Rubli-horn and the cu­
polas of the H it tag’s mountain ! Now it is gone, and 
how soon it becomes dark in the valley. The peace of 
evening drops down over man and beast ; but still on 
every hand is heard the chorus of the cattle-bells 
amongst the mountains. When all is gone to rest in 
the valley this is still heard. Towards ten o’clock even 
that has become silent, and the chirp of the crickets 
and the soft murmuring Sarine are the only sounds 
audible in the quiet valley of Rossinière.
But if the valley goes to rest betimes, so is it also 
early in motion. Already, before five in the morning, 
the goats and the cows come up for milking ; smoke 
rises from the cottages, and all the doors begin to slam 
in our great cottage. I  live as the valley lives ; rise 
early and am early to bed ; and it just suits me.
The people in the valley are peaceable and indus-
trious ; influenced by the calm and earnest spirit of 
the surrounding scenes to look into the depths of the 
soul and up to heaven, which rests above them. Their 
mental sphere of vision and their desires seem to be 
circumscribed like their valley. They demand but 
little from life, are satisfied with the little that they 
receive. Their longings do not extend beyond the 
narrow valley, and if they leave it for the plain, or for 
life in the town, they always return hither again. 
They read much during the long winters, either books 
of grave import or travels. Religion and the church 
are the topics most interesting to them, and in these 
they are well read. Merrymakings they have none. 
Religious gatherings form their principal social inter­
course. Marriages are few, and in these love is less 
the question than the means of living. The bride is 
often older than the bridegroom. Morals are so pure 
that during a hundred years there has not been a 
single illegitimate child born here. The health is 
good, although straw-plaiting within the last few years 
has been found injurious, especially in the case of 
children.
I  have seen several very pretty young girls, but the 
older women have hideous goitre ; yet they seem to 
incommode them but little. The costume is not pic­
turesque, and the women’s black caps especially unbe­
coming. But a good-tempered kindness, simplicity, 
and earnestness render the expression agreeable both 
in men and women.
“ The people here are no better than elsewhere,” said 
the good and thoughtful pastor of the valley, M. 
Bechet ; “ but they have fewer temptations to evil, and 
more inducement to a serious life.”
The greater portion of the people of Rossinicre belong 
to the National Church, and merely some few of its
population to the Free Church, the principal congrega­
tions of which are in the valleys of Chateau d’Oex and. 
Les Ormondes. Good pastors of the old church have 
for a great number of years fallen to the lot of the 
people of Rossinière, and they have operated beneficially 
upon the moral condition of their flocks.
A lady, one of my English friends amongst the in­
mates of the great beehive, and I, one day during a 
ramble, passed a cottage from which proceeded the 
sweet singing of female voices. W e stopped and softly 
entered. W e knew already that the proprietor of this 
cottage, Esther Marmillière, was dying of a severe 
injury to the knee. She reclined, in a half-sitting po­
sition, on a clean comfortable bed. The whole room 
was neat and clean, although evidencing poverty. 
Two pretty and well-dressed young women sat, one at 
each window, at work, during which they sung a hymn 
together, in which the sick woman joined. They were 
her daughters, who lived in service at Lausanne and 
Yevay, and were now come over to see their aged 
sick mother. At our request they continued the 
hymn which we had interrupted. The expression of 
the old woman’s wasted countenance and the purity 
and strength of her voice were wonderful, so also were 
her pious trust and peace in the prospect of a long and 
painful mortal disease. Such flowers of spiritual life 
are not unfrequent in these valleys, and they testify 
nobly for the church which makes one of its missions 
the founding of a general priesthood in its congrega­
tion. W hat a sermon is this poor woman’s sick bed !
Our large beehive becomes more and more popu­
lous with guests from many lands. Whole schools 
come hither, that the young girls may enjoy the fresh 
country air for one or two weeks. Whilst the girls 
ramble through the valleys, the youths climb the
ridges and summits of the mountains, making long and 
laborious excursions. And now and then even a spi­
rited young girl will accompany her father and brother 
on similar mountain rambles, and is in so doing as 
brave as the bravest.
A  great number of the guests here are English 
families, mostly abounding in daughters. I  regarded, 
with somewhat melancholy foreboding, the future of a 
flock of six young sisters, between the ages of twelve 
and twenty, thinking how they would be able to find, 
each one for herself, space and a sphere of activity, 
without which no one can be happy in the world. One 
of these girls, my neighbour at the table, very tall, 
although still young, with a grave countenance, and 
wearing spectacles, and who blushed every time she 
spoke or was spoken to, seemed to me no unworthy
candidate for a professor’s chair ; but------
But the young girls practically replied to my “ how ” 
and my “ but.”
M. Bechèt, who had long wished to establish a 
Sunday-school in Rossiniere, announced the preceding 
Sunday from the pulpit that this would now be com­
menced. The juvenile population, some so young that 
they could scarcely talk, flocked with great curiosity 
to the school-house ; and now I  saw to my edification 
my young girls, five of the six sisters, and two pretty 
young Americans, each taking her post as teacher of a 
little troop of children. My bashful, blushing, and 
grave neighbour, with her spectacles, I  saw surrounded 
by a dozen boys, whom she instructed with perfect 
self-possession, and at the same time with youthful 
delight and motherly sobriety.
After all, the better day dawns for the life of woman 
on earth. The narrow valley extends its bounds, and 
many paths are opened : there will be room, work, and 
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life’s gladness sufficient for all who sincerely seek and 
desire to find. Thus spake the conviction of my soul 
in the Sunday-school of Rossinière.
July  24th.—I  have taken my last ramble amongst 
the mountains which surround this valley. The valleys 
of Château d’Oex and Rossinière are seen stretched 
out from above like verdant pasture meadows, sur­
rounded on every side by lofty mountain walls ; and 
there below have small two-legged creatures, called 
human beings, built little dwellings for themselves, no 
larger, apparently, than mole-lieaps, with openings on 
the sunny side.
These Alps are traversed in every direction by foot­
paths. However high you may ascend,, you always 
find a winding road between the mountains ; and just 
when you fancy yourself at the top of the mountain, 
you see before you a grassy plain, a Swiss cottage, chil­
dren and flowers—sometimes the prettiest groups of 
pines and deciduous trees—and before you new heights, 
with pasture-fields, cattle, and cottages, and so on 
everywhere, till at last wood and pasturage cease, and 
the bare mountain alone rears towards heaven its bold 
peaks and horns. These rambles are sometimes fa­
tiguing, but, nevertheless, indescribably refreshing, full 
of surprises and romantic natural scenery.
I  have sketched Rubli-horn, and taken leave of my 
acquaintance in the beehive, amongst whom I  shall 
miss an earnest, delightful young English couple, as 
fresh and full of the soul’s life as the Alpine scenery 
itself, and whom I  have occasionally taken with me in 
my mountain rambles. In a few hours I  set off to 
Chateau d’Oex, where I  shall remain a couple of weeks, 
and shall study the life of the Free Church in conver­
sation with one of its most pious and learned teachers, 
Pastor P  .
Château Æ Oex, July 25th.—My château is, for the 
present, a little chaumière, at the foot of a verdant 
mountain, at the south-eastern end of Chateau d’Oex 
valley. The valley of Château d’Oex is the largest and 
most important of these highland valleys, containing 
several villages, and a wealthy population. I t  is con­
siderably more open, and of a more cheerful character, 
than that of Rossinière. The pyramidal heights which, 
of ever-varying form, inclose the large lower pastures 
—within the recesses of which are many lesser valleys 
and heights—appear of a lower altitude. La Sarine 
here roars along a broader bed, with a greater width of 
water. In  the middle of the valley rises a large round 
hill, where stood in ancient times the fortified tower 
which ruled it, and on which now stands the church, 
amidst a garland of leafy trees. From my little room 
—which, with its three windows, is much more airy, 
more comfortable and agreeable than that I  had in the 
great beehive, or in the elegant boarding-house at Lau­
sanne—I  have a free view over the valley. My host and 
hostess are peasants. M. Favrodeoun is one of the elders 
of the Free Church. After he has spent the day in 
the business of his small farm he closes the evening 
with divine service in his own house. His wife, the 
daughter of the former surgeon of the valley—I  wish 
you could see her, the pretty, kind-hearted woman, in 
the simple costume of the country-people !—has the 
manners of the most educated lady, whilst she is so 
full of benevolence, and her attentions are so delicate 
and evince such nice feeling, that one feels it a plea­
sure to be the object of them. I  only wish you could 
see how quietly and cheerfully she cares for husband 
and child, and the whole household, and the guest 
of the house—just as if it were a pleasure to her. She 
and her husband belong to a class which is constantly
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met with in Switzerland, but seldom in any other coun­
try—except in the United States of America—which, 
by education and natural refinement, resemble the 
higher classes of society, whilst they live simply, and 
labour like peasants.
My hostess has a great deal to do to-day ; for she 
has to prepare and to pack the food for the whole fa­
mily, who are setting off in the morning to the annual 
meeting of the Free Church of the high valleys, which 
this year is held at La Leclierette, a lofy plain, lying 
between the valleys of Chateau d’Oex, Rouge mont, and 
Les Ormondes. I t  lies two heavy leagues from here, 
high up in the mountains. There all the members of 
the Free Church of the surrounding valleys are to as­
semble, and to celebrate divine worship under the open 
sky.
Fes — but how does the sky look? I t  looks dark 
and threatening. Last evening there was a magnificent 
thunder-storm : to-day it has rained from morning to 
night. I f  it should be fine in the morning I  shall go 
on foot with the rest of the inhabitants of the valley, 
although the road is said to be tolerably fatiguing—for 
I  have greatly desired to be present at one of these as­
semblies, of which I  have heard so much, and which 
remind one of the inspired times of the early reformers, 
when the new-born Church sprang forth from Romish 
Catholicism, and sung its Te Deum in the open fields, 
or in the depths of the forests, under the bright, free 
vault of heaven.
I f  my journey to La Lecherette be prosperous, and 
the weather favourable, I  shall continue my pedestrian 
journey as far as the valleys of Comballaz and Les Or­
mondes, so celebrated for their beauty, after which I  
shall return hither. But—it rains, and the heavens are 
full of clouds.
Château d’Oex, August 2nd.—Again I  am here, after 
—but I will relate everything in due course, and first 
and foremost I  will speak of
THE MEETING AT LA LECHERETTE.
A t four o’clock in the morning it was still cloudy, 
with mizzling rain, but by five the clouds had begun to 
disperse, and the sun faintly to illumine the mountain- 
tops. I t  promised a fine day. The whole house was 
in motion ; people were getting ready for the meeting. 
A t six o’clock I  set out on my way thither, accompan­
ied by the maid-servant of the house, a certain stout 
and strong Julie, who carried my small travelling-bag, 
and who, except for her name, and a pair of lovely 
eyes, certainly bore as little resemblance as possible to 
the Julie of “ The New Heloise.” My host and his 
family were to set out an hour later.
The little journey was glorious in the fresh morning 
air, and under the brightening sky. The clouds dis­
persed over the mountain- tops or sunk into their clefts, 
and I  gave them good speed with my gaze. Here and 
there people were ever leaving their dwellings in the 
valley, and setting out for the meeting. I  seemed to 
speed along as if I  had wings.
But now comes the climbing ! I t  is steep, and 
not to be done without labour and pausing to take 
breath. My stout Julie puffs and pants under the 
burden of my little bag to such a degree that it goes to 
my heart. I perceive with some surprise that the 
poor stout girl labours under weakness of the chest. 
I  hasten therefore to take a few small tilings out of 
the bag, which are absolutely necessary for me, and 
leave it at the post-house which we are just now passing; 
and by the way it may be told that the post-mistress is 
a peasant woman, who carries on the business with
good management and skill since the death of her 
husband.
W ith light hands and hearts we proceed after this, 
onwards and upwards continually, clambering amongst 
stones, and only now and then consoled by a little piece 
of good road. On one side of the road lies a precipice, 
at the bottom of which is a mountain torrent ; on the 
other a perpendicular wall of rock, here and there 
covered with pine-wood. The valley becomes ever 
narrower and wilder. Then again comes an ascent, 
and this time of an hour’s length, and very difficult into 
the bargain ; after that a second, but not so laborious. 
And now, after three hours, we are at our journey’s 
end.
The narrow mountain-pass at once emerges into an 
open, grassy plain, surrounded in the distance by 
pointed Alps, and thinly scattered with cottages. The 
morning wind blows cool over the fine waving grass. 
This is La Vallée des Mosses, and the portion in 
which we find ourselves La Lecherette. How delight­
ful it is to rest oneself here on soft couches and mown 
grass, which is drying in the sun, and to look around 
one over the extensive scene.
Troops of people are seen in long procession across 
the fields, hastening to the place of meeting. And as 
they meet from the various quarters, you see bright, 
kindly glances, and hear cordial greetings and inquiries: 
“ Comment êtes vous? Comment va votre mère,” and so 
on. “ Mais très joliment ! mais pas mal!” &c.
The people of the valleys are frequently related to 
each other, and they who now meet here have not seen 
one another since the last annual gathering.
In  the meantime you see the pastors and elders of 
the congregations busied in selecting the particular 
spot for the assembly, and afterwards preparing it for
that purpose. The spot which they selected on this 
occasion was a wood, the thick pine-trees of which 
afforded a shelter from the heat of the sun. I  was still 
busied looking around me on the scenery, and in 
watching the groups of people who had thrown them­
selves on the grass to converse and to take breakfast, 
when a hymn sung in quartette was heard strong and 
melodious to proceed from the depth of the pine-wood. 
Here the little assembly of two or three hundred per­
sons had grouped themselves, standing or sitting under 
the trees. In the midst, upon a somewhat open place, 
stood the pastors of the various congregations, and 
around them the elders, with their grave honest coun­
tenances. The youngest of the teachers gave out, as 
the principal subject for meditation, the words of the 
Apostle Paul, “ Rejoice always,” admonishing liis hearers 
to examine what was the cause of a continued joy, 
even during the sins and sorrows of our earthly life. 
The cause of this, he declared to them, was the free 
grace of Christ.
The dark-eyed and dark-haired, but mild Penchaud, 
uttered a prayer full of ardent love. The elders, alter­
nately with the clergy, took their turn in urging the 
importance of a more true, more perfect life in Christ. 
And thus the divine service was continued, with alter­
nating prayer and the singing of hymns. All this was 
good, but I  felt a want of a living and elevating spirit ; 
I  felt in particular the want of a mutual communica­
tion of spiritual experience, which I  had looked for 
from the ministers of this assembly, meeting together 
again after the interval of twelve months, and I  was in­
clined to attribute these wants to the desire which the 
leaders of the meeting had rather themselves to instruct 
than to induce those present to take part in its busi­
ness. Long pauses intervened between the addresses.
About twelve o’clock the forenoon service was ended, 
and the assembly broke up into parties and family 
groups for dinner. This partaking of the contents of 
the various provision-baskets was a time of joyous con­
versation. Such as had not brought a supply with them 
were invited to partake with those who had abundance. 
Nobody was overlooked or uncared for. All were 
regarded as guests by a good housewife.
During the dinner it was communicated from group 
to group that a celebrated spiritual preacher from 
Geneva had arrived quite unexpectedly at the meeting. 
During the singing of one of the hymns in the fore­
noon service I  had heard a voice at a distance exclaim,
“ Look, there is the assembly !”—Yoilà la réunion !
And soon after the congregation was increased by 
the arrival of a good number of strangers, to whom at 
the time but little attention was paid.
Soon after the simple meal divine service again 
commenced. When the first hymn had been sung I  
heard a voice, the energy of which greatly struck me. 
Under the aged pine-trees, upon an elevation of the 
field, stood a tall, broad-shouldered man, whose whole 
exterior was remarkable. The forehead, beneath which 
a pair of deep-set eyes flashed lightning, the nose, the 
jaw, the whole features stood forth powerful and irre­
gular as the block of an Alp ; whilst a tempest seemed 
to have passed through his wild bushy hair. John the 
Baptist might have appeared such as he. I t  was the 
celebrated preacher from Geneva, M. Berthollet. From 
the moment that he first rose he ruled the assembly, 
and the assembly acknowledged in him its centre.
He began by stating that whilst on a visit to his 
native place in the neighbourhood he heard of the 
proposed meeting at La Lecherette, and had come 
hither without really knowing the exact point of meet-
ing. But the singing of the hymn in the pine-wood 
suddenly revealed this to him, and he now must say 
how happy he felt at finding himself here in this assem­
bly, amongst the Alps, beneath God’s open heaven, and 
that he would avail himself of the occasion to address 
a few words to them from the depths of his heart. 
And with a powerful voice, full of ever-varying expres­
sion, and with arms outstretched, now towards the 
heights, now towards the assembly, he conjured his 
hearers “ to think of the last hour, of the dark flood to 
which all must come, and to hold themselves in readi­
ness for the last journey. Because, as in the old time, 
no one could pass over Jordan who could not properly 
pronounce the word Shibboleth, so on the day of judg­
ment no one could enter the kingdom of heaven who 
could not pronounce the name Jesus.” After which a 
discourse followed, so rich in anecdote and narrative, 
from England, Switzerland, Hindostan, Nova Zembla, 
Canada, the Cape, and in fact from all parts of the 
world, of the miracles of Christianity, histories of con­
version, of Christian death-beds, of souls saved out of 
mortal anguish, and all this interspersed with ardent 
prayers and beseechings to them “ to reflect, to lay 
these things to heart, to come, come now, at that mo­
ment, to our Saviour,” and all poured forth in a rushing 
torrent of spiritual eloquence; so that altogether it was 
■—wonderful !
Here was a popular preacher of the right sort ; one 
really mighty to rouse souls out of a state of lethargy 
and dulness.
Amongst the various anecdotes, some striking, some 
affecting, which he poured forth out of his cornucopia 
over the assembly, I  particularly remember the follow­
ing, which he related in the most admirable manner :—
“ Some years ago, one of the most remarkable of the
so-called street-preachers in London was a man named 
Rowland Hill. One day the rich and worldly Lady 
Erskine came driving in her carriage, across the 
very square where he was preaching. Seeing the 
crowd assembled round him, she ordered her carriage 
to stop, and inquired what was going forward; and was 
told that it was Rowland Hill, who was preaching to 
the people. She had heard speak of him, and, curious 
to hear him herself, she alighted from her carriage, and, 
accompanied by her servants, made her way into the 
crowd, which immediately opened for the elegant lady. 
And at once, without suffering himself to be disturbed 
by her presence, Rowland exclaimed :—
“ ‘ My friends, here comes a soul which is to be put 
up for auction ! ’
“ The people were startled, and some laughed. ‘ This 
rich, grand lady to be sold by auction !’ Lady Erskine 
advanced nearer, and Rowland Hill continued :—
“ ‘ I  see three buyers about to bid for her. The first 
is called the World. “ Well, what wilt thou give, O 
W orld! for this soul?” The World replies, “ Pleasures, 
ornaments, flatteries, festivities for every day of her 
life.” “ All pleasures, and flatteries, and festivities will 
come to an end, whilst this soul wrill last on, because 
it is immortal ! I t  is too little which thou offerest, O 
World, and thou canst not have her.” Now comes the 
second bidder, it is the Devil. “ How much, Satan, wilt 
thou bid for this soul?” “ All the powrer of the world 
and the glory thereof.” “ But all the power of the world 
and its glory will pass away, whilst this soul will last 
on. Thou canst not have her, Satan, for thou offerest 
too little ! ” The third bidder presents himself. Oh, 
that is the Lord Jesus! I  expected no less of Thee, 
O Lord ! “ W hat, then, dost Thou bid for this soul?” 
“ My peace in this life, and after it eternal bliss ! ”
“ Take her, Lord, take her ! She is thine, for a higher 
price no one can offer ! ” ”
Berthollet added, that Lady Erskine was so affected 
by these words that she made there a profession of the 
truth—she abandoned her worldly life of vanity, and 
became one of the principal supporters of the English 
church.
The assembly in the pine-wood had, by degrees, ga­
thered closely round Berthollet. Women sate in a 
half-circle at his feet, their gentle countenances raised 
to him in a kind of astonishment, or bowed down 
in silent tears. The men stood around with heads 
advanced ; as far as the eye could penetrate the 
wood you could see listening grave countenances, over 
whose powerful features passed, again and again, the 
expression of deep emotion. When the preacher ceased, 
they sang with life and ardour :—
“ How beautiful upon the mountains are the feet 
of Him who announced to sinners, Thy grace, O 
L ord!” &c.
Berthollet seated himself, bowing his forehead to his 
hands. Twice after this he arose and again addressed 
the assembly. After the beautiful hymn of praise—
“ W hen tim e shall be no longer,
And when all finite things
Shall to the infinite have taken place,”
he drew a picture from these words, of the time 
when all created beings, united in the kingdom of 
God’s glory, should unite in singing praises to the 
Redeemer of the world.
During the pauses between the singing and the 
preaching you could hear the low whisper of the wood, 
and the murmuring of thousands of small insects, which 
also, in their way, joined in the solemn worship. The
clear, mild sky gleamed through the waving branches 
of the pine-trees—it was a moment of perfect, peaceful 
beauty and harmony, a moment of unspeakable inward 
emotion, a foretaste of the condition of the completed 
being ! But, turned from the assembly, and with his 
powerful brow pressed against the trunk of a pine-tree 
which he had embraced, stood the preacher, himself 
almost overpowered by the words with which he had 
shaken his audience ; the veins swollen on the temples, 
and the beating of the pulsation visible !
Still one more hymn, still one more prayer of thanks­
giving, and the pastors dismissed the assembly. The 
people took a quiet and cordial leave one of another ; 
and all hasted, each his own way, whilst the sun was 
yet high, that there might be time before dark to 
reach their distant valleys and homes.
Accompanied by a young peasant, who was appointed 
to me as my guide, I  continued my way through La  
Vallée des Mosses to Comballaz, where an enterprising 
man has opened a small hotel, and where I intended to 
pass the night.
The road conducted us over soft, and at times swampy 
meadow ground, and I  had good opportunity for con­
versing with my guide, a handsome, friendly youth 
from Ormondes Valley, by name Emanuel Isabel. He 
was a member of the Free Church, and talked cheer­
fully and sensibly of its spirit and importance. During 
the preceding winter Ormondes " Valley had been for 
several months without a pastor, from what cause I  do 
not remember, but the congregation had nevertheless 
kept up divine service with undeviating exactness, and 
attended to all the affairs of the church by means of 
the elders and those who were chosen as their assistants. 
One of the elders read a portion of Scripture every 
Sunday, and spoke from it to the congregation instead
of the pastor. Occasionally even some one of the 
younger members was deputed to read something 
from the Word, as well as to speak upon it. He— 
Emanuel Isabel—had more than once been called to 
this office.
“ I t  is evident,” continued he, with a beaming glance, 
“ that the Church is really a Church when she can thus, 
through God’s Word and Spirit, be left to herself!”
He acknowledged, in the meantime, the necessity of 
study and knowledge in the highest leaders of the con­
gregation, in order that they might be preserved from 
false doctrine, and be led forward into light and activity, 
and so on.
“ La Dent du Midi,” and several of the Savoy Alps, 
reared their snowy and glittering peaks along the hori­
zon before us as we reached Comballaz, and the sun was 
near his setting. Here I  took leave of my friendly 
guide, who would not on any account receive payment 
for his services.
I  obtained in the pretty wooden hotel a little room 
with a splendid view of the Alps, and an hour after­
wards I was seated at a large table, with an elegant 
company, enjoying a good cup of tea, and that delicious 
cream, which is one of the greatest of the world’s 
delicacies, and one of the most wholesome at the same 
time.
I  had intended to continue my ramble on the follow­
ing day to Les Ormondes. But the view of “ Dent du 
Midi,” which shone forth in the early morning with all 
its dentated splendour into a cloudless sky, and the pe­
culiar beauty of La Comballaz valley, kept me there 
through the day. There I  wandered early, and there 
I  wandered late; visited the cottages, rested on the 
fragrant beds of thyme and mint at the feet of the 
mountains ; contemplated the magnificent views, drank
in the air the freshness and beauty of life and thought, 
as I  had done many a time before.
“ Oh, wunderschön ist Gottes Erde,
U nd schön auf ihr ein Mensch zu seyn ! ”
The day was glorious. La Comballaz valley consists 
of two verdant mountain slopes, between which roars the 
mountain torrent La Ravalette, deeply embedded be­
tween wild riven rocks. The valley itself is embedded 
between lofty mountain walls, but the view opens both 
to the north and the south, and that on the south is of 
the most grand description. During the walk round 
a wood-crowned hill at the end of the valley you see 
all at once the glaciers Les Diablerets, which elevate 
themselves above Les Ormondes valley, the Savoy Alps 
to the south in a magnificent amphitheatre, and below, 
in the distance, the Rhone valley, of which the dwell­
ings and villages can be distinguished. La Comballaz 
is said to be the highest of the inhabited valleys of this 
region. And even in this glorious July weather the 
air was so cold both morning and evening that one was 
actually frozen.
Early the following morning, leaving my shawl and 
umbrella in the care of the host of the little hotel, I  set 
out on an excursion, carrying with me merely my pa­
rasol and a little bag containing a couple of pears, and 
a few light and indispensable articles of the toilet. Not 
a cloud was in the sky, and the air was so pure and full 
of invigoration that it seemed, as it were, to support 
me. I  did not feel my body. For a part of the way
I  was accompanied by Pastor L  , with whom I  had
become acquainted during the preceding evening. Con­
versation on the subject of the Church had attracted 
us to each other, and it was now continued during our 
morning’s walk. He was born in France, and had the.
Frenchman’s ease and pleasure in talking ; he belonged 
to the Swiss National Church, and he contended for 
the individualism of the Church, yet with moderation 
/ and judgment, and I  listened to him with pleasure. I  
always listen to opinions which may differ from my own 
if they be propounded by sensible persons, because I  
can say with the princess in Goethe’s Tasso:—
“ Ich freue mich wenn kluge Männer reden,
Dass ich verstehen kann wie sie es meinen.”
And I  am also glad that sometimes I  can by this 
means come to a better understanding of things than 
they themselves.
The views of the Alps were magnificent beyond de­
scription this bright morning. When we came out 
from the shady side of the mountain into the brilliant 
sunshine just opposite Les Diablerets, my polite com­
panion turned back to La Comballaz, and with a light 
heart I  continued my solitary way, which now began to 
descend, the views ever expanding before me, down to 
the green shadowy valley of Ormondes.
Thirty years ago I  travelled in a close carriage 
through Switzerland. How happy I  then thought was 
the little ragged Savoyard, who, barefoot and free, 
went wandering at will amongst the mountains ! How 
I  then wished to be in his place ! And now I  wandered 
-—not barefooted—but as light and as free as he I 
I t  required two good hours of walking in the heat of 
the ascending sun, by which time I  was considerably 
weary, before I  reached the newly-built parsonage in 
Ormondes Valley, and in the cool porch of which I  
rested, with the young pastor Lerèsche and his amiable 
young wife, who refreshed me with cool, sparkling 
water, wine, cherries, and other good things, and who 
made me most heartily welcome. Nor was the least
refreshing part of the entertainment to me the sight of 
this young, handsome couple, before whom the early 
morning dew of life la}7 still thereon, and to whom the 
reality of life was now the most beautiful idyl. They 
had only been married fourteen days, and had been 
living here ten. They were young, good, handsome, in 
easy circumstances ; they loved each other ; they would 
live and labour together in the bosom of this fresh, 
grand, and pleasant country. Oh, say not that life is 
only a valley of tears ! Amongst its dark shadows 
what bright, lovely pictures present themselves I
I  wandered on for about an hour before I  reached 
“ Le Creux,” a hollow in the valley, where lies a little 
peasant-farm, surrounded by trees and hilly crofts, in 
the very midst ,of an actual Colosseum of primæval 
rock, crowned by two ice-towers, Les Diablerets. From 
these icy walls, two hundred feet high, fall the torrents 
which form “ la grande eau,” which through the valley 
and lower down swell the waters of the Rhone. The 
owner of the peasant-farm, generally called Père An- 
sermez, is one of the most esteemed and valued elders 
of the Free Church. He has fitted up a few rooms in his 
chalet for the reception of strangers who wish to spend 
the hot summer months in the cool valley ; and here a 
room was also prepared for me. Several ladies were 
residing here for the summer from various countries— 
Switzerland, Germany, England, Scotland, but all of 
such amiable, well-trained characters, that they lived 
together as an actual band of sisters. They received 
me as a sister. They gratified my wishes in the most 
kind manner, gave me the best room in the house—the 
best of everything. I  cannot describe how good and 
kind they were, and much excellent and earnest conver­
sation had we together under the shadow of our cot- 
tage-roof, or during our walks in the valley. I  was
much interested also in becoming better acquainted 
with Père Ansermez, who is a splendid example of the 
Christian peasant. He was now confined at home in 
consequence of an injury received a couple of months 
since during the repair of his house, when he fell from 
the roof. He had, therefore, given up to his wife and 
son the care of the cattle in the higher pasturages of 
the mountains, whilst he remained down in the valley 
with his daughter, a good, managing and pretty girl, our 
hostess, to look after the place and a cow which had 
broken its leg. Père Ansermez waited till his cow was 
better, in order to go with her up into the mountains. 
He is a tall, powerful man, between fifty and sixty, 
with a splendid countenance, and the most beautiful 
and expressive eyes I  ever saw in a man.
On one occasion, when I  was left alone with him for 
a short time, he asked me in a half dubious way, but 
with a gentle and most heartfelt voice, “ Whether I  
loved—Jesus? ” And when I  replied “ Yes,” how his 
countenance beamed—how his eyes brightened.
After this he related to me the history of his own 
conversion, wdiich was that of a silent, inward struggle 
between an outer, not particularly edifying life, and an 
ideal of perfection which became ever stronger and 
stronger in his soul. This inward combat attained to 
its height when one evening, being present at a bloody 
quarrel, Père Ansermez felt himself at once compelled 
to say :—
“ Think if the Lord Jesus were to come in just 
now ! ”
That thought and that moment became decisive to 
Ansermez. He hung up the violin on which he used 
to play for the dancing, and never touched it again for 
such a purpose. He was not averse, however, to inno­
cent pleasure—which I  now took upon me to defend,
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thinking, nevertheless, that young people might employ 
their precious time in something better.
In the evenings Pere Ansermez performed family 
worship in our little circle. So doing, he read a chap­
ter in the Scriptures and prayed ; after which, accom­
panied by his daughter, he led the singing of such a 
hymn or hymns as any of those present might desire. 
They were sung in quartette by the little assembly, 
and frequently extremely well. The music and words 
of one hymn especially pleased me, which is also said to 
have been a great favourite with A. Vinet. I t  begins :—
“ Great God of Truth, Thou whom only I  worship."
One day, when I  expressed my admiration of Père 
Ansermez’s voice, which is of unusual strength and 
purity, he joyfully exclaimed :—
“ Yes, that is true, I  have a beautiful voice ! ”
In the evening, when he has closed his reading, he 
will repeat one or two verses of what he has read, 
adding :—
“ These are lovely (or important) words—may God 
give us grace rightly to comprehend them.”
Sometimes he will remain for a little while perfectly 
silent after the reading, as if in quiet devotion.
W hat a living answer is a man of this kind to the 
assertion of the Romish Church, that people of the un­
educated class cannot understand the Scriptures, nor 
guide themselves by their light.
The valleys Les Ormondes, the upper and lower, are 
said to be the most beautiful of the high valleys of the 
Vaud, and they are so from the number of grassy hills 
and fresh mountain streams, from the numerous verdant 
terraces and extent of pasturage. The people are 
handsomer and more cheerful than in any other of the 
valleys. They are celebrated for their lively wit, and
their disposition to look at life and everything from its 
most amusing side. But here, more than in any other 
valley, you find the want of many of the conveniences 
of life, not to say its necessaries. Bread (if not of the 
very coarsest kind) and meat, &c., must be fetched 
from a distance of two hours. Under these circum­
stances one could but be astonished at the manner in 
which our table was furnished, as well as at our living 
here, which cost but three francs a-day.
I  spent three days here ; one evening of which I  passed 
with the ideally happy and amiable young couple in the 
new parsonage. Interesting traits from the innermost 
of human life furnished topics of conversation, with the 
sun, the Alps, and the careering clouds before our 
gaze—one of those glorious spectacles which man some­
times will purchase at almost any price, and which 
Nature exhibits here gratis every evening.
On the morning of the fourth day Père Ansermez 
set off before dawn with his cow up into the moun­
tains ; and before the sun had illumined the spires of 
Les Diablerets I  took my pilgrim staff—otherwise my 
little parasol—in hand, and accompanied by my new lady 
friends, took my way to La Comballaz. There we 
parted, but the grateful remembrance of two of these 
amiable ladies will never leave me.
In  company with a pretty, but impish, ten-year old 
countrified Sylvie, I  continued my way to Chateau 
d’Oex, the whole way being on the soft grass of the 
high plain, “ Des Mosses ; ” and nowhere have I  seen so 
beautiful and fine a species of grass, waving in the 
wind like a thin gauze, or smoke. The plain looked both 
rich and gay.
I  still could see behind me the Savoyard Alps, and 
their cool shadows stretching refreshingly across the 
sunlit plain.
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After walking over the plain for two hours I  was 
both hungry and weary, and I  imagined that my little 
Sylvie was the same. And see, just here, close to the 
road, stands a cottage, from which some men, who have 
been carrying hay, are coming ; whilst a woman, with a 
good housewifely countenance, stands at the door. I  
ask her if she can give me something for dinner. She 
does not know, she replies, whether she has anything 
that I  can eat. “ Has she eggs?” “ No.” “ Pota­
toes?” “ Yes, but not cooked.” “ M ilk?” “ Yes.” 
“ Bread and butter ? ” “ Yes.” “ Excellent! Then 
we have all that we need.”
We go into the neat, cool cottage, where a fat little 
lad is asleep in his cradle, watched over by a pretty 
little Julie. The young mother spreads a snow-white 
cloth upon the table, and brings forth good bread, re­
markably good milk, and other things—excellent pas­
toral fare, which Sylvie and I  devour with right good 
appetites. In  the meantime, the young mother takes 
up her fat little boy, to whom she talks in motherly 
fashion. He was lier fifth child. The kind and hand­
some woman seemed pious and happy, and did not de­
sire anything for the meal which she had given me, but 
received gratefully the small payment which I  insisted 
upon.
The descent during the hot day was fatiguing. Coal- 
black clouds were gathering in dense masses over the 
mountains behind us, and rumbling thunder began. 
Terrified at this prospect, my little Sylvie deserted me 
when only half-way. The remainder was made under 
the most threatening sky, nor was it till about five 
o’clock that I  reached my valley and my home, having 
walked that day upwards of six leagues, and that with­
out any excessive weariness.
The kind hostess provided for me in the best man
ner ; gave me tea and a foot-bath, and now—how good 
it is to be here in my comfortable dwelling, whilst the 
thunder-storm bursts over the mountains and valley, 
and the rain pours down ! The thunder-claps are ter­
rific, but the lightning very rarely does any damage in 
the valley.
11 th.—It  has struck, however, this time. The light­
ning has burned down house and home, barns and barn­
yard, of a young couple and their aged parents. This 
misfortune has awakened general sympathy, and one of 
the elders of the church made an excellent discourse 
to the congregation last evening on the subject. One 
of the most beautiful institutions of the Free Church is 
certainly that of the office of its elders, and the active 
part which it gives them in its affairs. They are real 
supports and helpers of the pastor in his labours for 
the congregation. In  my conversation with them I  
have derived both pleasure and edification. These pea­
sants have a freshness of thought and expression—fre­
quently an originality—which carries with it an unc­
tion, and seems to go to the very fountain-head of the 
subject under discussion. Their wives and daughters 
also are active in looking after the needy and sick of 
the congregation. They have, besides, separate assem­
blies for prayer and work.
13th.—After somewhat more than two weeks’ resi­
dence in this quiet valley, I  am about to take my leave 
of it, in order to make a journey, in company with Mr. 
Penchaud, to the Bernese Oberland, and to the Forest 
Cantons, where the people are said still to retain their 
primitive manners and character. I t  is Schwytz, the 
cradle of the Sworn Confederacy, to which my jour­
ney has especial reference. I  will there visit Grutli, 
and review in my mind the memory of the heroic deeds 
of the Swiss. In  Hassli-valley will I  also inquire after
the Swedish race which, according to tradition, emi­
grated there, and gave to the Swiss people their tem­
perament and their name.
These weeks have passed like a calm summer day. 
I  have enjoyed freedom and peace, made long excur­
sions in the neighbourhood, contemplated the people in 
their quiet life, and have even taken part in their occu­
pations. The women are admirable for their industry, 
order and domesticity, to which must be added their gentle 
and kind demeanour. Each one of these high valleys 
has its separate branch of female industry. In  that of 
Bossinière they plait straw ; in Chateau d’Oex make 
lace, embroider, and work dresses. The principal oc­
cupation of the valleys, in the meantime, is the care of 
cattle and cheese-making. A t this season you meet 
horses continually laden with immense cheeses coming 
down from the mountain pastures. So they travel on 
to the towns, where, under the name of “ fromages 
de Gruyères,” they are purchased, and thence go forth 
into the world.
I  have so far spoken only of the bright side of the 
life of these valleys : I  must now also say something of 
its shadow side. To this belong the moody quarrels 
and grudges which, when they once have begun be­
tween individuals or families, live on, like gnats in 
stagnant water, and continue sometimes till death. 
To these belong also that depression of mind which not 
unfrequently overpowers the soul, and which usually 
takes the form of religious melancholy, terrors of the 
Judgment, &e., and which sometimes even leads to sui­
cide. More frequently, however, this unhappy condi­
tion of mind yields to the consolatory conversation of 
the pastor and the brethren, and the assurance of free 
grace in Christ. The necessity of labour is here also a 
continual friend at hand, which draws the depressed
mind away from its moody thought, for none are here 
sufficiently wealthy not to be compelled to labour. The 
earliest cultivators of these valleys, the pious monk Co- 
lumban and his brethren, seem to have given the stamp 
and the example to a life of prayer and labour.
I  have seen and heard here sufficient of the Free 
Church to make me value it highly as a platform for 
the formation of congregations, for “ a universal priest­
hood,” in which every individual becomes a self-con­
scious and self-responsible organ of the vitality of the- 
church. And this is good—very good : but it has also 
become clear to me, at the same time, that its stand­
point is higher and more correct merely in so far as the 
Established Church is concerned, and that it has not as 
yet comprehended in its deeper sense the fundamental 
principle of Protestantism and the future ; nay, that it 
even rejects all questions of higher knowledge, and ex­
cludes from the church much and many things which 
an actually Universal Church could not exclude, but 
would accept and sanctify.
I t  is not my free church, my church of the future. 
I t  is too exclusive for that, too stagnant, adheres too 
much still to the letter. My church—that in which I  
believe, that which I seek for, that in which I already, 
in the depth of my soul, live and worship, is one 
in which differences in certain dogmas and forms 
would not separate men who are united in the 
same highest love. My church is that in whose 
lofty quire Fenelon and Channing, François de Sales 
and Herman Franke, Hildebrand and Luther, Wash­
ington and Vinet, St. Brigitta, 'and Elizabeth Fry, 
may offer prayer and sing praises together—nay, from 
the broad temple-courts of which none are excluded 
who earnestly seek and love the supreme good, be its 
name Lao-tseu, Zoroaster, Buddha, Socrates, or Spi-
nosa ! Have separate compartments or chapels in the 
church, if you like—nay, there ought to be dissimilar 
limbs, as it were, more remote and nearer organs in 
our great organism—but let it have a holy of holies, 
where all united in love to God and his kingdom may 
assemble around “ an Eternal Gospel which is pro­
claimed to all who dwell on the face of the earth.”
All other churches are too narrow for me, and do not 
answer the idea of Protestantism. The idea of Pro­
testantism, the fundamental thought of Protestantism— 
has the Protestant church fully comprehended and 
embraced this—and that which is its highest and 
simplest expression % This has long been a question 
to myself and others. I  have received for reply, when 
people have replied at all : The fundamental tenets of 
Protestantism are — “ Righteousness, through faith 
alone, in the free grace of Christ,” and “ the soul’s 
immediate communion with God, through the Holy 
Scriptures, the fountain of all,truth, of which God is 
the source.”
By these two principal tenets of Protestantism are 
combated the doctrines of the Roman Catholic Church, 
of righteousness through outward works, and of the 
church as an outward ordination and authority between 
God and man, with the divine right of binding and 
releasing, and as the only one which has power to lead 
souls to God.
But has Protestantism, even in its tenets, ex­
pressed its innermost fundamental tenet, its primeval 
word ?
W hat was it that gave Protestantism the right to 
protest ? I t  is answered, “ God’s word in the Holy 
Scriptures.” But what was it that gave to the Pro­
testant Church the right to explain this word diffe­
rently to the Mother-church ?
I t  is to the eternal honour of Protestantism to have 
combated the false and injurious doctrines of the 
Romish Church ; it is to its immortal honour that it 
plucked the Holy Scriptures from out of the heap of 
human inventions under which they had been buried, to 
have made them available to every man, and, so doing, 
to have anew opened to Christianity the fountain from 
which the first community derived its life and its in­
spiration. Christianity now beheld again the living, 
historical Saviour. She could now inquire, hear, 
learn from Himself and His apostles. Human in­
tervention, popes, priests, councils, no longer 
thrust themselves between Him and her. All human 
beings could become immediately His disciples, all 
could receive immediately from Him the word of 
eternal life ! Thus rejoiced the young protesting 
congregation over the Romish Church, and with 
reason. This benefit was unspeakable ! To have
placed the Holy Scriptures in the hands of the people ; 
to have learned from Him that not on outward works, 
but by the faith of the heart alone, depended the 
highest weal or woe of man—that, it seems to me, is 
the greatest work of Luther and the Reformation. 
This was also its pure principle, and the source of an 
infinite development. But just at the commence­
ment of this development, when the newly-born church 
should have formed itself into being, difficulties and 
contradictions arose, which split it up within itself. 
They knew very well that God’s Word, in the Holy 
Scriptures, must alone be the basis and canon of the 
Church. And now the new disciples stood forward, 
each with the Holy Scriptures in his hand, but none 
understood and explained them as the others. The 
architects of the Church could not agree about the 
building. Each one would build it in his own way.
Thus a variety of churches and sects arose, which, even 
when they were agreed on the chief topic, yet acknow­
ledged differences sufficiently great to make them then, 
and still at this day, quarrel one with another like ene­
mies. The Romish Church exclaimed, triumphantly, 
“ Where is now your church ? Where is your unity— 
where your cementing central point ? ” And it 
exclaims so to this day. Protestantism replies, as 
we have already said, but has an internal conviction 
that the answer is not satisfactory, and asks for one of 
greater completeness, looking around for its higher 
unity, certain that it will be found ; but—am I  wrong 
■when I  say that as yet it has neither found it nor com­
prehended it?
Alas ! I  have made many inquiries and investigations; 
I  have travelled over land and sea ; I  have searched 
in books and amongst men to come to some light on 
this subject, to find an answer at once true, full, and 
sufficing; an answer with which scoffers could be 
silenced, sceptics enlightened, and which could carry 
with it conviction and satisfaction to the soul. For the 
question does not alone concern the basis of Protes­
tantism, but is first and foremost the basis of all 
human evidence ; it concerns the right of humanity— 
that is to say, the ability of humanity—to comprehend 
the truth—even to decide and determine upon any of 
the highest questions, upon-those which bear reference 
in the profoundest manner to the soul, to eternal 
happiness or misery. And—I  still am seeking and still 
enquiring ; but no longer altogether, as I did formerly. 
I  have seen for some time, in the depth of my soul’s 
innermost, a light becoming clear, and have perceived 
a word—I perceived them even from my earliest 
youth, powerful, but indistinct ; and although the fogs 
of life and the anguishes of the heart may have
dimmed them, yet have I  perceived them again and again, 
like heavenly stars, gleaming through eartldy cloud. 
And now I  have come to Switzerland to endeavour to 
attain to a clearer comprehension.
In the morning I  shall set out on my journey to the 
primeval home of Swiss liberty, and to the source of 
the Rhone. Perhaps they will aid me in finding the 
primeval word of Protestantism !
Farewell, peaceful valleys ! Good, simple, cordial 
human beings, farewell !
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Meyringen, Ober Hassli, August 21 st.— “ The nearer 
you approach the High Alps the more is the soul pene­
trated with unusual emotion at the sight of the gran­
deur of nature. The thought of its creation untold 
ages before that of mankind, the sense of its immov­
able stability, lead the mind to draw a melancholy 
comparison between it and the fleetingness of our 
physical being. But at the same moment the soul 
elevates itself as if to place a higher nobility beside this 
majesty of the life of nature. I t  is with such feelings 
that you reach Ober Hassli, and wandering on the edge 
of gloomy precipices, along broken, and, as it were, 
riven paths, continually ascending, continually aston­
ished by the grand scene you leave behind you, the 
region of pine-trees, and passing through pine-woods
and yellow gentians, you enter the region of the Alpine 
rose, the savine, and the small aromatic flowers that 
grow on the pasturages, and so reach the steep slopes of 
the mountains, where a slippery and dangerous sward 
seems to mark the limits of grazing for the cattle, and 
of human curiosity. Higher up immense masses of 
snow crush down the life of nature, and the ice of many 
thousand years clothes the Jungfrau, Finsterhorn, 
W etterhorn, and Shreckhorn, the lonely pyramids of 
this Alpine chain. The clear waters of the Aar rush 
forth from beneath a vault of ice. To a great distance, 
as far as the eye can penetrate, all is ice ; im­
mense crystals glitter in the depths; seldom is a 
chamois seen to speed through the icy desert, seldom a 
lammergeyer circles over these crags ; man has made 
a few tracks, but for the extent of many, many miles, 
not a foot-trace can be discerned. The wanderer is 
easily swallowed up in the crevices of ice, and when this 
happens he is sometimes found, after several ages, 
carried away by the perpetually advancing glacier, im­
movable in the midst of its accumulated ice. Thus the 
earth lies buried as under La Gemmi. La Gemmi 
rears itself, naked and broken up by time. The poison­
ous Aconitum napellus,* or Christmas rose, gives an 
agreeable effect, for it is the announcement of vegeta­
tion. From the lofty region of the Dauben See and the 
Engsten Alp, the path descends, sometimes over rocks, 
sometimes through the beds of torrents, along a naked 
wall of rock, as far as Adelboden. Between the long 
icy valleys and the Lake of Thun, in the bosom of the 
mountain, which extends westward from Niesen to 
Stockhorn, descending the while to Leman, lies the 
Oberland, a labyrinth of innumerable valleys, through
* Plants when produced on the lofty mountains have a totally 
different power to what they have when grown on the plain.—  
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which the Sarine, Simme, Kander, Engstetenbach, 
and the two Lutschine rivers, increased by innumerable 
streams, flowed along their wild and devious courses to 
the Aar, or to the lake of Thun.
“ In the highest regions, however, where grass can 
grow, you meet with herdsmen and their herds, whilst 
the fertile heights of Asia are desolate, because Asia 
wants that which blesses the Oberland—freedom.”
Thus far, my R., both for your benefit and mine, 
have I  followed J .  von Muller’s description of the Ober­
land, because I  acknowledge myself totally bewildered 
in the labyrinths of the Alpine country, which the 
powerful Swiss wanders through with a safe, though it 
may be somewhat plodding step ; and I  was not able to 
give you, like a new Ariadne, a guiding-thread through 
them. I  can merely show you one and another picture 
from it, whilst I  go on spinning the thread of my narra­
tive. I  look upon the various knots tied in as memo­
ries, and, by the help of these, I  shall be able to conduct 
both you and myself.
The first leads me to the very beginning of this my 
pedestrian excursion, to the high valleys of the Yaud, 
to the valley of Gessoney, and an evening spent there 
in the comfortable little inn, with a kind young couple, 
who were here to part, the one to become from this 
point my travelling companion, the other to return to 
her mountain home and her little ones. But the young 
wife and mother wished to accompany her husband so 
far; and this evening, therefore, we spent happily to­
gether, the young couple and their elderly friend 
happy, both heart and soul, in the society of each other; 
and in the midst of Alps and ice fields it did the old heart 
good to warm itself with such memories from the 
domestic hearth. But now—now we must proceed on 
our journey.
And early on the lovely summer morning we set 
forth through the valleys of Gessoney and Simme, 
magnificent scenery opening out on every hand, with
“ Mountains high, and low, deep valleys,"
and waters of the Zwey Simmen rushing along in their 
wild career, by the side of our road, and sometimes 
precipitating themselves in foaming cascades. Human 
dwellings are small, and seem here even smaller than 
usual in the bosom of the giant mother. But the 
Bernese cottages—for we arc now in the Canton of 
Berne—are more elegant abodes, at least outwardly, 
than the cottages of the Canton of Vaud. They are 
adorned with exquisite carving, and with wooden 
galleries, often very peculiar; and upon the gallery are 
flower-pots, from which splendid red carnations tower 
upwards, or hang down in splendid bouquets, in the 
midst of which you may see, at times, the father in his 
night-cap smoking his pipe, and the mother, in her 
elegant Bernese costume, busied about one thing or 
another. The people seem to be in good circumstances, 
and the Swiss cottage, with its great roof, resembles a 
large hen with bright-coloured feathers, covering her 
brood with outstretched wings.
By degrees the valley becomes narrower, and, as it 
were, tamer, more Idyllian ; but it resumes its magnifi­
cent proportions when it expands towards the region in 
which the lake of Thun lies as amidst a verdant garland, 
encompassed by the icy giants of the Oberland. Again, 
I  say, make a journey to Thun if you can, and go 
thither from this side. I  do not believe that you can 
find anything more magnificently beautiful in the world. 
The scene reminded me of one in Sweden—that of the 
W etter lake, with Jönköping on its banks, as you 
descend down the forest-pass of Ostergüthland. Nay, 
but that has no sunny Alps as a background.
And never have I  spent a more spiritually beautiful 
evening than the last, on the shores of the lake of 
Thun. “ Föhn,” the sirocco of Switzerland, rustled 
unceasingly in the lofty trees of La Chatreuse, and a 
heavy storm which had collected discharged itself in 
lightnings which blazed on all sides around us, without 
thunder, and with merely a few drops of rain. When 
we returned towards the town it had cleared. The 
bells were ringing, and the moon, like a harbinger of 
peace, ascended out of the huge cloud which now re­
tired behind the Alps. We expected a storm on the 
morrow, and the physiognomy of tlie sky promised 
nothing agreeable ; but towards noon the clouds va­
nished, and the sail across the lake of Thun was as 
lovely as a scene of enchantment. Standing on the 
deck I  closed my eyes, that I  might, as it were, feel 
and enjoy with a more intense inwardness the incom­
parable delight of the air through which I  seemed to 
myself to be flying ; and when I  again opened them, 
behold ! I  then was actually flying through the bright 
etherial space towards the glittering snow-white heights, 
which stood forth in their calm magnitude, and breathed 
freshness towards us. Every object shone, but as if 
through a thin gauze veil, like that which the Indian 
summer spreads over the landscape of North America. 
I t  was like fairy-Iand ; it was magically beautiful. One 
did not wish to speak or to move, but only to see and 
to feel. My friend and travelling companion felt it 
just as I  did, and so, I  fancy, did every one 011 board, 
for a deep silence prevailed. The wind, too, was still, 
and the lake lay smooth as a mirror.
The hospitality of kind friends enhanced to me the 
pleasure of this second visit to Thun. Thou little lake 
—thou little town— thou magnificent scene— I  shall 
never forget you !
I t  was the height of the season at Interlachen. 
All the hotels were full. The grand promenade was 
thronged with elegant ladies and gentlemen. One 
might have believed oneself on a Parisian boulevard ; 
but all around was heard the ringing of the eow-bells 
in chorus, reminding one that one was in a Swiss val­
ley. The number of guests at this little Interlachen 
now amounted to about five hundred.
W e crossed to Giesbach. The description of this 
beautiful cascade, a poem of many stanzas, another can 
give you better than I  can. The steamer across the 
Brienz lake was crowded with passengers, and I  could 
not find a seat, until a peasant, squeezing himself into 
as little compass as possible, made friendly signs to me 
to take a seat beside him. On the bench just opposite 
to him sat his wife. They were peasants from the 
Canton Wallis, poorly clad, and not very clean in the 
outward, but they had something indescribably gentle 
and good-tempered in their expression, voice, and de­
meanour. They told me that they had just returned 
from a pilgrimage to Einsiedeln, which they undertook 
in consequence of a vow which they made some years 
ago when their only son broke his leg. He had re­
covered, and the good parents had made their thanks­
giving pilgrimage. They were now returning on foot 
to their home; in Wallis. They had crossed over St. 
Gothard.
While I  was talking with the good, communicative 
people of Wallis, four young peasant-girls, in the holi­
day-costume of Berne, were singing various of their 
country’s “ ranees des vaches,” such as Les Armallis de 
Collombeite, &c. They had fresh and pure voices, and 
their joddling rung like glass bells. After they had 
sung, the prettiest of the four went round with a plate, 
but looked all the while so shy and so sweetly earnest,
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that one could not do other than thank her and her 
companions.
Again I  visited Lunterbunnen valley. Again I  saw 
the gigantic fall of Schinadrebuch— which nearly 
frightened me the first time I  saw it—at a consider­
able distance in the evening twilight. Its foaming 
dirty-wliite mass of waters is not more beautiful, and 
not less frightful, seen in the full light of day, and from 
a nearer point of view ; but I  had now the sun, and 
the companionship of a friend, and I experienced from 
the Undine valley only a deep and quiet impression. 
And whilst numerous streams sung and murmured, and 
Schmadrebach thundered in the distance, my friend 
and I  held quiet divine service in the great temple of 
nature. Sitting on little green hillocks, we read Yinet’s 
sermon on the Transfiguration, and one of Monod’s 
“ Adieux.” Those parting words with which the noble 
martyr, when on his bed of suffering, took leave of his 
friends and the world, gave to them at the same time 
the impress of his memory and his Christian faith more 
powerfully than he had done in any of his orations 
from the pulpit.
“ They speak great truths who breathe their words in pain.”
When A. Monod found himself seized upon by the 
cruel malady which caused his death in the prime of 
life, he grieved that he must cease to labour just at the 
moment when he hoped to have accomplished some­
thing really good for the Church. Could he now but 
see how his parting sighs have become his most beau­
tiful—perhaps his actual—work !
This was my birth-day. This day I  spent in the 
Undine valley, and it could not have been celebrated 
better.
From the Lake of Brienz we proceeded to Meyrin-
gen : and here we are now, sitting on a lofty and exten­
sive plateau, in the midst of a garland of Alps, from 
the nearest heights of which several cascades are hurled 
to the plain. Here Reichenbach, most abundant in 
water, and romantic beauty ; there the three-armed 
Alpen-bach, which in spring becomes dangerous from 
its floods. W e are in Ober-Hassli, in the district where 
it is said in ancient times a Swedish colony established 
itself. I  this evening paid a visit to Pastor Immer, a 
learned and sensible man, who has lived a long time in 
the valley, in order to obtain from him such information 
as he could communicate on this subject. I  have sel­
dom conversed with a more agreeable or sensible man, 
and seldom seen such kindly moonlight beam from a 
full-moon countenance. The tradition which furnished 
the subject of our conversation, and which has been 
handed down from the most ancient time, from one 
generation to another, is this :—
“ Up in some old country which lay far away in the 
north, amongst the Swedes and Finlanders, there was, 
once upon a time, a famine. In conserjuence of this 
the whole community met together, and it was decided 
by vote that every tenth man of the people should leave 
the country. These men so elected besought of God 
to show them a country where, as in their fatherland, 
protected from the power of tyranny, they might keep 
their flocks and herds in peace. God led them, there­
fore, to the country Brockenburg, where they established 
Schwytz.* As the chronicles of the middle-ages give to 
Sweden, as well as to Schwytz, the name Suecia, there­
fore Sweden is considered to be the northern country 
from which the Swiss province became peopled. As, 
in the meantime, Pastor Immer strengthened what I  
had already heard—namely, that the popular song in 
* See J . von Muller’s “ History of Switzerland.”
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which this tradition is especially preserved, and of 
which I  obtained a copy, is founded upon written re­
cord,* which, in its present form, is certainly not older 
than the latter half of the sixteenth century, as well as 
that no other written document on the subject has been 
discovered—led me to seek for other traces. I  therefore 
inquired after the baptismal and family names prevail­
ing in the district ; after peculiar manners, songs, and 
old usages, especially at marriages, and such occasions.
The following is what Pastor Immer told me :—
“ There is in this district a usage at marriages which I  
never met with in any other part of Switzerland—as, 
for instance, at the marriage-feast both the parents and 
the guests make the bridal pair presents either of cattle 
or money. The people love music and violent bodily 
exercises. They are a cheerful, kind, and useful people, 
fearing God, but at the same time believing in the ex­
istence of dwarfs and many other spirits of nature, and 
in conjuration and witchcraft. Above all things, they 
love freedom.f They believe firmly and fully upon the 
Swedish origin, and the more educated of them are in­
terested in Sweden, and are glad to hear any news from 
that country.”
* The Land-Uhrbalir.
f  How truly Swedish are all these traits o f national character, 
everyone w ill acknowledge who is more intimately acquainted with  
the national Swedish temperament. I  could not find, however, 
amongst the names in the church-books any Swedish ones. B ut 
the resemblance of the female costume, and especially the head­
dress, to that prevailing in certain Swedish provinces, struck me. 
And it seems to me that it  would be easy for any who are more fa­
vourably circumstanced than I was, to gather amongst the Ilassli 
people such traces as would be furnished by their manners, customs, 
and traditions. In doing this, particular reference should be had 
to domestic life, and to the women, those most faithful conservators 
of popular tradition, whether in tradition itself or costume.—  
Author's Note.
So far Pastor Immer. In the songs of East F riesland, 
which are especially current in Ober-IIassli, “ Schweden 
and Ostfriesland ” are represented as neighbouring 
countries, and it is an “ Obrist Schwitzerus ” who con­
ducts the emigrants from Sweden, each one with bis 
cattle passing over the Rhine, and coming to the good 
country “ Brockenburg,” where they established them­
selves. During a visit which I  paid the preceding 
summer to Gothland,* I  heard speak of a tradition, 
current there from the most ancient times, of an emi-
* The Vaudois archæologist, M. Troyon, has requested me to 
make inquiries whether in Sweden, and especially in Gothland, the 
children in a certain game express themselves anything like the  
following, which prevails, in Schwytz thus :—
“ Einige, heinige, pumperti,
Tiffi, talli, numen— n— i,
Hiitt'ibrod, ninder der noth,
Zechegfange—zôll zaller-erst dus-se si.”
In the Canton Vaud thus :—
“ Enik, Benik, top, tô,
Triff, traff, kom me 
Akdbrö, Sinknö,
Fine, fane, tousse house.”
In Berne thus: —
“ Anige, biinige, doppel de,
Trifel, Trafel, truminer me,
Acherbrod zinter noth,
Zinter dfanne dusse gstande.”
In Basle thus :—
“ Anige, biinige, doppel de,
Dichel, duchel, domine,
Ankebrod, in der noth,
Zinne, psanne dusse s to lit”
And in Solothurn thus:—
“ Ändi, bandi, doppede,
D ivi, davi, domini,
Ackerebro, zincreno,
Dfanne, teller, dusse stoth.”— Author's Note.
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gration thence, in consequence of a famine, when every 
tenth person left the country.
The Hassli people are handsome, and remind me of 
the peasantry of Bleckinge. I  have made a sketch of 
a good old woman in her peculiar head-dress, and now 
take my leave of the Swedish colony, to betake myself 
to the Forest-Cantons, but whether across Briinig or 
Furca depends upon what the barometer and Pastor 
Immer shall advise. Both seem doubtful. I t  would 
not be desirable to go to Grimsel and the Glacier du 
Bhone in bad weather.
Before I  leave Hassli valley, however, I must say a 
few words about Bosenlaui, the beautiful ice-palace in 
its neighbourhood, to which Penchaud and I  took a walk 
yesterday, conversing the while on the conscience, which 
made our walk doubly interesting. Penchaud is occupied 
in writing, on this inner judgment-seat, a treatise the 
singular depth and value of which only his own great 
modesty and severe self-criticism can underrate. This 
morning in the sunshine, 011 our romantically wild but 
beautiful walk, we went still deeper into the question, 
“ W hat is the conscience ? ” I  see and feel it the soul’s 
holy of holies, a deeper conception than that of Pen­
chaud, who wholly regards the conscience as a moral 
eye, as a “ conscience morale.”
We were interrupted by Bosenlaui Glacier, which all 
at once stood in astonishing beauty before us, but sent 
forth at the same time such a current of cold air as was 
less agreeable.
Bosenlaui is called a “ glacier des dames,” partly 
for its beauty and partly for its accessibility. I t  struck 
me by its human resemblance. Bosenhorn, the crag 
which rises highest in its midst, represents the head, 
and from the shoulders down each side falls an icy 
mantle in glittering whiteness. The tower-like crags,
Wellborn and Engelhorn, rise on the opposite side of 
the mountain throne on which the icy giantess has been 
seated these thousands of years, and between these pro­
ject her vast knees, richly draperied by her icy mantle, 
from below the deep folds of which her immense foot 
is seen planted upon the smooth mountain. I t  is around 
this foot that the human visitors circulate. In the full 
deep drapery which falls around it, and which forms ice 
closets and passages, they peep in and out as if they 
were hiding from one another, and then gaze wonder­
ing up at the vast knee which rises one hundred feet 
above their heads. The beautiful azure colour of the 
ice in the deep folds or walls of the glacier has not as 
yet been satisfactorily explained, though many have en­
deavoured variously to account for it.
I t  was remarkably beautiful this afternoon, although 
the sky was cloudy, and soon veiled both the glacier 
and its visitors in cold rain. Many strangers had come 
up with us hither from the little inn. The ladies walked 
forward, took off their gloves, and laid their warm 
hands cautiously upon the icy walls and peeped into 
the icy closets. The gentlemen did the same, and even 
ventured higher up, whither the glacier’s self-constituted 
watch and ward invited them ; for he had cut steps in 
the ice, and by means of these any one could climb up 
and into the more profound regions of the icy mantle. 
Cascades fall from the depths of the glacier; the 
largest of these is hurled down from below the huge 
knee as if out of an arch, and falls at a little distance 
with a thundering din into a chasm between the rocks, 
which the eye cannot measure, and which makes one 
dizzy to look down.
Most people pay their visit in a very off-hand kind 
of way. They come, look, and—turn round. I  felt 
myself, however, so little satisfied by this visit in the
rain, that I  proposed to my companion to stay over the 
night at the little inn in the neighbourhood of the 
glacier, in the hope that the morrow would afford us 
sunshine, and with it the opportunity of seeing the 
beauty of Rosenlaui in full daylight.
W e were the only guests who remained over the 
night, and we were rewarded for so doing by the 
brightest sunshine the following morning. Under 
these favourable circumstances we again visited the 
glacier, which shone in dazzling splendour. I t  was 
fatiguing to the eye to look at the white snow-marble, 
as it glitttered in the sun, at the bright, thousand-year, 
crystal walls of the vaulted closets, at the beautiful, 
manifold icy formations ! I t  was singular that the 
azure colour of the deeper folds now, in the clear blue 
heaven, seemed less rich and beautiful than in the gray 
sky of the day preceding. But the ice walls were 
clearer and more transparent.
As we stood thus gazing a grandly-attired lady ar­
rived in a chair, carried by four men. She alighted, 
approached the glacier, laid her hand upon the ice, 
peeped in below the knee, and said :—
“ Is that a ll? ”
“ Yes,” replied her bearers.
“ Oh ! ” said she, turned her back upon the magni­
ficent giant form, reseated herself in her chair, and was 
carried away.
Mr. Penchaud and I  lingered by the glacier until we 
clearly impressed its image upon mind and memory, 
and then returned to Meyringen, looking back as long 
as we could to Rosenlaui, which, as it were, accompa­
nied us on our way with its glittering, icy glance.
Grimsel, Aug. '2:5i'd.—Mist, rain, and snow surround 
us here, which is a bad prospect for our journey to the 
sources of the Aar and the Rhone. But our courage
does not fail us, and it was not without pleasure that 
I  beheld in the morning the new-fallen snow around us, 
because it reminded me of the Swedish winter, and of 
the fresh, invigorating sensations which I  have expe­
rienced whilst walking or driving through murmuring 
pine-woods, or over glittering snow-fields. But here, 
in the stony desert of Grimsel, all is cold, hard, deso­
late, terrible. Not a tree within sight, nor even a bush 
—only rocks, stones, and amongst the snow a few meagre 
patches of grass, where a withered dock seems to be a 
king. Herds of goats, which clamber amongst the 
stones and crags, are the only living objects in the 
scene.
Yesterday morning was splendid after a night of 
violent storm, and splendid was the journey through 
the green fertile Alpine valley from Meyringen along 
the Aar on the road to Handeck. Earth and heaven, 
mountain and valley, shone out in the ascending sun ; 
the air was clear as crystal, and as pure and fresh as 
Alpine air only can be. I  enjoyed it sitting in a chair 
for the first time in my life, borne by two young pea­
sants from Meyringen, who seem to have more pleasure 
in running with me than in walking, which gave me the 
agreeable feeling that I  was no great burden. My 
friend Mr. Penchaud went on foot like a true moun­
taineer, with his knapsack on his back, enjoying the 
walk with his whole heart and soul. Before us went 
the respectable Gaspard, a Meyringen acquaintance, 
with our luggage in a large basket on his back. Thus 
the journey proceeded upwards, ever upwards, from 
terrace to terrace, from plain to plain, through extents 
of luxuriantly verdant valleys, where the cottages 
stand so snugly on the green sward at the foot of the 
rocks, amongst which the snowy giants glance forth ; 
roaring torrents, large and small, hurl themselves down
from the heights, tributaries of the Aar, whose foaming 
course we constantly follow, now on the right bank, 
now on the left, crossing it by small bridges or planks, 
which hardly look safe. I t  is a succession of wild, pic­
turesque scenes, without grand views, but rich in ever- 
varying features near at hand, rocks, wood, and water­
fall. And so on to La Handeck. Here we partake of 
a very good dinner at the hotel, in company with a 
number of other travellers, and afterwards go to see 
the celebrated “ Chute de l’Aar.”
Here it is that the Aar, not far from its source in the 
glaciers above Grimsel, hurls itself down amongst the 
rocks into an abyss of two hundred feet. In this fall 
its wildly-agitated mass of waters meets the silver cas­
cade of (Erlenbach from the glaciers GErlenberg, and, 
uniting, plunge with a deafening thunder into the gulf 
below, from which ascends a dense cloud of spray. A t 
noon, just when we were there, the sun threw a beaming 
rainbow over the dark cleft between which the fall is 
precipitated, and which arched itself in perfectly daz­
zling splendour against the dark background of rock.
The wind was strong on the bridge above the fall, 
and drove the spray over us. Besprinkled with water, 
'  but delighted with the scene, we left the grand, beauti- 
fully-wild spectacle to continue our journey.
From Handeck the scenery becomes wilder and more 
desolate. Trees are no longer seen, vegetation de­
creases, the mountains become more rigid, blocks of 
stone cover the land, life seems by degrees to be dying 
out. The glacier rivers roar more loudly, swollen with 
the torrents from the ice-fields and lakes lying high 
amongst the mountains. The splendid Gelten fall seems 
to plunge down as if out of the very sky. A t all dis­
tances the eye meets, on the heights, ice and pointed 
rocks. The wild falls of the Aar increase the nearer
you approach to its source. In some places the bridges 
have been carried away by it. The people are very 
busy replacing them, assisting me in my chair across 
and through the roaring waters, I  don’t rightly know 
how, and I  was scarcely dizzy. Now and then we met 
troops of gentlemen and ladies on foot, on horseback, 
or in chairs. And these processions, with the long 
Alpine staffs of the pedestrians, and the fluttering 
dresses and veils of the ladies, look very picturesque, 
but are not so agreeable to meet when the road happens 
to be fearfully narrow. Notwithstanding my confidence 
in the skill of my bearers, I  sometimes felt giddy when 
they suddenly swing round the point of a cliff, on the 
edge of the precipice where the Aar rages below.
The weather which was so beautiful in the forenoon 
became in the afternoon windy and cold ; clouds ga­
thered on the heights and rain began to fall ; whilst the 
surrounding scenery grew increasingly savage and 
stern. Human dwellings were no longer to be seen— 
there was no cultivated spot of earth, nay, indeed, 
there was scarcely any earth at all. A kind of dwarf 
pine stretched its ugly, shapeless branches out of their 
stony ground. I t  seemed to me like a cry for help 
from vegetation. The rhododendron, nevertheless, 
grows abundantly by the rocky streams, but the season 
of its flowering was over. A delicate and beautiful 
fern, and some small yellow and white flowers, still ac­
company us ; but the wind is colder and colder, and, 
I  know not why, but the heart grows heavier and hea­
vier amidst these surroundings, which bring to mind all 
that is most depressing in human life. And this stony 
desert has also its gloomy story of humanity.
We reach the place where the old Grimscl Inn used 
to stand, which was burned down a year ago, as was 
believed by accident, but, as has since been discovered,
intentionally, to conceal a horrible murder committed 
by the host and hostess upon an unfortunate traveller, 
who stayed there alone during a night in the autumn. 
A memory worthy of this melancholy region !
But my bearers go on cheerfully, and, as I  could 
fancy, with still lighter steps. They know that the 
place of rest is at hand ; and just as they swing round 
to the left, a large, gray, two-storied house comes in 
sight, between the naked gray mountains. I t  is “ 1’Hos­
pice du Grimscl,” the goal of our day’s journey, and we 
have arrived in good time. We find here a great num­
ber of travellers of all classes, but luckily for us we can 
obtain two small rooms, though of the homeliest kind, 
and in them the prospect of rest and shelter from the 
increasing storm.
Sitting at my window, I  amuse myself, during the 
evening, by watching the milking of two hundred goats, 
which operation is performed by two men, each of whom 
bears, fastened round his middle by a strap, a little stool 
with one leg in the middle. W ith this they go round 
from goat to goat, and seat themselves upon it whilst 
they milk. I t  looks as if it were a part of their body, 
and produces the most comical effect. They say that an 
English lady quite seriously believed that this project­
ing wooden-leg was a tail, and that they who carried it 
were the aborigines of the country. But—what do 
they not tell about English ladies ?
This morning the greater number of the travellers 
have left the hotel in rain and mist. We still remain, 
in hope of a change. The bad weather, which continued 
the whole night and this forenoon, has just cleared off, 
at twelve o’clock in the day, by a violent storm. Per­
haps it may chase away the mist, which is still so thick 
that one cannot see ten paces around one.
Grimsel is, indeed, the dreariest place in the world.
Not far from the house lies, with the most melancholy 
aspect, a dark little lake in its stony bed. A  little 
farther off lies another, somewhat larger, called the 
Lake of the Dead, because the bodies of the French 
and Austrians, who were slain in a skirmish in the 
mountain pass, during the summer of 1799, were 
thrown in there by way of burial. And it is still be­
lieved that the Lake of the Dead serves as a grave for 
the wanderers, who are killed during the winter in this 
horrible region.
Anclermatt, Aug. 25th.—Shortly after I  had written 
the above, my good friend Penchaud came to me, tired 
and out of patience with stopping at this place, which 
affected him physically very painfully, and besought 
me to continue our journey, let the weather be what it 
might. We could not be worse than here, and if we 
were now to set off we might reach “ La Furke” before 
night. I  consented, but I  confess with a heavy heart. 
To continue our journey in this weather was for me to 
give up the purpose for which I  had come. I t  was 
merely to see the Glacier du Phone that I  had under­
taken this difficult and expensive journey, but in this 
fog one could see nothing. In  the meantime it began 
to look as if it would clear up. But scarcely were we 
on our way up the steep Grimscl mountain, when a 
storm of sleet and wind came on again with renewed 
violence. I  could only dimly discern the dreary shores 
of the Lake of the Dead through the thick fog. A 
veil of fog enveloped the whole of nature. Under these 
circumstances I  must entirely give up the chance of 
beholding the source of the Aar, although my bearers 
offered to take me there. But an excursion to this icy 
region I  dare not venture upon, on account of my 
friend ; besides, what could one now see ?
W ith such deplorable prospects and thoughts we
clambered lip the naked mountain, in somewhat more 
than an hour’s time. I  was sitting, very much out of 
sorts, with my little gray shawl over my head, to defend 
me against the wind and the rain, when my bearers all 
at once exclaimed :—
“ Voilà le Glacier ! ”
I  looked up and saw in the air before me something 
white and shapeless shining through the mist. Upon 
this white apparition I  riveted my glance immovably, 
for every moment it became clearer, and by degrees it 
stood forth out of the thick misty veil, the sun illu­
mined, snow-covered peaks of Gelmerhorn and Gallen- 
stock, between which the upper portion of the Elione 
Gletscher, or Triften Gletscher, spread out like a frozen 
waterfall covered with driven snow. I  have no words 
to describe the spectacle which was presented to my 
gaze, whilst cloud and mist disappeared before the 
lightning beams of the sun, which seemed to overcome 
them. The clear blue heaven arched itself all the more 
freely over the shining Alpine peaks and ice-fields ; 
and these stood forth ever clearer in dazzling gran­
deur and splendour, as we accomplished the last steep 
mountain ascent, called “ Majenwand,” from the beau­
tiful verdure, and the multitude of flowers fostered by 
the warmth of the sun and the moisture of earth pro­
duced by the Gletscher. Eut I  do not notice these, I  
scarcely feel any uneasiness about the steep path, on 
the sharp turnings of which, now slippery with the 
rain, my bearers can hardly keep their footing. All 
my senses are fascinated by the astonishing scene. But 
every moment the air becomes warmer and the wind 
stiller. The Elione Gletscher in all its grandeur lies 
before us, below us; we sink down into its bosom, and 
only beauty and pleasantness meet us on every hand ; 
summer air and splendour in the home of eternal winter!
Behold the scene as I  saw it—as I  see it at this 
moment !
A t the foot of the broad snow-fall, between Gallen- 
stock, Gersthom, and Gelmerhorn, rises an immense 
cupola of ice, surrounded on three sides by Alps tower­
ing to the sky ; and, on the fourth, extending towards 
an open extent of valley. Two lakes flow from two 
sides of the icy cupola ; these at a little distance 
unite into one stream, and soon afterwards mingle 
with the waters of two warm springs ; the eye follows 
their course far, far in the distance, through the valley 
which opens to the south-east. This is the R h o n e —- 
the eternal unrest, born from the bosom of the eternal 
rest. The Rhone is here like a lively boy, who leaps 
full of play from his mother’s lap. Its course is brisk, 
but calm ; its colour milky, and nothing in its being 
betokens its future fate and grandeur, nothing the 
river whose floods almost annually desolate countries 
and cities, but whose waters also form valleys of un­
equalled fertility, and which far away from its Swiss 
cradle feed the cheerful vines of France in the valley 
of Avignon.
We descended for an hour from the “ Majenwand,” 
when we found ourselves down in the valley, and 
stopped at a little inn, only at a few minutes’ distance 
from the foot of the icy cupola. After we had here 
refreshed ourselves with tea and wine, as well as rested 
for some time, we proceeded to the Gletscher. The 
sun shone with full power, and every object was bright 
in his beams. My friend and I  wandered for a full 
hour at the foot of the icy cupola, through a regular 
park of sun-flowers, and other flowers, which grew here 
above two ells high, in indescribable luxuriance, be­
tween the ice-vault and the mountain walls. The air 
was as warm as summer, and this ramble between icy-
cold winter and blooming summer was wonderful, was 
enchantingly beautiful !
The snow-clad mountains, the watchers by the cradle 
of the Rhone, stood in eternal rest, nor in the frozen 
forse between them could any unrest be observed;* 
but in the icy cupola the birth-struggle of the river 
was in progress. Within was a deafening thunder and 
commotion; a rushing sound of released waters, and 
here and there little cascades were seen to pour glitter­
ing from the icy walls. For in many places of the 
cupola there were deep chinks in the ice. The walls 
were of a clear blue colour, but the cupola, as a whole, 
is rather of a dirty gray than white, and in this respect 
forms a contrast with the dazzling beauty of the 
Triften Gletscher. In the highest parts of this Gletscher, 
where travellers rarely venture, a bloody shirt and a 
plundered pocket-book have been lately found. But 
of the murdered man or the murderer nothing as yet is 
known. There are few of these solitary regions which 
have not their appropriate story of misfortune or crime. 
The bloody traces of man meet one everywhere ; stain 
even the eternal snow !
The sun continued to shine brightly during the whole 
time of our stay at the glacier, and its beams seemed 
to recall the masses of cloud which gathered together 
on the ridge of the Grimsel mountain, and which con­
tinued restlessly to vault themselves there as if they
* The Swiss naturalists, Agassiz, Desor, and others, have, after 
long and patient investigation, discovered that the quiet, or im ­
movability o f these glaciers is merely apparent ; that", under the 
pressure of the snow-masses which annually accumulate upon 
their heights, they slide incessantly and softly downwards. In  
this way, coming under the influence of the sun and the tem ­
perature o f the earth, their ice is melted and the rivers are 
released.— Author's Note■
were ready to hurl themselves down over the valley. 
I  cannot tell how thankful I  felt for this kindness of 
the sun.
“ I  have now, however, seen this grand work of 
nature !” I  was able to say to myself when I  was again 
seated in my chair, to continue my journey. And I  
was able to enjoy yet for a long time the splendid 
sight as we advanced upwards towards Furca; the sun 
continuing to bless us with his beams as long as we had 
the Rhone cradle in view. But scarcely had we lost it 
when down came the cloud avalanches from the Grimsel 
mountain, and we were soon enveloped in a cold mist.
Yet we were able to give the Matten Gletscher our 
silent admiration, and to salute the birth of the rapid 
Reuss from the glacier which is its cradle, but which 
has neither the beauty nor the grandeur of the glacier 
of the Rhone. The Reuss, insignificant in comparison 
with the Rhone in its after-career, has, at its source, a 
much more rapid and wilder character. And many 
little streams soon hasten down from the mountain to 
increase its waters. I t  grows rapidly by these means, 
and hurries along with still greater Violence in a direc­
tion contrary to that of the Rhone. How similar are 
the life-career of rivers and heroes ! I  know not whether 
any one has ever worked out this idea more beautifully 
than Tegnér, in his little poem, “ The River.” -,
Our road lay along the course of the Reuss.. But 
it was a narrow foot-path, upon the slope of steep 
mountains, so narrow, and in such bad condition, that I  
often felt myself in danger of my life. I  was in a con­
tinual state of amazement that a road in considerable 
use should be left in a condition which from that very 
cause must often lead to the occurrence of misfortunes.
Again and again we met troops of travellers on 
horseback or on foot ; and that this did not happen in 
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the narrowest and most dangerous parts of the road 
was prevented by the guides, who went with their long 
Alpine staffs at the head of the procession. More 
difficult, however, became the dilemma when at one 
point of the road, between the precipice and the moun­
tain wall, our advance was stopped by a cow ! She 
stood there immovably, with her horn-decorated brows 
facing us, and seemed to think to herself, as I  did, 
“ W hat is to be done now ?” One of us must tumble 
down the precipice, because pass one another we can­
not, that’s clear !”
My bearers took a view of the case also, but soon 
made up their minds. W ith hands and feet they pre­
vailed upon the sober cow to turn round on the narrow 
path at the risk of her life, and she now became my 
pioneer, until a wider space allowed her to get out of 
the way, which she did with a couple of joyful leaps, 
which I seconded in my heart.
W e are now in the Canton Wallis. Snow-fields 
gleam forth on every side, but also with these, verdant 
and grassy pastures, on one of which, close beside the 
glacier, grazed a large herd of cattle, attended by a 
herdsman and his dog.
This day’s journey appeared to me very long in the 
cold and mist ; more than once I  silently wondered that 
any one could be so thoughtless as to undertake it. 
Twilight had already commenced, when at length we 
reached La Furca, in such a dense fog that I could dis­
tinguish nothing but the lofty hill up which ive 
ascended, and the snow-covered roof of the little inn, 
which affected me as the mariner on the stormy sea at 
the sight of land.
How pleasant it seemed here to sit down in the warm 
salle of the snug little, almost comfortable auberge, and 
refresh oneself with a good supper of tea, potatoes, and
fresh butter. W e ate and drank, we played chess, 
checkmated each other, and, before we separated, 
thanked God together for the day. P . has the gift of 
prayer, which it seems to me the Eeformed Protestants 
in an especial manner possess, perhaps because family 
worship is more practised by them than by the 
Lutherans. His. prayer comprehended much in 
few words, and its quiet earnest feeling went to the 
heart.
A restless night succeeded for me to the quiet, holy 
evening : for the extreme cold prevented my sleeping. 
Fortunately the weather changed during the night. 
The fog was transformed to frost-crystals, and the 
morning arose beaming over a snow-covered landscape. 
The sun shone gloriously from a lofty blue sky. I t  was 
delightful to go forth upon the pure snow and gather 
small dark blue gentians, which came forth as the snow 
melted before the heat of the sun. There were neither 
trees, shrubs, nor birds to be seen. The Furca valley 
t-ftw/tlics 7,419 feet above the level of the sea, and is scarcely 
ever free from snow. Snow-clad Alps close it in on 
every side, so that there is no open view. Finster- 
Aarhorn, and St. Gothard, the loftiest Alpine heights, 
which can be seen far beyond the others, rise on the 
opposite sides of the nanovY valley.
I t was Sunday, and all was quiet in the little inn. 
W e also had determined to remain quiet during the 
early hours of the forenoon ; and whilst the sun removed 
the frosty veil of night from the grassy sward of the 
valley and the little hills, we read A. Monod’s ser­
mon on 11 Le Plan de Uieu !” I t  is a good thing to place 
the fickleness of human plans in opposition to the plan 
of God. But do we really know so little of God’s plan 
in its chief feature as this preacher represents 1 Has 
not He told us something about i t 1? Has not He
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written it in Divine characters on the earth ? And 
can we really understand so little, whether we act in 
accordance with, or in opposition to, this Divine plan ?
Towards noon we were again in motion. The road— 
hut which is, indeed, no road—now continually follows 
the evermore rapid and abundant Heuss. The miser­
able path seems less dangerous than that of yesterday, 
and we begin to descend. The track through which 
we pass is a petrifaction, without beauty or vegetation, 
but lonely cascades roar and glitter in the mountain, 
and the sun passes joyously over the rigid heights. Our 
road lies across many mountain streams, the only en- 
liveners of the desolate region.
A t length we reach a few poor houses. I t  is the little 
inn, “ Be Alp,” where a Capuchin monk finds the tra­
veller room to rest and refresh himself. W e also solicit 
the good father’s hospitality, because there is no other 
shelter on the road to Andermatt, the goal of our day’s 
journey. W e halt here, but are somewhat astonished 
when, instead of a Capuchin monk, a rosy young girl, 
with a red bow of 'ribbon at her neck, comes to meet 
us at the door. W ithin the salle we found the reverend 
father, who was playing at cards with two shabby-looking 
semi-gentlemen, and two ditto half-grown boys. He 
was a large, jo vial-looking man, good-natured and kind, 
but bearing very little resemblance to the model hermit 
of these parts, Nicholas de Flue. After he had wel­
comed us and given orders about our dinner, he asked 
permission to continue his game, which we of course 
gave. The rosy maiden in the meantime laid the 
cloth, and served us up a very good little dinner, for 
which a reasonable charge was made. We thanked 
the father and the rosy maiden, and departed.
The "oad from Re-Alp was a very rapid descent, so 
that I  sometimes grew dizzy looking at the depth '
down which I  was carried, especially as my bearers 
now moved with less elasticity. But the air became 
ever milder. W e looked down into the extensive valley 
of Urseren, which, although still without trees, was splen­
didly verdant. Afar in the distance, upon the green 
sward, at the foot of a lofty wall of mountains, shines 
forth, white and cheerful, a little town. That is 
Andermatt. And in the midst of the immense mass of 
mountains we soon see the broad road of St. Gothard, 
which in pliant sinuosities winds along the heights 
down into the vale ; and we see heavy diligences and 
carriage after carriage rolling along it. Our weary 
little train proceeds through the green carpeting and 
miserable roads of the Urseren valley, out upon the great 
high road, which seems to us to be thronged with 
people—driving, riding, and walking. I  am delighted, 
both for my own sake and my bearers, when we reach 
Andermatt and find comfortable quarters in the Hotel 
St. Gothard. The most difficult part of my journey is 
now happily ended, and I  have taken care that my 
good bearers are as well supplied here as I  am. Better 
and more satisfactory people cannot be found.
Altdorf, August '27th.—The memory of William Tell 
surrounds us here. They show the spot where Gessler 
placed the hat to which Tell would not bow ; the place 
where Tell stood when he shot the apple from his little 
son’s head, and where he afterwards addressed the threat­
ening words to the cruel bailiff who had compelled him to 
do it. A statue of Tell stands in the market-place, which 
represents him at the moment after the fortunate flight 
of the arrow, with his child pressed to his heart. The 
paintings both within and without the house represent 
passages from his life. One of these gives Bürglen as 
the place of his birth, not far from Schäckenbach, 
where he met his death, as tradition relates, in an
attempt to save the life of a child during a flood. In  
a word, everything here teems with the memory of 
Tell, who singularly enough became in the popular 
mind the peculiar hero of the contest for Swiss liberty; 
whilst in fact there is not anything particularly great 
or noble in the actions which are related of him, and 
whilst the learned critic doubts whether he ever had 
an existence at all—but with all due respect to his 
superior wisdom, it seems to me a little shortsighted 
and stupid. For a great smoke does not arise without 
any fire, and that which has taken such firm hold of 
the popular mind and feeling must, of a certainty, have 
its root in reality, however poetry may of late have 
adorned or misstated it. Even if there be no mention 
of Tell in the chronicles or narratives of these times, 
amongst the men who formed the confederacy of Grulli 
—nay, if his name never appears with theirs until long 
afterwards—that is no argument against his still being 
in direct connection with the Sworn Confederates, through 
his actions, as well as by his being a man of courage and 
lover of freedom, who fought for freedom in his own way, 
and in the manner which Providence and the occasion 
inspired. The picturesque and romantic elements of 
his fate have made him the hero of the popular imagi­
nation, because it loves the bold and the striking. 
That there existed, amongst our Scandinavian tradi­
tions, the story of a father who was compelled to shoot 
an apple from his son’s head, long before the story 
existed in Switzerland, seems to me no argument 
against its truth in that country. True or untrue, 
however, it ought to serve as one proof more of the 
Scandinavian emigration of which I have spoken ; be­
cause the emigrants would assuredly carry with them 
their manners and traditions. Perhaps it might be 
this very tradition which si'ggc=+ed Gesslcr the trial
of shooting at the mark to which he put the stiff­
necked Switzer ! Such repetitions of facts are not by 
any means new under the sun.
We had a proof how deeply the episode of Tell lives 
in the memory of the people from a little incident 
near Andermatt. During the lovely evening of our 
arrival here we went out, my friend and I, to see the 
■wild fall of Reuss, at the Pont du Diable, one of those 
beautiful, terrible scenes in which Switzerland more 
than any other country abounds. On our return we 
saw an elderly woman standing before a little chapel, 
into the purblind windows of which she was peeping, 
with more of curiosity than devotion, as it seemed to 
us. As we approached, she turned round and saluted 
us in a friendly manner. She was a tall, handsome 
woman, with strong features, well dressed in the country 
costume, and with the white kerchief over her head which 
I  had already observed to be general amongst the women 
in this valley, and which I had seen nowhere else so worn, 
except by the country women in Sweden. Penchaud 
asked the good woman, in his broken German, whether 
she could tell us anything about Wilhelm Tell ? I t  
required a little while before she understood the ques­
tion, and then her whole countenance brightened at 
once, and she began to declaim a rude poem in rhyme, 
in which Tell’s actions were related, in very strong and 
peculiar language. And as she went on, the old woman 
became quite animated, and strengthened the words by 
her gestures. Toll’s unbending obstinacy before the 
Austrian hat ; his shooting at the apple, as the mark ; 
his kicking over of the boat which was to have conveyed 
him to prison ; and, finally, his taking aim and shooting 
the arrow at Gessler—all were represented in highly 
dramatic action by the old woman as she recited the 
poem, and that too in the middle of the road, where in
her zeal she never troubled herself that the passers-by 
cast upon us wondering and inquiring glances. A t the 
conclusion both we and the old woman laughed heartily, 
shook hands, and departed.
Early the following morning we set off from Ander* 
matt, along the splendidly-constructed St. Gothard 
road, on which every turn is so measured, that how­
ever steep it may appear to the eye, yet its descent 
never exceeds that which is safe for horses and vehicles. 
W e drove in an open carriage, through a region the 
magnificent scenery of which ever more and more 
assumed a delicious and beautiful character. As we 
rolled along in our descent, the air became ever warmer. 
Beautiful walnut trees, lovely groves, twittering birds, 
surrounded us. Luxuriant green pasturages, with trees, 
bushes, and cattle, gleamed out high up among the moun­
tains, above which glowed forth the glaciers. The lower 
■we descend, the more completely we enter the region of 
summer. W e are now in the Canton Uri, the smallest 
and the poorest of the Swiss cantons, and, at the same 
time, one of the foremost in the history of Swiss 
liberty. We drive past the ruins of Gessler’s Castle, 
Zwing Uri, where, with chains and cudgels, he endea­
voured to overawe the free sons of the country, and 
which thence derives its name. We salute Attings- 
hausen, the castle and abode of W alter Fürst, the ruins 
of which are still shaded by a garland of beautiful trees.
W e drive, in close companionship with the Reuss, 
through the valley—and a more beautiful valley than this 
is watered by no river. I t  has also been bathed with 
blood in more than one bitter combat. The French, 
the Austrians, and Russians have fought with each 
other, and the sons of the country more than once in 
this and the valley of Urseren. Poor little Switzerland ! 
Long and severe has been the fight for the freedom
and the peace which thou at length enjoyest, and nowhere 
more severe than in the Forest Cantons, the primeval 
home of the Swiss people.
Yesterday afternoon we wTent to Biirglen, the birth­
place of Tell. On the place where his house is said to 
have stood now stands a little wooden chapel to his 
memory, very finely painted, and adjrned with patriotic 
inscriptions. The walk thither, along the valley of 
Schäckenbach, is one of the loveliest conceivable, from 
its affluence in beautiful trees ; and the Shäckenbach 
now flows as clear and calm as a thanksgiving hymn 
for the heroic deeds of old.
I  have this morning paid a visit to the nunnery of 
the Franciscan order here. I  had seen, above the lofty 
wall of its garden, two walnut trees, stretching out 
partly verdant and partly withered branches, and I  felt 
a desire to see the women, who, in the midst of this 
grand and beautiful natural scenery, shut themselves 
in for ever (for these nuns are under a vow of per­
petual seclusion) behind walls which prevent them from 
even seeing anything of it. This convent receives, as 
I  was informed, only ladies of high family, and it 
requires a very considerable portion to enable them 
to enter.
In  the “ Frau Mutter,” with whom one converses 
through a grated window, I  found a very charming 
middle-aged lady, of great refinement of features and 
manner. The loveliness of her hands, and the delicate 
tips of the fingers, shewed her to be of aristocratic 
birth. She answered my questions with simplicity and 
frankness. This order belongs to the contemplative, 
and pre-eminently to the praying class. The nuns have 
many and severe fasts. They have divine service 
every night, from eleven o’clock till two. Their prayers 
cease only when the hour commences at which another
praying quire, in another convent, takes up the prayer, 
and performs service for the living and the dead. For 
the whole twenty-four hours, the whole year round, 
must these continue, without intermission, in the 
Catholic Church. Good and beautiful in thought ! 
But who can answer for the carrying of it out? And 
can any blessing, qjther for the living or the dead, be 
expected from these prescribed Latin prayers, uttered 
by half-sleepy bodies and souls, as a day’s work ? Only 
three of the sisters here occupy themselves with the 
instruction of children. The rest are employed in the 
convent. Their quiet life and severe fasts render many 
of them sickly. “ Frau Mutter ” had evidently a weak 
chest- I  asked her if she had not sometimes a desire to 
see the world, and beautiful natural scenery ?
She smiled cordially, and replied that she “ had not 
the slightest desire for anything of the kind.” And 
this was said with so much candour and cheerfulness, 
that I  dismissed all anxiety about “ Frau Mutter’s ” 
conventual life. Let us hope that the other sisters 
participate in her taste !
“ I t  requires a great many kinds of people to make 
a world” is an American proverb, of which I  often find 
the truth.
A Capuchin convent on an elevation in the valley is 
said to be the oldest in Switzerland. In front of the 
convent you see one of those “ holy forests ” which are 
often found upon the slopes of the mountains in Switzer­
land, and which no axe may touch, because they form a 
defence for the inhabitants of the valley against the 
avalanches, or snow-lavines, which roll down from the 
rocks. These are broken in their fall by the holy forest, 
which itself stands firm and green amidst their fury.
This district is full of memories of the oppression 
and deeds of violence of the former Austrian bailiffs.
Gessler and Landenberg are especially the heroes cf 
such histories.
Here it was that Gessler, who was angry that the 
peasants had such beautiful houses,'built his castle, 
which he himself called Zwing-Uri, by the sweat and 
money of the people. There it was that Landenberg, 
who, after desiring to take the oxen from the plough of 
the young Arnold of Melchthal, put out his old father’s 
eyes, and laid a heavy fine upon him, for the imagined 
crime of his son. “ This story,” says an old historian, 
“ went so deep into the heart of many an honest man, 
that they resolved rather to die than to leave such a 
cruel action unrevenged.”
But it was not alone men’s hearts that rose against 
oppression and deeds of violence.
I t  was thus that Margaretha Ilerlobig, the wife of 
W erner Stauffacher, spoke to her husband : “ In former 
times the men of Schwytz did not remain satisfied 
under and patiently bear such treatment. And it will 
become worse yet if they have not courage enough to 
oppose it, and to meet force with force. A t this rate 
there will soon be an end of our liberty and our 
peace ! ”
I f  they who guard the domestic hearth admonish 
their husbands to defy dangers, which, in a twofold 
measure, must press upon the heart of the wife, then— 
then a great combat is at hand—a combat of life and 
death.
Against the avalanche which threatens to overwhelm 
the life of the valley, is opposed the holy forest of free­
dom’s Sworn Confederates, who will either break or 
themselves perish in the fight. This holy forest is the 
people of the Swiss Forest Cantons.
Brunnen, on the Lake o f Lucern, or the Vier- Wald­
städter See, Aug. 28.—Never did nature adorn more
beautifully the cradle of freedom than in Sweden and 
in Switzerland. There is Dalecarlia, here the Forest 
Cantons, which became its first home. And here, on 
the banks of the Lake of Lucerne, I seem to myself to 
be sitting beside one of the quiet, deep lakes of Dale­
carlia. The resemblance is striking. The same earnest, 
lofty beauty; the same encircling band of mountain and 
woody shores around the lake ; the same gay, sunny, 
grassy fields amongst the mountains ; the same silence 
over the grand landscape, and in its bosom a people of 
simple manners, of pious and quiet disposition, but at 
the same time of powerful will, and unconquerable love 
of popular right and popular freedom. There is also a 
similarity between the Swedish and Swiss struggle for 
freedom. There it was the oppressions of the Danish 
bailiffs, here of the Austrian bailiffs, in the names of 
their respective masters, which armed the people and 
converted herdsmen into warriors. But here the resem­
blance ceases, without the history of either people be­
coming less noble or less remarkable. The Dalecarlians 
gave themselves a leader, and Sweden a king, in Gus- 
tavus Wasa. The men of the Forest Cantons gave 
themselves unity and power in the Sworn Confederacy, 
to which I  now return.
Encouraged by his wife Margaretha, W erner of Stauff- 
aolier crossed the lakes into Uri, to visit his friend 
Walter Fürst of Attingshausen. With him he found 
young Arnold of Melchthal, who was here in conceal­
ment from the wrath of Gessler. The three imparted 
to each other their troubles, and resolved rather to die 
than tolerate any longer the humiliation of the father­
land under an unjust domination. Property and life, 
everything would they risk in order to regain the old 
freedom for people and fatherland. They desire for 
themselves neither power nor possessions. I f  their uu-
dertaking succeeds, they will on its completion again 
withdraw themselves to their own quiet life, and let 
others reap that which they have sown. Thus the three 
bound themselves to each other, and into this compact 
they invited associates, whom they regarded as like- 
minded with themselves. In order to carry this out, and to 
arrange their plans of action, they established nocturnal 
meetings at Grutli, a solitary, green meadow on the 
banks of the lake, between Underwalden and Uri.
There, under the free vault of heaven, surrounded by 
forests and night, they could converse in freedom ; there 
they mentioned to each other the new friends whom 
they had enlisted in the general design ; thither they 
conducted the new allies, and took counsel together for 
the accomplishment of their plan.
One starry night, at the beginning of November, 
1307, thirty men from the Forest Cantons ofUri, Under­
walden and Schwytz,assembled here, under the guidance 
of W alter Fürst, W erner Stauffacher, and Arnold of 
Melchthal. Here, after they had firmly resolved, each 
man took his friend’s hand, and at the moment when 
the beams of the morning sun first tinged the summits of 
the primeval mountains, the three leaders, and with them 
the thirty men, raised their hands and swore “ By God, 
who created all men for the same freedom, and by all 
the saints,” this oath :—
“ That all would hold together, and in friendship live 
and die, whilst by their united power they would help 
their innocent, oppressed people to regain their ancient 
liberty and rights, so that all the Swiss should have for 
ever the enjoyment of this friendship. The Counts of 
Hapsburg should not however lose, in consequence of 
it, the least of their property or their rights, their 
people or servants, or one drop of blood ; but the free­
dom which the Swiss inherited from their forefathers
would they preserve and leave to their successors.”
They agreed as to the manner and the time of car­
rying out their resolution. After this they returned 
home, kept their own counsel, and gathered in their 
cattle for the winter.
This was the Confederacy of Grutli, the first Sworn 
Confederacy. Nor has the sun ever risen upon a more 
beautiful or purer confederacy. A t the moment when 
I  write this, the lofty meadow of Grutli shines out just 
opposite the lake, splendidly green in the morning sun, 
which seems as if it would bless this spot ; whilst the 
Mythen stone rises solitarily from the lake, like an 
eternal monument, placed there by the hand of the 
Creator.
I t  was on New Year’s morning, 1308, when the fight 
for freedom was to commence. I t  began with the first 
hour, when, at the given signal of a horn, Landenberg’s 
castle was stormed. The inhabitants of the demolished 
Zwing-Uri, Stauffacher, with his Schwyzers, took Scliwa- 
nau and Kiisnach. The bailiffs fled, the castles were 
in flames, and the national tempest advanced from Alp 
to Alp. But not a drop o f blood was spilled on this dap. 
Freedom, not revenge, was the desire of the Forest 
Cantons. The love of justice and humanity led them 
to the battle against the tyrants. Their victory was 
perfect—God was with them.
The following Sunday the Confederates again met, 
and renewed their oath for the defence of freedom and 
fatherland.
The murder of the covetous Duke Albrecht, by the 
hand of his nephew, and the slaughter of Gessler by 
William Tell, assisted at the same time the Swiss 
struggle for freedom. A pause ensued of astonishment 
and horror. But soon the house of Hapsburg armed 
itself afresh, that it might crush with all its force the
young, free Switzerland. Duke Leopold, the brother 
of the murdered Albrecht, and the flower of Austrian 
chivalry, armed himself and took the field against the 
people of the Forest Cantons. But the horsemen and 
peasants of the Forest Cantons also armed themselves. 
Hence occurred at Morgarten, on the 10th of November, 
1315, that ever-memorable fight in which a few hun­
dred peasants of the three Forest Cantons overcame, 
nay, annihilated, a host of twenty thousand Austrians. 
And Duke Leopold, who swore to revenge upon the 
people of the Forest Cantons the death of his brother 
Albrecht, who threatened to trample the peasants under 
his foot, and who carried with him a waggon-full of 
ropes to bind them with—the proud, stately Duke Leo­
pold, was obliged to fly before the peasants. I t  was 
with difficulty that he saved his life. By lonely forest 
paths, and with but few followers, he reached W inter­
thur, late in the evening, pale as death and sorely 
dejected.
But the people of the Forest Cantons returned loud 
thanksgiving to “ the Lord Almighty, who had given 
them the victory over their enemies.”
I t  was in the meantime easy to see that this victory 
could not be conclusive to their freedom. The men of 
the Forest Cantons foresaw clearly that new hosts 
would speedily be armed against them and their free­
dom. In order to overcome these, and to permanently 
withstand their enemies, the confederates saw no other 
means but by an eternal Sworn Confederacy with each 
other.
I t  was at the town of Brunnen, on the 9th of De­
cember, 1315, that the deputies from the Forest Can­
tons assembled, and swore an eternal confederacy against 
“ all warfare, and all power as well, within as against 
themselves a confederacy unlike other federate unions
at this period, which had trade interests, or the acquisi­
tion of power or honour, for their object. This aimed 
only at the maintenance of the noblest prerogatives of 
humanity — freedom, justice, peace, and happiness. 
Therefore, it won by degrees the esteem and attention 
of princes and people, and became confirmed by them 
not long after its commencement ; therefore it extended 
its power by degrees from its home in the Forest Can­
tons over more and ever more cantons and their people, 
whom it attracted with magnetic force into its freedom 
and peace-giving circle. Therefore, during the course of 
several centuries, it has been able to overcome enemies 
both within and without—been able to form a federal 
republic, which at this moment stands alone amongst 
the states of Europe, an example to many, and esteemed 
of all.
The Forest Cantons, the kernel of the confederacy, 
whilst they developed for themselves the results of their 
contest and victory for freedom, assumed more and 
more a decided position against the rulers of other coun­
tries, and even against the ruler of their own church, 
the Pope. They stood steadfastly upon their ancient 
rights, freedom, usage, and even abuse. Like the prim­
eval mountain of their own land, they stood opposed to 
the advance of the enemy, and even sometimes to the 
advance of the cultivator. They will not tolerate any 
law which they have not laid down for themselves ; 
neither anything new which has not grown up in their 
own soil. And hence it is that they have remained sta­
tionary in a high degree, both as regards good and evil. 
But the good has developed itself in many excellent 
human institutions—in trade industry, in cultivation, 
and general prosperity. Towns and convents have 
emulated each other in the cultivation of the land, even 
in the most savage districts ; and every hut has become
a home for individual occupation, which has placed its 
inmates in connection with the trade of other lands.
I  was told that in the Catholic Cantons—that is, in 
the Forest Cantons—I should find a great difference, as 
regarded order, cultivation, and comfort, between them 
and those who had embraced the reformed faith. But 
I  did not find it so. On the contrary, wherever I  turn 
my eyes I  cannot but admire the excellent and respect­
able appearance of everything that belongs to the coun­
try and its people ; everything seems well-conditioned 
and prosperous. I have had this morning a better 
opportunity of judging, and with the same result, dur­
ing a longer ramble than usual into the country, by the 
side of a stream of the most crystalline water. The 
land seems to me to wear a holiday garb. Brunnen is 
the harbour for the Canton Schwytz, and the life and 
movement of this little town seem increasing. I  might 
now speak somewhat less favourably of the conservatism 
of these Cantons, but defer doing so till I  have seen 
more of them. They-appear to me to look backward 
rather than forward, and that is injurious in the long 
run. The old struggle for freedom, and the rights they 
have acquired, seem to occupy the popular mind too 
exclusively, and to close it against higher spiritual de­
velopment. The lately ruptured Sonderbund is a 
bloody proof of this.
August 29th.—I visited Grutli during the morning, 
after crossing the lake in calm and beautiful weather. 
I t  is devoutly to be wished that the Swiss people may 
never take it into their heads to place upon this beauti­
ful, sunlighted spot, a monument either of stone or 
marble, with inscriptions, &c. I  cannot describe the 
peculiar charm there is in finding here nothing besides 
the objects which surrounded the Sworn Confederates 
during the nights when they assembled here, and upon
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the morning when the sun arose upon their solemn 
oath. This beautiful carpet of turf—these trees—this 
lonely pyramid, the Mythen stone on the shore—this 
enchanting lake, with its garland of wood and mountain 
—this image of Swiss scenery, and—this memory, are 
not they sufficient ? And if people will still have any­
thing more, then nature, and the popular poetical be­
lief united, have provided it, in the three springs, from the 
crystalline waters of which people drink to the honour 
cf the three heroes of freedom—and which, it is said, 
sprung up in their footsteps.
Nor has Dalecarlia, the cradle of the Swedish cham­
pion of freedom, any other monument of its epic poem 
than the whispering forest—than the little hills, or the 
cottage which served the hero as his stage of action, or 
his asylum. And this is enough. Monuments of stone 
would be injustice to the popular memory.
I  gathered some lovely grass on Grutli meadow, and 
sunned myself in its ancient memories. After which 
we rowed back to Brunnen, where we amused our­
selves by contemplating two large inartistic works of 
art in fresco, which are to be seen at the landing-place. 
The one is to commemorate the Sworn Confederacy, 
which took place here between the three Forest Cantons, 
on the 17tli of December, 1315, and represents there 
the form of three men ; the other depicts two com­
batants, one of whom falls in a most dangerous and 
extraordinary manner. Below are the words, “ Switer 
conquers Swen and founds Schwytz.”
I  am told that the subject of the picture is a quarrel 
between two brothers, which occurred at the commence­
ment of the Swedish colonization.
In the evening my friend and I  fell into conversation 
—I know not rightly what led to it—on the Calvinistic 
doctrine of Predestination, to which several of the minis­
ters of the reformed church still adhere to this day ; 
but not Penchaud, who is too mild and too much 
enlightened. He observed, what a small space this 
doctrine occupies in the Holy Scriptures in comparison 
with the doctrine of Free Grace, its demands and re­
sult. This former dogma originated by Augus­
tine and Calvin — which is easy for the natural sense 
of justice to refute—has its root in the difficulty, 
hitherto unsolved by the human mind, of uniting God’s 
omnipotence and man’s free will. W e talked on this 
subject, and then we became silent. I t  had grown 
dusk, and in the quiet evening no sound was heard but 
the soft dashing of the waves against the shore, on 
which the inn stood. The windows were open ; I  
leant against the window-frame and looked out into the 
landscape ; it was gloomy—dark clouds hung over the 
heights, and threw black shadows into the mirror- 
bright lake ; one shadow, in particular, lay there, so 
black, so profound, that even the brightness of the 
water was lost in it. And upon this dark object my 
eye was involuntarily riveted, whilst I  listened with a 
melancholy feeling to the waves striking upon the 
shore—they seemed as if impelled by an inward unrest, 
of which the outward calm knew nothing ; and I  thought 
upon the questions, always recurring, always dark, 
which from one century to another hurl their waves 
with the same plunge, the same unsolved dissonances 
of the human breast, causing its heart to throb with 
restless bitterness.
“ Will it always remain the same for me, for all— 
the same in all times upon earth?” I  asked, dejec­
tedly, and gazed at the dark shadow. All at once 
arose out of it the most delicious music of wind instru­
ments. I  could not see those who produced it. The 
dark shadow was as impenetrable as before—neither
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did I  inquire after it. I  merely listened and drank in 
with my whole soul their heavenly tones, which as­
cended like angelic voices out of the deep. Eternal 
harmonies ! Are there such in the depth of the dark 
questionings of human life1? And do we not hear a 
promise of the harmonious solution of these, a promise of 
harmonious concord, when we listen to our own soul’s 
deepest anticipations and requirements ?
In the far distance across the lake a voice joined so 
freshly, so joyously ! Prophetic voices amidst the shades 
of evening, receive my thanks !
L et us wait and hope ! And having seen the sun 
rise, it would be futile and ominous not to wait and 
believe that it will penetrate with its light the shadows 
of earth, even those cast by the great mountain. 
Thank God, I  can both wait and hope !
I  proposed to Penchaud that, during the quiet 
evenings of our journey, we should read together the 
ninth chapter of St. Paul’s Epistle to the Homans, 
which has so frequently occasioned me the bitterest 
anguish, and that he should help me to understand 
it, in connection with the two following : for the 
right explanation of the one lies infallibly in the others.
Schwytz, Aug. 29<Zi.—The town Scliwytz lies at the 
foot of the lofty obelisk-like rocks, the Mythen, as 
quiet, as silent, as if it alone were occupied iu collect­
ing its memories. And that it is so, seemed proved by 
two acquaintance which I  made to-day. The first in 
the morning whom we paid a visit to was one of the 
oldest and noblest families of the Canton. I t  was now 
represented by individuals of refined and elegant 
manners, living in a beautiful house, in rooms with silk 
hangings and antique splendour. They expressed
themselves with displeasure against the Diet which had 
lately met, and which, in its foolish democratism, had
unanimously rejected a law which the Government of 
the Cantons had conscientiously elaborated. Mr. 11. 
occupied himself in collecting genealogies and records 
of the ancient noble families of the Cantons. He com­
municated to me a new variation of the old tradition of 
the immigration of the Swedes into Switzerland, and 
which strengthened it. The suggestion was interesting : 
That they entered the country at eleven o’clock in the 
day, and that, in memory thereof, it was ordained that 
every day, when the clock struck eleven, the people 
should pray a Paternoster and three Aves, a custom 
which is still held in reverence by the people of 
Schwytz. The high-born couple conducted themselves 
towards us politely, but with coldness—not a breath of 
hospitality refreshed the visit. My friend, with his 
mildness and sensibility, was quite depressed by it.
In the evening of the same day we paid a visit to a 
certain Mr. K., to whom we had a letter. W e found 
in him a pale man, of gentle demeanour, and of an 
extremely interesting character. After a life of much 
labour and suffering, he had attained to a quiet inde­
pendence, and could now wholly devote himself to 
those literary occupations which were dear to him 
above everything. They consisted principally in col­
lections having reference to his native town, Brunnen. 
His little abode was a museum of memories appertain­
ing thereto. In one work of twelve volumes (!) he had 
drawn up the history of every old house in the town, 
and of the families and trades occupying them. To 
this belonged portraits, in the old-fashioned costume, 
copied from those still existing in the churches and 
chapels of the place. Some of these were executed by 
good artists, and were really excellent. Amongst a 
collection of ancient documents he possessed one which 
also had reference to the immigration of the Swedes.
Whilst Mr. K. himself lived with the greatest 
economy, he was still able to employ and remunerate 
several artists, who designed and painted pictures for 
him from the past and even the present life of his 
native town.
Mr. K. accompanied us home; and whilst on our way 
thither he related to us some portions of his own life, 
which I  wish I  had space to repeat, they are so per­
vaded by a spirit of noble pride, of faithful labour, and 
warm-heartedness. His earliest bitter sufferings as a 
child, when, his father being cruelly maltreated by the 
French soldiers, his mother had nothing for the 
wounded man but soup made of bread boiled in water 
with a piece of tallow-candle, and the son felt he would 
rather die than complain ; of his gradually struggling 
upward by making gunpowder ; the payment of his 
debts ; his purchasing of books ; his earliest delinea­
tions of old houses ; his courtship, marriage, and 
domestic felicity :—all these described so livingly, so 
evidently of the heart’s faithful memory, were quite 
delicious ! His good wife had now been dead some years. 
Mr. K. showed us her picture, extremely well executed, 
representing her at her spinning-wheel—and his life 
has since then “ been empty and overshadowed.” So he 
said, with an expression which showed how deeply he 
felt it to be so. He now lived merely in his collections 
and old memories.
There is a good and a bad Conservatism —the former 
is a golden thread which links us to the past, and 
makes us more thoroughly understand the present and 
the future ; the latter is a block of wood, which stands 
where it is placed—comprehends, in fact, nothing, and 
never progresses.
We walked along the shore of Lake Lowertz ; 
.Rossberg, with its riven summit and gloomy tradition,
lay just opposite. Mr. K. related to us various inci­
dents of the terrible occurrence, when the summit 
of Eossberg was hurled down over the valley of 
Goldau, and buried the villages of Goldau, Bussin- 
gen, and Eothen, together with 457 human beings : 
amongst these was a wedding procession. I t  
was the 2nd of September, 1806, and the summer 
had been rainy. Early in the morning of the un­
fortunate day dull cracking sounds were heard in the 
mountain : its fall occurred in a moment ! Large herds 
of cattle had already taken to flight ; many hundreds 
of animals, both large and small, together with human 
beings, were buried under the mountain ruins: of these 
only two hundred were saved. There still lies the for­
merly fertile and rich valley, buried under a mass of 
earth and rocks, presenting a very effective sermon to 
the worshippers of nature, who see nothing but har­
mony and the highest revelation of the Creator’s 
wisdom and goodness. But does not the Creator 
indeed permit destruction? Yes, and had He not a 
more beautiful Goldau valley beyond that, in which 
bride and bridegroom might complete their marriage 
processioù, and enter into indestructible habitations, 
then the Creator would be—not a good, not a Fatherly 
God. But what does Nature tell us about that other 
Goldau, about that realm beyond the fall of mountains, 
or any destruction whatever?
Lucerne, August 30.—Early this beautiful morning 
we set out in a little open carriage along the Lake of 
Lowertz, out of the Canton of Schwytz into that of 
Lucerne. The country resembled a vast orchard; in 
the meadows the peojde were busy with their second 
hay-harvest. Man here has carried cultivation as high 
as possible up the mountains, combating with the 
mountain and the severity of the cold for a foot-
breadth of cultivatable land. Amongst and by means 
of large stones they collect and keep together the soil, 
and in it plant a few potatoes or flowers. I t  touches 
and it rejoices the heart to see this solicitude about 
the food-bearing earth. In the so-called “ Hohle 
Gasse,” or Hollow Way, by Kiissnach, a deep road 
which winds amongst trees and bush-covered lofty head­
lands, we were shown the place were Tell concealed 
himself when he had shot Gessler—an action which was 
scarcely honourable—and a chapel has been erected on 
the shore, with images and paintings to his memory. 
The steamboat journey on the Lake of Lucerne from 
Iviissnach was splendid between the vast mountains, 
Pilatus, Rhigi, and others, toward Lucerne, which at 
the upper end of the lake extends its quay, its handsome 
houses, and its church-towers with so much grandeur 
that one might fancy oneself approaching an important 
city.
But the importance of Lucerne consists not in its 
greatness, but in its glorious situation and its life. To 
the outward and grand features of this belongs the 
Reuss, which is hurled like a cascade out of the lake ; and 
across the rapid, smaragdus-green waters, pouring on- 
ward into the country, are thrown three bridges, one very 
peculiar, with its number of paintings from Swiss history. 
To the outer life belongs also the number of steamboats 
which arrive here all the day through, and the multitude 
of travellers, who transform the beautiful quay, with its 
hotels and cafés, into a Parisian boulevard. As belong­
ing to the inner, but also to the outer life at the same 
time, may be mentioned the Trade-exposition for the 
Cantons, wfliich now attracts visitors, and wfliere one 
cannot but admire the great development of the little 
Cantons in every kind of trade and beautiful industrial 
occupation. The most peculiar seems to me a perfect
quire of cow-bclls, from the largest to the least bell, 
which is carried by the Swiss herds of horned cattle. 
When one approached a herd, the whole being set 
in motion would produce—although the sound might 
be almost deafening—the melodious concert which 
often delighted me when I  heard it up amongst the 
mountains.
Alone of its kind is a work of art called “ The Lion of 
Lucerne,” executed in memory of the Swiss Guards who 
were slaughtered in Paris the 10th of August, 1792, 
whilst endeavouring to defend the unfortunate King 
Louis X V I. I  have visited the Lion this morning. 
The sun glanced through the trees as if to caress the 
beautiful monument. I t  is hewn in the living rock, 
a colossal lion drooping in death over a broken column, 
which, though dying, it still seeks to defend. The 
expression of sorrow' and suffering in the countenance 
of the noble animal is indescribable. One might say 
that it weeps. I t  made me weep. The design was by 
Thorwaldsen, that son of Iceland who gave to all his 
works the stamp of life, which genius alone can give. 
At the foot of the mountain wall and the Lion lies a 
little sheet of water, deep and dark, reflecting the 
figure of the lion, the shadowy trees around it, and the 
sky which glances through them.
Alone of its kind, also, is the panorama of Rhigi, 
which its artist, Mr. Meyer, now exhibits here. One 
sees the rosy dawn ascending, and the sun set above 
the magnificent scene, which is said to he painted with 
admirable fidelity. I  shall soon perhaps be able to 
judge of this, as in the afternoon we ascend Rhigi. 
Without fine weather nothing is to be seen. Mount 
Pilatus wears a nightcap of cloud, which, people say, 
denotes rain. Perhaps, therefore, Mr. Meyer’s pano­
rama may he my only view from Rhigi. In order to
accomplish this work it is said that he ascended Rhigi 
one hundred and twenty times.
Rhigi Culm, September 1st.—There is, undeniably, 
nothing like “weather luck ; ” and without having some­
thing of this kind people ought not to travel, because 
all the pleasure of the journey depends upon it. I  am 
fortunate enough to have a little of this good luck, and 
that even now on the Rhigi.
The weather became calm and beautiful yesterday 
afternoon when we set off from Iviissnach for the ascent 
of Rhigi—I on a lazy Rosinante, which had much more 
desire to graze ou the side of the road than to go along 
it. Calm and blue, like heavenly mirrors, lay the lakes 
we left behind us, and which seemed to become ever 
smaller and smaller as we clambered upwards. The 
road is broad, and in excellent condition the whole way, 
and the views magnificent. After an ascent of three 
hours we approached Rhigi. Reaching its lower 
station, or Rhigi Scheideck, we were informed that the 
hotel at Rhigi Culm was quite full—that it would be im­
possible for us to pass the night there, so many travellers 
having lately arrived, on account of the fine weather. 
Nevertheless, I  was determined to make the attempt. 
But when, half-an-hour afterwards, we approached the 
grand hotel on the summit, we saw on all sides troops 
of travellers arriving on horseback and in chairs. One 
fat gentleman was carried by eight men. Sighing, and 
yet jocularly, I told my friend that I  foresaw what my 
fate would be—1 should have to pass the night u la belle 
étoile, under my umbrella.
Arrived at the hotel we were met by the information 
“ that every place was full ; a hundred guests already 
secured rooms for themselves.”
The kind, agreeable hostess, however, added conso- 
latorily for me, “ W ait a little ! Don’t be uneasy ! I
will manage so that you shall have a little room ; but 
you must be content with what you can get ! ”
“ W ith anything ! ” I  assured her ; “ all I  wanted was 
a roof over my head, and shelter from the night-cold.” 
My friend had already taken a room at Rhigi Scheideck. 
Now therefore we calmly gave ourselves up to the 
contemplation of the grand scene. This is, as every­
body knows, the most extensive in the world, but not 
exactly in the sense which I  call magnificent and 
beautiful. You behold the earth spread out like a map 
beneath your feet, and the gigantic Alps seem like 
small white sugar mountain summits around the 
horizon.
But now commenced the grand spectacle of the 
sun’s departure from earth ; and here it was a scene of 
wonderful pomp and beauty. The hundred guests 
stood in innumerable groups upon the wide plateau, 
and beheld with us the splendid show, but less silently 
than we did. The many-coloured mass of people, their 
various physiognomies, their restlessness and noise, was 
a picture in itself, by no means without interest to the 
lookers-on.
But now an Alpine horn sounds with trumpet-like 
clangour, to announce that the sun has descended, that 
the scene is at an end, and that people can go to 
supper. The hundred therefore come into hasty move­
ment, and stream down, singly or in groups, towards 
the hotel. Anon, and the great table is occupied. 
People eat and drink, and chatter and laugh. A band 
of Tyrolese play “ tabi e-music,” sing and jodle. I  
hastily swallowed some bread and butter and a cup of 
tea, and then hurried forth again, and up to the heights, 
knowing that I  should now behold something unusually 
splendid in the “ after-glow” of the setting sun. And 
so it was.
The western and southern horizon glowed like a ring 
of the clearest fire round the dark earth, the lower 
tracts of which now wholly disappeared from the eye; 
darkness resting on the face of the deep. But in the 
north, dark, gigantic forms elevated themselves threat­
eningly, from the home, as it were, of eternal night. 
These two half circles, these two embraces of light and 
darkness, which here enclosed the earth—the earth 
with all its desires and all its agonies, this tranquillizing 
day, this “ Ginnunga-gap,” this watchful, mysterious 
night, inclosed there all in a ring—it was a sight the 
effect of which is indescribable! I t  seemed to me that 
a brain not over-strong might become dizzy with this 
sight—for ever !
But I  recommend all tourists who love the forcible 
in colour and effect not to neglect, when on Rhigi, the 
scene after the sunset. I  spent above lialf-an-hour, 
totally alone, on the heights ; and when I returned to 
the hotel people were still sitting at table, eating and 
drinking, and making a great noise, and the Tyrolese 
were still playing and singing.
After that people went to bed. My room was a little 
attic, just large enough for a bed, a chair, and a table. 
There was also a large window just above my bed’s 
head, and when I  extinguished my candle behold a 
star beamed above me, so large and so bright, that it 
shone into my soul, and I  could not sleep. A  starry 
heaven like that night on Rhigi I  never saw equalled. 
No wonder that it kept me awake and allowed me to 
follow all its changes, till the blush of morning glowed, 
and it paled before sunrise.
And now again was heard the Alpine trumpet. I t  
was the signal of sunrise. I  hastened up and out. 
The one hundred streamed forth pell-mell to the pla­
teau, in costumes and physiognomies which looked toler­
ably bewildered, and only half-awake.
The earth seemed as yet altogether “ without form 
and void,” covered with the shades of night. But by 
degrees they became lighter, and you saw the little 
lakes down below veiled by thick clouds of mist, as 
of white cotton-wool. A gentleman stood on the sum­
mit with a couple of ladies.
“ See,” said he, in French, pointing to the cloud- 
covered spot, “ see, there is the eternal snow ! ”
And when the people round him laughed, he began, 
exclaiming, in great amazement, “ Quoi?—comment ? 
—ce n’est pas ?—mais—ah ! ” &c., to have a conscious­
ness and an insight into his mistake, at which he him­
self laughed merrily.
And now people stand in silence waiting for what­
ever shall follow. The scene brightens by degrees, 
and an increasing glory is seen upon the white peaks 
of the Oberland Alps. Again the Alpine trumpet 
sounds, and immediately afterwards a dazzling ray 
flashes over the jagged mountains of the Canton Glarus. 
The giants of the Oberland gleam forth in its blaze, 
and soon the whole earth sphere grows clear in the sun’s 
light. But the mist above the lakes seems to become 
denser, and to extend itself over the surrounding 
country. The morning spectacle is nowr at an end, and 
the hundred stream back again to the hotel to breakfast, 
and I  follow in the stream.
I t  was Sunday. I  had resolved to spend the whole 
day at Rhigi, in order to enjoy its scenes thoroughly. 
The greater part of the hundred guests left the moun­
tain soon after breakfast. At Iihigi at this season 
there is a perpetual ebb and flow of human beings.
I  seated myself on a rock on the lofty plateau. The 
mists had spread themselves from the lakes, over the 
whole earth, so that one could not in the slightest 
degree discern its dwellings, fields, or hills. A dense
veil of cloud covered every object. Above this the 
white jagged peaks of the Alps were alone visible, 
and above them arched itself a deep blue and perfectly 
cloudless heaven.
“ I f  the people below there under the veil of cloud 
did but know how bright it is at the same time ! ” 
thought I , grieved for those from whom this grey 
cloudy heaven concealed the sun. Then the church 
bells began to ring down below—they rang for divine 
worship. I t  seemed to me as if the bright sound was 
dulled by the cloud covering ; but before long this 
was penetrated by the sunbeams, or riven asunder by a 
wind which was not felt on the heights where I  sat, 
and from the river mist stood forth, one after another, 
towns and churches, villages, woods, cultivated fields, 
lakes and rivers. The first lake which stood out blue 
and bright was the little mountain lake Egeri, the 
Lake of Lucerne, Zug, Sarnen, and others. By de­
grees the whole region was unveiled, and it was an 
enchanting scene ; but now lying there, in its whole 
extent in the full blaze of daylight, the beautiful afflu­
ent earth, it was no longer remarkable for the attrac­
tiveness of its beauty. Every object seemed so miser­
ably small, and human beings as mere nothings. The 
landscape lay there immovable and lifeless— like a 
map. I t  is true that many places might be pointed out 
which were celebrated as the scenes of great battles 
and heroic achievements, but the greatness of these va­
nished, as it were, in the pettiness of the causes for which 
they were sometimes undertaken. The man athirst 
for conquest should behold the earth from heights 
such as those of Rliigi. Methinks he would then ask 
himself whether it were worth while to steep it in blood 
for a few foot-breadths of land. I t  is only when war 
has reference to higher interests that its exploits become
great and important, even though achieved on a mere 
point of space.
During the forenoon Penchaud and I  read the 
Epistle to the Romans. The various chapters ought to 
be taken collectively, in relation to the whole Epistle of 
which they are a part. Thus only can they be rightly 
understood. W e also read portions of P .’s “ Treatise on 
the Conscience.” He regards this innermost principle 
in man as the highest truth, in its development from 
the most elementary condition to its full, concrete form 
in the Christian conscientiousness. I  stated my objec­
tions to various parts, but I  cannot sufficiently express 
my opinion of the excellence and importance of the 
work in its purport and execution. Such works are of 
great value at the present time; but the author’s 
conscientiousness prevents him from finishing “ The 
Conscience.”
We spent the afternoon in contemplating the Alpine 
scene. The sky continued clear and the air so calm 
that the lakes appeared as smooth as a mirror. A little 
fly, no larger than a point, skimmed backwards and for­
wards across the water - it was a steam-boat. At 
length I  grew heartily tired of the immovable scene 
and its map-like landscape; I  longed for whispering 
trees, purling brooks, flowers, for mankind—loving, 
suffering, labouring mankind ! The evening was beau­
tiful, but not equal to the last.
Sarnen, September 3rd.—It is pleasant to rest here a 
couple of days after the fatiguing descent from Rhigi, 
which we made on foot. Passing through scenes of 
Idyllian beauty and fertility, we arrived at Stanz, the 
capital of Unterwalden, and the smallest capital I ever 
saw. I t  lies embedded amongst mountains, in conven­
tual quietness. I t  has been, nevertheless, the cradle of 
heroic souls. Arnold Winkelried was born there ; and
during the religious war young girls fought there for 
their faith, and died with their weapons in their hands. 
The greatest notability of the little city at the present 
time is the painter Deschwander, the most celebrated 
artist in German Switzerland. We visited him in the 
forenoon, and found him a small man, with large intelli­
gent eyes, and quiet demeanour. He stood with his 
brushes and palette in hand, surrounded by pictures of 
angels and saints which he was painting for the churches 
and chapels of the Catholic Cantons. His angels 
seemed to me actually angelic ; his Madonnas, with the 
child Christ, very lovely, but not deep in expression. 
His most important picture seemed to be one which he 
was painting for the Cathedral of Coire, the capital of 
the Grisons. I t  is large, and represents the martyrdom 
of St. Stephen. Stephen is seen in the centre of the 
picture sunk upon his knees, whilst his entranced, 
beaming countenance is directed upwards. On the left 
stand the people of the lowest grade, who are stoning 
him—frenzied, blood-thirsty, scarcely half-human—who, 
having tasted blood, are athirst for more, and rush 
blindly against the victim, whose very purity irritates 
their brutality. On the right you see a couple of 
Pharisees, who are turning away with inexpressible 
scorn in their glance and on their lips. But Saul lingers 
with a sense of reaction. You see, evidently, that 
thoughts and feelings are awakened in him, which will 
afterwards make themselves acknowledged at the time 
when he hears the voice—“ Saul, Said, why persecutest 
thou me? I t  is hard for thee to kick against the 
pricks ! ” The expression in the countenance of the 
dying Stephen is the prick which, for the first time, 
has entered his heart.
Descliwander’s picture has given me a better under­
standing of Paul’s conversion.
Separated from the world in this convent-like quiet­
ness, Deschwander seems to obtain from the depths of 
his own soul inspiration and the ideal. These have 
both purity and beauty, but hardly proportionable 
strength. Yet his Paul is grand, and he himself is one 
of the fortunate of the earth. W e visited Winkelried’s 
dwelling, or that which is said to be his, a handsome 
but ruinous country-house, with its garden ; the old- 
fashioned decorations of the rooms indicate an aristo­
cratic condition. During the beautiful evening we 
drove to Sarnen, the capital of Upper Underwalden. 
The principal object of attention in this little city 
seems to be the memory of Nicholas de Flue and his 
hermit-cell in the neighbourhood.
This man, the most celebrated saint of the Catholic 
Cantons, was born in 1417 ; he was a wealthy man, and 
of the nobility of the country. At the age of fifty-six he 
left house and home and a large family, the youngest 
of which was still in the mother’s arms, in order to 
devote himself to a life of poverty, fasting, and prayer, 
in a solitude far removed from mankind : thus would 
he live, alone for God and heavenly things. He prac­
tised this mistaken service of God for more than five- 
and-twenty years, during which time, it is said, he 
performed many miraculous works.
We have, during the day, made an excursion under 
umbrellas to the romantic Melchthal, where he lived 
his hermit life, and where the whity-grey Melch roars 
wildly through the narrow valley. Its  surroundings 
are, however, soft shadowy trees and green slopes. 
The dwelling of “ Bruder Klaus,” under which name 
Nicholas de Flue was known in his monastic life, is 
still standing, in the rock near the river, a miserable 
little hut, with small four-paned windows. Here you 
find still the wooden board, worn smooth with use,
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which served him for his bed, and also the stone, smooth 
also, which served him for pillow. The walls of the 
hut, and still more those of the little chapel in the 
neighbourhood, are covered with votive tablets in his 
honour. The chapel contains, besides these, a series 
of paintings representing scenes from his life, the 
greater number miraculous incidents more or less absurd. 
His horse seems to have had its share in his saintly 
glory. In  one picture you see a remarkable white 
flower growing out of its mouth. The people in the 
surrounding district seem to have a fanatical devotion 
for his memory, as well as faith in his power.
“ Do you pray also to Brother Klaus, when you are 
in need of help ? ” I  inquired from our young attendant, 
the daughter of the host of our hotel, the “ Golden 
Key,” at Sarnen.
“ Yes, certainly ! ” replied she.
“ But do you not think that God would hear your 
prayers if you addressed them to himself? ”
“ Yes, but help comes more quickly if one prays to 
Brother Klaus.”
I t  is an easy thing for the Protestant Christian to 
smile at the attributes with which the popular imagi­
nation and the popular childishness of Catholic countries 
deck out their saint, and the thinking world, of the 
present day, has another and a higher ideal of the 
Christian life than that which is represented by the 
life of the self-torturing, world-abandoning hermit. 
Yet still it is certain that this lonely, self-abnegation of 
all which the world gives, brings with it powers of 
which the earthly great are destitute, and which govern 
the heart of princes and people. To fear nothing but 
God gives alone immeasurable strength.
When the cruel Queen Agnes, in order to revenge 
the death of her husband, King Albrecht, had a thou­
sand innocent persons, men, women, and children, 
tortured and murdered, in whose blood, she said, “ she 
bathed as in morning dew,” when she, with the property 
of her victims, built upon the spot of Albrecht’s death, 
the splendid convent of Königsfelden, where she her­
self lived in an ostentatious sanctity, which attracted 
the admiration of the thoughtless, then was it that a 
pious hermit, Berchtold Strobet, refused her the abso­
lution which she desired, addressing to her these severe 
words :—
“ Lady, it is a miserable God’s service to shed inno­
cent blood, and to build convents with the spoil !—God 
has more delight in kindness and mercy.”
And when, at the close of the fifteenth century, many 
of the Swiss Cantons, after long dissensions, were on 
the eve of coming to a bloody quarrel with each other, 
it was Brother Klaus who, by his appearance in the 
Diet at Stanz, and his affecting and wise address to the 
Sworn Confederates, succeeded in uniting them afresh. 
Berne, Lucerne, and Zurich gave up their “ Sonder- 
bund,” all the Cantons made mutual concessions, and 
Fri burg and Soleure came into the Confederacy. A 
few years after, having rendered this important service 
to his native land, Nicholas de Flue died at the age of 
70. During his hermit life he was a general pacificator 
and good counsellor for the whole country round. The 
pictures of him represent him as of a very meagre form, 
in a Capuchin cloak, bareheaded and barefooted. 
He is thus painted in his entrance to the Diet-chamber 
at Stanz.
In these Cantons, Uri, Underwalden, and Schwytz, 
the smallest and poorest in Switzerland, we have en­
countered very little poverty, and seen only one beggar, 
a proof that the government takes good care of the
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common weal. The land is everywhere beautiful, and 
well cultivated.
During our hours of rest in this city we have read 
the conclusion of St. Paul’s chapters on Predestination. 
His meaning, taken as a whole, seems to us to be this : 
“ The election between people and people, man and 
man, is relative. The one is called earlier, the other 
later, to enter into the kingdom of God. I f  the first 
called misuse the call, he is cast off, and another takes 
his place. But the first can be replaced, if he will, and 
if he seek to be so—and thus all Israel becomes blessed.” 
The reading of these passages has produced a good 
and tranquillizing effect upon me. St. Paul’s doctrine 
here is no other than that love will, and that conscience 
must, agree with the prophet in believing a just God 
and Lord, who “ hath wrought and done it, calling the 
generations, even from the beginning.”*
Zurich, September 6th.—We arrived two days since 
at Zurich, the cheerful city—known for its hospitality 
to strangers, its freedom and science—the Athens of 
Switzerland, as it is often called. We travelled in the 
early morning from Lucerne over the Albis. The air 
was cold ; snow had fallen during the night on the 
mountains. We travelled by omnibus. A couple of 
gentlemen, our fellow-travellers, spoke of a revolution 
which had broken out the preceding day in Neufchatel. 
“ The Mountains have come down into the city (les 
Montagnes sont descendues sur la ville), and seized it 
in the name of the King of Prussia.” Everybody 
expressed amazement at the occurrence. W hat if 
that should turn out something more than the Swiss 
revolution, which Voltaire characterized as a tempest 
in a glass of water, or lead to a great war ! No­
body dared to prognosticate anything about it.
• Isaiah xli. 4.
We drove through the little Canton Zug, the entire 
population of which does not exceed seventeen thousand 
and some hundred souls, the greater number Catholics, 
but which yet takes its place, and has a voice, in the 
Great Federal Council, by the side of Zurich and Beme. 
From the summit of Albis the sun-lighted view of 
Zurich, with its lake and its richly-cultivated and 
populous shores, was indescribably beautiful.
In Zurich two suns seemed to be shining, because 
every countenance seemed beaming as from an inner sun. 
And so it was. There was a great festival there, the 
greatest of its kind in Switzerland. Six thousand little 
boys from the German Cantons, and all bearing arms 
as soldiers, had been for a couple of days assembled in 
Zurich, upon the Champs de Mars, on which they 
enacted the battle which took place—I  do not know in 
what year—between the Austrians and the French, in 
the neighbourhood of the city. All these children had 
been quartered with kind families in the city, and every­
body seemed to participate with their whole hearts in 
this military children’s festival.
This had brought a great concourse of strangers to 
the place, so that there was no more room in the great 
Hôtel Baur, neither in any other hotel. But this em­
barrassment became my good fortune, and I  found a 
home and the most amiable hospitality in a private 
house on the banks of the Limmat.
In the afternoon the great Thalach Street was crowded 
with people ; faces looked out from every window, and 
every countenance was gay; every eye was directed to 
a distance, with looks of eager expectation. The loud 
beating of drums was heard afar off, and you might 
read in every countenance, “ Now they are coming!” 
They are the Boy-Legions, who are entering the city 
after their manoeuvring and" fighting before it. And
now they march onward, the youthful, future defenders 
of the Fatherland, in separate detachments, according 
to their Cantons, in full uniform, with colours flying 
and excellent military bearing ; and, in advance of all, a 
large troop of little drummers, who drum as if they had 
never done anything else all their days. I t  was, in 
truth, a joyous sight to behold these six thousand boys, 
with the roses of childhood on their round cheeks, with 
a gravity of expression and demeanour, as if they knew 
that they had already entered into the service of their 
native land.
Two of the young heroes of the future were quartered 
in the house where I  found my home. They were from 
St. Gall, handsome lads of nine or ten years of age. I 
could not understand them, neither was their St. Gall 
dialect very intelligible to my hostess ; but the polite- 
nèss and the propriety, at the same time, with which 
these children conducted themselves in their strange 
home, and at supper-time, testified to their excellent 
breeding. They were most hopeful examples of the 
rising generation of the republic. In the evening there 
were fireworks in the city, in honour of the six thousand 
young ones.
Canton Zurich is, after Berne, the most populous 
and beyond comparison the most wealthy of the Pro­
testant Cantons of Switzerland, and the city of Zurich 
one of its most beautiful and most flourishing cities. 
Since the walls of its fortifications have been removed, 
by order of the Grand Council, it has extended and de­
veloped itself daily in every direction, like a vigorous 
tree in the spring. Science, industry, benevolent in­
stitutions increase, as if in emulation of each other ; and 
gardens and plantations encircle the increasing city 
with beauty. Its situation and the views of the lake and 
the Alps are amongst the most glorious in Switzerland.
The enlightenment and education of the people seem 
to take the lead. Every week during the winter each 
Professor of the Academy delivers a lecture on his 
own particular branch of science, in a popular manner, 
suitable for the public, at the Hôtel de Ville. The 
taste for science and art is by no means a stranger 
amongst the artisan classes. Butchers are collectors of 
pictures, sometimes even painters ; tobacco-dealers 
botanists. The wealthy Mr. F. Ascher, who employs 
several thousand work-people at his large mechanical 
works—whence steamboats are sent to every lake in 
the republic—employs himself also by giving them 
opportunities for moral and intellectual culture. The 
silk looms maintain many thousand families, without the 
workers being crowded in factories. The people work 
at their own homes in the country. The looms 
stand in the cottages scattered about the fields and 
the Alps. The country people fetch from the town 
orders and the raw material, and carry back thither 
their shining fabrics.
The well-to-do and cheerful people who crowd to 
Zurich on the market-days show very evidently what is 
their condition. The poor in the Canton Zurich are in 
the proportion of one to thirty-five, whilst in Berne they 
are as one to ten. The Professor of Political Economy 
here, Mr. Cherbiiliez, considers that this very different 
proportion is occasioned by the circumstance that in 
the Canton Berne the state is compelled to assist the 
poor, whilst here in Zurich they are almost entirely 
aided by benevolent societies. The ladies of the city 
distinguish themselves by their judicious activity in 
devoting themselves to the children, to the old, and 
the sick. Mathilda Ascher, the daughter of the great 
manufacturer, is spoken of by all the needy as an angel 
of goodness and mercy.
Amongst the benevolent institutions here I  have 
been especially interested with the lately-established 
Pfriind Institution, in which upwards of seventy men 
and women, of the burgher-class, receive a home and 
maintenance for their old age. I  saw an aged couple 
here who told me that this was now the happiest time of 
their life. Both were sixty-nine. She could scarcely 
speak for tears of joy. The fresh air, the beautiful 
view, the lovely grounds which surround the institu­
tion, all were evidences of the piety of the founder and 
the good sense employed in the laying out of the place. 
1 noticed that on the well-supplied dinner-table a bottle 
of wine was placed for each person. The old folks 
are entertained three times in the day with coffee. 
Long live the good who thus interest themselves in 
making old age happy !
I  have seen amongst the scientific institutions the 
Antiquarian Museum and those Celtic antiquities which 
have been found in the Swiss lakes. All these ancient 
articles, whether arms, domestic implements, or per­
sonal ornaments, belonging to the primeval inhabitants 
of the country, have been fished up from these lakes— 
thus strengthening the view which Swiss antiquarians 
begin to entertain, that the most ancient inhabitants of 
Switzerland built their dwellings upon piles in the 
lakes. The librarian, Mr. Weise, who showed me these 
interesting antiquities, which in many respects re­
sembled those of the primeval inhabitants oÇ Sweden, 
showed me also a document regarding William Tell, 
which he had lately discovered in the so-called 
“ White-Book,” in the archives of Underwalden. In 
this ancient book, of the fifteenth century, William 
Tell’s history is related simply and fully, and in all its 
main features is identical with that of the popular 
tradition. The language and style of the narrative 
prove its age and its originality.
I  must now leave the lively, and, in many respects, 
very interesting Zurich, for the details of two days 
whicli I  spent at Einsiedeln, the Delphi of Switzerland, 
whither annually a hundred thousand pilgrims proceed 
from every part of Catholic Switzerland, and even from 
Germany, and where at this very time a great festival 
is to he celebrated. I  have a wish to see life in the 
Swiss Republic under all its various forms.
Zurich, Sept. 10tli.—We were sitting, Penchaud and 
I, upon the steamer on the shore of the lake of Zurich, 
waiting till it should set out and convey us to Rapper- 
schweil, on our way to Einsiedeln, when I  saw a young 
man, of remarkably agreeable exterior, hastily come 
across the deck and approach us with joyful looks. l ie  
placed himself before my travelling companion and ex­
claimed, “ Penchaud ! ”
Penchaud looked up, uttered an exclamation of joy ; 
his whole countenance brightened, and the two men 
were clasped in each other’s arms.
They had been fellow-students in Lausanne, at the 
time when, according to Mrs. Penchaud’s expression, 
the young girls in the city envied the youths their 
happiness in being students under such teachers as 
Alexander Vinet, and Charles Sekretan, and others; 
and when, according to Penchaud’s own account, these 
youths assembled for conversation on the highest sub­
jects, and remained together discussing them till one or 
two o’clock in the morning, and then walked home 
arm-in-arm, in a regular intoxication of friendship.
Eight years had passed since all this. Penchaud, 
after having travelled on foot throughout France, 
preaching the Gospel and disseminating the Holy 
Scriptures, had married in Switzerland, and settled 
down in one of the high valleys. Young Vogel, his 
friend, had become a teacher in the Technological
Institute at Wurtemberg. They had not seen each 
other through the whole of this period. On Penchaud’s 
arrival in Zurich, Vogel’s mother had telegraphed the 
news to her son.
“ And thou hast come all this way merely for my 
sake,” exclaimed Penchaud with emotion— “ just at 
the moment when I  am leaving ! ”
“ But I  am going with thee I I  am here for that 
very purpose ! ”
“ Nay, that is delightful ! ”
And now the steamer was put in motion, and the 
two friends sate side by side in the most cordial con­
versation, whilst I  enjoyed the sight of their happiness 
and the views of the richly-populated banks of the Lake 
of Zurich. Charming villas, and manufactories with their 
tall smoking chimneys, lay interspersed with groves and 
cultivated fields. Before us arose in the distance the 
snowy Alps of Glacis and Appenzell.
A t Kapperschweil we took a carriage and entered 
and ascended the Canton Schwytz. The weather had 
become stormy and wet. After a three hours’ drive 
we arrived, in rain and gloom, at the little town of 
houses of entertainment for the pilgrims to the con­
vent and its holy virgin. Lights shone from every 
window in the town. Ten thousand pilgrims are said 
to have arrived for the morrow’s festival. A letter 
which I  had brought with me procured us rooms, 
however, and a most kind reception at the inn, to 
which it was addressed.
San Loretto in Italy, St James of Compostella in 
Spain, and Einsiedeln, or “ Notre Dame des Eremites, ” 
in Switzerland, are the most frequented places of pil­
grimage in Europe.
I t  is now, according to the chronicle, many centuries 
since Meinrad, Count of Sulgen, on the Danube, built
for himself a hermit’s cell on the heights of Etzel, 
together with a chapel for a miraculous image of the 
Virgin, which had been given to him by Hildegard, 
Abbess of Zurich. He was murdered in the year 861, 
and the murderers were discovered by ravens, which 
the holy man had fed. After Meinrad’s death, the 
fame of his sanctity spread far and wide, and the 
Benedictine monastery was built on the spot where his 
cell had formerly stood. Legends and dreams an­
nounced the election and consecration of the new 
temple by the Lord himself. A  Bull of Pope Pius V III. 
confirmed these, and gave plenary indulgence to all 
pilgrims to “ Notre Dame des Eremites. ” The 
believing, or superstitious, throng streamed thither, and 
the monastery became the richest in Switzerland, after 
that of St Gall. Rudolph of Hapsburg elevated its 
Abbot to the rank of Prince. A court was formed 
around him, and he became the lord of great territory. 
At the present time the monastery of Einsicdeln is the 
most considerable in Switzerland, and its abbot is 
generally chosen from some of the principal families of 
the country, and is called, in the Catholic Cantons, the 
Prince of Einsiedeln. The number of pilgrims amounts 
yearly to 150,000, and it is said that since 1848 it has 
been on the increase.
The monks and priests of the convent employ them­
selves in the education of the young. A hundred pupils 
are received into its seminary. I t  has its own printing 
establishment, a considerable library, physical and 
mineralogical collections, &c., &c.
The festival which is now about to be celebrated— 
one of the greatest in the course of the year—com­
memorates the announcement of the Angels at midnight 
to the Bishop of Constance, that the Saviour himself, 
surrounded by legions of the heavenly host, had already
consecrated the church. This was on the 8th of 
September, 948 ; and on the 8th of September, 1856, 
I  went in the earliest dawn, with my travelling com­
panions, to the celebrated church. The morning was 
damp and cold, but the stars gleaming through the 
clouds seemed to divide them, and to give us hope of a 
clear day.
The monastery is a large and palatial building. In 
the church itself it was so dark that we could see 
nothing of its celebrated beauty and pomp. Numerous 
groups of pilgrims stood, or had fallen on their knees, 
in every part of the church, but more especially around 
the little chapel in the centre aisle, through the gilded 
grating of which a little image of the Virgin, of black 
wood, with the child Jesus, also black, may be seen by 
the light of small, yellow wax candles, which the 
devotees have lighted and placed there. Both images 
.are adorned with golden crowns and precious stones. 
Their countenances are unusually pretty and agreeable, 
but it produces a most strange effect to see a jet-black 
virgin and child. They are considerably smaller 
than life-size. Not a hymn, not a note of the organ, 
is heard at this early hour. Nothing is heard but 
the dull murmuring of the pilgrims’ “ Paternosters ” 
and “ Ave Marias ” !
All around St. Meinrad’s chapel, the chapel which 
contains the Virgin, the church became more and more 
thronged with devotees. As the day dawned we went 
out. In the square before the monastery stands a splen­
did fountain, which pours forth its unceasing water from 
fourteen pipes. We noticed several pilgrims go round 
and drink from every separate jet. Tradition states 
that our Lord Christ drank on one occasion from one of 
these pipes ; and in order not to miss drinking from the 
one which quenched His thirst, the pious pilgrims
drink from them all. W ater drunk from the right one 
will, it is believed, give health both to soul and body.
At 10 o’clock the grand processions began. A gilded 
image of the Virgin is carried round the great square 
in front of the monastery—then follows the priestly 
array, with standards and banners — then come men 
and women and children, all in order, and walking two- 
and-two. One beautiful division is composed of 
young girls dressed in black, walking one by one, 
carrying urns with relics.
To this succeeded high mass. A letter of kind in­
troduction from a Dr. R , of Zurich, to the present
Abbot and Prince, Henry IV., obtained for me a place 
in the lofty choir, and afterwards a conversation with 
the Prince and his court—but of that anon.
High mass continued a long time, but its beautiful 
instrumental and vocal music afforded me enjoyment, as 
did also its excellent organ. The priests who officiated 
in the choir bowed themselves alternately before the 
altar and the abbot, who was seated on his velvet 
throne, without apparently taking any part in the 
service.
After this the multitude of pilgrims spread them­
selves about the great square, where a large market was 
being held, partly for the sale of red ribbon and 
pictures of saints, and partly of small printed papers, 
issued from the printing-presses of Einsiedeln. I  pur­
chased a couple of these on speculation. They 
promised forgiveness of sin for two hundred days to 
those who made a pilgrimage to the Madonna of 
Einsiedeln, and who prayed with their whole heart the 
prayer there prescribed to the holy Virgin.
Provided with these indulgences, I  set out in the 
afternoon for my audience with the Prince of Einsiedeln. 
A brother, “  master of the kitchen,” a tall Benedictine
monk, conducted me through the long and numerous 
passages of the convent, with distinguished politeness 
and complaisance of manner. With him, however, and 
two other of the convent’s notabilities, Father Brandis 
and Father Gallmorell, I  had already become ac­
quainted, having been shown round the monastery by 
them. The former was a little animated and merry 
man, who understood my “  Sketches, ” and talked 
about them as kindly and as cheerfully as a layman. 
Father Gallmorell, a tall man, of Italian descent, and 
with a perfectly Italian physiognomy, was known as 
the genius of Einsiedeln, and as a poet of no incon­
siderable merit. He seemed to me profound, but at 
the same time cunning and satirical.
I  was conducted into a handsome room, more suitable 
for a castle than a convent, adorned with good portraits 
of the former Abbots of Einsiedeln. Here I  was re­
ceived by its present Abbot, Henry IV. He was a 
man of fifty, of singular personal beauty and dignity. 
In his mild countenance and refined, complacent man­
ner, a certain degree of embarrassment betrayed itself ; 
he blushed continually. I t occurred to me whether 
high birth and an amiable character had not elevated 
him to the rank of Prince of Einsiedeln, rather than 
erudition and other gifts. His little court, which, 
equally with himself, took part in the conversation 
which I  desired, had evidently no great respect for 
these. Father Brandis frequently replied for him, nay, 
in his vivacity, even interrupted him, without any cere­
mony. Father Gallmorell made, without any regard 
to him, his profound, haK-sarcastic remarks, which 
seemed sometimes to have reference to us altogether.
My first question concerned the indulgences which I 
had bought for a few pence.
“ They are issued,” said I, “ from your printing-press.
Do you approve of their promise of forgiveness for sin 
for two hundred days, for such as purchase here these 
writings, and offer the prescribed prayer ? ”
The Abbot seemed at a loss to know how to 
answer.
“ Observe, I  pray you,” said Father Gallmorell, 
pointing to the little paper, “ that it here states, ‘for 
such as shall, with their whole heart, pray with this 
prayer.’ The indulgence is merely for those who pray 
with the heart.”
“ But why, then, only for two hundred days?—or for 
any fixed number of days? We, evangelical Protest­
ants, believe that God forgives the sins of the whole 
life to those who with their whole heart pray for it.” 
The spiritual gentlemen said that the forgiveness 
here referred to applied only to temporal or ecclesi­
astical punishment. I  could not understand their ex­
planation, and am not sure that they themselves were 
clear on the subject.
My second question was :—
“ The pilgrims to Einsiedeln evidently believe in the 
miraculous power of the image of the Virgin. Is it 
also your opinion that the image possesses any such 
power? ”
“ No,” replied they, unanimously; “ we venerate it 
only because the holy Meinrad venerated it.” And 
this they all corroborated.
“ But the people here,” I  said, “ evidently believe 
quite the contrary.”
“ Yes, the people—that is true,” said the Abbot, 
hesitatingly ; “ and they ought to be enlightened, but—
but ” he paused, and Father Brandis went on to
say how this must be done—“ by degrees—slowly—by 
degrees ! ” and Father Gallmorell examined his sandals 
with a sarcastic expression.
I mentioned the faith which the people had in the 
mediation and prayers of the saint, and inquired “ how 
they—they, the wise fathers—could explain this also, 
in conformity with the faith of their Church, that God 
alone hears and answers the prayers of men ? ”
“ We think,” commenced Father Gallmorell, in ex­
planation, “ that probably like as the good father of a 
family allows to his children, as a reward, the privilege 
of dealing out. alms or gifts to poor beseeching beggars, 
so also does our Lord with his faithful servants. All 
prayers are heard by God alone, that is true, but He 
sends His nearest friends or servants to convey the 
answers to them.”
This explanation was very good, and may, it seems, 
be not without its truth. But the worthy father forgot 
that the prayers of the people are actually addressed 
directly to the saint himself—besides, that they have 
concern to outward things and donatives. I  noticed 
this to him, as well as that the comprehension of the 
prayer, and the soul’s connection with God by means 
of it, are done away with.
They conceded this, said that “ the people ought
properly to be enlightened, but—but the Church
had in all ages believed in the mediatorial prayers of 
the saints.”
“ We have,” said Father Gallmorell, “ proof in the 
Catacombs that the early Christian Church believed on 
this subject as we do.”
My last question had reference to the worship of the 
Virgin. “ Did the Catholics,” I asked, “ found this 
upon any passage in the Holy Scriptures ? ”
The Abbot looked quite nonplussed, but the acute 
Father Gallmorell, who was never at a loss for an 
answer, interposed :—
“ Not precisely in the Scriptures, but in the Cata­
combs; it is evident that from the earliest times the 
first Christians prayed to the Virgin Mary, as the 
Queen of Heaven.”
I  now observed that Father Gallmorell must be 
particularly conversant with the Catacombs; but that 
I  could not follow him, as I  had myself never been 
there, and knew but little about them. “ But,” I  said, 
“ something ought to have appeared in the Gospels 
regarding the high dignity of the Virgin, if it had its 
foundation there. But our Lord Christ always ap­
peared desirous of abrogating the placing of faith in 
his earthly relatives, as participators in his work ; ” and 
I  referred to the words in Matthew xii. 48 to 50.
The Abbot in the meantime had recovered himself, 
and he said :—
“ We believe that the words which the Saviour 
uttered on the cross to his disciple, regarding his mother, 
‘ Behold thy mother ! ’ were not spoken alone for him, 
but for everyone of his disciples in the world—for all 
mankind, and for all time ! Therefore we venerate 
Mary as our Mother, and the Mother of all mankind.” 
This explanation was beautiful, and it was beautifully 
given, and I  conceded that it might have its truth
within certain limits, as but I  would not any longer
detain the noble prelate, of whose politeness I  did not 
wish to take undue advantage. I  thanked the hand­
some and worthy gentleman for his kindness, and took 
my leave. He asked if I  should like to see his own 
private chapel, and the other gentlemen conducted me 
into a room as splendid as a boudoir, brilliant with 
crimson velvet and gold fringe. Above the altar was a 
Madonna by Deschxvander, beautiful and lovable, but 
too human, a figure less to worship than to fall in love 
with. Henry IV of Einsiedeln was evidently one of 
the elegant and amiable prelates of the Catholic Church, 
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not one of its apostles and saints ; he was neither a 
Brother Klaus nor a St. Meinrad.
It was remarkable how all these gentlemen seemed 
to consider themselves thinking and enlightened men, 
far above the prejudices and superstitions of the people. 
The poor people !
But is it not the people’s own fault if they remain in 
the dark? I t was at Einsiedeln that Huldreich Zwin­
gli, pastor of that place, from 1515 to 1519, first com­
menced his powerful preaching against the sale of 
indulgences, the abuse of which he became well ac­
quainted with at Einsiedeln. I t  was here that he began 
to preach the Gospel and the new life in Christ, in 
conformity with the Holy Scriptures. He preached, at 
this very festival of the Angels’ consecration, so power­
fully against indulgences, pilgrimages, and monastic 
vows, that the monks abandoned their cells, and the 
convent was empty for a time. The mild and cheerful 
man became violent, and his language sometimes coarse, 
as, indeed, it usually was at this time, when he saw the 
failing of the Church and the sins of the people.
“ I  know it,” he said, in palliation of himself ; “ those 
great sinners kindle my wrath. But Christ, Peter, and 
Paul also attacked them with violence. I  am very far 
from finding any pleasure in abuse—I am generally of so 
gentle, conceding, and good-tempered a character, that 
it troubles me ! ”
I t  was at Einsiedeln that Zwingli saw the same crimi­
nal persons return year after year, laden with the same 
and renewed crime, to seek for absolution by kissing 
the holy relics, or by the purchase of indulgences, and 
learned more deeply to comprehend the wants of the 
people and the age. “ In truth,” said he, “ the greatest 
villains come hither merely to get fresh courage, and 
not one is ever reformed ! ”
The noble reformer, however, wa3 obliged to leave 
Einsiedeln. On New-year’s day, 1519, he made his ap­
pearance as preacher in the Cathedral of Zurich. Here 
he explained the Gospels in their due course, compar­
ing at the same time their dictates with the abuses of 
the Catholic Church, and the deviations of its teaching 
from the precepts of the Scriptures—“ and week after 
week he became better understood.”
I t  was in Zurich that the reformatory activity of 
Zwingli became perfected and bore fruit ; but it was in 
his solitary cell at Einsiedeln, when he knelt and cried 
to God for “ an understanding of the Word, ” that the 
first beams of the light of the new day arose for him. 
“ God does not grow old ! ” was an expression which he 
often used.
The study of the Holy Scriptures in Greek produced 
the conversion of Zwingli. He did not in all respects 
take the same views as Luther. Both received from 
heaven the Truth which they published.
“ I  commenced,” wrote Zwingli, in the year 1516, 
“ to preach the Gospel at a time when the name of 
Luther was unknown in our country. I  have not 
learned the Christian truths from Luther, but from the 
Word of God. When Luther preaches Christ he does 
the same that I do—that is all ! ” Zwingli required, at 
the same time, the study of science, literature, and the 
classics. His heaven had room enough in it for Plato, 
Aristides, Camillus, and Scipio.
But Zwingli was not the only reformer in Switzerland. 
Luther stood alone in Germany, high above every 
other, and face to face with the Colossus of the Romish 
Church, whose great opponent he became. Luther, so 
to speak, is the Monarch of the Spiritual Revolution. 
But the light of the Truth and of the new life did not 
proceed from Germany to Switzerland, and from thence
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to France, and from France to England and Holland. 
All these countries were visited at the same time by 
the warm, awakening, vernal wind of the same new 
life-giving sun. One and the same teaching found its 
way, during the sixteenth century, into home and 
church of the most diverse peoples ; the same spirit 
awakened everywhere the same faith. Throughout 
Switzerland a reformer arose in almost every Canton. 
Many leaders were seen, but not one general com­
mander. I t is like a confederacy of reformers arising 
in the republic of the Sworn Confederacy, each one 
with his peculiar physiognomy and different influence. 
There is Wittenbach, Zwingli, Capito, Heller, 
Œkolampadius, Oswald, Myconius, Leo Juda, Favel, 
Calvin, in Geneva, Zurich, Berne, Neufchatel, Glarus, 
Basle, Lucerne, Schaffhausen, Appenzell, St. Gall, 
Graubiinden.
In the German reformation there is one chief man 
and one place of honour ; in Switzerland the new life 
divides itself according to the thousand mountains. 
Every valley has its awakening, every Alpine height 
its clearing away of cloud.*
The high valley of Einsiedeln had its also. Its 
people might choose between light and darkness !-——I 
now return to my enlightened Benedictine monks.
The valuable library of the monastery, which is 
strictly closed against strangers, was nevertheless 
opened, at my request, to my friend Penchaud, who 
wished ' to see the writings of some of the oldest 
fathers of the Church, in their original language.
“ I t  is quite wrong, ” said the mild Abbot, “ that our 
library should not be open to all who may have an 
interest in its collections. ”
* See the “ History of the Reformation,” by Merle d’Aubigné, 
vol. ii., 3rd book.— Author's note.
Father Brandis and Father Gallmorell, gave me 
several books, partly with reference to Einsiedeln and 
partly of a higher interest, amongst which was Möhler’s 
celebrated work, his “ Apology for the Romish 
Catholic Doctrine.” Father Gallmorell gave me a 
printed collection of his poems, in which there is really 
“ la scintilla celesta. ” The learned Fathers accom­
panied me to the grated door of the monastery, behind 
which they withdrew, taking leave with a chivalric 
politeness which would have perfectly become courtiers. 
And I  fear that the pious brothers were that rather 
than servants of the Gospel. If amiable kindness and 
courtesy, united to handsome exteriors, could have 
converted me to the Romish Church, these monks 
would have converted me ; but-----
I  spent the remainder of the afternoon partly within 
and partly out of the splendid church, observing the 
same scene and listening to the same Ave Marias and 
Paternosters incessantly repeated.
At Vespers a magnificent Salve Regina was sung in 
St. Meinrad’s chapel, by fifty monks. The music 
and choristers are excellent, but the singing is without 
shading in its strength, and is one continued fortissimo. 
Late in the twilight I went alone to pay a farewell 
visit to the church. The state of things there was very 
peculiar. The prayers were much louder, much more 
violent; people shouted aloud—they were taking heaven, 
as it were, by storm ; but the prayers were all in Latin ; 
always the same five Paternosters and three Ave 
Marias in succession, repeated with a fervency and 
hurry, as if all power and strength consisted in the 
number of prayers. Bands of ten or twelve pilgrims 
proceeded from altar to altar, from chapel to chapel, 
throughout the church, kneeling and repeating at every 
one a number of Paternosters and Aves. Many of
these pilgrims, as I  was assured, are deputies for others; 
and for a certain fee undertake to repeat here certain 
prayers, and to do a little so-called holy business, pur­
chase indulgences, masses, and so on. Whilst the 
voices of the pilgrims, amidst the increasing darkness of 
the church, rushed like the waves of an agitated sea, 
the organ pealed a tranquillizing, monotonous Amen. 
So sounded the accords above the prayers of the 
people. Such was the conclusion of the scene. I t was 
not edifying.
Early on the following morning we drove, under a 
brightening sky, back to Rapperschweil. On the road 
the two friends fell into an earnest conversation on 
political subjects, on the Swiss revolutions, popular 
education, and such like questions, which so easily lead 
to bitter words and coolness between friends who dis­
cover themselves to entertain different opinions. The 
former comrades and fellovv-students of Lausanne, even 
they discovered that during the long separation of 
eight years they had each taken different paths on more 
than one topic. And each advocated his own views 
warmly, but with so much moderation in expression, so 
much friendly regard and esteem for the other, that it 
was a pleasure to hear. One could see that on neither 
side had a single shade of displeasure disturbed the 
cordial relationship between the friends. And more 
than once during this journey it has been a pleasure to 
me to observe the cheerful candour, and yet delicacy at 
the same time, which prevails in the intercourse 
between these two young men, and which I  have seldom 
seen amongst men.
I  have again spent two extremely interesting days in 
Zurich, during which I  visited the beautiful prome­
nades both in and on the outside of the town, the 
Botanic Gardens and the “ Weid, ” with its glorious
amphitheatre of the Alps of Glarus and Appenzell. 
I  have also during this time made the acquaintance 
of several persons whom I  shall gratefully remember, 
amongst whom are Professor Cherbiiliez and his 
family; an intellectual young Mrs. Lavater, who pre­
sented me with her father-in-law’s works ; and those 
four young sisters W  , handsome and highly culti­
vated, who came to talk to me about their father. He 
had educated them, and trained them to independence, 
freedom, and useful activity, imparting to them the 
treasures of his heart and mind; he had been to them 
at once a father and a brother. By the assistance of 
his daughters he had established an educational insti­
tute, which was one of the most flourishing in Zurich. 
The good father has now been dead a year, and the 
daughters continue the work which he began, but it 
seems to have lost its best pleasure for them in his 
removal. Bright tears filled again and again their 
lovely eyes as they spoke of him. These are the 
most beautiful flowers on his grave. One of the hand­
some sisters is about to be married.
“ We hesitated long,” they said, “ before we gave
our consent, but ” &c. I t  seemed as if all four
sisters married in this one. Thus were they all one in 
sisterly love. Their father had taught them to be thus 
attached to each other. All that was good was the 
work of the father. Blessings on him, and on all 
fathers who resemble him I
Zurich has given Switzerland and the world many 
distinguished men; amongst -whom, Gessner — a monu­
ment to whose honour stands upon one of the tree- 
crowned peninsulas between the Sihl and the Limmat, 
which during his life-time was his favourite promenade— 
Zwingli, Pestalozzi and Lavater, are the most generally 
known. Many distinguished Italian refugees, also, during
the period of the Reformation, added lustre to the 
hospitable city ; amongst these is the pious Pellican, 
who, during his life of eighty years, “ never had expe­
rienced three days of sorrow, and not a single one of 
anger. ” A rare life ! Italian family names are borne 
at this day by many of the most esteemed families of 
Zurich.
Let me here make reference and prefer a request to 
the authors of certain books which I  value very highly, 
because no books seem to me more difficult to compile 
— I mean Guide-Books. They show us the way to 
towns and places, and give us the names of hotels, 
cafés and promenades. But they very seldom tell us 
what memorable persons, what benefactors of their 
country and mankind, have been born and lived in 
these cities. And yet this it is which would give to a 
town or locality a higher rank, and a more enduring 
memory on earth, than cathedrals and battles, and 
which are more interesting to travellers with hearts and 
heads than information about the best hotels and places 
of amusement. We implore for a little space for the 
great men in these Guide-Books, which now constitute 
a peculiar branch of literature, and which no traveller 
can dispense with. For the want of such a chapter in 
my “ Bradshaw” I  stumble about in uncertainty re­
garding these, the highest ornaments of the Swiss 
Cantons, and am quite certain, in consequence, to com­
mit more than one oversight, more than one mis­
take.
Few countries on the face of the earth ought to be 
richer than little Switzerland in these the noblest pro­
ducts of public life ; few have given the world so many 
great citizens. Is not this in great measure owing to the 
culture of its federative states ?—of the many central 
points around which public life groups itself—at the
same time that all possess a common unity and a com­
mon object, for which one and all work in freedom, 
conformably with their genius and their power Thus 
every Canton and its chief town may produce its 
highest human fruit. The Cantons of the Confederation 
appear to me to be in their constitution a type for all 
future great nations and confederate states in the 
world.
I  have felt myself happy in Zurich from the spirit 
of fresh spring-life which I  could there perceive 
permeating the realm of heart and mind. The 
Ygdrasil of human life (the world’s tree) shoots out 
vigorously in every direction ; and thus it grows to­
wards heaven, nay, in heaven.
And now let me utter a thanksgiving and a blessing 
upon the home into which I  was received as a sister 
and a friend ; that home in which long and bitter 
sorrow was overcome by many prayers and much work, 
and where much daily work did not prevent the most 
noble and delicate hospitality being shown to the 
stranger, nor the amenities and attractive pleasures of 
life being obtained for her. Let me from my heart 
thank the mother and sisters Rohrdorf !
The bright river which flows past their handsome 
old-fashioned dwelling, and the sunshine on its waters, 
are faithful images of my life during those days and in 
that home.
Basle, Sept. 12th.—Arrived here at eleven o’clock at 
night, and was miserably accommodated at the “ Wild- 
man,” where the young “ wild men,” the waiters, seemed 
to think that people came hither for their sakes, and to 
obey their laws.
I  parted in Zurich with my good friend and travel­
ling companion, Penchaud, who returned home, whilst I  
bent my steps towards Germany. I  was accompanied
on the railway by my young friend, Louisa Rohrdorf, 
as far as Baden, in the warm sulphur baths of which 
place ten thousand persons annually bathe. Here I  
parted from this amiable and lovely young lady, one of 
the most beautiful examples amongst the many confined 
by a life of material labour, who courageously and pa­
tiently battle through the long weeks of toil without 
a complaint, whilst they secretly lift tearful longing 
glances towards a life of thought, soul-enjoyment, 
and activity, to which they believe they can never attain! 
There are even in Switzerland many such sufferers. 
This ought not to be the case there.
It was at Baden that the former princes of Hapsburg 
had their residence, and the ruins of their stronghold 
still elevate themselves above the town. It was here 
that the cruel Queen Agnes committed her atrocities, to 
revenge the murder of her husband, King Albrecht ; 
here where the wife of the innocent Von der Wart knelt 
and prayed the pitiless woman, “ by God’s mercy at the 
last day!” to forgive him. For three days and three nights 
•Von der Wart lay upon the rack; for three days and three 
nights his wife stood by his side enduring his torture 
with him. He died asserting his innocence, and she, 
barefooted, went to Basle, where she died of a broken 
heart. Not far from this place is the great convent of 
Königsfelder, which was erected by Queen Agnes, and 
where, after having committed her wholesale murders, 
she lived, making pretensions to the honour of saint­
hood. For such saints there must be a reward in-----
hell.
At the town of Brugg, the Aar, the Reuss, and the 
Liinmat unite their waters; the district is beautiful, 
and abounds with historical memories. The road runs 
through the Canton Argovie. I t was with a melancholy 
feeling that I followed the course of the Aar through
the fields ; it flows, broad and heavy with sandy islands 
and banks, through green valleys, no longer resembling 
the rushing living stream which I  had beheld in its 
childhood, near its glacier cradle, and from whose 
waves I  derived new vigour. Now it was aged and 
weary, and allowed itself to go carelessly onward 
towards its change. Had it any presentiment that it 
went on at the same time towards a higher change—a 
greater history? It did not appear as if it had. My 
eye followed it with regret upon its tedious last journey, 
till it was hidden from view by a mountain.
Towards evening I was driving along the banks of 
a mighty river, the cheerful waters of which flowed 
calmly through a flourishing region. I t was the Rhine, 
and enriched with the Aar, the Reuss, and the Limmat, 
for ever renewed from their sources in the Alps and 
the Jura. A glowing evening crimson flushed the 
distant country towards wdiich the mighty stream was 
flowing, and towards which I  was journeying by its 
side.
I saluted it again with joy at Basle.
Basle has many great memories, and amongst these 
various noble and distinguished individuals. (Ekolam- 
padius and Erasmus lived and taught here. The 
noble Italian refugees, and friends of the Reformation, 
Olympia Morata, from Ferrara, distinguished by birth, 
learning, and the noblest character ; Curione and his 
daughters found here an asylum.
The chief honour to Basle at this moment appeared 
to me to be the publisher of the monthly journal, 
“ Protestantische Bliitter,” Dr. Heinrich Geltzer ; and 
this periodical itself, with its liberal and comprehensive 
spirit, as w'ell as the great Missionary Institute, which 
makes this city a centre of missionary activity, not 
alone in Switzerland, but in Protestant Germany.
Here the men intending to become missionaries are pre­
pared to preach the Gospel to “ all nations, and to every 
creature.” Here, again, they are assembled at the 
great missionary festivals ; and together with them the 
societies and persons who take part in the great work, 
the former to render up their accounts, the latter to 
hear and advise.
Two years ago there was a want of means for the insti­
tute and its labours. The difficulty was laid before the 
people of the Protestant Cantons ; it was proposed that 
every man and woman should give a “ sou” towards 
the good work. Sixty thousand francs were sent into 
the missionary fund that year by these means, and the 
same sum has been continued annually since.
In Mr. Josenhans, the superintendent of the institu­
tion, I became acquainted with a remarkable and very 
unusual person. Such ought the peaceful champion of 
the kingdom of God upon earth to appear ; thus ought 
he to speak, and thus to be penetrated by the feeling of 
no more belonging to himself, but to the work to which 
he has been called. Thus decided, thus steadfast, yet at 
the same time mild and cheerful, ought the man to be 
who with undeviating firmness must prepare young men 
for the fight of life or death, which is the vocation of the 
missionary, especially in the regions whither they are 
generally sent from here. A row of black crosses 
stand already on the coast of Guinea, and testify of 
the dangers which there meet the preachers of the 
Gospel. And yet fresh candidates are continually 
offering themselves.
The best and most persevering disciples come from 
the agricultural classes. As soon as they have over­
come the first difficulties in their studies, these sons of 
the soil advance steadily. Youth of a higher grade, 
accustomed to a more delicate mode of life, can seldom
long stand the hardships which they have to endure, and 
the relinquishment of all conveniences of life. Mr. Josen- 
hans believes that women would be of great service in 
missionary labour, especially for the women and chil­
dren, and in the education of youth ; but they ought 
in that case to be sent out in little companies, of from 
four to six, under a superintendent.
The period of instruction in the Missionary Institute 
is usually five or six years. Mr. Josenhans was now 
occupied with the formation of an alphabet which 
should serve for the instruction of all races of heathen 
and savage people. The impression which my in­
tercourse with him produced upon my mind was 
peculiar and profound ; I  never before felt myself so 
humble and so insignificant. I  felt ready to weep, 
because I  was no longer young, and could not enter 
upon this path, under the guidance of this man ! 
Otherwise I  would have done it. God did not will 
that it should be so.
Six young men were now ready to go hence to the 
deathly coast of Africa; three of them go as mission­
aries proper, the other three as their assistants. Their 
portmanteaus were packed, their knapsacks buckled, 
everything was ready, and on this day they were to set 
out ; they seemed thoroughly equipped, both soul and 
body. One of them, a young man of thirty, struck 
me by the deep earnestness, and at the same time the 
cheerfulness of his expression. To him might have 
been applied the words of
“  T h e  M is s io n a r y ’s C a l l .”
“ Why live I  here? The vows of God are on me, 
and I  may not stop to play with shadows, or pluck 
earthly flowers, till I  my work have done, and rendered 
up account.
“ And I  will go. I  may no longer doubt to give up 
friends and idle hopes, and every tie that binds my 
heart to thee, my country.
“ Henceforth, then, it matters not if storm or sun­
shine be my earthly lot—bitter or sweet my cup—I 
only pray God make pie holy, and my spirit nerve for 
the stern hour of strife.
“ And when I  come to stretch me for the last, in 
unattended agony, beneath the palm’s green shade, it 
will be sweet that I  have toiled for other worlds than this.
“ And if one for whom Satan hath struggled as he 
hath for me should ever reach that blessed shore, oh ! 
how my heart will glow with gratitude and love !
“ The voice of my beloved Lord, ‘ Go, teach all 
nations,’ comes in the night and awakes mine ear. 
Through ages of eternal years my spirit never shall 
repent that toil and suffering once wrere mine below.”
(Aside to the Reader).—They tell me, my reader, that 
at the present moment you do not care much about 
Switzerland ; that all your interest is devoted to Italy, 
and that I  must hasten to conduct you thither. I  
would gladly oblige you in this respect, for I  myself 
long to go there ; *but I  must beseech of you to have 
patience with me yet a moment, and to hear what I  
have to tell you about Switzerland, and you will then 
acknowledge that the contemplation of the life and 
condition of a confederate state of high development 
is not unnecessary for the forming of a correct judg­
ment on one which is striving after such a state of 
development—in a wrord, the perfect knowledge of life 
in Switzerland affords an insight into the Italian ques­
tion in its deepest significance—the human.
And do not all the higher political questions of the
present time—and a great and glorious time it is; nor 
would I  willingly bave lived during any other—tend in 
all their bearings to the question ;
Under what form of government can human and 
social life attain to its noblest and fullest prosperity %
A state which approaches to this condition may 
serve as a model for one which is endeavouring after it.
The highest well-being of the people is also the 
peoples’ highest and most sacred right.
Therefore, my reader, if you love Italy, and its 
young freedom-seeking life, do not object to spend yet 
a few moments with me in contemplating life in the 
country where its noblest refugees have, in bloody and 
dark times, found an asylum against persecution—where 
they last breathed the air of freedom, and learned the 
laws of self-government.
For this purpose I  will henceforth contract my 
copious journal to the notice of a few essential data, 
and advance with seven-mile steps through countries 
and times, till I  shall have scaled the Alps and 
descended to the soil of Piedmont, rich in promise.
The sun-illumined heights of Monte Rosa are not 
alone the points of union for the eye, glancing over the 
valleys of Switzerland and Piedmont. Higher interests, 
more elevated heights, illumined by a never-setting 
sun, unite them and all peoples.
FO U R TH  STATION.
From Basle to Brussels—That which took me there— Le Congrès 
International de Bienfaisance —  The H ew Exposition— Con­
versation with K ing Leopold— The Little Sisters o f the Poor—  
Festivals and Ideas of the Future in Belgium— Ghent and the 
Beguines—Lace-making— Bruges—Flanders— A  Home in the 
Country— Kuyslede and Bernhem— Antwerp— Rubens’s House 
— A  Glance at Holland—A  Statesman— Journey to Paris.
T h e  golden September sun shone gloriously over the 
fertile plain]of the Rhinelands, and golden harvests and 
wealthy towns lay basking in its beams, as I  flew upon 
the wings of steam over land and water from Basle to 
Brussels ; fo r i  wished to be at Brussels on the I4th of 
September, to be present at the opening of the Inter­
national Congrès de Bienfaisance on the day following. 
I  had been invited to this peculiar congress, the first of 
its kind, by a letter from its prime mover and con­
ductor, Edward Ducpetieaux, director-general of pri­
sons and benevolent institutions in Belgium. His 
invitation had reached me, indeed, before I left Sweden, 
and I  then determined to obey the call. I  had never 
received a more agreeable or more valuable invitation.
I  should thus, in Brussels, hear, from deputies sent
from the Christian kingdoms of every part of the 
world, what was doing and had already been done for 
the prevention of crime and the alleviation of distress ; 
hear them consulting together as to what ought to be 
done in the future for this purpose. No wonder, there­
fore, that the impulse of my mind emulated the power 
of steam in attracting me to Brussels.
I  arrived there punctually on the afternoon of the 
fourteenth. On the same evening I  saw Edward 
Bucpetieaux, a man who, in manner and expression of 
countenance, possesses the peculiar combination of the 
energy and gentleness of the lion and the Iamb, which 
I  have seen only in one other man—our great Geijer. 
From the first moment I  felt confidence in him as in a 
brother. We met for the first time as though we had 
known each other all our days.
On the 15th of September the Congres de Bien­
faisance was opened—the first congress on earth in 
which human love and science stood before all nations, 
hand-in-hand, for the same openly-declared object—the 
best interests of the poor, with especial reference to 
their earthly life, and which, therefore, deserved the 
foremost place in the annals of the human race ; 
because, whilst it may be important for the regulation 
of outward temporal affairs to divide and arrange 
realms and peoples under certain princes and rulers, 
all this signifies but little or nothing to the inner de­
velopment, to the well-being of the community.
The sittings of the congress continued nearly a 
week, during which time you heard England and 
France, Germany, Italy, Switzerland, Holland, the 
Scandinavian kingdoms, the United States, Brazil, 
Algeria, and Poland, state their various experiments, and 
explain their various institutions for the elevation of the 
working-classes and the improvement of their condition.
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A congress very similar to this had, the preceding 
year, been held in Paris, to inquire into the same class 
of subjects, though principally in connection with the 
moral means of influence—as education, literature, 
benevolent societies, and such like. The congress of 
the Brussels people had boldly confined itself to the 
material means. I t  occupied itself with the dwellings 
of the poorer classes, their clothing, food, prospects of 
worldly success as well at the present time as for the 
future ; but, above all, with the establishment of such 
an order of things as should enable every man and 
every woman, by good conduct, industry, and fore­
thought, to enjoy and secure worldly prosperity for 
themselves and their families. The chief activity 0 1  
the congress was evidently employed in this direction, 
although, as it seemed to me, not with full conscious­
ness.* Soup-kitchens, hospitals, and such institutions, 
fell into the background ; whilst in the foreground 
newer and more thoroughly comprehensive labours for 
the health of towns, for the improvement of the dwell­
ings and workshops of the poor; savings-banks, and 
societies, the members of which could provide and 
insure for themselves an improvement of circumstances, 
with others, which belonged to health and an ame­
liorated worldly condition.
In the first chapter England stood foremost ; in the 
second, it seemed to me that France, and especially 
Alsace, set a great and beautiful example. Most highly 
interesting to me were the accounts of the working 
towns round Mulhausen, as well as the institutions
* A s I  gave a very full report o f this congress at the time, in  
an article which was published in the “ Stockholm Aftonblad,” 
during the autumn of 1856, and which was translated into 
various languages, I  shall therefore here only touch upon a few of 
its principal traits.— Author's note.
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established by many great manufacturers for their 
working people. Amongst these one in Lille was re­
markable. The so-called Associations Alimentaires, 
which, commencing in Grenoble, in France, have 
spread themselves through the towns both of Switzer­
land and Holland, seem to be in the highest degree 
important, as well for the wholesome nourishment with 
which they supply the poor, as in teaching them the ad­
vantage of union amongst men. Little Holland seemed 
to me rich in such seed for the future, whilst Italy 
boasted principally of her establishments for the care 
of the poor. Nor was Poland behindhand in labours 
for the good of the people, and proved, like her latest 
noble poet, that the politically unenfranchised people 
may yet, if they will, take a noble place in the deve­
lopment of the moral freedom of humanity.
The highest importance of a congress like the pre­
sent ought to be the initiative which it gives to these 
great questions of human improvement amongst all na­
tions, and the greater enlightenment and more perfectly 
organized activity which it must lead to, especially if, 
as Mr. Ducpetieaux asserts, they will be of more frequent 
recurrence in different parts of Europe. And when, 
conformably with the resolution of this congress, com­
mittees shall be established in all countries, the object 
of which will be these especial topics, and which will 
keep up a constant interchange of communication upon 
them from land to land, then, surely, popular progress 
in the right direction will be easy and sure.
In  this congress of representatives from so many 
various peoples there was no lack of distinguished in­
dividuals who represented nations as well as ideas. 
Englishmen, Frenchmen, Germans, Dutch, and Bra­
zilians were in this respect interesting. The most 
remarkable for his beautiful individuality was the I ta ­
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talian, Count Arrivatene, member of the council of 
the congress, and whose influence was especially valua­
ble in its proceedings, for this assembly of about 
three hundred persons was very vivacious, and con­
flicting opinions, misunderstandings, fermentations, and 
outbreaks occurred not unfrequently, which the 
fatherly interference of the worthy president could not 
always pacify. On such occasions the Italian noble­
man, whose dark eye shone brightly beneath locks 
growing grey, and whose furrowed cheek still preserved 
the glow of youth, stepped forth with peculiar delicacy 
and tact, and proposed a word, or some middle course, in 
which the opponents could unite ; or else gave some ex­
planation which prevented the combat of words from 
becoming like a cock-pit. Sometimes the contest be­
tween two hot-headed opponents assumed such a threat­
ening character, that a challenge, a duel, bloodshed, 
and a tragical ending, were feared. But no. In the 
hour of need Count Arrivabene stepped in with the 
right word or the right measure, which pacified the 
combatants ; and his handsome person and refined man­
ner contributed in no small degree to give weight to 
his talent for reconciliation. A  Count Arrivabene ought 
to be found in every assembly of council. The assem­
bly here was, nevertheless, composed of “ gentlemen.” 
This was proved by the fact that a vote of thanks to 
the ladies who were present at this assembly was moved 
by the chivalric young representative from England. 
These ladies were few in number, but evidently deeply 
interested by the business of the meeting. I was the 
only lady-member of the congress, and as some of the 
gentlemen of the council wished me to say something, 
I  prepared a written address, recommending that a 
better education should be given to the daughters of 
the lower class than had hitherto been the case. This
was read by Mr. Vichier, one of the members of the 
council—well read, and attentively listened to, also.
At the same time, and for the same purpose as the 
congress, an Exhibition was held in Brussels for every 
article most necessary for the use and advantage of hu­
man life. They were here collected from many different 
countries, alike with reference to excellence of work­
manship and cheapness of price. From the completely 
furnished dwelling of the artisan, to the smallest article 
which could be either useful or agreeable to its inmates, 
nothing was wanting. Every necessary for the kitchen, 
the workshop, the nursery, the sitting-room, was abun­
dantly supplied. The fine arts had contributed their 
share. The home of the artisan might enjoy the de­
lights of music at a reasonable cost. Appliances were 
also provided for the cultivation and beautifying of the 
garden, in one section of the Exhibition devoted alone 
to every species of garden tools ; for the Catholic Bel­
gium is, as in many other respects, united to its sun­
dered sister state, the Protestant Holland, by its love 
of flowers and the cultivation of gardens. Industry, 
art, and science vied with each other in the production 
of whatever could ennoble the condition of the poor 
working man, and elevate his earthly life.
A similar display had been made at the Great Exhi­
bition in Paris of 1855, but then merely as an adjunct 
to it, and in a building apart from the halls of the 
splendid Exhibition. Now the whole circumstances 
were changed. The building separate from, and inferior 
to, the rest, had now taken the foremost place. Cin­
derella had become the princess. And now from all 
parts came hastening hither by railway people of the 
working class, to behold the new spectacle. In one day 
alone it was visited by two thousand working people. 
The greater number of articles then exhibited were sold 
before tbe Exhibition was closed.
One circumstance I  must mention. Amongst all the 
representatives from so many different countries to this 
congress for the outward well-being of the poor, I  did 
not see a single minister of the Gospel. Catholic and 
Protestant had here assembled for one common, great, 
human object, and, so doing, appeared to forget that 
anything separated them from each other ; but amongst 
all these Protestants and Catholics, whom a common 
love united, I  did not see one of those who in an especial 
manner call themselves the servants of Christ and the 
Gospel. They find time, nevertheless, to journey to all 
kinds of meetings which call themselves clerical and 
evangelical. W hy do they thus altogether ignore this, 
as if it were not worthy of the attention of the Church ? 
Is it not because the Church—as well the Protestant 
as the Catholic—has an imperfect comprehension of the 
object both of the Gospel and the Church—the kingdom 
of God? That it regards this principally as a condition 
of the individual soul, as a condition on the other side 
of the grave — not as that which is founded already 
upon the earth—a kingdom of justice, freedom, and 
peace, goodness, and happiness, for all peoples, and for 
which all the powers and gifts of life must unite to 
labour ?
Happiness—I  repeat and emphasize the word, in the 
name of the Divine Teacher, who by word and deed 
testified of God’s will that all the pure fountains of 
earthly joy should pour forth for all men—who blessed 
its bread and its wine not merely for the soul’s but 
for the body’s enjoyment and benefit. For His kingdom 
embraces all mankind !
But until the Church comprehends this, in its great 
significance, it must not wonder that millions of intelli­
gent, thinking human beings will not listen to its 
preaching; and that they sometimes fancy they hear
a more Christian, a more evangelical doctrine in social­
istic, nay, even in communistic teaching. I t  is only the 
right understanding of the true evangelical communion 
which can overcome the erroneous doctrines of com­
munism.
At the Congress of Brussels it was only laymen, 
physicians, men of science, the followers of industrial 
pursuits, and statesmen, who came forward as servants 
of the Gospel, promoters of the kingdom of God ! I  
could have wished to have seen there bishops and 
priests, nay, even the Pope himself. And why not? 
if they would be faithful to the traditions of the 
Christian Church. A t the commencement of the new 
community it was the pious clergy who taught the 
people to cultivate the earth, and to ennoble all the 
gifts of life. But that labour has now become con­
siderably more difficult, and demands new studies.
One day, towards the close of the Congress, I  re­
ceived a written communication, purporting that King 
Leopold wished to make my acquaintance. I  declared 
my readiness to obey the king’s commands, and re­
quested that his majesty would name the day and 
hour, which was done ; and at two o’clock the follow­
ing day I  betook myself to the royal palace, glad to 
become better acquainted with a monarch who had lived 
in profound peace with his subjects, whilst revolution 
shook lands and thrones around him. Besides which, 
King Leopold had long since excited a pleasant 
interest in my home, where my good mother had con­
ceived an especial affection for this prince, as well as 
for Queen Victoria’s husband, and always liked to hear 
them spoken of, on which account her daughter used 
sometimes to tease her a little about her “ royal flames.’’ 
I  thought of her as I  was conducted by a chamberlain 
into a large light apartment, when the king came to meet
me. He took my band with friendly politeness, said 
that he had read all my writings, and conducted me to 
an arm-chair, where he bade me be seated, he himself 
taking a seat just opposite.
I  saw in King Leopold a tall, elderly man, with 
the bearing of a general, and the manners of a gentle­
man, with regular features, refined and sensible ex­
pression. His majesty began the conversation by in­
quiries about my stay in Belgium, and my impressions 
of that country, but soon struck off into a statement of 
his system of government, which he himself character­
ized as that “ of good sense.” He considered it the 
highest duty of the ruler to require strict integrity in 
the ruling power as well as in all the organs of govern­
ment. He was a friend of the laisser-faire, the laisser- 
aller, being convinced that a free, well-governed people 
can best manage its own affairs ; nevertheless, the 
ruler ought to give them also that close attention which 
would enable him at any critical moment to step in 
with a direct and paternal interference, even in oppo­
sition to the generally accepted principles of the laisser- 
aller system. The king gave an example of this, when, 
by his foresight and direct extraordinary intervention, he 
preserved the manufacturing world of Belgium from an 
extremely dangerous crisis. I  could not but regard 
his majesty’s principles as in this respect correct and ex­
cellent in the highest degree ; that is to say, when the 
ruler is possessed of a great amount of good sense, as 
well as of fatherly benevolence towards his people. But 
when King Leopold finally summed up the impelling 
motives to a life of truth and justice to be this, “ the 
hope of reward in heaven,” I  said what I  thought—that 
it was better not to reason in this way, that virtue was 
depreciated by any consideration of reward ; and in this 
I  was right. The king smiled archly, and said good
humouredly, “ that such reasoning was quite too strict 
and in this he was right—that is to say, if the reward be 
accepted in its highest sense. “ You shall be where I  
am, you shall see my glory,” says our great Master and 
teacher to his dearest disciples, in the hour of separa­
tion, as the highest consolation and the highest reward 
for their trouble and labour upon earth. And must 
not also the purest, the most unselfish of all the sons of 
earth live thankfully in the prospect of this highest 
reward : a life with the Lord, and the beholding of his 
glory—a perfected and blessed world !
I  do not know whether King Leopold comprehended 
this reward in heaven in its highest significance— 
whether he comprehended the life of the state and of 
the human being according to its highest ideal; but it 
did not seem so to me. And where, indeed, is the ruler 
of the present day who is capable of it? To him I  
would bend the knee even if he sat on the throne of 
Russia ! I t  is, however, certain that the present King 
of Belgium is a ruler of integrity, tact, and fatherly 
benevolence, who may be regarded by all people as a 
blessing, if not in every respect as an example.
The king, during this conversation of about three 
hours, which was carried on partly in French, partly in 
English, which he speaks with equal facility, endea­
voured to make me clearly understand the principles 
of his system of government, which I  regard as a 
great honour. He recommended me to make myself 
acquainted with the Belgian towns, so remarkable for 
their strongly-marked individuality of character. He 
listened with kindness and attention to what I  had to 
say. The king evidently has an acute ear as well as a 
great deal of tact—important gifts these in a ruler !
The people of Belgium have shown at this time that 
they know how to value their king. A great number
of brilliant festivals have lately been held in all the 
cities of the realm, to celebrate the twenty-fifth year of 
his reign. One of the most beautiful and most impor­
tant of these was given a few days since in Brussels. 
On the spot where it was held the foundations are now 
being laid of an immense monument, in which four 
symbolic figures, representing Popular Freedom, Free­
dom of Conscience, Freedom of Law, and Freedom of 
Trade, are to be grouped round the statue of King 
Leopold. A throne defended by these liberties is a 
great thought, peculiar to the present age.
During my stay at Brussels all kinds of festivals and 
meetings of many kinds were going on, partly in con­
nection with the royal jubilee, and partly with the 
Philanthropic Congress and the Exhibition. Again 
and again you heard the gay and lively national 
melody La Brabançonne, which generally announced 
the arrival of the Duke of Brabant, King Leopold’s 
eldest son — for he himself was seldom present. 
But people were very glad to see his youthful son, 
whose ingenuous manners and handsome and agreeable 
countenance produced, when he spoke or smiled, a 
pleasant impression. The young Duchess, his wife, is 
a pretty blonde, very fair, with a full figure, and an ex­
pression of life enjoyment. The younger of the king’s 
sons was absent on a hunting-party.
Brussels sits like a holiday-attired princess, proud 
and elegant, on the table-land of Brabant, gazing out 
freely on all sides over flourishing, fertile fields. The 
new portion of the city, with its royal palace, its beau­
tiful park, and tree-planted boulevards, broad streets, 
large market-place, handsome, well-built houses, pro­
duced the most cheerful effect. Cleanliness and splen­
dour prevail everywhere. Wealth and elegance are 
united, with a certain character of permanence and
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strength. W e are in the capital of Brussels lace. 
But, nevertheless, one dark trait pervades it — the 
pale, ragged, begging children ! W hy should this 
exist in a state, in a city, which has so lately rejoiced 
exultantly in being one of the best-governed in the 
world ? I t  is asserted that the Burgomaster of Brus­
sels favours beggary as the privilege of a Catholic 
country. In the old city one admires the proud 
buildings of the ancient time, the Stadthouse, the 
Cathedral, the house of Egmont in the market-place, 
where he and Horn were beheaded. These and many 
private houses are built in a peculiar and old-fashioned 
style, yet they scarcely appear old, because they are 
kept in such careful repair. The memory of the 
cruelty of Philip and of Alba, and of the tranquil 
deaths of their victims, give a gloomy interest to this 
portion of the city. But one thinks with joy, at the 
same time, that the murderous powers of Spain and the 
Inquisition are at an end.
“ Und seine Albas sind nicht mehr ! ” *
Little Netherland has, in its fight for freedom, de­
stroyed their dominion ; and although one portion, Bel­
gium, still continues faithful to the Catholic Church, 
yet has this portion maintained the most precious of 
its liberties, which her sister state of Holland also 
acquired by a long bloody war.
I  will now say a few words about a sight in Brussels 
which delighted me more than all its palaces and parks. 
I  saw one day about a hundred old people of both 
sexes—the men on their side, the women on theirs— 
in a handsome and spacious building, cared for and 
waited upon by nice-looking young girls, like aged 
parents by their daughters. These young girls belong 
to an order which was established a few years ago, and 
* Schiller, in “ Don Carlos.”
which at this moment is greatly on the increase : it is 
called 11 Les petites Sœurs des Pauvres.”
In a little seaport town of France lived some years 
ago a good clergyman, who had sympathy with old 
seamen, and the widows of such who, feeble and 
decrepid, obtained a wretched livelihood by begging, 
and, so doing, fell into still deeper misery both of soul 
and body. He communicated his feelings to two young 
girls, who, both orphans, maintained themselves 
by the labour of their hands, and prevailed upon them 
to adopt these poor, neglected old people—first one, 
then two, then several of the most forlorn. The bless­
ing of God rested upon their work. The old people 
rewarded their young benefactors by a renewed life, as 
it were, both of soul and body, as well as by the most 
heartfelt gratitude. A larger room was obliged to be 
hired for the old people, who placed themselves under 
the protection of the young.
The next step which the good pastor induced his 
young disciples to take was, to go out themselves and 
beg for the old, from the fear that if these returned to 
their former life of beggary they might relapse into 
their former life of sin. This step was the most difficult 
of all to the young girls. But they took even this coura­
geously, when they were convinced of its necessity to 
complete the good work. They went with a basket on 
their arms from door to door. They had to encounter 
at first hard language and petty ridicule ; but when 
they endured all with great patience, and continued to 
persevere in the spirit of self-sacrificing love, the 
derision was changed into admiration, the hard lan­
guage into gifts, and a more and more liberal feeling 
awakened towards the object of their labours.
The good clergyman now began to extend the sphere 
of these labours. The number of “ the little sisters ”
had, in the meantime, increased, and he sent them 
into various of the French towns—Rouen, Toulon, 
Lyons, Paris. They went by twos or fours, and 
always began by hiring a couple of poor rooms, and 
purchasing some bedding ; they then went into the 
streets and lanes, and gathered together the most 
miserable and neglected old people, after which they 
went forth to beg for them. In almost every case 
their experience was the same : first derision, scorn, 
and opprobrium—then attention, admiration, and the 
most cheerful assistance. The huckster-women in the 
markets considered it as a right that “ the little sisters ” 
who were out collecting should come to their stands, 
and if they passed without so doing felt themselves ill- 
used. In many large houses and hotels “ the little 
sisters” were ordered to call on certain days in the 
week, to receive such provision as had been put aside 
for their old protégés. And the number of these, and 
the excellent, places for their reception, increased every­
where ; so also did the number of “ the little sisters.” 
And there was need. The first had already broken 
down under the diseases which they had contracted in 
their life of fatigue and self-sacrifice. And the lives of 
“ the little sisters ” had unremitting and great trials.
But neither money, nor rank,nor family circumstances, 
were required to give consequence to the order of “ The 
little Sisters of the Poor.” All that was wanted was 
merely warm hearts, pious minds, willing hands, and 
good health. Many, therefore, came out of the houses 
of the poor themselves—from the crowded workrooms 
of the needlewomen, from the slippery saloons of the 
ballet, and from scenes more dangerous still, and 
became little sisters of the poor, and themselves began 
a new life by assisting the aged to close their lives well. 
Young girls even came from the higher grades of
society, to unite themselves to these other youthful 
servants of their Lord.
I t  is now two years since “ the little sisters ” first 
made their appearance in Brussels. They followed 
their usual system : provided, in the first place, a room 
for the old, and after that one for themselves. And 
great were their sufferings during the first year in a 
couple of small attics, where they were baked in 
summer and frozen in the winter. The city authorities, 
together with several kind-hearted citizens, who knew 
the excellence and generally beneficial effect of their 
labours, were filled with compassion for them—purchased 
a large house and garden, and made a present of them 
to “ the little sisters ” and their poor old people. This 
they have now occupied for several months ; the num­
ber of the aged inmates has increased to a hundred, and 
“ the little sisters ” to ten. Amongst them there is 
now a young lady from one of the best families in 
Brussels. She had long hesitated about becoming one 
of the “ little sisters,” from the fear of being elected a 
a sœur quêteuse (a begging sister), for whose labours she 
felt a great repugnance. She was not able, however, 
to withstand the inward impulse ; she entered into the 
order of this “ little sisterhood,” and became—that 
which she dreaded—denominated immediately one of the 
begging sisters. Her pleasing appearance, retiring and 
refined manners, peculiarly qualified her to excite 
general good-will. And now she went forth daily upon 
this, for her, difficult work. Soon, however, it ceased 
to be so very difficult. People knew her and the 
object for which she appeared amongst them.
I  had already been told all this by Madame Duc- 
petieaux, when one day I  saw from the window of my 
excellent hotel, “ The Windsor,” a little low carriage, 
drawn by a donkey, standing before the door, with the
words “ Petites Sœurs des Pauvres” printed upon the 
linen covering which was stretched upon bows over the 
carriage. A young girl, dressed in a costume similar 
to that worn by the French Sisters of Charity, stepped 
lightly from the little vehicle and entered the hotel. 
I  hastened down, certain that she was precisely 
“ the little sister” whose history I  knew. I  found 
her sitting silently, waiting by the door in a large 
saloon. No one could imagine a more pleasing ex­
terior, a more modest or more attractive demeanour. 
Her call at the hotel that day was expected, and a sub­
scription had been made there preparatory to it. Her 
silent presence sufficed as prayer and exhortation, and 
her little donkey went away, no doubt, heavily laden 
for the aged.
The following day I  visited them in their new home, 
and during their hour of dinner. They were seated at 
a well-arranged table, clean in their own persons, and 
well dressed. The meal consisted of substantial and 
savoury beef-soup, veal, and boiled rice ; and each per­
son had a good glass of beer. The little sisters waited 
upon them ; and everything was done with perfect 
order and quietness. I  went round the old women’s 
table, and asked various of them how they were satis­
fied? Tolerably, replied some, with an air of conde­
scension ; several, that they were very well content ; 
that they had not anything to complain about, and so 
on. But when they spoke of the little sisters, their 
mode of expression became warmer and more heart­
felt. The men seemed, upon the whole, to be more 
grateful. An old man is more forlorn in his loneliness 
than a woman in the same circumstances.
In the sick-room, which was remarkable for its order 
and excellent arrangement, I  saw an old woman quietly 
expiring, whilst two little sisters, who reminded me of
consoling angels, stood watchfully, the one at her head, 
the other at her feet.
The preceding day they had celebrated the hundredth 
birthday of a good old woman, had decorated her arm­
chair with flowers, and carried her with songs round 
the garden. She had been honoured like a beloved 
grandmother in a large family. Thus do the amiable 
“ little sisters” devote themselves to the forsaken old 
people. They make them happy, and, if possible, 
good. They have to encounter many disagreeables and 
difficulties, from the tempers, peculiarities, and bad 
habits of the old folks. But they are able to overcome 
all by patience, piety, and good humour. For this 
youth and Christianity are needed. The little sisters 
are possessed of these, and they, as well as the good 
work itself, are the talisman of their progress. May it 
go onward into eternity ; and, whilst it lifts the aged 
out of the filth of life, may it also prevent many of the 
young from sinking into it. For in this new, daugh­
terly calling they are consecrated as servants of the 
Lord, the greatest calling in the world, under whatever 
circumstances it may be carried out.
After a week spent at the Hotel Windsor, I  removed 
to the beautiful home of the Ducpetieaux’s. And when 
the Congress, the Exhibition, and the festivals which 
these led to were over, I  set off, in company with these 
amiable friends, to visit some of the remarkable towns 
and places of Belgium.
First to Ghent. In Ghent it was so rainy that I  
could see nothing of the exterior of this celebrated old 
city, excepting the many bridges and canals over which 
we drove. Of the interior I  saw the Library, as well 
as various Orphanages, or educational institutions for 
fatherless and motherless children, as well as poor girls. 
These arc under the care of nuns ; the girls are em­
ployed in lace-making, in which they acquire great skill. 
I  had visited such institutions also in Brussels, and 
there, as in Ghent, had seen their costly labour ; had 
seen small pocket handkerchiefs which cost each from 
five to seven hundred francs, and which seemed to me 
more suitable for the noses of angels than for those of 
human beings; small collars, which cost from two to 
three hundred, and so on. However wondrously beau­
tiful this work may be, yet I  cannot feel glad that this 
branch of industry is so universal amongst the female 
population of Belgium, and I  believe that it is neither 
beneficial nor healthy in any respect. I  received in 
Brussels a well-written anonymous letter, which warned 
me not to judge of their lace-making educational insti­
tutions according to their outward seeming, assuring 
me that “ the greater number of the young girls brought 
up in them gave themselves up, on leaving them, to an 
immoral and dissolute way of life.” I  have not much 
faith in anonymous letters, nor in those who write 
them, still it seems to me more than probable that the 
long-continued sedentary employment of lace-making 
must be injurious to the development of the young 
girls, both of soul and body; and also that the Catholic 
mode of religious education which holds the young in 
a perpetual custody, and destroys every sentiment of 
freedom and self-responsibility, must in many cases 
lead to the abuse of their late acquired freedom, and to 
that immorality which, sad to say, is one of the distin­
guishing features of Belgium, and which threatens its 
future.
In the Library of Ghent I  saw—besides the backs of 
about one hundred thousand volumes, a sight which 
always takes away my breath, as it were—a very beau­
tiful picture of Mary of Burgundy, representing her at 
the moment when she rushed down from her palace 
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into the market-place, and endeavoured to save the 
lives of some of her councillors and friends. She 
arrived too late—at the very moment when their heads 
fell beneath the axe. The figure of the youthful 
princess is one of most touching pathos and beauty. 
So is also her memory, “ which,” says an historian, 
“ came after that of her father, Charles the Bold, as 
the gentle spring after a severe and stormy winter.” 
She tasted abundantly of the hardness and bitterness 
of life, as she did also afterwards of its pleasantness in 
the bosom of affection ; and under both circumstances 
she remained the same excellent, noble woman, beloved 
in all respects. And thus she died in the bloom of her 
age, after having given birth to a son, who was the 
father of the Emperor Charles Y.
W e paid a visit one day to “ Le Grand Béguinage,” 
an institution founded five hundred years ago by an 
illustrious lady, who afterwards received canonization, 
under the name of “ St. Bègue,” and who was its first 
“ Grande Dame.” Even to this day the establishment 
is governed by a superintendent, who is called “ L a  
Grande Dame.” She was at the present time<a lady 
of noble demeanour and frank and agreeable manners. 
About three hundred unmarried ladies live in this insti­
tution. A vast number of separate houses are built 
together like a kind of castle-wall, around a very large 
court, which may be closed. Some beautiful trees grow 
in the court, in the centre of which stands the Béguine 
church. According to the rule of St. Bègue, which 
“ La Grand Dame” steadfastly maintains, the members 
of the institution must attend the church three times a 
day. They were there at the time we made our visit, 
and thither we also went.
A couple of hundred figures were seated in the large 
whitewashed church, wrapped in large white dresses,
producing an effect as if they were made of ice. Im­
movable, and all, as it were, shaped in the same mould, 
they sat on their benches in rows, all bowed towards 
the altar. This sight produced an icy effect upon me, 
which the singing of a remarkably pure and beautiful 
female voice—the only voice which was raised during 
this divine service—was not able to melt. And per­
haps this same feeling influenced my impression of the 
whole establishment, which, nevertheless, has many 
good points, and where we met more than one educated 
and kindly-disposed person.
The private rooms and the common halls were all of 
the same character—order and cleanliness prevailed; but 
of comfort and beauty there seemed to be none—no­
thing of that which is so well expressed by the 
untranslatable German word, “ gemiithlichkeit,” and 
which may be found even in the poorest cottage. In  
order to live happily in such rooms as these, one must 
have some great, soul-vitalizing object out of them ; 
but this exists not in the Béguinage. Everyone who 
enters there may indeed renounce all personal luxury, 
and all outward worldliness, but yet may, at the same 
time, live merely for themselves, or for their friends.
Many of the individuals now there worked together 
in warm rooms. Most of those with whom I  conversed 
appeared to have no cause of complaint ; but sun­
shine was wanting as much within as without the house.
I t  cannot be denied that a well-ordered, large estab­
lishment, in which people can live comfortably, although 
frugally, at a reasonable cost, and have retirement and 
intercourse just as they like, supplies a want in social 
life for many lonely individuals. But I  could never 
become enthusiastic about this; and if ever I  were 
tempted to enter into a Catholic society, it would not 
be the Béguinage.
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From Ghent we went to Bruges. Bruges stands 
like a falling monument of ancient greatness ; the 
city, the population of which amounted in the time of 
Louis X I. to four hundred thousand persons, does not 
now exceed forty thousand, of which one-half are said 
to require support. There are handsome streets and 
palaces, but they are empty and desolate. Bruges, 
they say, is sick—Bruges is dying, because Bruges has 
no longer any staple branch of industry which can 
sustain her life. Its  small lace-making trade scarcely 
pays its own labour. The Abbé Carton’s excellent 
institution for the blind, deaf, and dumb, and this 
man’s amiable individuality, were, together with some 
portraits of Charles the Bold, and his gentle daughter, 
in whose countenance one can yet recognize that of the 
father, were all that appeared to me most worthy of 
attention in Bruges.
We sped across the fields of Flanders towards one 
private home, and towards two large colonies of 
children, Buyslede and Beernhem : these were the 
especial objects of this portion of our journey. The 
wind blew soft yet fresh from the sea-side across the 
wide fields, now covered with succulent and verdant 
vegetation—colza, turnips, and such like, and rustled 
the bending tops of the poplar-trees in the long avenues 
which extended themselves endlessly through the 
country. Small, prosperous farms rose here and there, 
with their thatched roofs, upon the fertile land, like its 
most well-favoured productions ; and here and there, 
also, stood forth an old mansion, with moats and 
towers, and a look of the middle ages. A fresh minor 
key prevailed in the air and the landscape, which had 
for me a peculiar, a foreign charm. I  seemed to my­
self to have been never more agreeably affected by
outward objects. The novelty of the scene, the open 
views, the softly-waving fields, were refreshing after the 
lofty hills and deep valleys of the Alpine land. Earth 
and man seemed here to grow fat together in a great 
quietness ; so also it seemed to me in the beautiful 
mansion of Ostkamp, where I  and my friend spent 
some days in the family of Baron de Purs, the brother- 
in-law of M. Ducpeticaux.
I  had here the pleasure of witnessing the higher 
Flemish domestic life in its rural beauty and grace. 
The excellent master of the house, the active agricul­
turist and patriot at the same time—the clever 'and 
amiable lady of the house—the happy children, dividing 
their time between studies, rural labours, and pleasures 
—and the happy domestic animals, which grazed fear­
lessly in the green meadows around the mansion—an 
old castle of the ancient times—daily life in the cheer­
ful family circle, familiar intercourse, mcal-times—the 
beautiful fruits—all presented a picture of prosperity 
and happiness more beautiful and more perfect than 
any by the great Flemish masters.
The two families set out from Ostkamp one fine 
morning to visit the agricultural colonies for neglected 
children, Ruyslcde and Bcernhem. As I  have already 
described at large their institutions in a separate 
article, I  will not now go further into the subject, but 
merely express the wish that they should he visited 
by all persons who have an interest in establishments 
of this class ; for the children there appear to me to be 
placed in the best possible circumstances for the com­
plete development both of soul and body, more espe­
cially at Buyslede, the colony of boys. The peculiar 
part which is assigned to music at this place deserves 
especial notice ; for its enlivening notes do not alone 
give the signal for all the divisions of the day and its scve-
ral occupations—signals for the boys marching in and 
marching out—but it also constitutes a reward for their 
good behaviour. Every boy who conducts himself 
well is permitted to learn music ; and, besides that, to 
select the instrument on which he would like to play. 
W e were regaled during dinner with table-music by 
these boys, which could scarcely have been better per­
formed by a well-trained military band.
In the girls’ colony at Beernhem, on the contrary, I  
lacked altogether the salutary encouragement to good 
behaviour which the rich gifts of the fine arts introduce 
into it. And, moreover, drawing seems to furnish a 
seed of intellectual culture especially suitable for girls, 
and calculated to develop them in more than one re­
spect for a higher class of social life.
People have said, and still say, a great deal against 
asylums for the neglected rising generation ; and cer­
tainly it would be well if they were not required, if the 
careful training of the child could be safely left to 
families, or to the individual home. But are there not 
periods, in most countries, when, through former neglect, 
the number of innocent, friendless children becomes 
frightfully great ? I t  was so in Belgium, when, imme­
diately after the February Revolution in Paris, 
Ducpetieaux obtained the consent of the Belgian 
Chamber to the establishment of these two asylums, 
the design of which he had long entertained. The 
prisons and poor-houses of the country at that period 
contained about twenty thousand poor children. On 
occasions of this kind the asylum stands forth like 
“ the holy grove ” on the mountains of Switzerland— 
it breaks the fall of the increasing avalanche, which, 
when scattered in many directions, and melted by the 
sunbeams, becomes transformed into fertilizing brooks 
and rivers.
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The glowing sunset smiled in the softest rosy light 
over the landscape as we drove home, whilst the mist 
spread its soft, white veil around the bright green wood. 
Everything promised us a beautiful morrow. I t  shone 
upon our journey to
Antwerp, October 9th.—A t Antwerp I  was entertained 
in the former house and home of Rubens—the relatives 
of Mme. Ducpetieaux receiving us with the greatest 
hospitality. The life-enjoyable, artistic home, with all 
its wealth of colour, and where still many well-preserved 
pictures and ornaments bear witness to his taste, is in­
habited at the present time by a young couple, so hand­
some and so lovable, that Rubens, had he seen them, 
would have seized upon his pencil, or have—flung it 
away !
The museum of Antwerp, which contains many of 
the greatest masterpieces of the Flemish school, de­
serves to be frequently visited by all lovers of art. I t  
furnished me with some hours of rich enjoyment. One 
painting, “ The Adoration of the Three Kings,” of 
which I have never seen any engraving, has, more than 
any other picture of Rubens, given me an understand­
ing of his genius.
The harbour of Antwerp, the river Scheldt, which 
here, near the sea, is broad, and brings up into the city 
ships from all parts of the world, now landing on the 
quays their manifold lading, and the great emigrant 
ships carrying out the superabundant population of 
Europe to the still unpeopled and affluent plains of the 
New World, present a scene full of animation. The 
most remarkable object in Antwerp, however, is its 
Cathedral tower, which elevates itself above the ancient 
church, like a crown of crystallized lace, light and airy, 
rising to a dizzy height towards heaven. This is the 
highest triumph of lace-making.
Across the broad quays, alongside the harbour, you 
see low green fields extending on the other side of the 
river far, far into the distance. The tall reeds bend 
before the wind as if they were beckoning into Holland. 
My heart and my inclination attract me thither, because 
no one of the newer states of Europe has a nobler his­
tory, and no one perhaps, at the present day, has pre­
served more unchanged the peculiarity of its popular 
life, manners and costume. Neither had friendly voices 
been wanting at the Congress which called me thither, 
and made me conscious that the friend of humanity 
might find there now much to learn. I  must at the pre­
sent time, however, content myself with pausing upon 
the strand, and thence saluting the good little country 
with a glance of esteem and heart-felt acknowledgment.
I t  was in a long and bloody struggle for religion and 
liberty of conscience against Spain, at that time in the 
height of her power, that Holland grew great and free. 
She won in the struggle, at the same time that the 
mighty Spain lost her power and sunk—and has sunk 
ever since; whilst the little Netherlands ascended from 
the waves a new creation, a new revelation of beauty 
and power, in the eye of day. She grew in domin­
ion on the sea, in dominion in the realms of art and 
science—in outward power, in inward wealth. She 
planted with beautiful flowers her soil, lately bathed 
with the blood of battles, and in the peace of her 
flower-gardens gave an asylum to foreigners from other 
lands, persecuted for religion and freedom of thought ; 
and profound labours of the human mind sprung up on 
its free soil, as its noblest flowers.
I t  was in the gardens of Haarlem that Linnæus grew 
great under the fatherly care of Boerhaave. Sweden 
did not then understand her great son. Boerhaave re­
cognized his genius. Upon his death-bed, when the
grateful disciple kissed his hand with tears, Boerhaave 
drew his to his lips and said : “ My dear Linntcus, it is 
I  who ought to kiss your hand, because you will do 
more for science than I —you will become a new light 
to it ! ”
May Heaven smile above thee, thou good, little 
country, nurse of great men, keeper at the present time 
of the noblest treasures of humanity ! I  am now not 
able to tread thy free, peace-illumined soil—perhaps 
another time !
Yet once again I  returned to Brussels, and to the 
beautiful home of my friends. I  left it, grateful to have 
made the acquaintance of a married pair who belong to 
the affectionate and happy of earth, as well as in M. 
Ducpetieaux, a statesman deeply imbued with a grand 
human idea.
“ Labour for the elevation of the poorer classes, in 
every respect!” were his last words to me at the 
moment of parting. “ Believe me, this is the most 
important of all our undertakings. I  have thought 
much, I  have experimented and attempted much, in 
questions for the wellbeing of society, but I have never 
found anything more momentous than this. I t  is not 
alone the duty of the Christian, it is at the same time 
the highest State’s wisdom ! ”
Words these worthy of observation, as coming from 
a man who has been for many years director of prisons 
and philanthropic institutions in one of the constitu­
tional, self-governed realms of Europe.
The next Philanthropic Congress is fixed for the 
autumn of the following year, and is to be held at 
Frankfort.
On the 12th of October I  travelled by railway, in 
six hours, from Brussels to Paris. Amongst the 
passengers in the carriage in which I  travelled was a
military-looking man, with a light-haired little girl, of 
three years old, upon his knee. The little one seemed to 
like making excursions in the carriage. A lively young 
Frenchwoman, who sat opposite me, took possession of 
her, and decked her out fantastically with flowers, in 
which business I  assisted, the little one submitting to 
it all, casting every now and then a glance at her father, 
as if to say, “ W hat do you say—what do you think 
now ? ” to which he did not fail to reply with looks of 
the utmost amazement. Finally, we sent the little one, 
like an animated bunch of flowers, to her father, who 
clasped her, delighted, flowers and all, to his bosom. 
Ever young, ever delightful relationship ! Eternal 
spring-time of humanity !
FIFTH  STATION.
Paris at the present time, and Paris thirty years ago— Prado—  
Valentino— La Salpétrière—The Evangelical Church—The D ea­
coness Institution— Re vue- Chrétienne—Statue of Jean d’Arc—• 
A n attic and a happy couple—The Emperor and France.
In Paris I  will first and foremost pay my respects to a 
young, new-married couple, and then see a little of 
Parisian life : I  shall first speak of the last.
I t  was now more than thirty years since I  first saw 
Paris, and with my family spent half-a-year there. 
We were in company, father, mother, six children, and 
a Swedish servant ; now I  was here alone. But how 
well I remember that time—our family circle, like a 
little Scandinavian vessel, tossed on the tempestuous 
sea of Parisian life, and half wrecked by it ; remember 
our hired servant “ Clair,” an ultra-Buonapartist, who 
piloted us through it, and who used on every oc­
casion of want or need to say in a low but significant 
voice : “ D u  temps de VEm pereur ! ” in whose time 
everything' was so different, and in his opinion so much 
better.
This time was then past. Louis X V III. sits upon 
his father’s throne, and it was then the epoch called 
“ L a  Restauration."
The old Parisian life was, however, in its full bloom. 
The handsome and the ugly, luxury and wretchedness, 
showed themselves unveiled, side by side. Along the 
Boulevards passed splendid processions of carriages, or 
people on horseback ; spectators thronged the side alleys, 
whilst miserable wretches displayed there their open sores 
and decrcpid limbs ; women lay on the ground covered 
with black clothing, and surrounded by pale, half-naked 
children. The young gentlemen of the Boulevards leapt 
over them. Well-dressed young men followed the 
ladies, begging ; dissolute women laid hands upon the 
gentlemen. The streets swarmed in the evening with 
human night-butterflies ; the Palais Royal blazed with 
lights, gambling-houses, and splendid shops ; but after 
four o’clock in the afternoon it was dangerous for a 
young lady to go across its inner court, even by her mo­
ther’s side. More than twenty theatres were open every 
evening to crowded houses; the great French scenic 
artists, Talma, Duchenoy, Mlle. Mars, were still alive ; 
Pasta and Main ville Feodor sang at the Opera. Every 
theatre had its stars, and all their passionate worship­
pers. Laughing pajazzos skipped along the prome­
nades ; jugglers and pickpockets swarmed ; old women 
boiled their soup under the open sky, and educated 
their children by blows ; everywhere there were out­
cries, noise, laughter, dancing. The fountains of the 
Tuileries played refreshingly in the stillness of the 
morning, and delighted children might be seen there at 
mid-day skipping about and dancing in rings, whilst 
the gay world circled in splendid attire through the 
beautiful alleys. Paris was a grand melodramatic spec­
tacle, which almost turned the head of the young be­
holder, and made him both laugh and cry at the same 
time.
That Paris in 1821-2 I  no longer recognized in the
Paris of 1856. There were no beggars in the Boule­
vards ; no miserable, but at the same time no splendid 
display. There were few outcries, and no laughter. 
The Palais Royal was dark. The police had interdicted 
gambling-houses, and taken the night-butterflies in 
hand. The new Emperor drove rapidly through the 
silent, empty streets ; but nobody took any notice of 
him—and he seemed to take notice of no one. His 
cheek exhibited more appearance of health and youth­
ful vigour than I  had expected to see ; his profile may 
be called handsome ; his eyes are disagreeable, dark, ex­
pressionless, without any glance, it may be said ; in fact, 
I  did not see them. —
In the Tuileries children still played, amongst the 
heaps of withered leaves which the winds of October 
whirled around. The theatres were closed, or had no 
longer any stars. Rachel was dying, or dead. Parisian 
life appeared to me as if dead. Some inferior café 
chantant, where there was singing without-any regard 
to voice, alone assembled, in the evenings, the prome- 
naders of the Boulevards.
I  missed the melodramatic life of the former Paris, 
and I  mistrusted the calm which the present exhibited. 
I t  was in itself a good thing that a strict police had 
compelled the discontinuance of any public display of 
its moral and physical wretchedness. But were they 
decreased by that means? Improvements had unques­
tionably taken place in the appearance and buildings of 
the city ; but, as it appeared to me, in a way quite dif­
ferent to what I  had seen in London a coujtle of years 
before.
In London, the most miserable quarter, the darkest 
streets of the city, had been pulled down—its most 
wretched dens, dens of crime and poverty, had been 
broken into, and light and air poured into them; whilst at
the same time dwellings of a better kind had been 
built for the labouring class, and no expense spared to 
provide the artizan with a wholesome dwelling, good 
water, fresh air, light, and whatever else might aid in 
elevating him. In Paris the object had been first and 
foremost to beautify the principal quarters of the city. 
The avenue from the Tuileries, across the Place de la 
Concorde to the Barrière de l’Etoile, is perhaps one of 
the most beautiful which any city can show ; and more 
than one evening I  sat delighted, on the terrace of the 
Tuileries, in silent contemplation of its perspective, 
whilst the golden autumn sun went down calmly on the 
opposite bank of the Seine. Eue de Rivoli, with its 
handsome houses, stood like a regiment on full parade, 
and the walls of the Louvre covered with decorative 
sculpture. In the immediate suburbs of Paris, Louis 
Napoleon had constructed artificial lakes and moun­
tains, to the great delight of the inhabitants of Paris. 
But L ’Isle de Seine, with its gloomy, mouldering masses, 
the bureaus of police and justice, looked like the most 
befitting haunt of all the gloomiest mysteries of Paris ; * 
and on the 1st of October of the present year there 
was to be found in Paris ten thousand homeless arti- 
zans, who could only obtain accommodation by the di­
rect and despotic interference of the Emperor and his 
police force. I t  is said that artizan-barracks are now 
being erected out of Paris ; and within the city I  saw 
that the poorer portions were pulled down, and now in 
course of rebuilding. But would it not have been bet­
ter to have begun with this, instead of adorning the 
Louvre and the wood of Boulogne ?
And whither, in the meantime, had the night-but-
* Of the inner order there I  have, however, reason to think  
favourably ; for I  obtained thence, without difficulty, an um­
brella which I  had forgotten in a hired vehicle.— Author's note.
terflies, which swarmed in the streets of 1822, now 
taken their flight ? Whither, also, had the beggars 
and the miserable wretches betaken themselves ?
I  was told that the former now danced at Prado, 
on the Quai aux Fleurs, whilst a better class of the 
same might be found at Valentino; and that the poor 
wretches who formerly begged on the promenades now 
found shelter, and were provided for, at a great institu­
tion called La Salpétrière.
I  visited these places in company with the young 
couple, my friends, who, like myself, had a pleasure in 
becoming acquainted with the many sides and scenes 
of this world.
W e drove first to Prado. We found, on our en­
trance, that the large uncleanly saloon contained nearly 
as many police as dancing guests. They stood in full 
uniform, glancing around them. By degrees the hall 
became crowded ; loud, thundering music began to 
play, and people stood up for quadrilles. Each person 
danced according to his own pleasure. One sprawled 
out his legs, dancing “ cancan,” as it is called ; another 
took great leaps ; men and women made tender gri­
maces to each other. The dancing was free and easy, 
though not offensively so.
I  expected to have seen some ballet splendour, some 
beauty, as the attraction and apology for the low or 
loose morality of this assembly. But 1 was astonished 
at merely finding the ugly, the repulsive, in every re­
spect. Strict police regulations require propriety in 
the style of dress and outward behaviour. All the 
women wore their dresses high in the neck ; the greater 
number danced in bonnets, and seldom have I  seen an 
assembly of plainer people, especially the women. I t  
was the ugly in its fu ll bloom, and besides that, painted, 
unabashed—without character, and without espnt. I
thought of being a spectator of the scene for a couple 
of hours, but I  was satisfied in twenty minutes. The 
repulsive figures, the disgusting physiognomies, the 
noisy music, the wild cries which were sent forth every 
now and then, and those painted, unhappy women who 
kept thronging in ever more and more, the increasing 
fumes of punch and tobacco smoke—all this soon be­
came intolerable to me, and we left the frightful assem­
bly just as it was beginning to arrive at its “ esse.”
Down on the Quai aux Fleurs the pure, pleasant 
night air, and the starry heavens, met us in all their 
splendour. I t  was in striking contrast with the scene 
up above. I felt ready to weep over those poor night- 
butterflies and bats which were not able to feel the 
beauty of this air and this heaven !
In the saloons of Valentino also danced this evening 
the company which assembles, in the summer, in the 
Jardin Mobilie. I  went in the quiet, beautiful night, 
with my young friends, to Valentino. I  wished at 
once to see all I  needed of this side of the Mystères de 
Paris.
The gas lamps shone dimly from the light arcades of 
the Valentino saloons. The apartment and the lighting 
were very tasteful. The guests were not numerous, but 
these evidently of a higher social class in the grade of 
society. Many of the ladies were handsome ; all wore 
silk, and were dressed with taste, as well as with more 
propriety than you often meet with among ladies in 
saloons of good ton. The orchestra was remarkably 
good, the supply of refreshments excellent ; everything 
was elegant, and 110 agent of the police was to be seen. 
Three or four quadrilles were arranged. A couple of 
female dancers soon attracted attention by their danc­
ing, but especially one very lovely young woman, in a 
long brown, soft silk dress, high in the throat, extremely
simple, but which did not prevent her slender, perfectly- 
moulded figure from being seen. Cleopatra herself 
might have had such a head, with such freely-falling 
brown locks—a countenance as youthfully rounded and 
as perfectly beautiful. She danced with the lightness 
of a bird ; with a swan-like motion she stooped down, 
and again raised herself from the waves of the dance, 
regardless of everything but her own pleasure; and 
then, with her hands lightly resting on the shoulder of 
her partner, returned to her seat with the bearing of a 
queen, whilst, with a half-veiled glance she, as it were, 
biologized the bystanders, and seemed to say to them, 
111 do not trouble myself about you, but I  know that 1 
can rule you all.” Nothing except these movements, 
and the changing expression more than once repeated 
in the same manner, showed that they were studied. 
A crowd of gentlemen, elderly and younger, gathered 
behind her, and seemed altogether bewitched by her 
beauty, her dancing, and peculiar manner; because 
whilst her vis-à-vis— a handsome biondine, with full 
figure—was incessantly laughing and chattering, the 
Cleopatra-like beauty stood perfectly quiet, proud, si­
lent, and, as it seemed, indifferent to everything but 
the dance. I  neither saw her smile, nor speak with 
any one ; but she knew very well how she attracted 
eyes and hearts, and—woe to him who became her 
slave ! And yet she looked so young, so loveable, so— 
innocent ! I  felt inclined to exclaim, like Rowland Hill 
to Lady Erskine, “ All this glory must pass away, but 
thy soul must still live on ! ”
The ball closed with a Malakhoff polka, full of the 
roar-of-cannon effects in the music, but in which only a 
few couple trailed lazily along, in no condition to keep 
step with the music. They had called for champagne, 
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but it would not foam : the pleasure both of life and of 
dancing was wanting.
I  was most amused by a couple, which, as I  thought, 
looked like a country shoemaker and his wife, who 
danced with an enthusiasm and a gravity—and always 
together—which evidently showed that they were fully 
determined to have dancing and amusement enough for 
their money—(three francs being paid for entrance)— 
untroubled by the rest of the world. So might it be, 
the poor, honest couple ! Of youth, beauty, or grace, 
they had none ! At midnight the ball closed, and we 
wandered home in the lovely moonlight night.
La Salpétriere.—I  visited this place the following 
day. In this immense establishment is contained, in 
classified order, the greater part of the unfortunate of 
the capital, who formerly used to expose their misery 
openly. The number of persons cared for here amounts 
to about four thousand. Four hundred nurses attend 
to them, under the direction of physicians. Every par­
ticular species of disease is attended to in its own divi­
sion ; each peculiar division has its own peculiar house, 
its garden or grounds, and also its own physicians. I  
cannot sufficiently commend the order, cleanliness, the 
good air—nay, even comfort—which I  found in this 
establishment, where, by wise centralization and admi­
nistration, the municipal government of Paris assists a 
great portion of the wretchedness of its indigent popu­
lation, and renders helplessness as bearable as possible 
by the care which is extended to it.
I  was least satisfied with the apartment in which the 
insane were kept—an immense attic, where they sate 
by hundreds ; and the unfortunate raving maniacs in 
their little rooms, which seemed to me quite too much 
like the cells in which wild beasts are kept. Perhaps it 
cannot be otherwise ! Yet cleanliness prevailed even
here ; but the powerful women who had the charge of 
these unfortunates of their own sex gave me small con­
fidence in their humane treatment.
The grounds in which these poor people were walk­
ing or sitting, at the time I  was there, are extensive ; 
some of them were wildly leaping about under the 
trees, others were fighting. I  was told that many of the 
women who dance at the Quai aux Fleurs come into 
this section of La Salpétrïere.
I t  did me good to see, in another section, the cheer­
ful and kindly manners of the nurses.
“ We think,” said a young, handsome nurse, “ that it 
does the sick good to see people cheerful about them. 
Poor things, they have trouble enough with their own 
sufferings ! ”
The visits of relatives and friends are permitted only 
during a certain part of the day. A mother lay there 
in her bed, wringing her hands in despair, calling for 
her son : the allotted time was nearly over, and he had 
not come !
I t  is a pleasure to turn from these scenes of human 
misery to others which awaken a hope of a better 
future.
Foremost amongst these at the present time stands 
the Evangelical Church in Paris, on account of its 
school, its important deaconess institution, and its 
teachers. I t  is from this church that for several years 
a number of sermons and spiritual orations have gone 
forth into all lands where the French language is 
spoken, with a new vitalization, for the heart and for 
domestic life.
I t  was from the bosom of this assembly that Adolphe 
Monod’s “ Dying Sighs” lately breathed forth consolation 
and peace for millions of hearts in the whole Christian
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world. I t  is there that A. Vinet’s most gifted disciple, 
the Swiss Edmond de Presançé, and his distinguished 
fellow-labourers in the Revue Chrétienne, open at the 
present time new prospects for Christian science and 
the Church by a liberal, true, Evangelical Protestant­
ism, which is not contented with a negative stand­
point against Catholicism, but opens itself to a full 
recognition of whatever truth and excellence it con­
tains ; and, at the same time following the example 
of A. Yinet, takes up the most important productions 
of cotemporary literature, and examines them, not from 
a narrow churchman’s point of view, but from one of 
true evangelical knowledge.
Time and space fail me to say more of the growing 
life of this congregation, but it appears to me to have 
a great future before it. And if it be true that the 
present condition of France bears evidence of a secret 
inward disease—and if it be true, as I  have heard it 
wittily said, that this is the result of the reformation 
driven inwards (la réformation rentrée), then it may be 
predicted with certainty that the re-establishment of its 
health depends upon this reformation again coming to 
the surface with all its affluent result of vitality in 
domestic life, schools, the church, and the state.
I  know that a good deal is done at the present time, 
even in the Catholic church, at Paris, for the education 
and care of children ; nay, indeed, we may have some­
thing to say on this subject at a later period. But no 
one can misjudge me when I  have more hope of the edu­
cation of a church which leads the child to Christ Jesus, 
and inculcates his own responsibility to God and his 
own conscience, than of that which in the first place 
leads him to the Holy Virgin Mary, and teaches a blind 
obedience to the Catholic church, or to its priests. 
Obedience there must be, but not a blind obedience.
In that case man knows not whether he obeys a God 
or an idol.
There is one feature of inner life in France which I  
cannot avoid mentioning—this is the newly-awakened 
enthusiasm for its female heroine and martyr, Joan of 
Arc. Michelet’s excellent narrative of her history, 
after a most conscientiously careful examination of all 
sources of information, has brought forward, as it were, 
her figure in its peculiar purity and beauty, as superior 
to the poet’s Maid of Orleans in Schiller’s tragedy as a 
noble reality is above even the noblest poem. This 
description seems to have turned anew the heart and 
mind to this young heroic saviour of France. Artists 
call forth again her form, both by pencil and chisel. I  
saw various of these representations, one of which had 
been lately executed for the church of Dorn Remy. 
But not one of these comes near in expression and 
truth to the statue which the noble daughter of a king, 
herself an artist, the young Princess Clementine, exe­
cuted, even before Michelet had perfected with the 
pen his masterly picture. Love and sympathy in­
spired the young sculptor in her work. This statue 
stands in the gallery of the Louvre : its beauty and 
power consist in the expression of the head and the 
clasped hands. I t  is simply Joan, the girl of Orleans, 
who sees nothing but her bleeding native land, listens 
to no other voices than those in her inner being, which 
command her to go and save it—Joan when she left 
her father’s house—Joan as she stood last on the pile 
at Rouen, when she, after the short season of darkness, 
again heard her inward voices, and heard them only 
when the flames rose and rose !
Zouaves march in brilliant eastern costume back­
wards and forwards in the streets and markets of Paris, 
reminding the beholder of the last victorious move­
ments of the W est against the East—of victories in 
Algeria and at Sebastopol. I t  is the new picturesque 
outward trait which I  recognized in Paris.
There were two scenes, however, which I  beheld 
there, which will live in my heart’s memory—the one 
of a heavenly, the other of earthly happiness. 
There I  saw the dear old pictures which I  saw 
thirty-five years ago, but which I  have preserved in 
memory as if I  had first seen them but yesterday. 
There I  now saw a new one, and stood riveted in 
enraptured contemplation of the “ Ascension of the 
Virgin,” by Murillo. I  wished that I could bring the 
fallen women of the saloons of Prado and Valentino to 
this Madonna, that they might fall down before her as 
repentant Magdalenes : I  wished that all human beings 
could see this picture, and, beholding it, comprehend 
how the highest purity and love lead to a happiness so 
great, that no human heart on earth can comprehend, 
no tongue can express it. This picture of the Virgin 
breathes life, beauty, bliss : one seems to see the 
crimson of the cheeks grow pale before the light of 
heaven, as the flush of morning pales before that of the 
sun. Raphael’s Madonnas are soulless and lifeless 
compared with this of Murillo. /  ( . ;
The second scene I  saw in a little attic, up five 
flights of stairs. There lived a young, newly-married 
pair—lived there by daily labour, in the sweat of their 
brow. But the pure heart, and the frank disposition, 
love, confidence in each other, health, hope, and the 
ability, like the sparrows on the roof, thankfully to en­
joy every grain of corn which the hand of the Father 
scatters upon their path— all these were fully pos­
sessed by the young couple. They were Scandinavians, 
and had, by affection and industry, built for themselves 
a comfortable little abode amidst the volcanic capital
of France, the manifold spectacles of which gave variety 
and wealth even to their quiet life. They looked upon 
it all with undazzled eyes, with the purity and serenity 
of the northern temperament, without being either con­
founded or carried away by it.
“ The volcanic capital of France !” Yes, spite of its 
quietness and emptiness, for the moment I could not 
but feel that this was like the pause of the volcano be­
fore its outbreak. And can it be otherwise? The 
present calmness of France is not based, like that of 
England— like that of Holland, and Sweden, and 
Switzerland—upon the consciousness of the nation, and 
its power of self-government. I t  hangs upon the life- 
thread of one man—on that of Louis Napoleon. And 
people have no confidence in this man : I  heard think­
ing Frenchmen acknowledge it. He is the helmsman 
for the moment, but not for the future. No higher 
principle—no initiative to a new life—has ascended 
with him to the throne, collecting the restless aspira­
tions or endeavours of the age and the people into a 
higher unity. He keeps together the old : he is a 
great police master. The quiet people of France wish 
him life and success, because they know that to be the 
condition of the nation’s order, and the calmness of 
life. But they acknowledge that the present state of 
things is one of uncertainty and unhealthiness. People 
live, as it were, provisionally, because they must, in 
any case, live as long as they can ; but they see the 
sword of Damocles hanging above their heads. No 
large views, no fresh waft from hope in the future, re­
freshes the life of the day—and the future of France is 
as dark as the glance of its Emperor.
Yet still fortune favours him—yet still the French 
army keeps guard around his throne. But can the 
man who has broken his oath more than once, who has
stolen from a noble royal family—whose place he occu­
pies—the half of its property, and who has sent thou­
sands of his countrymen to die in exile worse than that 
of Siberia—can this man escape a Nemesis ?
I  know that on the theatre of the world there are 
times and circumstances which can furnish an excuse 
for many things—for many deeds of the acting person­
ages ; and that Providence, at times, gives even great 
criminals opportunity of atonement by great actions 
for former failings—opportunities to become the blessing 
of the people, and to acquire the name of great men. 
But no such laurels as yet crown Louis Napoleon.*
* A t the moment when I  prepare these lines for the press Louis 
Napoleon appears to be on the way to acquire them in the war for 
the liberation of Italy, and now, lastly, by his programme of 
peace, well worthy the attention both of princes and people.—  
Athens, February 1st, I860.— Author's note.
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I  FLEW by express train from Paris to the foot of the 
Jura, and there took the diligence which conveys the 
traveller across the mountains into Switzerland. I t  
was late in the evening, and quite dark, when the train 
reached the Jura. In darkness and storm the passen­
gers removed from the railway-carriages to diligences, 
drawn by horses, a small liand-lantern being all the 
light afforded for this purpose. I  requested that I  
might be placed in the same vehicle which contained 
my luggage, and I  was assured that it should be so.
I  know not what the case might be for the other pas­
sengers, but my luggage travelled to Geneva, whilst I, 
towards morning, found myself on the way to Lausanne. 
AtLausannelwas obliged immediately to take the steam­
boat which was going to Geneva, to look after my be­
longings. I  was told at the diligence-office here that 
such disorderly proceedings were not of unfrequent 
occurrence on the other side of Ju ra ; and that it was 
wilful on the part of the officials there, that they might 
make a petty gain by the payment which they de­
manded from travellers for the restoration of their 
effects.
W hether this be true or not I  cannot say ; certain it 
is that I  spared neither care nor inquiries to ascertain 
that my luggage and myself travelled in company ; 
but to be certain that it was so was impossible in the 
general darkness of the station.
I  had great difficulty in finding my luggage at 
Geneva, and, when I  had done so, in gaining possession 
of it. And I  must remark, once for all, and that with 
regret, upon the want of order, the want even of com­
mon courtesy and humanity, which I  often met with 
at the railway offices of Switzerland, and which I  
never found greater in any other country whatever. 
Many travellers have experienced it as well as myself, 
and complained of it, and therefore I  mention it here. 
On this occasion, at Geneva, I  found this want in a 
more than ordinary degree. I t  is a very allowable 
thing that the gentlemen of the office should take their 
breakfast; but that they should go away for that pur­
pose at the very moment they had appointed for the 
traveller to find them at the office, in order to obtain 
his effects, and in the moment also in which he must 
continue his journey, seems to me unallowable, much 
less to be commended. In  the present case these 
gentlemen showed me my portmanteaus—at least, the 
locked door of the compartment which contained them, 
and—then went their way ! I  waited some time, then 
asked a young man who alone remained behind the 
desk, why I  could not have my property delivered to
me ?—that I  was that morning to proceed by steam­
boat to Montreux, and heard already the signal given 
for its departure. I  had been ordered to be at the 
office at eight o’clock that morning ; it was now half- 
past eight, and—why could they not give me that which 
belonged to me?
The young man replied, with great indifference, that 
“ the gentlemen were gone to breakfast ; they would be 
back in time.”
I  still waited, standing—for a seat was not offered 
to me—very tired, and very much astonished at this 
behaviour. Still worse distressed than myself was a 
poor Savoyard, whose knapsack was locked in the same 
compartment with my portmanteaus, l ie  had to re­
turn this morning to Savoy, where he had work. 
The steamer by which he had to go had given signal 
after signal of departure; but the knapsack of the 
poor artizan was locked up, and the gentlemen who 
locked it up were gone to breakfast ! The young man 
at the desk repeated this information with admirable 
coolness, and occupied himself by whistling ; whilst the 
poor Savoyard, almost beside himself with uneasiness 
and anxiety, walked rapidly up and dow'n the office, 
tore his curling dark hair, and, with his beautiful 
Italian eyes full of tears, uttered words of despair. 
And the gentlemen were still taking breakfast !
I t  wras now nearly nine o’clock. At the last moment 
they came bustling in, drew forth the luggage, and 
told me what I  had to pay before I  could obtain pos­
session of mine. I t  appeared to me unreasonable, and 
the whole conduct of the gentlemen more than sus­
picious ; but there was now no time to dispute their 
demands—the steamer was on the point of leaving. 
There wras nothing left for me but to pay and take my 
property, or leave it in these thievish hands and go
away without it. I  chose the latter, because this con­
duct appeared to me unjustifiable. How the poor 
Savoyard managed, 1 know not ; probably he was 
obliged to pay what they demanded ; and whether or 
not he reached his vessel in time I  was not able to 
ascertain, for I  was scarcely on board of mine when it 
was set in motion.
The scene of which I  was here witness really 
annoyed me. I  love Swiss freedom, and the Swiss 
people ; and it grieves me when I  see its free men not 
taking the pains to be honest and humane men, in its 
best significance—gentlemen. The rude block may 
become an Apollo statue, but it must not imagine that 
it is equally good in its first condition.
At Montreux I  wished to see the vintage which 
was now in progress. In the neighbourhood where 
Rousseau laid the scene of his “ Nouvelle Heloise,” 
at Montreux, just opposite the rocks of Meillerie, at 
Clärens, where people still wander in “ bosquets de 
Julie,” there, I  thought, the most beautiful rural 
festival of the year would have an especially romantic 
character ; but I  deceived myself. Nothing could be 
more prosaic than the vintage in this district. Both 
man and woman went gravely and silently into the 
vineyards, gathered the clusters from the vine-stocks, 
bruised them in churns iti the fields, loaded them in 
carts, and drove them away to the wine-presses. There 
was nothing about it to distinguish it from any other 
labour. In this harvesting of that which God gives 
to make glad the heart of man there was no enjoyment 
of life ; and yet this was the finest vintage that there 
had been for many years.
I  experienced one agreeable impression, that pro­
duced by the kind manners and disposition of the 
country people towards strangers, to whom they most
liberally presented the beautiful clusters, inviting 
them also to partake of the must, which streamed 
from the wine-presses, and which is indeed the most 
delicious drink anyone can imagine. And in the 
evenings you would meet on the roads women return­
ing home from their day’s work, carrying a part of its 
wages on their heads, in large baskets full of grapes, 
the clusters and leaves of which sometimes garlanded 
them so beautifully that no artist could have done it 
better if he had wished to represent a Pomona.
But the air was cold ; so cold that it penetrated me, 
both body and soul, which, perhaps, made me insensi­
ble to the celebrated beauty of the Montreux district. 
Its vast mountain-chain seemed coldly to weigh me 
down, and the lofty rock-wall of Meillerie, Dent du 
Midi, and Dent d’Oche, closed up my view, and 
deprived me too early of the little sunshine which the 
autumn still permitted. I  grew regularly ill-tempered 
on those lofty mountains, and felt myself shut up in 
Montreux as if within the walls of a fortress. I  could 
not but remember the expression of a Dutch gentle­
man, “ that Switzerland is a very pretty country, only 
it is a pity that the lofty mountains prevent one from 
seeing it ! ”
A t Montreux I  was obliged to climb to a consider­
able height amongst the mountains to obtain anything 
like an open view ; and this, when gained, was nothing 
but the lake and its Alpine heights. A wide horizon 
is not to be found, and without that I  never feel myself 
happy.
The little town of Montreux lies like an eagle’s nest 
upon its mountain summit, and a rich fringe of golden 
stonecrop shines along the ridge of the house-roofs. 
Within doors you not unfrequently find comfort, and 
the view from the windows is great in height and
depth, but the streets are winding and dark ; heaps of 
manure meet one everywhere. “ The country people,” 
remarked an amiable Swiss lady, apologetically, “ see 
in them the gold which makes the fields rich and the 
grapes juicy ! ”
I  lamented that my eyes and my nose were too pro­
saic to take in this poetical point of view.
The Castle of Chillon rises out of the waves of Le­
man, on the shore of Montreux, massive and gloomy, 
but infinitely picturesque. I  visited it one gray cold 
November day ; visited its tower, its state-room, torture- 
chamber, oubliettes, audits deep, large dungeon vault, rest­
ing upon the rock foundations. Byron has inscribed his 
name at the foot of one of the massive pillars ; his 
prisoner of Chillon has inscribed it on the heart of 
mankind. But there is a more beautiful poem than 
that of Byron on the last political prisoner of Chillon, 
Bonivard ; namely, the history of its first prisoner, the 
Count of Wala, which the chronicler has preserved, 
and the noble historian, L. Vulliemin, has lately given 
to the reading world. Between the two prisoners lies 
the period of five hundred years.
One of the towers of Chillon elevates itself above all 
the others, large, massive, square, and of a much older 
date; it is called to this day “ Wala’s Tower.”
I t  stood solitary in the dreary region, an object of 
fear and horror, when, one day in the year 830, an 
armed troop approached the gloomy tower, and placed 
there a prisoner, with silence and deep mystery. But 
by degrees it was whispered through the neighbour­
hood who it was. I t  was the noble Count of Wala, 
the friend and general of Charlemagne, one of the chief 
men of the empire, lately Abbot of Corbie. Charle­
magne’s weak son, Louis, displeased by the severe 
censure which the honest Wala passed upon his mode
of government, and the evil practices of Judith, his 
wife, caused him to be taken from his asylum of Cor­
bie, and cast into the Tower of Chillon.
“ He continued a prisoner there for many years, 
without receiving any visitor,” says his biographer, 
Pascase Rudbert, “ except the angels, which in every 
place know how to find their way to the heart of the 
upright.”
“ XVala, like St. Augustin, believed in an eternal 
XVord, which continually communicates itself to the 
human soul; and his faith in God, the inexhaustible 
fountain of all consolation, preserved him from being 
cast down.”
One day the doors of the prison were opened to this 
Rudbertus, the friend of Wala. He conveyed to the 
captive a message of peace from the Emperor. Liberty, 
favour, and honour were offered to Wala if he would 
recall his severe expressions, and confess that he had 
erred. XXrala steadfastly refused. “ How,” said he, 
“ would the Supreme Judge regard it, if I  should pro­
nounce on myself the sentence of a liar, if I  should 
abandon the path of justice and truth? Believe me, 
my brother, that it is better that we continue on the 
way into which the grace of God has led us, and main­
tain our hearts firm in hope. We shall then, at last, 
enter into eternal life ! ”
“ I  was silent, I  was abashed,” writes Rudbertus, 
“ when I  heard XVala speak thus. I  saw clearly that 
he, undaunted about his own interests, only thought 
upon the objects of his ardent love—God, his native 
land, the Church, and the good of the people.
“ During our conversation we heard the waves of 
Leman breaking against the walls of the prison. XVala 
directed his gaze upon the unquiet waters, and accus­
tomed to listen for God’s voice in nature, as well as in
his own heart, he heard the foaming waves speak to 
him of God. Their ebb and flow told him of Divine aid 
in human affairs ; the immovability of the rock against 
which they broke was an image to him of the stability 
of the soul which has its life in God.
“ ‘ Thus far may you come, and against these walls 
shall your proud waves be stayed ! ’ said Wala, with a 
calm brow and a bright glance over the excited waters.
“ Like the exiled seer in Patmos, he rent asunder the 
veil of futurity, and, nourished by the Divine mys­
teries, he seemed to have entered already into the 
portals of the kingdom of Heaven.”
The doors of the dungeon opened some years after­
wards to the noble captive, who was summoned to me­
diate between the sons of King Louis. He crossed 
the Alps between Switzerland and Italy more than 
once upon the same errand. The last time, happy at 
the tidings of peace, of which he was the bearer to 
Tuscany, when he fell sick, and, reaching the convent 
of Bobio—where he was elected Abbot — he died 
amongst his brethren. His body was interred beside 
that of Columban.
Such was the first prisoner of Chillon. Chillon is a 
prison at the present time ; but no longer for prisoners 
of state. I t  contains now many criminals, and amongst 
them a young murderer, of good family. There is a 
chapel within the castle, in which the prisoners attend 
divine service.
Several pleasant acquaintance rendered the weeks 
spent at Montreux still more agreeable, and I  enjoyed 
many beautiful sunny hours in their handsome houses on 
the shore of Lake Leman. I  frequently met in these 
circles Professor Jules Bonnet, who has published 
excellent biographical sketches of Olympia Morata, 
and the daughters of Curione, and who is now occu­
pied with enquiries into the fate of the Protestants 
in Italy. He is young, and himself a Provençal, he 
declaims the native songs of the Provençal poet, Jasmin, 
in the most charming manner.
But “ La Vaudaine” hlew violently; the poplars 
before my windows became once more scant of leaves ; 
the waves hurled themselves with heavy blows against 
the shore. I  seemed during the night to hear in them 
many sighs. The withered leaves fell in the beautiful 
groves, “ bouquets de Julie,” and the autumn wind 
whistled as it does everywhere else. I  longed for 
repose in good winter quarters, and towards the end of 
November I  removed to Lausanne.
In Lausanne, through the kind intervention of 
Madame Vinet, I  obtained a friendly home with a 
kind and noble-minded widow lady. Two pretty 
young girls beautified it. My room was -light and 
spacious ; it faced the midday sun, and afforded a fine 
view across the deep valley, through which le flon ciits 
its foaming way to the beautiful terrace of Mont 
Benon, and thence to the lake and the mountains of 
Savoy, which here, at a distance, please me better than 
at Montreux.
The days passed on calmly and pleasantly. I  lived 
in profound quietness, with my books and my silent 
thoughts, receiving visits and visiting the churches. In 
the evenings the little family of boarders assembled 
round the lamp, and took it by turns to read aloud. 
By this means I  made acquaintance with the latest 
and most celebrated writers of Switzerland, Töpfer and 
Bitzius.
Töpfer belongs to French Switzerland, and has writ­
ten a number of novels, in which he describes its pecu­
liar life with sportive, good-tempered humour, especially 
as it exists in the more cultivated middle-classes. Of 
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peculiar characters there are few— of peculiar ideas, 
none ; but detail, certain states of the soul, scenery, 
natural appearances, and human dispositions, are often 
excellently given. The reader perceives an amiable 
good-nature shining through all, like a golden back­
ground to his pictures. He is a good genre-pa inter. 
Occasionally he combats a popular prejudice—as in the 
novel Le Presbytère, the belief so prevalent amongst the 
peasants, of the goodness or reprobation of certain races 
in consequence of the child’s unavcrtable inheritance of 
the parents’ vices or virtues. This Töpfer has refuted 
with much feeling and earnestness. l ie  has, in most 
of his smaller novels, merely endeavoured blamelessly 
to amuse himself and others ; and in this he has' suc­
ceeded. I  would defy the most sullen disposition to read 
Le Col ÆArderne, and many others of this class, without 
being betrayed by them into hearty peals of laughter.
Bitzius is an author of higher pretension. Although 
he also is a genre-painter, yet his figures arc more pe­
culiar and living : they are drawn from reality. His 
earnestness is deeper, his humour more keen—often 
more bitter. He belongs to German Switzerland, and 
has written, under the pseudonym of “ Jeremias 
Gotthelf,” novels and romances in German, which 
wholly describe peasant life and manners, especially in 
the Canton Bern, where he holds a living. He is said 
not to be the best of spiritual shepherds. His descrip­
tions, however, of popular life are excellent. That 
which Fielding and Hogarth were in their own coun­
try, Bitzius is for Switzerland. He exhibits the low 
and laughable rather than the good in human nature ; 
but when he does the latter it takes a strong hold upon 
the heart. Besides, every one of his pictures is true to 
nature—naïve, living. He is a great artist of the 
Flemish school.
Whilst we, in our little circle, were living on in our 
quiet way, the whole of Switzerland was arming itself 
for war. The revolution of Neuchâtel—that “ tempest 
in a glass of water ”—had produced its serious conse­
quences, and far greater than many people expected. 
Prussia appeared in arms against Switzerland ; Swit­
zerland rose up to defend herself and her own against 
Prussia. All differences, all contentions, whether small 
or great, were now forgotten between the Swiss Can­
tons. They rose up like one family—like one man— 
for the defence of the common fatherland: the Forest 
Cantons, as well as Pays de Vaud and Geneva—Zurich 
and Friburg—the isolated Graubundten—the Italian­
speaking Tessin—each emulated the others in sending 
men and means for the same object—all armed them­
selves for the Sworn Confederacy. And not they 
alone : the same spirit moved in the Swiss out of Swit­
zerland. The electric telegraphs worked day and night, 
bringing messages from the Swiss in Turin, Milan, 
Vienna, Paris, London ; from wealthy bankers, who 
forwarded large sums of money for the expenses of the 
war; from young artizans, who were ready to leave 
their workshops, and place themselves under the ban­
ners of their native land. Nor wrere even young men 
of affluence behind them. “ My mother is herself 
packing my knapsack at this moment, and I  hasten to 
join the army,” wrote a wealthy young man from 
Vienna.
The enthusiasm was universal. I t  would even have 
seized upon me if I  had really believed that war would 
take place ; but—I  do not know how it was—I did not 
believe it, even when I  saw mothers and wives weeping 
in the square La Riporne, and taking leave of their sons 
and husbands, who were setting out to the camp ; and, 
from the moment when I  knew that the Federal Go-
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vernment had applied to the Emperor of France, re­
questing his mediation, I  felt certain of the fortunate 
termination of the war for Switzerland, without a sword 
being drawn.
Louis Napoleon was a citizen of Switzerland. Ever 
since his childhood, which was passed on the banks of 
Lake Constance, in the Castle of Arenaberg, has he 
been regarded as a son of the country. They had 
given him an asylum there at the time when his life 
and liberty were in danger—they had refused to sur­
render him to Louis Philippe ; and now, in its hour of 
danger, Louis Napoleon could not disappoint the land 
which had been so faithful to him in his time of need ; 
and he who was already in his childhood known for a 
kind of gentle self-willedness, by means of which he 
managed to carry out all his schemes—so that his mo­
ther, Queen Hortense, used to call him mon doux têtu 
—would not he, now that he was a man, and seated on 
the throne of France, find or devise the means of ac­
complishing his will in so good a cause? Of this I  
was certain, and I  therefore felt quite easy about Swit­
zerland. I t  was, however, interesting to me, in the 
meantime, to see the general rising—the general spirit 
in the Confederate States—the unity of feeling for the 
common native land, in these Cantons—most of which, 
however, knew very little of the rest, except that they 
were Sworn Confederates.
“ I f  this war should go forward,” I  wrote, in my 
diary, in the month of December, “ it will lead to a 
more inward union of the Swiss Cantons than would 
fifty years of peace.”
In the Free Church special meetings and prayers 
were held for the averting of the threatened danger.
Neither did the ladies remain inactive. They estab­
lished unions all over the country—they made collec­
tions, purchased materials, and prepared warm garments 
for the defenders of the fatherland who must go out to 
fight in the present bitterly-cold winter. I, too, set 
myself to knit a pair of mittens—but they were not 
finished before peace was established. Louis Napoleon 
mediated to the advantage of Switzerland. Switzerland 
was to retain Neuchâtel, which Canton should become, 
in a still more intimate manner than formerly, a portion 
of the Swiss Confederacy. Ultra patriots, it is true, still 
cried out against the too great concession to Prussia, 
but the quieter and more prudent party throughout the 
country were unanimous that the Federal Government 
had done the wisest and best which was possible. The 
Swiss army was recalled from the frontiers, and the 
festivals of war were changed into festivals of peace. 
The Te JDeum was sung in the churches.
Thus began the new year of 1857. The Swiss 
Cantons resumed their life of tranquillity, the work of 
their railways, their common improvements, and—their 
petty quarrels.
By visits to the churches of different sects, by 
conversation with persons who were both in favour of 
and opposed to the Established Church, I endeavoured 
to acquire an accurate knowledge of the relationship 
between the Established Church and the Free Churches, 
as well as of its relationship to the religious life in the 
heart of a people; and I  came to the'conclusion that 
both forms of ecclesiastical life are necessary in a state, 
if that life wall attain to a condition of normal develop­
ment and full consciousness. The Established Church 
—the old nursing mother—is the conservative power, 
wdiich, whilst it faithfully preserves the great traditions 
and ancient forms, yet, with a liberal spirit, opens its 
embrace to receive the many half-matured, uncertain,
or, as it were, still unsettled souls, which desire indeed, 
but yet cannot bring themselves to a state of stability. 
She is not inquisitorial towards her own ; she is tolerate 
with regard to inner conviction ; she merely requires a 
certain obedience in the outward. I t  is only in 
countries where sects are forbidden by law, and the 
state-church alone rules, that she becomes despotic and 
dangerous to young souls, who are not seldom forcibly 
compelled to partake of their first Holy Communion, 
or thrust forth out of the pale of the church, which 
appears to them rather a police-institution than a path­
way to the kingdom of God. I t  is very different in 
countries where the Free Church and Christian sects 
have equal civil rights. These churches are exclusive, 
intolerant ; but they are, at the same time, honest, and 
they have the life of conviction. They are frequently 
one-sided, but they require a fixed creed ; they close 
their spiritual doors to those who will not .accept it ; 
they will neither recognize things done by halves, nor 
any secret reservation ; they require decision and 
candour. They compel people to become keen ques­
tioners of their own state ; they will not accept an 
acquiescence which is merely outward. No youthful 
soul is compelled by them to the Lord’s table. I f  the 
young acknowledge themselves not ready, not suffi­
ciently faithful as yet, the teachers defer the ecclesiasti­
cal ceremony, and advise the disciple to wait, and 
continue to learn and consider, until he can, with a 
full conviction, acknowledge himself as a Christian 
before the congregation.
Such, at least, is the case in the Free Church of the 
Canton Vaud, that daughter of the spirit of Vinet. 
The Free Church requires that the course of life shall 
bear witness to the faith ; she therefore becomes often 
enough inquisitorial towards her members. The pastor
sometimes excludes from the Lord’s table such as he 
considers unworthy to be present at i t;  thus, for 
example, it has happened in the small church congrega­
tions which, in Lausanne, have gathered themselves 
around certain preachers, remarkable for their gifts 
as well as personal character, and have split off from 
the great ecclesiastical community. In these small 
congregations the individual character and influence of 
the preacher is of great importance.
I  sum up my statement thus : The State or 
National Church is good, because it is the maternal 
nurse which preserves the old life and nourishes the 
new, at the same time that it prevents its degenerating 
into licentiousness and individual fancies.
The Free Churches are good, because they incite and 
develop the spiritual life, the free thought, liberate 
the individual, compel him to self-decision, and—they 
prevent “ the mother ” from falling to sleep. But both 
mother and child, both the old and the young, are 
needed for the people and for the state ; they mutually 
incite each other, and work together for the full de­
velopment of the religious consciousness and life.
I  now return to my own life in Switzerland. I t  wras 
good, tranquil, agreeable, but—not inspiring. There 
was good preaching and good work, and a sufficiency 
of "ood society ; but I  felt the want of large views, 
of breadth, of horizon. The Church spoke merely of 
the salvation of the individual soul; it turned away 
from science, and from the largeness of general life, as 
if it did not concern “ our city.” Higher life and 
interests came to me from a distance—came from the 
country on the other side of the Alps.
A Roman fugitive, who had lived in Lausanne since 
the unsuccessful revolution of 1848, and who was 
called Professor Arduini, commenced a course of
lectures on the more modern Italian literature. He 
was an ardent patriot ; had taken part in the Italian 
struggle for liberty both in word and spirit. His 
lectures were, before everything else, intended to ex­
hibit the national party in the young, feeling, thinking, 
aspiring Italy.
In  my far-distant, northern land, I  had, like many 
another, listened with sympathy to the exulting shout 
of Italy on the ascension of Pio Nono to the Papal 
throne. Italy hailed him as her saviour from foreign 
oppression. The heart-rending biography of Silvio 
Pellico’s “ Le Mie Prigione,” imprisonment in Spielberg, 
had found its way to our home, and taught us to detest 
the power of Austria over Italy. We contemplated 
with joy the handsome, benevolent features of the new 
liberator in the portraits which were sent to us of him. 
They seemed to promise a bright future for the beauti­
ful, long-subjected country ; but the scene soon 
changed—delirious festivities, and great words, and, 
soon after, bloody oppression, darkened the bright 
scene. The flames of freedom seemed to ascend in 
smoke ; and from the Italy lately so loftily ostentatious, 
but so soon again subjected, we turned away—too 
readily mistrusting her, too easily grown cold towards 
her. Other European nations had done the same. In 
Switzerland, the nearest neighbouring country to 
Italy, I  had lived for several months without o*nce 
having heard its name mentioned. People had no 
knowledge of its literature ; they never inquired about 
its life. I t  was only when some new nocturnal attempt 
of Mazzini’s was related in the newspapers that the 
public attention was turned thither for a moment, and 
people shrugged their shoulders, and thought no more 
on the subject. The name of Mazzini, and his crafty, 
bloody outbreaks, had become in the eyes of the rest
of Europe representative of the efforts for freedom in 
Italy, and these seemed to resemble the fever- 
paroxysms of a sick man. No wonder that it had 
fallen into discredit.
Piedmont alone stood amongst the Italian states as 
an object of esteem and hope for a constitutionally free 
people ; but it stood alone, a small state at the foot of 
the Alps, and all the rest of Italy lay enchained by 
despotic princes.
I  now learned, for the first time, that this Italy had 
a national party advocating liberty, but in a spirit very 
different from that of Mazzini, and in Opposition to its 
red flag—one which, with the power of ideas, with the 
word and with the spirit, openly combated for the 
liberty of Italy, both the inward as well as the outward. 
Around this white flag I  saw assembled the noblest 
patriots, poets, and statesmen of young Italy, from 
Alfieri to Ugo Foscolo, Gioberti, Guerazzi, Nicolini, 
Giusti, Lambruschini, Azeglio, and many others, who 
are living and labouring at this moment for the work 
of a peaceful liberation, the greater number in Pied­
mont, where alone of all the Italian states they can 
find shelter and safety. I  learned that quite near 
to me, on the other side of the Alps, lived a noble 
people, who were silently sighing after a freedom for 
which it fought and bled, but which it did not possess 
strength enough to defend against powerful foes, both 
inward and outward ; I  learned that its heart beat and 
still burned, although silently bleeding beneath the 
foot of the oppressor.
I  sent for Signor Arduini to become my instructor. 
I  read with him Dante, but soon laid him aside for the 
latest poets of Italy : Giusti, so nobly bitter, so warm 
for his mothcr-land {Povera Madre!) as lie calls her; 
Nicolini, whose tragedy, Amoldo da Brescia, advocates
the rights of conscience, in a style so noble and beauti­
ful. I  became acquainted with the efforts of young 
Italy for a better education of her youth, for the free­
dom of thought and the ennobling of life, and I  heard 
the names of noble women mentioned as amongst the 
friends of the native land. A t the same time, I  read 
the history of the Waldenses. I  also now learned, for 
the first time, that this little heroic flock of the oldest 
church, after centuries of persecutions, and of renewed 
combat for its faith and its freedom, had, within a few 
years, won this liberty, and now lived happily in the 
valleys of Piedmont, protected by the king of that 
country, and acknowledged by the laws as a portion of 
its free people, and participant of its rights. In my 
youth I  had read of the bloody persecutions of the 
Waldenses, those first Protestants against the Romish 
Church. I  supposed them to have been long since ex­
pelled, and to have vanished from the face of the earth; 
and behold, they lived, they flourished anew, flourished 
now as they had never done before, and that quite near 
tom e! The little “ light that shinetli in darkness”— 
the device and type of the Waldenses—had now come 
forth from the darkness, and shone like the star of the 
morning in the heaven of Italy.
How all this affected and animated me ! Italy, the 
celebrated museum of art ; Italy, the home of beautiful 
ruins and palaces—of a singing, Maccaroni-eating, far- 
mente-loving people—the admired land of the Pope, of 
artists and tourists, had never so much interested me 
before.
But Italy—the Niobe of nations—defending, with 
half-broken heart, the youngest child, hope, in her 
bosom ; Italy, after long, dark centuries, awakened to 
new life, languishing after light, liberty, a higher hu­
manity ; longing to become herself a pure, harmonious
note in the choir of free peoples ;—this Italy attracted 
me with irresistible power. I  resolved to set out this 
very year to Italy, to search into its hidden life, to lay 
my hand testingly upon its heart.
“ Speranze d'Italia, Risorgimento d'Italia,” were con­
tinually bright thoughts in my soul. These thoughts 
warmed me with an inner fire. There was need of it. 
The winter was very cold ; I had never before suffered 
so much from the severity of the season. In Sweden 
people have good rooms and fire-places, and if they can 
purchase fuel for themselves they need not suffer from 
cold there. The mists and the snow-slush made heaven 
and earth so gloomy that Lake Leman seemed, as in the 
old times, a desert lake, and the country around it 
“ a region lost in cloud.” Sometimes the air was dry 
and grey-cold, bitter and biting, extremely disagreeable 
during a whole week’s continuance. Ladies sat with 
their feet upon chaufferettes both at church and at 
home, but still suffered from cold hands.
The severe winter was not, however, of long duration; 
and sometimes, even while it lasted, days intervened so 
enchantingly beautiful, so filled with spring-sun and 
spring-intimations, that I  was, as it were, intoxicated 
by them, and forgot the cold weather that was past; 
hut it soon returned.
During an interval of this agreeable weather I  paid 
a visit to Morges, wdiere I  spent some beautiful days 
with my friends, the Alexis Forels. The conversation 
with them and the little circle of interesting persons 
wdio met at their house, together with a visit to the 
superior school for young girls, which is one of the dis­
tinguishing characteristics of that little town, made 
these days rich. I  heard lectures delivered here by 
excellent teachers ; such, indeed, as I  had never heard 
before, and how happy I  thought were the young
girls to be thus educated into thinking, discriminating 
human beings ! I  longed to have been once more 
young, to have sat as a pupil upon these benches. 
Oh! my lost youth! Yet thou wast not lost, thou 
season of longing and suffering; thou taughtest me 
much, though I did not then understand it. I  have 
understood it since ; and that my desert-wandering had 
its hidden meaning and its purpose. God be praised!
Towards the close of February spring commenced in 
real earnest, and then with a power and beauty which 
surpassed all my imaginings of what it would be, and 
which attuned my soul to a perpetual thanksgiving 
song. The fields became all at once verdant and 
covered with flowers (for during the short winter the 
grass has not time to become yellow and die, as it does 
in the north), and an indescribably living murmur of 
rushing streams and cheerful children’s voices, of sing­
ing birds and insects, arose in the calm sunlit air from 
earth towards heaven. The snowy diadem melted 
from the lofty Dole on the Ju ra  chain, and the crimson 
glow of morning and evening shone with inimitable 
clearness and splendour above it. Leman lay tranquil 
as a mirror, and in the evenings the fiery column of 
the setting sun sank into its clear bosom, seeming to 
penetrate far down into its depth. Add to this, the 
air was as fresh, as pure, as light, as the breath of a 
child.
I t  seemed to me as if earth were preparing itself for 
the visit of a God, and even I  stood as if in a state of 
expectant waiting, as for something unusual which was 
about to happen. Nothing happened, however; no­
thing except la liise is entered in my diary, but not 
altogether conformably with truth, because the north- 
wind came indeed to put an end to the enchanting 
scene; but this spring nevertheless was blessed to me
from the quiet growth of my own spiritual life, and 
from the acquaintance of several interesting persons 
whom I  met in society, to which I  now devoted my­
self more than I  had hitherto done.
Lausanne no longer possesses any of that life which 
riveted Voltaire and many intellectual travellers to the 
place, and caused its social circle to revive the name of 
société du printemps, but it is still rich in good, culti­
vated, and very amiable individuals. I  became ac­
quainted with many thinking and agreeable men, 
belonging to the teachers of the university; and the 
young, noble-hearted, truth-loving Professor Ilornung 
became my friend. But, above all, it did me good to 
see and to hear Professor Vulliemin. I  never con­
versed with him without feeling my hope of the ultimate 
triumph of the good more strong ; without more clearly 
comprehending the development of human and political 
life into freedom and self-decision. Because the ideal 
of life is very clearly revealed to the mind of this 
thinker.
I  found amongst the ladies also many amiable cha­
racters, and I  heard many a time words from their lips 
worthy of remembrance for their depth and for their 
wisdom of life which they expressed. I  saw the ex­
cellent Madame Vinet, but seldom, however, because 
she was confined to her home by the severe and in­
curable sickness of her only son. But every moment 
which I  spent with her remained as a point of light in 
my soul.
La Société de la Rue du Bourg is peculiarly that 
of the aristocracy of the city, and keeps itself tolerably 
exclusive to its own hill. I t  gives choice dinners—is 
possessed of wit and worldly wisdom. Before all 
others, I  bear in memory a young lady, with light-blue 
eyes and golden hair ; and an old lady— but so witty,
so gay, ancl good, that one became irresistibly animated, 
and, when with her, again young.
The other society of the place—which appeared to 
me to belong to the sphere of the University—was 
more grave, more genuine ; a simple, unpretending 
family life. Very few social circles can boast of a fe­
male character like that of Clara Monneron, the daugh­
ter of Professor Monard, now in Bonn — so noble, 
lovely, so gifted, and, at the same time, so perfectly 
modest. Our souls met one evening, when I  was argu­
ing with one of the most distinguished teachers of the 
Free Church, for the right of the truth-seeking heathen 
to an entrance into the kingdom of heaven ; and I  
found myself unexpectedly supported by young Mme. 
Monneron, who, with an expression of surprise in her 
gentle voice, said— “ W hat 1 Do you not believe that 
every soul which honestly seeks God will ultimately 
attain to him ? ”
I  saw her but seldom, which I  regretted. I  went out 
in many directions—she seldom left home ; but it was 
always a pleasure to me to converse with her. Her 
soul possessed the same etherial beauty as her counte­
nance. One recognized the author of the charming 
little book “ Augustin one seemed to hear an angel 
speak of earthly affairs.
I  have also to thank a young lady in Lausanne for 
the following observation :—
“ W hat a number of important facts present them­
selves in life, both with regard to soul and conscience, 
which are passed over by the historian. I t  belongs to 
us women to preserve and implant these sacred memo­
ries in the heart of childhood, and, so doing, to keep 
alive the sacred fire in the home ! ”
On Sunday afternoons the population of Lausanne, 
of all classes, may be seen abroad on the promenades
around the lake, garlanded as it is with villas, grounds, 
and Alps. I t  is a tranquil life, but holiday-like and 
beautiful. Generally speaking, life is enjoyed here in 
a quiet manner, even by the artizan class of the popula­
tion. Now and then there is an exception to this rule, 
but then it is owing to foreign influences.
In February was the fair. One side of the square 
La Riporne—at the foot of La Cité, with its magnificent 
old cathedral—was occupied by the booths of the coun­
try people, and everything was silent and quiet. On 
the other side, however, of the square stood the French 
traders, in their carriages or booths, who kept up an 
immense talking and merriment.
“ Who’ll have these handkerchiefs '! ” cried one. “ I  
paid for them fifty francs a-piece, but I ’ll sell them to 
you for five-and-twentv—nay, for fifteen—twelve— • 
seven—five—three—two—one franc and seventy-five 
centimes ! Nay, for one-and-fifty—one-and-thirty— 
one-and-twenty-fivc — one-and-fifteen — one-and-tcn— 
one-and-five—one franc a-piece ! Who has one franc 
in his pocket ? W hat ! you have not even ninety cen­
times ?—not one ? That is miserable ! You could 
never lay out your money better ! ”—and so on. Ano­
ther cried—“ See this trowsers-piece, direct from Paris. 
If  you buy it, you may be dressed like a prince, a cap­
tain, an advocate, a syndic ! I t  cost me one hundred
francs, but I ’ll sell it to you for fifty—nay, for ” —
and then an abatement commenced on the same scale as 
before. “ Now, who will have it, lift up their hands. 
W hat ! Has nobody any money ? Buy it all the
same—that’s nothing. There ! ” and the trousers-picce 
flew into the embrace of a substantial old woman— 
“ there! That is not merchandise which I  sell you, 
but a present which I  make you !” A  third commended 
a little flute—“ An English flute, mounted with the
purest silver ! ” I t  had cost fifteen francs, but he would 
sell it for five : abatement then followed, as before. 
“ Ah, well, you have not any money with you. But 
for these handkerchiefs, however—buy them ! I t  is 
handsome, look you, to go out on a Sunday with a 
corner of one hanging from each pocket, to show that 
you have money to spend on both sides ! ”
Each dealer shouts, and fights, as it were, with both 
arms, whilst he throws oflj one after another, necker­
chief, coat, waistcoat, and stands there in his shirt­
sleeves. One, who appears to be more of a monsieur 
than the others—because he wears a hat, and they only 
caps—stands in a cabriolet, and recommends, with pe­
dantic loquacity, various razors which he flourishes 
about, and makes to glitter in the bright sunshine, be­
fore the eyes of the spectators. Every shouting dealer 
collects around him a crowd of listeners : these, how­
ever, are circumspect purchasers, and don’t permit 
themselves to be decoyed. Now and then a handker­
chief, a paper of buttons, a hank of thread, flies into 
the embrace of a peasant woman or girl, and whilst 
they thoughtfully examine the wares, and slowly search 
for their small coin, the dealer has turned himself to 
other customers, in perfect security that he will be 
paid. He who shouts the loudest, and makes the most 
violent gesticulations, attracts the greatest number of 
people around him. Here descends one who is wearied 
with shouting, and another steps up in his place with 
fresh vigour—earrings in his ears, moustache over his 
lip, and the look of a Merry Andrew. He takes a 
couple of belts in his hands, and begins—not to shout, 
but to roar and bellow, so that he can be heard over the 
whole market, and the voices of all the other dealers 
are overpowered. This produces great effect : the peo­
ple leave all the others to gather around this stentorian
shouter, and evidently expect an uncommonly amusing 
spectacle. And amusing and uncommon was that, 
scene assuredly, and entertaining, also, to behold at the 
foot of buildings bearing the date of centuries—of the 
snow-covered Alps, which stood around like a magnifi­
cent Colosseum, beneath the clearest dark-blue heaven ! 
The sun shone warmly—the bells of the Cathedral 
rang : it was a scene of southern life.
One evening I  paid a visit to the Darbyite congrega­
tion. The Darbyites are a kind of modern Quakers : 
their community is governed by its elders—priests they 
have none. Any person can speak in the church, ac­
cording to the inspiration of the Spirit. I  believe that 
the founder of the sect, Mr. Darby— an Englishman— 
is still living. Of late this sect has found numerous 
adherents at Lausanne, and in other parts of the Can­
ton Vaud. The Lausanne congregation was this even­
ing especially large. Its principal leader is said to be 
now absent. Three or four men spoke feebly, and 
without talent. All spoke of the certainty of accept­
ance in Christ for any one who would believe in him. 
The hymns took up again the same theme, and com­
pared the believers to “ sheep which grazed in rich pas- 
ture-meadows, in the perpetual sunshine of grace.”
I  found the pasture-mcadows—that is to say, within 
the congregation—very meagre of intelligence. I  also 
became exceedingly sleepy, and many of the good sheep 
there were sleepy too.
The Darbyites are celebrated for the gravity and 
morality of their quiet life, as well as for the assistance 
which they mutually render each other.
The 13th of March was the election-day in the 
Canton Vaud — indeed in the whole of the Swiss 
Cantons. I  heard upright men, themselves electors, 
earnestly deplore the want of honesty and candour
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which is exhibited on these occasions, or which these 
occasions bring forth. Intrigues and hypocrisy abound.
A noble-minded man gave it as his opinion that an 
absolute monarchy was a better form of government 
for mankind !
I  did not agree with him. We must purchase, I  
said, that which is good in freedom, that which is noble 
in freedom, with the dangers of freedom ; and these we 
must overcome by taking a higher moral stand. The 
Christian commonwealth and life are not a level plain, 
on which mankind can easily wander like sheep in rich 
pasture-meadows, in the light of an earthly sun of 
grace. I t  is a Jacob’s ladder to heaven, and every 
fresh step must be taken with labour and combat, until 
the crimson of its morning ascends. Civil liberty is at 
the same time an education for freedom—ought, at least, 
to be so. I f  the Canton Yaud, if the free-life of 
Geneva be still in its minority, it does not follow that 
they are always to remain so.
The aspiring life, in precisely these Cantons, is a 
pledge that even here the good will overcome the evil. 
Because that which especially grows and is in the 
increase, especially in the Canton Vaud, is education, 
educational institutions of all kinds and for all classes. 
Private schools and public lectures, especially calculated 
for the culture of the young, are continually on the 
increase. A great many excellent books are in circula­
tion, whilst their low price renders them accessible to all 
parts of the country, and steamboats and railways 
make them so likewise.
I  visited various of the higher schools for girls, and 
found everywhere much that was excellent in their 
arrangement, as well as in individual portions of the 
instruction given. That which, however, I  lack in 
every case — and indeed which I  have never yet found
anywhere—is a clearly comprehended, and, for the 
pupils, a clearly expressed comprehension of the object 
of all education — a view of life and instruction which 
shews the latter as merely a means for the former, and 
which elevates life itself, from its local, circumscribed 
sphere, to a means towards the kingdom of God. That 
which I  lack here, as everywhere, is a view of the 
individual’s relationship to society, which sanctifies 
every individual gift to its service, with a clear glance 
at the relationship of all gifts to the highest object of 
society. Such a view ought to govern every educa­
tional institution— to hover over it, like its good angel. 
I f  this be wanting in the education of the young 
women, then the most essential is wanting.
W rite above the cradle of every little girl, “ Behold 
the handmaiden of the Lord ! ” and inscribe the words 
in her heart, during the time of her education, and her 
life will then become good and noble, whatever her 
talents may be ; and whatever her sphere of actions may 
become, she will not live merely for a narrow and selfish 
aim.
And here let me say a few words about the man 
whom the education of the young girls in the Canton 
Vaud, and for the whole of Switzerland, has to thank 
for its latest and higher development, which has caused 
young women of Switzerland to be sent for as teadhers 
into all the countries of Europe—the man who has 
given a new, more inward direction to the life of the 
Protestant Church, and which it is only needful for it 
to follow out fully in order to arrive at its fundamental 
principle, its original source. My own individual 
gratitude also admonishes me to the same, because 
beyond any other living interesting individuals and 
good friends in Switzerland has been, and still is, to me 
the dead—undying, A l e x a n d r e  V i n e t .
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Already in his earliest youth he was affected by his 
deep feeling for everything noble and beautiful. One 
day he was reading aloud Corneille’s “ Cid ” in the 
family circle, and, suddenly stopping, he rose up and 
left the room. His sister followed a minute or two 
afterwards, and found him in his room, greatly affected, 
and bathed in tears.
His father was a just but a severe man; nevertheless 
his son loved him with his entire warm heart. Long 
after the father’s death the son treasured up, as a sacred 
relic, the peeling of an orange which his father on one 
occasion had thrown to him.
I t  was now about twenty-five years since a religious 
revival passed from England through the whole of 
Switzerland. I t  awakened souls to a consciousness of 
their inner condition, and produced an open acknow­
ledgment of the same, as well before men as before God. 
I t  was an arousing—as in the early days of Protestant­
ism—an arousing of the conscience against all hypocrisy, 
all sham Christianity, all mere thoughtless formalism. 
I t  flew like wild-fire through the country ; it kindled all 
mind of a deeper character. People held meetings, at 
which they openly avowed their faith and their convic­
tion. Sceptics, deists, nay even Atheists, declared 
theirs as well as the believing Christian. Men desired, 
above all things, to be honest to themselves and their 
neighbour. They protested against the tyranny over 
the conscience practised by the State-church, and 
against the hypocrisy or the indifference which was the 
consequence thereof.
Vinet, at. this time Professor of Literature, attached 
himself to the new movement, and even became its 
leader, from his great eloquence both as a writer and 
speaker; and by means of which he conducted it beyond 
the protest to the higher ground of the protest itself,
. directing the mind to its highest object. Whilst he, 
like the great Pascal, asserted the power of the con­
science to recognize the highest truth, and in conse­
quence thereof the human right of self-decision in those 
questions which most nearly concern its eternal weal or 
woe, he placed before his hearers the relationship of 
Christianity to the human soul and life, with the 
inspiration of an evangelical genius.
His glorious work, De la Manifestation cles Convictions 
Religieuses, became, to the general reader, the result of 
his earliest position. I t  received the prize from Guizot, 
in the name of the French Academy. I  do not know 
anything more beautiful or more elevating than the 
first chapter of this book, or anything more deeply 
affecting than its last pages.
The result of Vinet’s second and highest position— 
the relationship of Christianity to the human heart and 
life—was read in his Discours Evangéliques, which are 
still read with rapture in the educated circles of Chris­
tendom, in all the larger cities from Paris to Petersburg. 
New Discours Evangéliques poured forth afresh, as from 
an ever-welling fountain, and presented in ever new pic­
tures the word of Christian revelation to the inquiring, 
truth-seeking, suffering, combating human being. But 
Christianity was to Vinet, above all things, Christ the 
living Saviour. He laid humanity anew upon the 
Saviour’s breast. He himself reposed there like another 
St. John, and derived thence his inspiration. In cha­
racter and disposition Vinet resembled the Master’s 
most beloved disciple.
Vinet, by his assertion of the right of conscience, and 
his profound criticism on the workingof the State-church, 
awoke innumerable minds. By his promulgation of the 
objective revelation of the Gospel to the human heart, 
and, above all, of its divine Leader, Vinet gave a new
concentration to the Christian consciousness, which 
hitherto had too often understood Christianity as merely 
doctrine or morality, whilst it overlooked its chief object 
—Jesus Christ, and God revealed in Him.
The bringing of this livingly forward was the aim of 
Yinet’s later activity, both as a teacher and writer. 
His course of Littérature Française, so rich in noble 
metal, in beautiful flowers, and so instructive to the 
youthful mind, is an examination, from the Christian 
point of view, into the productions of French literature 
during the last century. His University lectures aimed 
at presenting, with an eloquence and ardour which per­
haps never were surpassed, the relationship between the 
requirements of the human consciousness and the “ glad 
tidings ” of revelation.
From his chair as lecturer, where he still spoke with 
dying voice on these subjects to his numerous pupils, 
he was carried one day home, never to stand up before 
them more.
“ I f  I  had lived longer,” he was heard to say on his 
death-bed, “ I  might have been able perhaps, to ac­
complish something good ! ”
A  more humble soul never existed.
Vinet died in the prime of life, but he had done more 
for humanity than most men.
Yinet has formed, as much by his character as by his 
teaching, a school whence have already proceeded many 
of the young men who are at the present time most full 
of promise for the future. Edmond de Presance, Phi­
lippe Trottet, Penchaud, and many others, are amongst 
these. He was a true man ; humble, and with bowed 
head passing over the fields of earth ; but his hand 
sowed “ fruit-bearing seed.” Thousands of hearts have 
blessed it. Mine amongst these. For I  stood solitary 
and depressed under many anxieties in my northern
home, when a volume of Vinet’s Discours Evangéliques 
was sent to me by his widow.
These strengthened and consoled me. Vinet be­
came my friend, in certain questions my teacher. 
His spirit attracted me to Switzerland, and here have I, 
above all things, learned to love him still more. Seldom 
has a man been so universally beloved. And if I  were 
tempted—I  am sometimes—to call for the assistance of 
some saint in my inner combat, I  should lift beseeching 
eyes and hands to Alexandre Vinet.
"When now about to leave Lausanne and the Canton 
Vaud, it is very pleasant to me to place this humble 
thanks-offering upon the grave-stone of its noblest 
teacher, the prophet of the New Church I
And now to Geneva, to the city of Calvin, to the 
Rome of Protestantism I
SEV ENTH STATION.
In  Geneva— Countess de Gasparin—Merle d’Aubignc—The Arve 
and Rhone—Mont Salève— The Hero of the Scene—V isit to the 
W  orkshops of Watchmakers—Women’s "Work—A  F  ornale Worker 
— Churches and Ecclesiastical Affairs—Intellectual Life— Geneva 
the Paradise o f Unmarried W omen— Calvin’s “ Institutions”—  
Jargonant— “ The Living "Water ”— Domestic Life—A  New  
Flower—A n Old Calvinist— Old and N ew  Geneva.
A n  old author writes : “ Geneva had become the ren­
dezvous of reform, its Eorne, its Jerusalem ; and when 
the pilgrims coming through the pass of the Alps or the 
Ju ra  mountains beheld ‘ the city of the Lord,’ they 
united in singing the hymn of praise and victory— 1 I t  
is she, the little city, the new Bethlehem, where God 
has been pleased to let his son be born anew ; the city 
which l ie  has prepared as a refuge for righteous 
men ! ’ ”
But of this I  was not thinking Avhen on the 15th of 
March 1 hastened towards Geneva, across Lake Leman. 
The magnificence of the scene occupied both soul and 
mind. I t  was a glorious day, cold, but of inimitable 
brightness. Lausanne gave me the most friendly glance 
at parting, and I  replied to it with all my heart, as I  
saw its magnificent old cathedral surrounded by masses
of grey-brown houses and still leafless woods, vanish in 
the distance. I  had been happy there.
After a journey of three hours the steam-boat ap­
proached Geneva, sweeping to the left into its broad 
bay. The lake shimmered as from millions of diamonds; 
and the great, white lady—Mont Blanc—elevated her­
self on the southern shore, in shining white attire, in 
great state, with all her court of ice-shapes, pyramids, 
walls and towers, under the bright blue heaven, in the 
blazing sun—it was splendid !
An hour later I  was sitting in a light and handsome 
room, up three flights of stairs, in the Bourg du Four, 
with a view of Mont Salève and the Botanic Garden. 
A kind and educated lady, the widow of one of the dis­
tinguished teachers of the University, provided me there 
with a quiet and friendly home.
The Countess de Gasparin, known as a clever author­
ess, and especially for lier work on Marriage, paid me 
a visit the day after my arrival. This was amiable in 
her. She is an agreeable biondine, still young, with re­
fined features—on the whole, a loveable person, with 
French ease of demeanour, and facility of expression, 
very loquacious, and somewhat decided in manner. 
W e were soon disputing on more subjects than people 
can discuss in many conversations. But it mattered 
not. One may like, and even become attached to those 
with whom one cannot agree. And I liked the Count­
ess de Gasparin for her candour and amiability, and I 
accepted with sincere pleasure her invitation to her 
country-house, near Geneva. I  was also rather curious 
to become acquainted with the Count de Gasparin, the 
man who had made her an enthusiast for marriage. 
For such she is; maintains that all women ought to be 
married, and asserts that statistics are wrong when they 
show that there are more women than men in the world.
In the meantime, le couple parfait, as the married pair 
Gasparin are called, is always a beautiful sight on the 
earth.
I  transcribe the following from my Diary :—
Geneva, March 18th.—Yesterday I  visited the cele­
brated historian, Merle d’Aubigne, at his country 
house near Geneva, by “ the living waters ”—murmur­
ing brooks—children of the river Arve, or of its Alpine 
spring, which never freeze or dry up, and which water 
this region in many directions. The historian of the 
Déformation, Merle d’Aubigne, is a man of a vigorous 
and splendid frame, with brilliant eyes under black, 
bushy eyebrows, a handsome and worthy representation 
of old Geneva, of the militant Protestant city. His 
conversation is animated and rich in imagery, like a 
living chronicle. “ The living waters” murmur cheer­
fully through his grounds—also the home of his child­
hood—watering its wonderfully beautiful trees. Death, 
however, has visited his house, robbing him of his wife, 
and with her of much of the cheerfulness of his life. 
But he has another wife in the Goddess of History, and 
he begins again to listen to her inspirations. He is 
now employed upon the fourth part of his History of 
the French Deformation, in which he has a great work 
before him.
Over the door of his house is inscribed, Tempus 
breve.
Merle d’Aubigne is strictly orthodox, as an historian, 
and adheres to the doctrine of literal inspiration. There 
may be a more profound theologian than he ; but 
scarcely a more vivid narrator of history. His de­
scriptions live. Persons, natural scenes, transactions, all 
are called forth plastically under his master-hand.
The climate is almost as changeable here as in 
America. The day of my arrival at Geneva was cold,
but lovely, the next day grey, windy, and disagreeable 
in the highest degree, and the day following that was a 
regular summer day, only too warm. In the evening a 
little rain fell, then it became again clear, and the even­
ing-star Venus beamed forth in indescribable beauty. 
This is one of those periods which is said to recur every 
eighth year, when she receives and reflects thelight of the 
sun with an intensity which causes it to become to us, 
during some months, like a moon. The most extreme 
splendour is said to occur in April and June.
I  take solitary excursions in and about the city, in 
order to make myself acquainted with it and the neigh­
bourhood. This is a great enjoyment to me. Yester­
day, 22nd of March, I  took a glorious ramble along the 
banks of the Arve, to see its junction with the Ithone. 
Arve flows from the icy sea at Chamouni, and is here a 
tolerably broad, very cold stream, which winds, with 
roaring, grey, turbid waters, now through sandy fields, 
now through fertile highlands, around which it forms for 
itself deep bays and curves. I  followed the windings of 
the Arve for about an hour, from the handsome stone 
bridge at the little village of Carvuge, formerly Sa- 
voyan, now a kind of suburb to Geneva, when, all 
at once, I  saw standing up before me, in an oblique di­
rection, the lofty ridge of a brown, precipitous earth 
wall, on which stood beautiful trees and country houses, 
and below which flowed the beautiful Ehone, clear, and 
of a metallic green-blue colour, no longer like the little 
milk-white stream which I  saw issuing from the cradle 
of the snow-field at Grimsel, neither like the furious 
river which comes down later from the highlands, bear­
ing along their melting snow, masses of earth, rolling 
stones and timber, upon its agitated, turbid waters, 
down to Lake Leman at Villeneuve. For there, at the 
close of the Rhone valley, the clear lake receives the
wild mountain-wanderers into its deep bosom. An ex­
traordinary combat then ensues ; the waters of the 
Elione and Lake Leman struggle together for mastery; 
but the earth-weighted waves are vanquished ; they 
sink below, the clear waters become uppermost, and the 
Elione disappears in the embrace of the victor. There 
he reposes long in the depths ; is freed from the 
foreign elements which he has taken up during his 
wandering, which have disturbed his character and his 
life, and—who can tell what takes place down in the 
depths of the clear lake ? The Elione has vanished 
there ; but he re-appears on the other side of the lake, 
at Geneva—and then so clear, so crystal, pure and beau­
tiful! He has been born anew, baptised in a purer ele­
ment. The colouring of the woods and the sky have 
melted together into his clear water.
This day was cloudy and heavy, yet at the same 
time the colouring of the Elione was unspeakably 
translucent and lovely. When the rapid, grey waters 
of the Arve liiirl themselves into the Elione, the 
Elione is the more powerful nature. Besides which, 
he has passed through a purifying bath, a new baptism— 
he is calm and clear. Thus he hastens on to meet the 
new destiny on the soil of France, and receives into his 
bosom the Leutli, the Saône, and the wild Durance, 
fertilizing vineyards along the French Ehone-valley 
to Avignon, when he abruptly turns south, hastens on 
to the Mediterranean, and
“ Speeds on without tarriance till he casteth 
Himself iuto his father’s breast and dies.”*
March 24</i.—A glorious day after some clouds. 
Eead, amongst other books, Père Gérand’s excellent 
Methode Maternelle, and in the afternoon took a
* “ The Kiver," by Tcgner.
long ramble in the direction of Mont Salève and the 
highlands on the Arve. The whole of this side, between 
Geneva and Mont Salève—the boundary between 
Switzerland and Savoy—is cultivated like a garden, full 
of beautiful plantations, country villas, and small farms. 
The air was warm, the sky deep blue, the larks sang, 
and many little flowers were out on the verdant mea- 
dow-turf. Yellow auriculas are here common brook- 
side flowers. Arve roared loudly, and numbers of little 
brooks hastened along singing to increase his waters—it 
seemed to me that the earth was indeed beautiful !
And the hero of the scene—hast thou, my K., ever heard 
speak of Mont Blanc1? In that case thou hast heard 
that it is a snow-covered mountain of Savoy, near 
15,000 feet high ; and thou hast in spirit—if thou hast 
not seen Mont Blanc in reality—beheld an icy giant raise 
his crown towards the stars. But from Geneva and 
the district around, from which the most beautiful 
view of the giant mountain is obtained, it seems merely 
like an immense snow-hill, with many terraces. Its mass, 
its dazzling whiteness, its soft, rounded form, rivet the 
glance with an imposing power, which has, at the same 
time, a something tranquillizing and agreeable in it, es­
pecially when, in an evening, the giant is tinted by the 
light of the descending sun. The beautiful profile of 
Napoleon which is seen pourtrayed in the highest out­
lines of the mountain, and which it is impossible to 
avoid seeing when you have once become aware of it, 
adds also to the grandeur of its physiognomy. From 
the Quai Mont Blanc, and from Rousseau’s island, one 
sees it, together with the whole chain of the Savoy 
Alps, very perfectly.
I  spent yesterday afternoon and evening on Rous­
seau’s island, sitting in and wandering about the lovely 
groves around his statue, contemplating the Alps.
They stood out splendidly in the golden sunset, espe­
cially Napoleon’s image, which was illumined by its 
beams. They seemed to me to shine with the peace 
of God upon the hero.
“ H e soundly sleeps on his bed of snow,
A  calmer the world hath none—
H e will die 110 more, he hath struck his last blow,
And his sentinel watch is the sun ! ’’
People talk a great deal about the rapid change 
which the sunset produces amongst the Alps. But 
this moment their summits shone in gold and crimson, 
and the next they became pale, ashy-grey, and stand, so 
to speak, a corpse. And this is true. But I  have never 
heard any remark made about that which, however, is 
in the highest degree worthy of observation, namely, 
of the after-glow, the second brightness, which lights 
up their snow-covered summits a short time after their 
having become obscured—a transfiguration which, 
during clear evenings, increases gradually, and illumines 
the heavens above them to the very zenith, till one is 
sometimes ready to question whether the sun is not 
about to rise again—whether it is not the crimson of a 
new morning. The contemplation of this spectacle is 
a great enjoyment to me. I  have sometimes seen this 
second brightness such as to remind me of “ that second 
light ” of which our northern sagas speak, which extends 
011 to the midnight.
In order not to weary thee, my R., by talking 
about these eternal mountains, their height and their 
beauty, I  will once for all tell thee what they told me— 
that is to say, when I  became well acquainted with 
them ; because often enough I  have felt myself more 
oppressed than elevated by their immensity and immo­
vability. But I  am now on good terms with them,
and have come to understand their silent language to 
mankind.
They stand in nature like the prophets of the Old 
Testament, or, more correctly speaking, like the old 
wise men and teachers of the pagan world, and point 
us to a greatness high above that in which we, the 
children of the valleys and the plains, have our being. 
For these pyramids are not the pleasantest things upon 
earth—they are not the fragrance of the flowers—not 
the singing of birds—not the changing life of the 
seasons. Imperishable in their eternal peace, they are 
moved alone by the sun. The sun alone causes them 
to glow or become pale, and to paint for us images of 
life or of death. But they alone receive its earliest 
beams in the morning, and retain its light in the even­
ing long after it has departed from us. I t  is in their 
bosoms that spring feeds the great rivers which 
fertilize the earth, foster the life of cities, and extend 
themselves, beautifying, benefiting even to the smallest 
blade of grass.
I  spent about two months in my lofty home in the 
Bourg du Four, visited the vratch-making workshops for 
women, read Calvin’s “Institutions,” made acquaintance 
with the latest great Swiss educators, Pestalozzi, Père 
Gérand, von Fellenberg, and Madame Neckar de Saus­
sure, as well as with various of the thinking and 
amiable citizens, male and female, now living in 
Geneva. My kind hostess and her children, all 
married, but who often met at their mother’s house, 
were amongst these ; her son, the young pastor Bouvier, 
married to a daughter of Adolphe Monod, is one of the 
most beloved young preachers of Geneva, and, accord­
ing to my opinion, the only man of genius amongst 
them.
I  was introduced into the watchmakers’ workshops 
by M. Viandi, one of the merchants of Geneva, a man 
of great humanity, and also of rare amiability of 
disposition and character. I could not have had a 
better guide, even with regard to the moral inquiries 
which I  wished to make.
We began with the school of pupils, where young 
girls learn for a term of three years to make every part 
of a watch. After this time they select that particular 
part for which they have most inclination, or in the 
doing of which they are most expert. The perfected 
pupil may be sure, on leaving the school, of obtaining 
immediate employment amongst the watchmakers. 
Young girls from twelve to eighteen years of age appear 
very healthy, and well cared for. Each one has her 
own little table, and her own window-niche for her 
work.
The manufacture of pocket-watches is, at the present 
time, carried on to a great extent at Geneva. An 
immense number are required for the Chinese market. 
A well-equipped Chinaman, I  have been told, carries a 
watch on each side of his breast, that he may be able 
to regulate the one by the other. Wealthy Chinese 
cover the walls of their rooms with watches. These 
watches are of a more ornamental character, and have 
more filigree-work upon them, than those made for Euro­
peans. Long live the Chinese !
At one of the greatest and best conducted manu­
factories of Geneva nothing but watch-faces are pre­
pared, and elderly, well-dressed, and well-looking 
women sat by twenties and thirties, in clean, well- 
warmed rooms, working upon watch-faces.
“ Do you not get tired of always doing the same 
work? ” I enquired from some of them.
“ Oh, no I ” replied they, and showed me that each
little dial had to pass through fifty different operations 
before it was finished. This kept the attention awake, 
and prevented any sense of monotony. They work 
here from eight o’clock in the morning till six or seven 
in the evening, and can earn about fifty francs a 
month.
“ Are you able to lay by anything for old age, or in 
case of sickness?” I  enquired of a mother who had 
worked there with her daughter, side by side, for ten 
years.
“ Oh, noi” they replied, “ we have no longer been 
able to do that since provisions have been so dear.”
“ Nor yet for a little journey of pleasure or holiday 
in the summer ? ”
“ We never think of such a thing; we should by that 
means lose not only money, but also our time, and 
possibly our place.”
“ Is not such a life as this heavy and void of in­
terest ? ”
“ We have Sundays for rest and refreshment, and 
the evenings for reading, or occupation of another kind. 
Besides which, we need not during our work be contin­
ually thinking about it ! ”
They seemed perfectly satisfied.
The work-women who are able to execute certain 
more difficult parts of the watch get higher wages, and 
can earn from five to ten francs a-day.
In the meantime, this great division of labour causes 
the great part of the women not to earn much more 
than their maintenance.
“ My grandmother made whole watches ! ” said an old 
woman, with a sigh, who was now sitting at home with 
her daughter employed in one single operation in a 
little cog, for the great manufactory, “ and at that 
time women were much higher in the work than they 
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are now, and also received higher payment. They were 
few in number, but extremely dexterous. Now they are 
innumerable, but their dexterity is employed upon a 
mere nothing—a very crumb ! ”
And this was true, as far as the old woman was con­
cerned, for the whole of her work consisted in drilling 
one little hole in a small steel plate, with a machine 
which resembled a tiny spinning-wheel. Her daughter 
was seated at another little machine, and was merely 
making a little alteration in the hole which her mother 
had drilled. And six hundred of such holes must be 
made before they could earn three francs.
The old woman, who came of a race of watchmakers, 
“ from time immemorial,” and whose grandmother had 
made whole watches, seemed to me, as she sat there 
reduced to making- one single little hole, and a little 
portion of the watch, like a dethroned watch-making 
queen. You saw plainly that her fate grieved her, hut 
she bore it worthily and with resignation, acknow­
ledging that numbers now lived by that work, which, 
in her grandmother’s days, belonged to a few privileged 
persons, and made them rich. Her daughters were 
both agreeable young girls, with fresh courage for life. 
The one had learned her mother’s calling, the other 
had prepared herself for the occupation of the teacher.
Enamel-painting is a kindred class of work, which, 
as well as watchmaking, affords a good and safe means 
of support to a great part of the female population of 
Geneva, in more than one class. The work is done at 
home or in workshops; many well-educated young 
girls work for the manufactory, at their parents’ houses, 
and thus contribute to the prosperity of the family. 
The little watch-making shop, the little work-table, are 
to be met with in every village and small farm-house 
in the neighbourhood of Geneva. The daughters of 
the peasants work at these.
I  have seen and heard enough of the lives of these 
female workers, as well in their homes as in their 
workshops, to thank God that so great a number of 
women here are able, by means of a good and inexpen­
sive brancfy of industry, to provide for themselves and 
acquire an independence, which may lead to much good. 
And many beautiful examples can be given of these 
young female workers applying their earnings to the 
support of their aged parents, or for the education of 
younger sisters or relations.
For the greater part, however, they seem to become 
principally the means for the indulgence of vanity, or 
even of less allowable independence.
The fem ale worker, in the full and highest meaning 
of her vocation, in the complete fulness of her life, is 
a character which I  have not met with here, as I  have 
done—in Sweden.
I  remember there a little work-table, at which is 
seated a woman, still young, working from early morn­
ing till late in the evening—sometimes even till late 
into the night—because work is her delight, and her 
perseverance and power of work are astonishing—her 
eye continually fixed upon her work, even during con­
versation, whilst her skilful hand guides the graving 
tool and engraves letters, numbers, or tasteful orna­
ments, on articles of gold or silver, chronometers, 
pocket-watches, rings, &c. But the inner eye is not 
occupied therewith ; it gazes clearly around, and com­
prehends with love every work, and every transaction 
which tends either to the advantage of the fatherland 
or the honour of humanity. She is near-sighted at her 
work, but far-sighted as regards the great work in 
society ; her heart beats warmly for this, and the little 
work-table has a place in its realm. How distinguished 
a place this is her numerous friends know, but not she
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herself, the unpretending artist, the good citizen and 
friend, the noble worker—Sophie Alilhom!
There is no want here in Switzerland, as elsewhere, 
of female workers, who are able to conceive of work as 
a means to a higher end, and who know the true place 
of the work-table in society. The sisters Rohrdorf, of 
Zurich, are noble labourers in this spirit; but that 
which is wanting in general is an awakened sense, and 
an education for this higher view of labour and of 
life.
Another thing is also wanted—a literature for the 
workshops, of an improving and entertaining character 
at the same time. Books are often read aloud during 
the silent, quiet work, but—not the best books. Good 
biography ought especially to be read in those rooms, 
where young men and young women prepare, as it 
were, their own future.
The remarks which I  have made against the gene­
rality of female workers here may be applied with a 
still graver emphasis to the male population of the 
workshops. I  know that amongst these honourable 
exceptions occur, but—I  will allow a member of this 
class himself to make his naive confession.
My good hostess, Madame Bouvier, related to me 
the following :—
I went (said she), yesterday afternoon, up to the 
bastion, for a little fresh air, and seated myself upon 
one of the benches under the trees. A well-dressed 
and respectable-looking young man was sitting just by, 
and throwing crumbs to the birds.
After we had sat a little while in silence, I  said, 
“ You are fond of birds, sir?”
“ Yes, very I But there are so few now to what 
there used to be; people take their nests.”
“ You are from the country?”
“ No; I  live in the city, but—the country is now 
very beautiful.”
“ Yes, and they say that there is an unusual promise 
of a good harvest.”
“  Yes; the prices of wine have already fallen.”
“ I t  is always a good thing when the prices of the 
means of life fall ; but as far as wine is concerned, it is 
better when the price continues somewhat high, be­
cause then people drink less of it.”
“ Ah ! what indeed could the workman do without 
wine? Believe me, he requires it; I  know it. He 
has not always a great deal to eat, and then a drop of 
wine gives him strength and courage.”
“ But it gives a false strength, which leaves him 
afterwards all the weaker. If, instead of wine, he 
bought good meat, would he not be the better for it?” 
“ Yes, that is quite true. But you see it is in this 
way : things don’t always go on pleasantly in life ; one 
has anxiety—sorrow—and then one takes a drop of 
wine to cheer one’s spirits.”
“ But—are you suffering from sorrow, then, sir ?”
“ Yes, madam, I  have sorrow ; I  have had words 
with one of my acquaintance.”
“ And this is—a young woman ? ”
“ Yes, madam.”
“ Oh, but that will soon be all over, and everything 
will be soon right again between you.”
“ No, no—it will not be right again between us, 
because she will have me mettre les pouces,* and that is 
wrhat I  neither can nor will do. No, no, it is all over 
between us ! ”
“ But if you are in the wrong you ought not to be 
unwilling to confess it.”
* M ettre les pouces, an expression which implies taking the first 
step—giving one’s self up.—Author's note.
“ Yes, but you see all women are coquettes ; they will 
have men to flatter them, make them fine speeches, tell 
lies—but that is what I  never could do, nor would ! 
Perhaps I  may learn one of these days.”
“ But if she whom you love is unworthy you must 
endeavour to forget her.”
“ That’s not so easy to do—not so easy ! And I  am 
now in a state of mind that I  could throw myself into 
the trench yonder.”
“ All this comes because you of the working class— 
for I  can see you are one of them—are without re­
ligion.”
“ That is very true, madam; one does not think 
about such things. I  have been shooting all day at a 
mark to console myself.”
“ And that has not, certainly, done you much 
good?”
“ Not the least. But this is what it is, one must 
divert, cheer one’s self up—that is what we call civili­
zation. One must always have a pleasure before one’s 
self as an object.”
“ But yet, you cannot always have pleasure as an 
object of life.”
“ Oh, yes, madam, it is really so ; one must always 
think of the enjoyment—one styles it civilization ; but 
after all, it has little enough to do with it : the girls put 
on fine clothes and have a craving after pleasure ; the 
men go to the clubs and amuse themselves, whilst their 
wives stay at home with the children, sometimes in 
trouble and want. But so it is—one thinks above 
everything else about amusing one’s self, and does not 
think upon much besides.”
“ You are a journeyman ? ”
“ Yes, but I  am well olf—my earnings are good.”
“ You seem to me well off, and also to have good
abilities, and I  plainly perceive that you know how to 
employ them. I  wish with all my heart that you 
would act according to such knowledge, because then 
you would not seek for consolation and strength in 
vain. Fare you well ! ”
“ Adieu ! I  thank you, madam.”
I  read through Calvin’s great work, Institution Chré­
tienne, during the last few weeks, or rather, I  should 
say, fought my way through—for the reading of this work 
is an actual fight ; and the work itself is a fight, an in­
cessant engagement in phalanxes of twenty or thirty 
paragraphs and arguments, as many objections, and still 
more answers, with regard to all kinds of doctrines, 
dogmas, and sects. Manicheans, Arians, Servetus (ce 
méchant homme est esprit impur !), and, first and last, the 
Pope, who is roughly handled. The strength of the 
book lies in the polemic against the. deviations of the 
Catholic Church from the doctrines of true Christianity. 
The style is everywhere powerful, clear, and excellent. 
There are beautiful thoughts and passages, in certain 
parts great logical ability—as for example, in the dogma 
regarding the Trinity ; equally great sophistical art in 
the treatment of the baptism of children, and as dark 
and strong a one-sided ness in the treatment of Grace ; 
a similar want of human conscience and human kindli­
ness in his manner of stating the doctrine of predestina­
tion, which Calvin bases upon detached passages of 
Scripture ; and such a self-complacent absorption in 
his portraiture of the secmingly-good cast into perdition 
and eternal torment, that the leap from Calvin to Hel­
vétius, Diderot and Co. seems to me quite natural. 
Between these men and Calvin Kousseau is a salutary, 
shining beacon, and he well deserves his beautiful 
monument at Geneva, upon his verdant solitary island.
After I  had combated for a couple of hours with 
Calvin’s flint-like logic and his contradictions in this 
irrational doctrine, I  grew weary and melancholy, and 
went out to breathe the soft, fresh vernal air and 
God’s goodness in it. To what frightful absurdities 
does not the blind worshipping of the letter of the 
Scriptures lead ! The letter killeth, but the spirit 
maketh alive, was said by the Lord.
Calvin’s letters, lately published by the young Pro­
fessor J .  Bonnet, are equally indispensable for the right 
understanding of Calvin’s character. They have, to a 
certain extent, reconciled me with him. One sees in 
them a soul actually possessed by one only thought 
and one object—the honour of God.* This gave to 
him the same calm assured bearing in the presence of 
kings and queens as before the meanest of the people. 
He acknowledged merely one worthiness in all, namely, 
that of being worthy to serve in God’s work—which 
was, in Calvin’s estimation, the progress of the Re­
formation. All were reprimanded and admonished 
accordingly. The Prince of Condé was gravely re­
buked, “ because he made himself agreeable to the 
ladies, whereby he became ridiculous, and in conse­
quence thereof injured the interests of God.” The 
noble and pious Duchess Renée of Ferrara was obliged 
to hear that she “ must now suffer for the pusillanimity 
which she showed in her youth towards the service of 
God.”
As regards the bloody sentence of the unfortunate 
Servetus, Calvin is evidently not free from private 
malice. But so dark were those times, and so much
* One proof of this is also Calvin’s express prohibition that any 
other monument should be raised to him after his death excepting 
a stone upon his grave. I t  is no longer known in Geneva what 
spot o f ground contains his dust.— Author's note.
were people accustomed to the heretic perishing in the 
flames, that very few voices in Protestant Switzerland 
and Germany were raised in protest against the doom 
of Servetus. The greater number approved of it—even 
Melancthon — so little was even then understood the 
sacredness of conscience and the right of honest opinion. 
Calvin has impressed his stamp on Geneva, both as 
regards good and evil ; and the city which protested 
against Rome is still intolerant, stern, and dogmatic— 
the Rome of Protestantism. But the strict Calvinists 
are now, however, few, and the age of Calvin is past, 
thank God !
Much dearer than my acquaintance with Calvin has 
been the acquaintance which I  have made with the 
great instructors of Switzerland ; for the words of the 
poet are true :—
“ Aux autres nations offrant un grand exemple 
D e l'éducation l'IIelvétie est le temple !"
And no people has given greater teachers of this 
class to humanity. Pestalozzi is known throughout 
Europe. His heart contained a heaven of kindness 
and love.
That which is peculiar in his method, with which I  
am too little acquainted, appears to me to consist in his 
manner of quickening the attention of the scholar, of 
developing his faculty of observation, and changing les­
sons learned by heart into lessons of objects. As for 
example : he used, in his Institution at Yverdun, to 
assemble the scholars round a little representation of 
the city, and let them tell him what they observed in 
it ; then he would take them up one of the mountains 
round the city, and let them see the same image in its 
actual proportion and relationship to the surrounding 
country. Pestalozzi’s Institution fell to pieces after a
short success ; his scholars were dispersed, and he him­
self, half insane with sorrow, ended his days in a cot­
tage on the Jura. His method is no longer spoken of, 
but like the sap, which, though unseen, circulates 
through all the branches of the tree, his mode of in­
struction, and the direction he gave to every branch of 
the work of education, still continues. Many a one has 
to thank the fact of having come in contact with him 
for the good development of their whole lives.
I t  was in a conversation with Pestalozzi that C. F. 
Ritter received the impulse which determined his sub­
sequently noble scientific activity, and which presented 
to us the earth and different parts of the world in a 
plastically visible and conceivable form. In many re­
spects the spirit of Pestalozzi was obscure, unpractical, 
simple, and even childish ; but he had mother-thoughts 
(idées mères).
Such, too, had Pere Gérand, who desired to make the 
influence of the mother the principal means of the 
child’s inner development, and the mother the child’s 
principal instructor also.* No man and no woman 
has more profoundly comprehended the vocation of the 
mother, or has spoken more beautifully on the subject, 
than this monk of the Franciscans in Friburg. I t  was 
owing to the fact that his own mother stood forever be­
fore the eyes, even of the grey-haired priest, as an 
ideal of all excellence.
“ I  have seen her,” wrote he, “ surrounded by fifteen 
children, embracing all with the same love, the same 
care ; and even in the midst of her domestic occupations 
finding time to give them instruction in so lively a 
manner, and so productive of results, that the most
* Pestalozzi desired to  do the same, and has aimed at this object 
in his beautiful little  book for the people, Leinhardt und G er­
trude.—Author's note.
learned educator might have taken a lesson therefrom. 
Her instruction became really education.”
This style of the mother was so precious, and so ex­
alted in his mind, that he applied it to Providence, who 
was not spoken of by Père Gérand as the Fatherly, but 
as the Motherly. La Providence Maternelle is a fa­
vourite expression of his.
I t  is this, his mother’s natural methods, which he 
considers himself to have merely developed and syste­
matized in his Cours de Langue Maternelle. Ilis method 
of instruction he calls “ The Motherly Method.” This 
work, which received the prize of the French academy, 
deserves to be studied by all mothers. Gérand’s motto, 
as educator, was :—“ Words for thoughts—thoughts for 
the heart and for life.”
The most novel and important part of Père Gérand’s 
Motherly Method seems to me to be the grammaire 
d'idées, in which he enables the mother, or the teacher, 
to introduce the child into the realm of thought and 
social life, through an organized grouping of ideas, and 
an explanation of the words which indicate them. This 
lesson of ideas, or the higher grammar, has not been so 
much perfected as indicated by clever hints and exam­
ples ; but nevertheless sufficiently so to encourage the 
more fundamental thinker to take up the thread. This, 
if properly handled, would afford young people—and 
even older ones also—an invaluable assistance in work­
ing their way through the labyrinth of the world, and 
appears to me to be a requisite in education.
His excellent method, his amiable manners, his love 
for children—in all of which he was another Pestalozzi— 
but with more beautiful plans, and a more lucid mind, 
attracted to him a great number of pupils. In a short 
time his school numbered 500 children. But Père 
Gérand talked much about nature and the Maternal
Providence, and not at all about the infallible Catholic 
Church and the Holy Father in Rome. The Jesuits
got wind of all this, a n d  one fine day Père Gérand
was removed from his convent and his beloved flourish­
ing school at Friburg to another convent in a remote 
Canton of Switzerland, wrhere he could not busy him­
self with the education of children. His school in Fri­
burg was soon after broken up, and his pupils dis­
persed.
I  have obtained a portrait of the fatherly monk. 
Heart and genius beam from those clear eyes, and from 
the honest, cheerful countenance. Père Gérand lived 
till the last two years, and was often visited by travel­
ling strangers.
Yon Fellenburg, the third in order in this triumvi­
rate of Swiss schoolmasters, wras the founder of the 
great educational Institution of Hofwyl, near Berne. 
His idea was an all-sided and harmonious development 
of the human being, yet with especial regard to each 
individual’s disposition or talents. His institution is still 
in existence, carried on according to his principles by 
one of his best pupils.
Mme. Necker de Saussure has written only on the 
education of women, a great work—universally read and 
esteemed, as well in Switzerland as France. She seems 
to me to base her doctrine of education upon a deeper 
and more general foundation than any of the other 
spiritual architects. This is the impulse towards per­
fection which she finds in every human breast, and this 
impulse must be guided and satisfied by the means 
which it furnishes. I t  is affecting to observe how wil­
lingly she would open to women all the means which 
could satisfy this highest, noblest need, and how she 
secretly grieves because these cannot be included in 
their present circumscribed social condition. She does
not say, nor yet does she see, how this can be otherwise. 
But she gives beautiful and noble hints to parents and 
educators, and she is the best and pleasantest comforter 
of the life-wearied and aged. The last chapters of her 
work produce upon me the same effect as “ the after­
glow ” on the peaks of the Alps. I t  is evening, and the 
sun has set, but nevertheless one enters into “ the second 
light,” and looks for the flush of a new dawn.
They have now all departed into the silent unseen, 
those light-bearers on the path of the younger generation. 
But “ good heads still talk after death,’ ’ says the proverb ; 
and it is true in the highest sense as regards these good 
angels of education. Publicly or privately their labours 
for the young still go on, and instruction becomes more 
and more education. The large school of Professor Na- 
ville, in Geneva, is based upon the method of Père 
Gérand. And who can calculate the homes in which 
Madame de Saussure’s book has not awakened new life 
and noble views of life, and of the vocation of woman ?
Many courses of lectures have been given this spring 
in Geneva. Amongst these I  have been most in­
terested by those delivered by the amiable and Christian 
archæologist, Troyon, on the remains of the dwellings 
and mode of life on the lakes of the most ancient in­
habitants of Switzerland. For the rest, it seems to me 
difficult to live in Geneva without every day learning 
something new. The city is full of intellectual life of 
many kinds—ecclesiastical, political, and scientific ; of 
interests and questions, of lectures, exhibitions, and 
sermons — from which one can almost always learn 
something. And if it be true that Geneva is, as I  have 
been told, the paradise of unmarried women, le paradis 
des vieilles filles, it is so, in fact, because they can there 
so easily satisfy that hungering after the food of intelli­
gence which is being awakened more and more in the
women of the present time, and which the unmarried 
have more time to satisfy than they who have husband, 
children, and housekeeping duties to occupy them. 
Besides which, women in this Canton attain to a legal 
majority at the age of twenty, and by this means, 
whether in or out of the paternal house, to a certain 
degree of independence. This is also the case in other 
of the Swiss Cantons, and indeed, as I  believe, in all of 
them. Yet have I  never anywhere heard of such heart­
felt, perfect relationship between parents and daughters 
— especially between fathers and their daughters — as 
here. I  have nowhere else seen daughters so fully 
devote their whole life to their fathers, and become 
their helpers, not merely in the home, but also in their 
work and scientific labours. Mme. de Stael’s eloquent 
pen has made the world acquainted with the'reverence 
which she entertained for her father. Thus was the 
great Haller beloved by his daughter—thus the cele­
brated Saussure by his.
Amongst other beautiful instances of this relationship 
at the present time, I  have heard Professor Naville and 
his daughter Rosa mentioned — who being thus com­
panions in life, have been also companions in death ; 
and the author of La Thcopneustie, M. Gaussin, and his 
daughter, at the same time his faithful companion and 
helper.
This does not surprise me. These relationships are 
in a high degree natural; and they would be more 
frequently met with, if fathers were more frequently 
really good, just, unselfish educators of their daughters ; 
and if the laws of the country were equitable, and 
promotive of freedom and independence. There are 
eternal laws as well as eternal covenants.
I  mentioned sermons in Geneva, and I  must say a 
few words about these and the preachers. In  one of
the latter I  found talent and good qualifications, but, as 
combined with genius, only in one instance—the young 
Bouvier. In  the church, La Pelisserie, which is also 
called the layman’s church, the preaching consists of free 
discourses by various of its members, partly clergy and 
partly laymen. I  once heard the text of the Canaan- 
itish woman treated with a psychological profundity 
and living power which affected me in the highest 
degree. Each new speaker went deeper than his 
predecessor into the heart of the narrative. Amongst 
these a Colonel Tronchin distinguished himself. I  
listened and wept as though I  myself had been the 
woman of whom they were speaking. On other occa­
sions the discourses and edification would be meagre 
enough. Too much latitude is given to the impulse of 
the moment.
I  heard again more than once the gifted preacher to 
whom I  had listened in the high valley, at La 
Lecherette, and always with great pleasure, though not 
so great as in the pine-wood, under the open heavens. 
Count de Gasparin also gave religious discourses, and 
that to an immense number of hearers. I  was present 
on one of these occasions, and I  most heartily thanked 
the noble, gifted speaker, because he combated the 
Calvinistic doctrine of predestination. I  cannot adopt 
his view of the mechanical inspiration of the Bible, nor 
believe the words of the Bible quand même, according 
to his advice ; neither do I  find it edifying. But the 
man himself I  like.
The representative of the strict Calvinistic doctrine 
of predestination at the present time in Geneva, is 
properly the venerable C. Malan, who built his own 
church there. His uncommon talents — his handsome 
person, also, and his native dignity, have gained for 
him a not inconsiderable number of hearers and—blind
adherents. I  had heard so much respecting him that I  
wished to become acquainted with him, and went one 
day to his church. He spoke merely about grace in 
Christ. His discourse and his dignified, noble exterior 
affected me. I  desired to hear him again, and see more 
of him. A  day was fixed for this purpose, and Mr. 
Malan sent me, as the “ theme and preparation,” a 
little treatise entitled, “ Le Libre Arbétre d'un Mort." 
By this I  found that neither I  nor any human being 
had the slightest free-will. I was as dead as a stock, a 
corpse, but that I  must be very full of rejoicing, at the 
same time, that without any merit of my own I  had 
been received into eternal bliss ; whilst my brother, 
without any fault of his, had been thrust down into 
eternal perdition. After I  had read this work I  declined 
the meeting with him.
I  can, for many good reasons, excuse a person who 
holds narrow views on certain subjects, but I  cannot 
forgive any one who rejoices in a doctrine which makes 
God the most unjust of all fathers, and mankind as his 
blind, heartless instruments.
People here are coming gradually to perceive that the 
one-sided doctrine of predestination is based upon such 
a view of the Divine character. Malan’s church is now 
attended by but few—its condition is become dilapidated, 
and he himself is like Marius in the ruins of Carthage.
One topic and one protest occupies the whole of 
Protestant Geneva at the present time—and that is, 
against Catholicism and its encroachments. More and 
more Catholics are continually flying hither from 
Savoy, and are now building themselves here a mag­
nificent cathedral. The Catholic bishop attracts an 
ever-increasing audience to his sermons. All this is a 
great grief to the true Genevese, and they speak vio­
lently against the encroaching church, which they, in
the meantime, assure themselves they need not fear. 
The polemics against it, either written or spoken, are 
really extraordinary. But I  would just ask these 
learned protesting gentlemen whether it would not be 
better to inquire -what it is in Catholicism which is the 
cause of its present progress, and which leads so many 
noble-minded, so many thinking, earnest individuals to 
be attracted to this church? Because, to attribute to 
it merely error and delusion is an injustice at once to 
probability and to human nature. Ought they not to 
inquire whether there are not doctrines in this church 
which the reformed church has too hastily abandoned, 
and which it must resume and elucidate, before it can 
overcome the Boman Catholic church, by itself be­
coming catholic, in the higher significance—that is, 
universal, all-embracing? I  have long had a presenti­
ment of there being such treasures to be found, both 
for the heart and the mind, in the old Church ; but 
I  will seek more decided knowledge on these subjects. 
I  will inquire in Italy.
“ W ith the perfect married couple,” husband and 
wife Gasparin, I  have become earnestly well ac­
quainted. They invited me to dinner-parties and 
soirees ; I  begged them to afford me “ hospitality of 
the soul,” which it is not in the power of all to give, 
but which was not difficult to them, if—they would. 
They most kindly understood my desires, and permitted 
me the enjoyment of quiet hours in their domestic 
circle—quiet, earnest conversation. W e did not agree— 
it was not possible for us to agree—on many topics, but 
I  learned from them the better to understand how 
much good there may be even in the view which faith­
fully attaches itself to the Divine inspiration of the 
letter of the Scriptures : I  learned to have esteem in 
this respect for noble natures.
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The Count de Gasparin is a nobleman, a gentleman, 
in the best and fullest meaning of the word, and is well 
worthy of the entire devoted love of a gifted woman. 
In conversation and discussion he is infinitely agreeable. 
Both husband and wife labour for the good of the 
people, partly as writers, partly as helpers and coun­
sellors in their temporal needs—especially on their own 
estate ; for they are wealthy, and employ their wealth 
in a noble manner. Would that there were many who 
resembled them !
I  must now say a few words about a citizeness of 
Geneva, who does not bear the slightest resemblance 
to Countess de Gasparin, nor yet to any other hand­
some Genevese lady, but who rules with more arbitrary 
sway than any of these, namely, La Bise noire. IIu! 
a cold shudder goes through both soul and body when 
I  merely think of her, and remember her severe govern­
ment during the last fourteen days which I  spent in 
Geneva. The heavens were leaden, the earth gray, 
the wind icy cold ; the air dry, like pulverized arsenic, 
arid about as wholesome. The little green buds on the 
trees stopped their growth. People kept indoors, or 
went out with blue noses, and came in again with 
colds in their heads. The universal temper fell under 
the dominion of la Bise, and I  became convinced that 
it is la Bise noire to which must be ascribed that con­
tentious, critical contrariness of temper which the 
Genevese themselves acknowledge to, which they com­
prehend in the word avener. _/fe Genevois est avener! 
is an accepted expression. But it most certainly arises 
from the fact of la Bise, that hideous Xantippe, being 
a fellow-citizeness of Geneva.
The old Genevese has been more than ever avener 
during the last few years. Because the government of 
the Canton during this time has been in the hands of a
faction, which, under a show of working for the public 
good, labours to put an end to the old manners and 
usages, and veils an actual libertinism under the beau­
tiful name of liberalism. The leader of the faction and 
the present governor of Geneva, James Fazy, keeps a 
public gambling-house, and enriches himself in various 
less reputable ways. The favour which he shows to 
the Catholic party and the Catholic influence in the 
city gives him a majority at the election, which the 
honest Protestants of the city are not able to with­
stand ; besides which, when they go up to the stats- 
house to vote on questions of government, they are so 
violently attacked by a low rabble brought together 
for the purpose, that the greater number decline to 
vote at all. In the meantime, the Philistines rule, and 
the truly loyal sigh over the humiliation of the city of 
Geneva. The handsome new electoral palace has re­
ceived a name indicative of the prevailing spirit, and 
the adherents of the government are called libertines.
, In  many outward measures, however, it seems to me 
that the immoral government has really the best in­
terests of the people at heart, and that ought to be the 
reason why it maintains its hold. I t  is at the present 
carrying out great works in the city, which find em­
ployment for a great number of persons, and will in the 
end essentially alter many portions of it.
“ I t  provokes me,” said an honest old Genevese to 
me—“ but—I cannot bear to think, after all, that it will 
be for the best interests of the city !’’
I f  this spirit of improvement will but leave un­
touched the old Phone island, with its picturesque 
buildings and memories from the time of Julius Cæsar! 
I t  presents a remarkable contrast with the adjacent, 
well-built, new quarter of the city.
Geneva is, at the present time, together with Basle,
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the wealthiest city of the Confederation. Millionaires 
are reckoned there by hundreds. I  have, however, 
heard say that the millionaires of Basle have ten times 
more millions than the millionaires of Geneva.
On the 4th of May the sun again acquired his 
power ; the air became delicious, and I  removed from 
my good home upon the heights in Geneva to a country 
parsonage in the neighbourhood, beside “ the living 
waters” at Jargonant.
Eaux Vives de Jargonant, from May 6th to June.—It 
was evening when I arrived here. A young girl, whose 
lovely eyes beamed with heartfelt kindness, silently con­
ducted me to my room. I  heard the plash of a fountain ; 
the nightingale was pouring forth his clear, abruptly- 
varying song in the groves, the fragrant lilacs waving 
their leafy branches outside the window ; and the great 
walnut-tree stretched up towards the evening heaven, 
its young red-brown leaf-buds upon its yet naked 
branches ; whilst above the quiet verdant grounds stood 
the new moon, in the hour of twilight. I t  was wonder­
fully tranquil and fresh—wonderfully pleasing ! I t  
produced at once a soothing and solemn effect upon my 
mind. Home, sweet home !
These “ living waters,” these fresh streams from the 
great ice fountain in the bosom of the Alps, which 
murmur through the whole neighbourhood of Jargo­
nant,* are now nearly dried up on this little property; but 
I  feel the breath of the living waters in the atmosphere, 
in the domestic life within which my own life is now 
flowing on quietly. The cheerful piety and affection, 
the silent activity, the inner life which prevails there, 
like a blooming spring-time, and unites together all its 
members—the good, old parents, the young daughters,
* Nant signifies, in the old language of the country, a little 
stream or beck.—Author's note.
who are eyes to the half-blind mother and hands to the 
aged father, whose hands- are crippled by rheumatic 
pains; the one servant of the family, so pleasant, and 
so clever at the same time ; the hours of worship morn­
ing and evening, which assemble all; the cheerful meal­
times—all were good !
How good it was for me to be there—how precious 
and agreeable to become acquainted with a family at 
once so excellent and so happy—for as yet no sorrow 
had approached this home, no adversity. The in­
firmities of the old people were not treated as sorrows, 
they were borne by them so cheerfully.
The aged pastor, Coulin, is a patriarch in appearance 
as well as in life and disposition. The short periods 
which he consecrates to prayer, morning and evening, 
are genuine pearls of their kind—a pearl of heavenly 
dew, which fructifies one and all !
I  lived here for about a month. How peacefully the 
days passed ! The weather was charming ; I  saw the 
trees come out into leaf ; the lofty walnut-trees, un­
folding by degrees their ruddy brown, and, as it were, 
not yet awakened leaf-clusters ; listened to the song of 
the nightingale in the thick lilac hedges, under the 
blossoming fruit-trees. Every day I  spènt some time 
in a grove upon a little hill in the grounds, and nearly 
always found the nightingale there seated upon a 
bough, sometimes quite near me, and singing so deli­
ciously that it was a perfect joy to listen. For this 
enchanting little bird seems to love human beings, and 
its song is, as it were, a conversation with its hearers. 
Its separate sentences have each separate meanings, 
and one has time between each sentence to have one’s 
own thoughts. The nightingale replies to them—it 
encourages, it consoles, and its pearl-like trills are 
irresistibly refreshing—one drinks in with them the 
purest champagne of nature. I  sometimes went into
the grove of the nightingale when the visits of strangers 
had wearied me—and there is no weariness so great 
as that which human beings expedience from their own 
kind—and the nightingale then came and sang peace 
and freshness into my weary spirit. There, too, I  sat 
more than once with friends whose conversation made 
my life richer. I  especially remember amongst these 
one man, Professor Amiel, and one woman, whose 
name I  will not mention ; but this, however, I  will say, 
that more refreshing to me than the song of the night­
ingale was my intercourse with that spirit which 
glanced around with such freshness and freedom, with 
that heart which devoted itself so entirely, so fully, to 
the work of the joy-giver and the comforter. I t  is 
this heart rich in love, this soul with its clear power of 
organized activity, that Geneva has to thank for a new 
impulse which has been given of late years to her 
youthful female population of all classes in the good 
work of progress and Christian activity.
We read aloud in the evenings—Louise’s and Nancy’s 
fresh youthful voices making the reading doubly agree­
able. The two young sisters had each their own pe­
culiar gifts, with which they beautified life for them­
selves and others. I  read much with Louise, and we 
made long excursions together. I  made acquaintance with 
the great Swiss naturalists, Haller and Bonnet, through 
their writings and correspondence. For these two 
scientific men were friends, and were united not merely 
by science but by religious convictions. I t  is very 
interesting to notice in their letters, during Haller’s 
long last sickness, the observations which both of them 
make on the power of prayer. They analyze it as if it 
were a natural production.
“ I t  allays my sufferings,” writes Haller ; 11 it gives 
me rest during my sleepless nights, and peace in the 
bosom of an infinitely loving Father.”
Bonnet’s Palingénésia became a valuable treasure to 
me. I  had hitherto never seen an explanation, according 
to natural philosophy, of those words, which have ever 
been so precious to my mind—the command “to preach 
the gospel to all creatures ”—not an interpretation tho­
roughly applicable to the animal races of the doctrine 
of St. Paul in the Epistle to the Romans.
Bonnet became early blind, in consequence of over­
straining his sight in his observations on the mode by 
which the species of some of the minuter animal races 
were continued. But how much more insight did he 
not remain possessed of than most persons with their 
healthy eyes ! His Palingénésia is an answer to many 
a deep, silent, anxious question of the soul.
Maine de Binarie biographical sketches, edited by 
Ernest Naville, were published during this time. I  have 
seldom read a biography which furnishes more material 
for thought, or more edifying introduction than the 
preface of the author. The young sisters and I  read 
till midnight in order to finish it. The aged parents 
always retired early to bed, and generally recommended 
us to do the same ; but we were not always obedient.
Sometimes the young son of the house—one of the 
most beloved preachers of Geneva, now pastor of 
Gcrthod, the former home of Bonnet the naturalist— 
came with his handsome young wife to the paternal 
abode, and so doing enhanced its cheerfulness; some­
times interesting acquaintance came from the city, or 
from some of the neighbouring small residences.
I  have never at any time enjoyed more deeply 
instructive conversations than here and at Geneva.
I value the women of Geneva especially for their 
domestic and Christian virtues. They are indefatigable 
in good works. But these virtues belong principally to 
the Swiss reform.
One of the most beautiful blossoms of this activity,
and which I  never met with anywhere else, is a kind 
of Homes of Health, maisons de santé, which persons of 
wealth have established in the country near the city, 
partly for children, partly for aged persons of the 
poorer classes. I  saw one of these childrens’ homes, in 
which frequently may be found a dozen pale, sickly little 
ones, under the care of a young teacher, and also one 
of those intended for elderly people. This latter had 
been established by Colonel Tronchin on his estate. 
These homes are open merely for the summer months. 
The little children played amongst the flowers ; the 
elder invalids sate or walked about under shady trees 
in beautiful grounds. How good it was to see them 
and to hear them say that “ since they had been here 
they found themselves much, very much better.” The 
fresh air, the good nursing, proper and wholesome food, 
the unanxious life which they spent for several weeks, 
because they enjoy all this free of cost, or at a very 
trifling expense if they can afford it—gives to many a 
one life and new courage.
One peculiar gift possessed by the women of Geneva 
is their talent for drawing, and especially for sketching, 
which is done by them with great firmness and accu­
racy. W ith good schools for drawing, Geneva ought, 
to produce distinguished female artists. But of these 
there is an utter deficiency. Geneva possesses some 
male artists of note, especially landscape painters ; and 
Swiss scenery has no better painter than her own sons. 
M. Calarne occupies the first place at the present time 
amongst the Swiss landscape painters.
In the beginning of June I  left my beautiful, hospi­
table home, near Geneva, for my last great flight into 
Switzerland. But I  must yet once more return to my 
home, and my young sisters by “ the living waters,” 
before I  cross the Alps and enter Italy.
E IG H T H  STATION.
Neufcliatel—A Home upon the Heights— Charles Secrétan—  
Flights—The Industrial High Valleys— La Chaux de Fonds—  
Loele and Travers—The Island St Pierre—Federal Festival at 
Berne— Again on Lake Leman— Chamouni and St. Bernard—  
B est by “ the Living W aters”— Last Days in Switzerland—  
Monte Rosa— To Italy !
I t  was a deep interest of the soul which drew me to 
Neufchatel. I  went there to pay a visit to Charles 
Secrétan, the youngest friend and cotemporary of 
Alexandre Vinct. The doctrine which Yinet enun­
ciated in his Discours Evancj cliques, Charles Secrétan 
had independently developed in his Philosophie de la 
Liberté, and afterwards in his method for the discover­
ing of the Truth in that which concerns our highest 
interests.
I  had derived too much good and too much pleasure, 
too many rays of light from these books, not to desire 
the acquaintance of their source, the author. I  wished 
to become acquainted with him, that I  might thank him, 
and that I  might learn more about him ; for I  was still 
seeking for a last word, for a master-key to certain 
trains of thought, to certain innermost questions of 
life, innermost chambers ; and Secrctan’s works, beyond
any others that I  had ever met with of late years, had 
led me on the way where I  had a presentiment, nay, 
where I  was certain that this master-key was to be found. 
But I would now seek for it with the help of his eyes.
I  had been invited to his house ever since my first 
arrival in Switzerland. To see him there, to see the 
sun shine in the work-room of his mind, as I  had seen 
it on the peaks of the Alps, and to he able to read its 
primeval word, was one of the objects of my visit to 
Switzerland ; and without attaining to this I  was un­
willing to leave the country.
Upon a height covered with trees, above the Lake of 
Neufchatel, and not far from the city, on its banks 
stands a little house, which shines white against the 
blue background of sky. A garland of green encircles 
it. Below it lies the clear lake, and behind a vast 
half-circle, an immense panorama of Alps, from the 
Jungfrau to Mont Blanc.
There, in that little white house upon the heights, 
dwells the author of Philosophie de la Liberté, with his 
wife and their children. But he is ill, suffering from 
one of those sad, enigmatical nervous complaints which 
attack the soul still more than the body, and darken its 
world. The athletic soul in the athletic body rises up 
against i t;  but the Nessus-garment adheres to the 
frame as by the power of an evil magic—the strength 
of Hercules does not suffice to rend it away.
But, happier than Hercules, the Christian philosopher 
in this case has still hope left, and in any case the un­
wavering certainty of God’s mercy and fatherly pro­
vidence.
I t  was very precious to me to spend a little time 
with Secrutan, even though in a different manner to 
what either he or I  had thought of. More than once 
I  heard him painfully lament that in consequence of his
suffering he could not make my visit what he would 
have desired, nor yet converse with me as he should 
have wished.
But, noble, generous friend !—if thou hast not been 
able to say to me what thou wouldst have said, yet hast 
thou said that which God willed thee to say to me. 
W hat philosophy indeed could have had the value for 
me of those words which thy candour and thy suffering 
called forth from the depths of thy soul ? W hat teach­
ing could have been more instructive than that which 
thou gavest me with such rare and perfect candour 1
For this I  thank thee more than for all besides ; and 
yet at the same time it is so infinitely much which thou 
hast given me in thy beautiful and richly-spiritual 
works.
In these, as also in the periodical, Revue Suisse, of 
which Charles Secrétan is the editor, he stands as a 
mediator between two opposite parties, which are in­
cessantly in combat the one against the other, and 
whose representatives in Switzerland are, on the one 
side, Merle d’Aubigne, M. Gaussin in his Uieopneustie, 
and Count de Gasparin in his periodical, Archives du 
Christianisme; and the other Genevese, Edmond Scherer, 
and his fellow-labourers in the Strasburg publication, 
Revue de Théologie. The former maintain the literal 
inspiration of the Scriptures, the latter reject it, and 
both parties go too far. Science, however, and the 
thinking public are gainers, in the meantime, by the 
contention, because it is carried on with fairness by 
honourable and learned men. Edmond Scherer, as an in­
dividual, is noble and amiable ; but the unreasonable and 
intolerant conduct which he has met with in Switzer­
land in many quarters may well have tended to make 
his own behaviour more unyielding, and his opinions 
more one-sided. Between these combatant camps in
the east and west of Switzerland stand Vinet and 
Secrétan, and the school which they have founded. 
They say but little about the husk and the mere forms, 
but they study to preserve the kernel and the spiritual 
meaning as well in life as in books. An independent 
thinker, M. de Eougemont, a Swiss of the Canton 
Neufchatel, has lately joined this party. I had often 
heard him spoken of, but it was in the house of Secré­
tan that I  first became well acquainted with him by his 
book, Christ et ses Témoins, a work which takes an im­
portant place in the theological literature of the pre­
sent time. I t  has benefited and interested me by its 
honest examination into points which less vigorous or 
less honest minds would have turned aside from ; and 
by the importance which he ascribes to the part of the 
Holy Spirit in the creation of the new time, and par­
ticularly of the Church of the future. He is neither a 
perfectly lucid nor yet logical thinker, but he introduces 
much light into many questions by his honest and deep 
investigation, and the real geniality of his mind. Fi­
nally, H. Geltzer in Basle, and Edmond de Pressancé 
in Paris, are the Swiss minds which, whilst they ally 
themselves to this centre, open their monthly publica­
tions, Protestantische Blätter and Revue Chrétienne, for 
discussion on every important topic in the realm of 
mind, on a high, true, liberal, evangelical basis. Such 
is the position of little Switzerland in the region of 
spirit and thought, between the great neighbouring 
countries of Germany and France, and in the power of 
the Word active in both.
A t the present moment Neufchatel does not promise 
much in this department for the future. At the great 
annual examination of the schools generally, at which 
I  was present, the male portion of the youth was 
severely blamed for their want of earnestness and per-
severance in their various studies—for their deficiency 
in the feu sacré.
All the children of the home which was now my own, 
remarkably well endowed by mother nature, obtained 
each one a prize in their class. The eldest daughter 
carried away the highest prize which a female pupil 
could obtain.
“ W e have all got something,” said the little ones 
exultantly to me; “ and Sophie, our dear Sophie, has 
got the highest prize ! ”
The happy mother contemplated her children with 
beaming eyes.
From Neufchatel I  made visits to two neighbouring 
institutions, both celebrated in Switzerland, Mont 
Mirali and Prefargis.
Mont Mirail is an educational institution belonging • 
to the Moravians, which has been established above a 
century, but which is still in a beautifully flourishing 
condition, under the protection of the United Brethren. 
All families, both in German and French Switzerland, 
who place a high value on the religious tendency of 
education, desire to send their daughters thither. The 
life of the United Brethren is educational, inasmuch as 
it places the Christian life as the highest in its teaching, 
and a continued career in deeds of love as the true imi­
tation of Christ. Hence it arises that they flourish 
peacefully in dissimilar countries and amongst all Chris­
tian sects ; hence their activity in the education of 
youth, and for missionary labour, and their success in 
both. They do not despise Christian science, but they 
lay the greatest weight upon prayer and the course of 
life.
“ Pray and labour” seems to me to be their motto. 
Their faith which they have in a special Providence
( Providentia specialissima) over every believer, anil in 
his immediate guidance in all, even in the smallest 
event of their lives, gives to the members of this body 
a peace which is not unfrequently perceptible in their 
demeanour, and which gives even to plain countenances 
a ray of beauty.
Prefargis is an institution for the insane, which is 
rendered, by its beautiful situation and fine air, together 
with the affectionate zeal of its superintendents, a 
Bethesda for many of these unfortunates. The greater 
number of the female cases of mental suffering here 
was, I  was told, derived from the class of governesses ! 
A fact well worthy of consideration in a country where 
so many young girls devote themselves to the vocation 
of teachers, without being led to do so by the highest 
motives, or by any decided capability for it.
« Accompanied by Charles Secrétan and his wife, one 
of the noblest and most amiable women with whom I  
became acquainted in Switzerland, I  set off to Chaux 
de Fonds. The road thither was one continual weari­
some ascent, but the grand views which it presented of 
Alpine scenery made it a continual source of interest. 
Thus we ascended to La Tête de Eang, into the region 
of the pine and the north wind, and beheld from its 
summit the wooded district of Lorraine, on the soil of 
France, with the mountain chain of the Vosges in the 
blue distance. The early morning walk on the day 
following, across the flowery dewy meadows, amongst 
mountain-lakcs and wooded hills, amongst herds of well- 
fed cattle, whose bells rang in a melodious chorus, 
whilst the larks sang their jubilant songs in the sunny 
air—and those Alpine views around us, which ever in­
creased in grandeur as we ascended—I  cannot describe 
how glorious it was ! Even Secrétan was enlivened 
thereby.
Like a little town of Nuremberg toy-houses which one 
takes out of a box, and places in stiff formality upon a 
table, lies the town of Chaux de Fonds, upon its elevated 
plain, without trees and without beauty, surrounded 
by bald and not very lofty hills. One can hardly find 
a more unlovely situation. Nevertheless, a flourishing 
well-to-do population of fifteen thousand souls lies 
within the town. Watchmaking is the soul of its 
activity. Even the unpleasing character of the scenery, 
and the severity of the climate, contribute, I  was told, 
to the success of the life of labour there. I t  is cold ; it 
often rains ; the people have nothing to divert them 
out of doors ; they prefer rather to be in their houses 
at their work-tables.
I  had intended to have paid the town merely a 
passing visit, but it turned out otherwise, owing to the 
hospitality which was shown me by the young couple, 
M. and Mme. Gerdt. I  remained with them eight 
days, during which time I  received from them, and 
several other cultivated persons of the place, a degree 
of cordial kindness the memory of which I  retain with 
a grateful heart.
My impression of the life of the industrial popula­
tion may be thus summed up :—
Fresh life, fresh labour. Amongst the working 
masses, a considerable degree of self-confidence, and no 
want of levity. Too little thought for the morrow, and 
none for eternity; hut good dispositions as f'cllow- 
citizens, mutual good-will and happiness. Marriages 
are numerous, and mostly early in life ; divorces are 
very rare. Husband and wife work at the same 
occupation, and get good earnings, which makes living 
easy. The skilful workman soon builds his own house.*
* Thehigh valleys of Ncufchatel have produced several remarkable 
tradesmen and citizens. One of them, M. David Pury, whose
The women can earn from three to fifteen francs a 
day ; the greater number, however, less than five. They 
like their work, but become, in consequence, less clever 
as housewives ; give themselves no time to attend 
to cooking and their clothes, and often not even to 
take care of the sick child, which neglect cannot be 
compensated for by any amount of pecuniary gains. 
This working life is assuredly not altogether good for 
married women. For the unmarried it appears to me 
a great blessing. But on this subject I  will let my 
young and lovely hostess, Mme. Gerdt, speak :—
“ During my stay in some of the larger cities of Ger­
many, I  often saw young girls in indigent circum­
stances driven to miserable marriages for the sake of 
a living, and many even driven to an evil life from 
the insufficiency of honest earnings. When I  saw 
these unfortunate girls, whose appearance plainly tes­
tified of their wretched calling, 1 longed to arrest 
them, and say to them :—‘ Oh, why do you not adopt
statue stands in one of the principal market-places of the city of 
Neufchatel, was a poor fatherless and motherless boy, supported by 
some of the townspeople ; yet, by industry and genius, he became 
one of its wealthiest men. Grateful for past kindness, lie 
bequeathed by will the whole of his large self-acquired fortune, 
amounting to four and a half millions of francs, to the town. One 
little trait of this man’s life has appeared to me so beautiful and 
instructive, that I  cannot avoid here mentioning it. A  young 
man in M. Fury’s office one day cut up a pen with his penknife, 
and then threw it  away carelessly from him. “ W hy do 
you throw that pen away ? ” inquired his principal, mildly. 
“ I  will shew you that it  may still serve for some good purpose ! ” 
l i e  took up the pen, mended it carefully, and then wrote with 
it  a cheque for a large sum, which he immediately handed to the 
young man for the benefit o f his indigent family. “ Oster­
wald ’’ is a name which the inhabitants of Neufchatel 
reckon amongst their great names— “ perhaps because we ourselves 
are small ! ” pleasantly said one of the representatives of the 
Canton to the Federal Council.—Author's note.
some honest trade, and gain for yourselves a com­
fortable independence and a comfortable position in 
life ? If  you only knew how good, how beneficial this 
would be ! ’
“ The sight of this misery among the young women 
actually affected my health ; I  no longer took pleasure 
in any enjoyment ; I  saw everywhere this secret cancer, 
and knew not how it was to be remedied ! When I 
returned hither, people believed that I  was seriously 
ill.
“ Here I  was not afflicted by this sight. Here every 
young woman can without difficulty acquire an honour­
able living. She need not marry merely for the sake 
of a secure position in life. She can wait till the hus­
band comes whom she can highly esteem and love ; 
and if such a one does not offer, she can live actively 
and happily in her own home. Her labour maintains 
her—she is not a burden, but an assistance to her 
family. I f  she fall into error, the cause lies in her­
self, but not in her circumstances, not in the bitter 
temptation—want ! ”
I  had during this time the pleasure of reading in • 
my quiet chamber the Diary of Lavater, and thus 
making acquaintance with this spirit, which was 
vitalized and inspired by the light and love of God. 
He is not a strong logical thinker, but a soul which at 
one bound embraces the central point of the Christian 
revelation, and presses it to his warm, deeply sensitive 
heart. Hence his ardent comprehension of the per­
sonality of Christ, as eternal life, eternal love, and 
eternal operative power ; hence his rejoicing life in 
that divine love, even under the deepest consciousness 
of his own deficiency.
“ Fear not ! ” he exclaims to the repentant, “ fear 
not! You are already forgiven. Your sins are
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already swallowed up. God’s Holy Spirit is already 
in your heart ! You are more dear to God than you 
know of. God cannot hate the being he has created. 
He hates only that which destroys his most beautiful 
work. To eradicate this destructive element from 
human nature is the work of Christ. Let us have 
faith and rejoice, even when we arc compelled to de­
spise ourselves, a thousand and ten thousand times I 
This feeling of repentance is wholesome ; but you must 
not stand still there. Have faith !—have faith ! A 
human being for whom the Son of God has uttered a 
word of prayer, has permitted Himself to be nailed to 
the Cross, is of more value in the sight of God than 
the thousand worlds without souls ; and of what con­
sequence is the whole world in his sight who numbers 
every hair of man’s head, who takes heed of the 
sparrows which fall. Fear not, then—only have 
faith ! ”
I  wish I  could impart this rising up into God above 
the wants and shortcomings of our humanity to some 
of my Swiss friends, who sink themselves too much 
into the consciousness of sin. This they must have, 
that they may all the more inwardly, all the more 
lovingly, comprehend the Saviour.
From Chaux de Fonds I  went with my kind enter­
tainers to le Saut du Doubs—saw its beautiful cascade 
and its wonderful natural basins in the bosom of the 
rocks, which appear as if hewn by the hand of man 
into circular colosseums—a glorious trip, on the love­
liest of days ! I  then proceeded to Locle, where the 
inhabitants work and live as they do at Chaux de 
Fonds, and thence to the most beautiful of vallies, Yal 
Travers, the inhabitants of which are wealthy, by the 
manufacture of machinery for watchmaking—but are 
said to be quarrelsome and disagreeable.
In Val Travers, however, I  became acquainted with 
an amiable mother and daughter, my kind hostesses, 
ultra-Calvinists, who maintained that we, one and all 
of us, were “ vipers ; ” and also with the works of Jean 
Beynaud, Terre et Ciel, which I  shall add to my small 
library at home.
From the high lands of the Ju ra  I  proceeded down 
to Sommerhaus, a beautiful champagne on a terrace 
by the Lake of Neufchatel, of which a young lady was 
the proprietor and mistress. Women in the Canton 
Neufchatel attain to legal majority at the age of nine­
teen. There are several single women of various ages 
settled on their own fine properties around the lake. 
Friendship, the beauties of nature, reading and active 
benevolence, occupy their life, and make it good and 
happy. My young hostess was a rich heiress, but not 
on that account any the less humble and amiable. She 
as yet lives alone at her beautiful Sommerhaus. Here 
I  met a Swiss lady, who has become a Swede by mar­
riage. I  cannot say how agreeable it was to me to 
become better acquainted with Baroness Bammel, née 
Dardel, now on a visit to her native country, and to 
spend a few days in her society.
My young hostess drove me to the island St. Pierre. 
Hundreds of islands, larger and more beautiful than this, 
lie in the Malar Lake, but none so celebrated. Its 
unequalled environment of lofty Alps, and Bousseau’s 
memory, have made it a place of pilgrimage to tourists. 
I t  resembles a smaragdus set in gray stone, for the 
Bernese government has allowed a low stone wall to be 
built,, upon which people can walk round the island. 
Beautiful ancient trees crown its lofty plateau. The 
only building on the island, the old convent erected a 
thousand years ago, and dedicated to St. Peter and St. 
Paul, is now a farmhouse, where strangers are also en-
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tertained, and where at the present time one could he 
splendidly regaled with strawberries and cream. Here 
it was that Rousseau dwelt. His room is held sacred— 
that is to say, it is not inhabited. I t has four bare walls, 
quite covered with the names and inscriptions of visitors. 
There is said to be one line under which appears the 
name, Pitt, as follows
“ Conquer—no matter how !” 
and not far oif another, signed Immanuel Kant, consist­
ing of these words :—
“ Pure means for a pure object ! ”
The confessions of faith of the head of a political 
party, and of the moral philosopher!
The visitor to Rousseau’s room—which, however, is 
very uncomfortable, and has only one window, without 
any view—must not forget to lift up the trap-door, 
and see the little secret stairs by which Rousseau 
escaped from his numerous visitors. An institution 
which might be very valuable !
In itself the little island is enchanting, from its luxu­
riant vegetation and its simple natural beauty. Its 
southern slopes are covered with vineyards. The 
people were at work in them, pruning the vine shoots, 
so that they might bear more fruit.
I  spent two days there—reading, botanising, and 
enjoying the air, pure and delicious, as if of heaven ; 
the solitude, and the view of the Alpine chain during 
the magnificent evening-spectacle of death and resur­
rection—the “ after-glow” dyeing the snow-clad summit 
with a transparent crimson brightness, which seems not 
to be of the light of this world. I  could very well 
understand how happy Rousseau must have felt himself 
here.
Hence I  proceeded to Berne.
There was then holden in Berne—'those first days in 
July—the great Federal festival, with Olympian games, 
in the spirit of the newer time. Shooting societies 
from nearly every Canton of the Confederacy, had 
hastened hither to compete with each other, for prizes 
of from one thousand to three thousand francs. Exhi­
bitions, deputations, toasts, songs, speeches, entertain­
ments, waving flags, and everywhere scenes partly of 
pleasure, partly of solemnity, were to be found.
An immense barrack, capable of entertaining four 
thousand persons, was used as a refreshment hall. 
Each Canton had its own division of table and seats, 
and each division its own appointed entertainers. 
The place for the great shooting matches was Enghi. 
The prizes were contained in a temple, around which 
waved the flags of all the Cantons. Omnibuses crowded 
with people, nodding to their friends, hurrahing, and 
waving hats and handkerchiefs, ran upon the road 
between Berne and Enghi, through clouds of dust, but 
everybody in the very best humour.
Every Canton had contributed its share to the great 
Industrial Exhibition in the city. The beautiful articles 
produced in asphaltum from the Canton Neufchatel, and 
the embroidery from St. Gall and Appenzell, were the 
most remarkable to me. I t  approaches almost to the 
incredible to see what art can produce in these respects 
—the least cheering circumstance of which appears to 
be that these beautiful productions of art foster the 
taste for personal luxury in dress and furniture. This 
cannot be good. I t  belongs to heathenism. Immense 
draperies of stuffs, beautifully arranged, show what this 
industrious little Switzerland, exports, in this branch, to 
other countries—to the East and West Indies !
That which especially pleased me at this Federal 
festival was its spirit and temper. One could have
fancied oneself to be at an immense, joyful family-feast. 
All was cordiality, kindness, and thorough enjoyment. 
The pleasurable gave its hand to the useful. All the 
Cantons met as brethren, as children of the same 
liberty, of the same beloved mother-country, and here 
united in sportive and earnest intercourse, learned to 
know each other better, and the better to understand 
the meaning of their Confederation.
The new palace of the Federal government at Berne 
is nearly completed, and is a magnificent building. 
The government evidently is endeavouring still more to 
^ develop a central life in the confederated states, and 
by so doing to lead them to a higher unity and har­
mony. And this is as it should be.
I  returned by way of Friburg from the great family- 
feast, to the shores of Lake Leman. In Friburg I  paid 
a visit to the grave of Pére Gérand, which a dirty 
Franciscan monk of Père Gérand’s convent, and who 
smelt strongly of brandy, showed to me. A snow-white 
marble stone, with a simple inscription, covers the rest­
ing-place of the friend of children. I  heard in the 
cathedral of Friburg the remarkable organ which, like 
that at Berne, gives a perfect imitation of the crash of 
thunder, of the roaring of the wind, and choruses of 
beseeching human voices. The organist played La  
Promenade sur Mer.
Whilst on the shores of Lake Leman I  again visited 
Montreux and Clärens ; saw the Ehone-valley at Bex ; 
visited old and new friends in their summer home ; the 
Alpine cottages on the glaciers, from the icy fountains 
of which the good housewives themselves fetched the 
snow to cool our refreshing beverages. The summer 
was in its prime, the Swiss scenery in its full splendour, 
and I  thought to myself there is yet paradise upon 
earth !
Nevertheless, there passed even now through this 
paradise — “ the ruins of the lost paradise,” say the 
pious Swiss— sounds of dissevering discord, misfortunes 
the result of want of prudence, or of foolhardiness, 
which were dividing loving hearts, and led to death and 
sorrow in families where life appeared till then to be in 
its fairest bloom. People make their reflexions ' Chré­
tiennes et morales, but for such griefs as these I  know of 
but one consolation, and that lies in the courageous ex­
clamation— “ Fear not them who can only kill the 
body ! ”
A t the close of July I  returned to Geneva, in order 
from that place to commence my last mountain journey 
in Switzerland, to Chamouni, St. Bernard, and Monte 
Iiosa.
But first to Chamouni. Chamouni has been so fre­
quently visited, and so frequently described, that I  
shall say but little about it, and that little principally 
for the purpose of endeavouring to deter others from 
going thither—like me.
The kind parents Coulin entrusted to me their eldest 
daughter, my young friend Louise, as my companion 
on this journey ; for she, no more than myself, had as 
yet seen the celebrated Mer de Glace.
Early on the morning of the 31st of July  we left 
Geneva. The sleepy little maid-servants, the morning 
winds, were up late ; but at length, however, they came 
to sweep aside the masses of cloud, and pile them on 
the mountain tops ; but the dust of their so doing did 
not settle for a long time, and obscured our view.
“ We shall not see Mont Blanc to-day, that is cer­
tain—and that is a pity,” thought I, as we drove in the 
diligence through an atmosphere darkened with dust 
and mist along the ever-narrowing mountain pass.
But suddenly an icy pyramid shot forth to the left of
our path ; then another, and another, and finally, Mont 
Blanc stood forth in his own lofty person, with a night­
cap on his head. When, however, we arrived at 
Sallenches, the giant doffed his cloudy night-cap, for 
the sake of Louise’s lovely eyes, as I  averred, and the 
whole of the brilliant chain, in the midst of which Mont 
Blanc was enthroned, stood forth in full sun-splendour 
against the blue sky background.
W e hailed the sight with rejoicing eyes, ate a good 
little dinner at Sallenches, and journeyed onwards.
In a cloud of dust, between five and six in the even­
ing, we arrived at Chamouni, and obtained rooms at the 
Hotel de l’Union, on the brink of the roaring Arve, 
which rushes through the whole length of the narrow 
Chamouni valley— and with a view of Mont Blanc. 
But the Alps had again veiled themselves in cloud. 
However, at sunset, first one Alpine sphinx, and then 
another, unveiled itself, and stood forth free from cloud, 
as if under the enchantment of the sun. And now, in­
deed, it was beautiful to behold the forms which by de­
grees presented themselves ; the portals and the per­
spectives which opened, the fantastic forms which came 
and disappeared, whilst sunbeams and clouds gambolled 
or strove together aloft, and one Alpine spire after ano­
ther shot up above the region of clouds, shining as of 
pure gold, till the whole mountain-cliain lay before us 
distinctly, with its deep glaciers, its acute pyramids— 
even to the rounded Colossus of Mont Blanc. Louise 
and I  stood in a green meadow in the valley contem­
plating this scene with uplifted eyes and hearts, which 
rose still higher, till the sun had set, and the after-glow 
had succeeded. I t  would have been impossible for us 
to have had a lovelier evening at Chamouni.
But the initiation into the mysteries of the ice regions 
has other scenes than this, and I  will now speak of one 
of them.
I t  was the following day. W e ascended through 
pine-forest to Le Montanvert. I t  is here that one sees 
before one the so-called Mer de Glace, a broad stream 
of ice and snow, the offspring of the highest Alps, 
which pours itself between lofty mountain-ridges down 
into the valley of Chamouni, where, from beneath its 
icy gates, issues the river of Arveron. I  say “ pours 
itself,” because the frozen river slides from the heights 
down into the valley, and these icy masses are besides, 
as one knows, in a state of continual advance.
From the height of Montanvert we saw the Mer de 
Glace—also called Le Mont Blanc des Dames—splendidly 
shining in the morning sun, and a party of gentlemen 
and ladies crossing to the opposite side. I t  looked 
quite calm and agreeable. W hy should not we do the 
same? Our guides encouraged us to do so—yet with 
a certain cautiousness of expression. “ In half-an-hour 
we could cross the Mer de Glace. Afterwards we 
should have about an hour’s somewhat difficult road in 
the mountains to Le Chapeau— but once there, we 
should see a grand sight, and then, also, every danger 
and difficulty would be over,” and—the guides would 
have earned a double day’s wages ! Of this last consi­
deration, however, they said nothing; but the know­
ledge of it was the reason of their encouraging words.
I  was tempted by the thought of becoming acquainted 
with the beauties and dangers of the Mer dc Glace, 
and determined to undertake the hazardous journey. 
But how I  repented of doing so, when, in its midst, I 
discovered what the nature of it was ! F  or one did not 
merely run the continual danger of slipping and falling 
whilst climbing over the icy billows, but one found one­
self perpetually on the brink of wide crevices in the 
icy mass of two or three hundred feet deep, and across 
which one must leap without any other foot-hold than
a smooth icy wave or hillock. I  was now in a state of 
silent despair at having undertaken this enterprise, 
particularly as I  had Louise Coulin with me. I f  any­
thing should happen to this young girl !—if I  should not 
be able to restore her in safety to her parents, then—I 
could not live myself ! I  thought about turning back, 
but my guide assured me that we had already accom- 
1 plished the worst part of the way ; that what yet re­
mained was, in comparison, without danger. Even he 
himself fell more than once on our slippery career.
W ith an anxiety which cannot be described, my eyes 
followed Louise, who went before me, with her guide, 
as lightly and nimbly as though they were dancing a 
minuet. This guide was a young man, who had only 
within the last half-year become incorporated into the 
Guild of Chamouni guides, and I  therefore felt all the 
less dependence upon him ; but he was light-footed and 
agile, and in reality better than my old, safe, but very 
heavy-footed conductor. My guide was a peasant— 
Louise’s was a cavalier. But Louise’s was not only 
young, strong, and safe upon his feet, but lie enjoyed 
the undertaking, and never thought about danger. But, 
as for me !
And when we found ourselves midway on the H er 
de Glace, and I  was desired to notice the splendid 
walls of a broad ice-fissure, in the abyss of which the 
thundering roar of waters is heard, and was called upon 
to admire the brightness and width of the Mer de 
Glace, which is seen from this point up to the very top 
of the mountains, where it is born, I  felt myself like 
one doomed to death, with the rope already round his 
neck, who is desired to notice “ the beautiful pro­
spect ! ” But I  said nothing ; and, as Louise gaily 
recommended me to do, I  broke off' little pieces of ice,
and let them melt in my mouth ; this, and the beaming 
glances of my young friend, refreshed me.
The sun shone with great heat, melting the ice ; and 
through the latter part of the road we went sliding and 
splashing through regular ice-slush. IIow delighted I 
was when I  had once more firm footing on the earth, 
and I  saw Louise there in safety ! I  gathered and 
kissed a little crimson flower which grew on the 
borders of the ice, like a kind salutation of welcome !
But the joy was of short duration ; for, in order to 
reach Le Chapeau, the only way on this side down to 
Chamouni, one must clamber along the side of a per­
pendicular rock, without anything to hold by but a 
rope fastened with iron nails, as a hand-rail on the 
mountain-wall. One walks along a narrow path 
cut in the rock midway between the perpendicular 
mountain-walls, the one above and the other below. 
At the depth of many hundred feet, below this again, 
is the Mer de Glace, with its sheer descent. A moment’s 
dizziness, and—all would be over! The guides now 
began to advise us to hasten, “ because stones are fre­
quently precipitated from the rocks above ! ”
I  glance up, and see that masses of stone arc hang­
ing above our heads, as it appeared, just ready to fall. 
But how is one to hasten here, where one must give 
heed to every step, and hold fast by the rope ? And 
now even this ceases, and the path goes before me steep 
up-hill. I  have merely the guide’s hand, who pulls 
me up.
“ W e shall go quite safely,” he says, consolingly.
“ Nay, on, on, go on still faster!” I  reply, whilst I  
see stones and debris giving way under each heavy 
step he takes ; and I  pray silently, “ Deliver us from 
evil!”
Louise, with her light-footed guide, is already up
and out of danger, upon firm ground, and now—I am 
so too ; and now the danger and all the difficulty of 
the journey are overcome. We are very near the 
Chapeau, and may quietly rest there, before we go 
farther. I  feel ready to cry.
But a few minutes later, we had reached the Cha­
peau, a little Alpine cottage, sheltered by a roclc in 
the shape of a hat-crown. Here, seated on a wooden 
bench, in the cheerful sunshine, with my young friend’s 
hand clasped in mine, I  felt so unspeakably thankful to 
have overcome all the perils of the day, that I  could 
do no other than share Louise’s delight over the ex­
traordinary spectacle which the Mer de Glace pre­
sented from this place ; for at this place the pressure 
from above has caused the ice to mass itself together, 
and to assume the most remarkable forms. Imagine to 
yourself a stream of ice-witches and hobgoblins, with 
their children, and bag and baggage, on their journey 
to—the lowest pit ! Here a gray giantess, with three 
daughters in hoods, shawls, and crinolines, are 
advancing majestically forward ; there a whole proces­
sion of gray nuns ; here monks without heads ; there 
giants in berserker-mood ; and yonder a castle of ice 
with many towers, like an immense artichoke, with its 
points somewhat turning inwards. In general it 
seemed to me that the figures of the Mer de Glace 
resemble the forms and peaks of the circumjacent 
mountains. Saussure saw from the heights of Mont 
Blanc groups of its pyramids and needles, like the 
leaves of an artichoke turning inward towards the 
middle. Imagine to yourself all this crowd of dirty- 
gray ice-witches, little and big hobgoblins, now in 
fantastical groups, now a solitary, lofty figure, amongst 
towers, columns, ruins, as of a demolished city— 
imagine all this immovable, and yet advancing onward
on a slope of from two to three leagues ! Sometimes 
a witch loses lier head, which, set at liberty by the 
sun, is precipitated into the depths below, and one 
hears it roaring down, like the sound of subterranean 
thunder.
My lively young friend was delighted with the 
strange scene. As for myself, with the impression of 
the excursion into this region of witchcraft fresh upon 
me, I  felt, spite of the irresistibly comic character of 
the scene, grave and almost depressed in spirit. We 
partook of a poor little, but expensive, dinner at “ The 
Hat,” whilst we contemplated the witch-stream.
When, after this journey of eight hours, which I  had 
made on foot, we returned to Chamouni, I  felt myself 
“ knocked up, ” both soul and body. But I  and my 
young friend took each a warm bath, drank a cup of 
refreshing tea, and went to bed; and instead of a restless 
night, with dreams about witches and abysses, I  had 
pleasant dreams, and in my waking intervals clear, good 
thoughts ; felt the witchcraft leave my limbs, and fresh 
vigour infused delightful !
Afterwards, I  found these words in my “ Bradshaw, ” 
with regard to the journey across the Mer de Glace and 
to the Chapeau : “ This journey is so hazardous, that 
we will not advise any one to undertake it.” And I  
seriously would dissuade one and all from it who may 
have weak knees, and an old heavy-footed guide, and a 
dear young friend, whether male or female, in company ; 
and also one and all who may have the least inclination 
to dizziness.
But one and all may have entire pleasure in a journey 
to the source of the Arveron. The river issues from the 
foot of the Mer de Glace We now see it from the 
green meadow below, where the icy sea abruptly 
terminates. Here, as on the precipitous descent, its
fantastic icy figures group themselves still more wildly, 
and seem to twine their arms round one another as if 
to support themselves on the precipice — but in vain ! 
They must be hurled down into the abyss, and swell the 
roaring waters of the Arveron. One fancies that one 
sees an icy city and its inhabitants paralysed with horror, 
hurried onward to the gulf. Within the rigid, dead 
mass life is yet roaring, but for them with a dissolving, 
destroying power. The river is bom and emancipates 
itself in its subterranean vault.
One of the icy shapes towered above all the rest, and 
this was a form of beauty. The figure, the position, the 
clear icy draperies, everything had a wonderful resem­
blance to the Sistine Madonna with her child. But 
this beautiful image even slid on towards the sheer 
descent.
On the evening of this day the firing of a cannon 
announced that another ascent of Mont Blanc had been 
accomplished by some adventurous travellers. My 
guide blamed these adventurous people, and declared 
that it was a piece of pure “ bêtise ” of Messieurs et 
Dames to risk their own lives and the lives of others to 
climb up there to see—most frequently nothing ! He 
himself had been more than once on these Mont Blanc 
journeys, and more than once had fallen into the 
crevices up to his arms, and had been only saved by 
means of the rope by which the whole procession of ice- 
travellers are attached the one to the other—for no 
person undertakes the ascent of Mont Blanc attended 
by less than six guides. One of these gentlemen may 
still be seen in the valley of Chamouni, with green 
gauze before his eyes, owing to the severe injury which 
they received from the ascent of Mont Blanc. The 
skin of most people peels off after this visit to the sum­
mit, and they suffer more or less in health. Three ladies
only, and all three unmarried, have hitherto accom­
plished this journey:— Mile. Paradis ; Mile. d’Angeville, 
a lively, energetic Frenchwoman, whom I  saw in 
Geneva ; and an Englishwoman, whose name has escaped 
my memory. The two latter ladies, when they had 
attained the highest summit, had themselves lifted upon 
the shoulders of their guides, that they might rise to a 
greater height than any of their predecessors.
Mile. D’Angeville was, however, accompanied upon 
this journey by a skilful draughtsman, who took views 
and sketches by the way—so that her undertaking was 
not without its results for the benefit of others. I  know, 
however, that I  have no desire to become the fourth of 
these aspiring ladies.
Horace Benedict de Saussure has connected his name 
for all time with that of Mont Blanc, because he was 
the first scientific man who penetrated its mysteries. 
But he was not the first who ascended it ; this was a 
peasant from the Yale of Chamouni, of the name of 
Balmat. He it was who discovered the path, to the 
summit ; but not possessing scientific culture, he could 
not make scientific observations. Without Balmat, 
however, perhaps De Saussure might not have been 
able to reach the summit of Mont Blanc.
From childhood De Saussure had a singularly deep 
love for mountains, and for wanderings amongst them. 
He had spent several years in ascending, for the purpose 
of scientific examinations, the greater number of the 
most considerable mountain-chains of Europe. But 
Mont Blanc still stocd veiling itself and its Alpine chain 
in mystery, in defiance of the young mountain-explorer’s 
longings and endeavours.
“ ft had become with me, ” he writes “ a kind of 
disease. My eyes never beheld this mountain, which can 
be seen from so many places in our district, without my 
experiencing a painful feeling.”
At length, after twenty-seven years of longing and 
fruitless endeavour, Saussure succeeded, in August, 1737, 
in achieving the longed-for ascent, and from the summit 
was able to survey the Alpine chain in all directions.
“ The arrival on the summit,” he writes, “ did not give 
me immediately all the pleasure which might have been 
expected ; because the length of the struggle, and the 
sense of the trouble which it has cost me to reach it, 
seemed, as it were, to have irritated me. And it was 
with a kind of wrath that I  trampled the snow upon its 
highest point. Besides, I  feared not being able to make 
the observations which I  desired, so greatly was I  
troubled by the rarity of the atmosphere, and the 
difficulty I  found in breathing, and in working at this 
height. We all suffered from fever. ”
Everything, however, succeded to Saussure beyond his 
expectations ; he saw everything, and was able to make 
all the observations which he had so ardently desired to 
do.
“ I  scarcely believed my own eyes,” he says; “ J 
seemed to myself to be dreaming when I  saw beneath 
my feet the terrific, majestic peaks, the acute summits 
of Midi, Argentière and Le Géant, the very bases of 
which it had been to me so difficult and hazardous to 
climb. I  understood their connection and their form, 
and at one single glance was able to clear up the 
uncertainty which years of labour alone could not have 
done.
Amongst the lesser observations which De Saussure 
made on the ascent the following have interested me :—
“ We saw,” says he, “ near the summit only two 
butterflies; the one was a little gray night-butterfly 
(phalène), which flew across the first snow, the second a 
day-butterfly, which appeared to me to be le ilfyrtil.
“ The flower, belonging to the perfect class, which I
found at the greatest altitude was a Silene acaulis. 
Small mosses were however growing upon the very 
highest rocks.”
Saussure, when in shadow, saw from the summit of 
Mont Blanc the stars in the light of day, and the colour 
of the sky was almost black.
He was able only to remain four hours and a half on 
the summit of the mountain, when he was obliged to 
return. But in the stillness of the night, when he had 
recalled all he had actually seen, and felt the grand 
picture of the mountains clearly imprinted upon his 
brain, then he experienced “ an unmingled satisfaction.” 
And well indeed might he ! He had accomplished a 
great undertaking for science. Even science has its 
heroes and noble martyrs.
But how anybody can desire, for no other purpose 
than to be able to say, “ I  have done i t! ”—but enough 
on this subject !
On the 4th of August, Louise and I  set off, through 
the Tête Noire to Martigny, one of the most beautiful 
journeys which any one can take on a summer’s day. 
Good roads, magnificent scenery, both behind and 
before, and through the whole valley bold forms of 
wooded rocks, fresh rushing waters, the purest moun­
tain atmosphere—I  seemed to myself to be reading one 
of Sir Walter Scott’s Highland novels ! The moon 
rose above the beautiful chestnut woods as we reached 
Martigny, in the Khone valley, where we found the air 
oppressively warm.
The following day we took a little carriage and pro­
ceeded to the Great St. Bernard. The road is good 
but narrow, and the turns arc everywhere so precipitous 
on one side, that it is impossible to avoid feeling dizzy 
at the thought of being upset. And such misadventures 
do happen at times.
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We are now in the Canton Vallais. A t one point of 
the road we met a procession of monks, together with 
men and women, who were murmuring prayers to the 
ringing of bells, dressed in white, and on their way to 
some shrine of the Virgin in the neighbourhood, to pray 
for rain. The procession came from villages in the 
mountains, where the drought was fearful, and the har­
vests burned up in consequence.
As far as Cantine du Praz the road is passable for 
a carriage, afterwards you must either ride or walk. 
Louise chose to walk with me, and our guide went 
before us with the mules and our travelling-bags.
The sun was still burning hot, but the pilgrims who 
had been praying for rain appeared not to have put up 
their prayers in vain. Clouds were gathering, thunder 
was heard, and very soon it began to rain. We toiled 
wearily onward with our Alpine staves in our hands ; 
but now it grew dark, ever thicker clouds gathered 
above us, and the ground was wet with snow. And the 
Hospice, the so much longed for Hospice, would not come 
into sight ! At length, however, we beheld a large, 
regular, gray mass of building arise from the gray rocks 
around it, and seldom has the hospitable ciuherge been 
greeted with greater joy. The sympathizing salutation of 
the monks, “Pauvres dames!" sounded to us like delicious 
music. The latter part of the way we had to walk 
through deep snow, and were wet through both by it 
and the rain.
But we changed our clothes, and were then taken 
into a large room, where a good fire rejoiced both soul 
and body ; and were soon seated at table with many 
other travellers, partaking of tea and bread and butter. 
And as she regaled herself with the oriental nectar, 
Louise turned her beaming glances upon me, whispering, 
“ C’est bon!”
We then lay down to rest on very massive beds, 
under whole avalanches of sheets and feather-beds. 
About one hundred and fifty persons, mostly poor 
travellers, were lodged at the Hospice this night.
I  was avtoke in the morning by the pealing roar of 
the organ. I t  was morning mass, at the latter part 
of which I  was present, but not much edified, owing 
to the incongruous mixture of spiritual and worldly 
music.
You are shewn, in the little church, the grave of 
General Dessaix.
“ I  will give you the Alps for your monument !” said 
Napoleon to his dying general, after the battle of 
Marengo ; “ you shall rest on their loftiest inhabited 
point, in the church of St. Bernard ! ” *
I  had some conversation on the life in the convent 
with Père Clavendier, a very kind and well-informed 
man, who appears to have the especial charge of travel­
lers of the more cultivated class.
“ I  should not remain here long by myself,” said he ; 
“ but we are many, and—so I  stay. We often witness 
sorrowful occurrences. Two years ago, two of our bre­
thren went out with a couple of servants, to seek for a 
man who was supposed to have lost himself in the 
mountains. They were scarcely fifty paces from the 
house when we saw an immense avalanche fall and bury 
our poor friends under eighteen feet of snow. When 
we recovered them they were dead! We often find 
poor travellers whose feet are frozen, and here we nurse 
them till they are sufficiently recovered to continue 
their journey.”
I t  is now an unfrequent occurrence for travellers to 
perish in this region—the cases of being frozen to death, 
usually do not exceed two in the course of the year.
“ We ourselves,” said Père Clavendier, “ may hold
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out twelve or fifteen years, hut our dogs not above 
seven or eight years ; they then become rheumatic and 
die.—Is it not so, Mors?” continued he, as he patted 
one of the large, pious dogs ; “ thou wilt hold out for 
another year, and then thou wilt d ie!”
Mors wagged his tail assentingly, and I  thought of 
Luther’s words to his dog:—
“ Don’t grumble, little Hans ; thou too shalt have 
a golden tail some day ! ”
The Hospice of St. Bernard was founded about a thou­
sand years ago, by the pious Count Bernard, of Men- 
thone. From eighteen to twenty thousand travellers 
passing between Italy and Switzerland arc annually 
entertained here, without the good Augustine monks 
exacting the smallest payment. The more wealthy 
travellers generally leave a donation in the alms’-hox of 
the church, and the country people carry thither some­
times gifts of butter, cheese, &c. But this does not 
amount to much. The convent supports itself, and 
also its thousands of pilgrims, by its own funds. During 
the revolution of 1847 these funds were seized upon, 
and the fathers removed from the convent. But the 
travellers across the mountain loudly demanded the 
accustomed fathers and the old hospitality. The go­
vernment was obliged to reinstate both ; and thus St. 
Bernard’s Hospice remains at the present day a monu­
ment of Christian love, and an honour to the Catholic 
Church.
But its time will soon be over. The Sardinian 
minister, Cavour, lias obtained the consent of his 
government to the construction of a railway, which will 
run right through the Alps—Mont Cenis being even 
now tunneled for that purpose — uniting Piedmont 
with Switzerland and the rest of Europe. In about
ten years, it is said, this great work will be ac­
complished; and then St. Bernard’s, the auberge of 
ten centuries, will be deserted ; for no one will take a 
difficult journey of four or five days, when they can, 
without fatigue and at small cost, accomplish the same 
in twelve hours.
A separate building, near the Hospice, contains the 
bodies of those who have perished on their journey 
across the mountain. They are arranged along the 
walls, and present a fearful sight; by degrees they fall 
to pieces, and the floor is strewn with skulls and 
bones.
Why do they not allow the earth to cover their re­
mains ? They cannot teach anything, and they inspire 
a horror which does not belong to the death which is 
the cause of their being here.
“ Death by freezing,” said the young guide, on our 
way, “ is not painful; one goes to sleep—and does not 
wake any more. And when one is poor—without any 
thing to look forward to on earth—a little sooner, 
or a little later, what does it matter ?—all must 
go the same road. I t is a good thing to die without 
suffering ! ”
A melancholy little mountain-lake lies at a short 
distance from the gloomy tenement ; and just below 
the road begins to descend, on the Italian side, into 
Piedmont and the lovely vale of Aosta.
Not far from the Ilospice stood in former times a 
temple of Jupiter, to which probably the same merciful 
duties were attached as belong to the Christian refuge 
for Alpine travellers. In proof of which, we may 
accept a small, but very remarkable, collection of 
antiquities, which have been found on the spot where 
the temple stood, and which are now preserved within 
the convent. Several bronze plates are amongst them,
inscribed with thanksgivings to Jupiter Poeninus, for his 
protection ; and a number of delicately-worked bronze 
figures of heathen divinities appear, like the others, to 
be ex votos, consecrated to his temple by grateful travel­
lers across the mountain. There is also in this collec­
tion a beautiful female hand, also in bronze, around the 
wrist and fingers of which a snake twines itself.
“ This represents the hand of Eve,” said the good 
monk, who shewed us these things.
“ But—Eve’s hand in the temple of Jupiter? ”
“ Oh,” replied he, “ they had also, amongst the 
heathen, the traditions of the Fall ! ”
The air was damp and cold this morning, and heavy 
hailstones made the ground white around the Hospice ; 
the sky was heavy and cloudy, everything was gray 
and gloomy. Nature is here eternally veiled ; it knows 
neither the life nor the flowers of summer.
W ith a grateful heart, and a sense of high esteem, I  
took my leave of the pious men who live here to 
rescue and bless their fellows ; caressed the large, 
good-tempered dogs, who participate in their work of 
love, and availing ourselves of a break in the clouds, 
I  and my young friend set forth on our return. We 
reached La Cantine, happily, before the rain began, and 
made the remaining descent of the mountain amidst 
storms of rain.
A t seven o’clock in the evening we were again at 
Martigny, where we found it very hot. We had in this 
day passed from the climate of Spitzbergen to that of 
southern Italy.
We should now have undertaken the journey to 
Monte Posa, but that sun and fine weather were 
necessary, which at the present time we did not enjoy.
The heavens were clothed in rain-clouds, and the 
barometer had fallen ; we therefore determined to defer 
the journey, and return at once to Geneva.
In the early dusk of morning we drove through the 
Ehone valley, from the swampy, sterile district around 
Martigny, to the woody and fertile neighbourhood of 
Bex, magnificently embraced, both on the right hand 
and the left, by the mountain-chains of Vaud and 
Vallais.
W e enjoyed the fresh air, freed from dust, which the 
rain had laid, the fantastic cloud-imagery which 
gathered around the mountains, and the ever-varying 
play of light and shadow. Thus we sped along, on 
the wings of steam, from Bex to Villeneuve, and 
thence, by the steamer “ LTIirondelle,” across the 
■waters of Lake Leman, and so to Geneva. And 
there, by lantern-light, 1 was able, thanks be to our 
Lord, to restore my beloved young companion safe and 
sound to her parents1 and relatives, who were waiting 
for her on the shore. And again I  spent a few days 
with her in the good home, which I am able to call 
mine, and where they would scarcely receive thanks 
for all the kindness which I enjoyed there.
“ The home of the pastor of souls ought to be 
hospitable,” said the good pastor Coulin, when I  
thanked him for the bountiful hospitality which he and 
his family had shown to me.
And now let me linger somewhat upon these last 
days in my Swiss home, where, for the last time, I  was 
able to partake of the refreshment of repose, such as 
can be only enjoyed in a home like this.
Do not let it, dear B,., appear too tedious for 
thee to linger yet a few moments with me ; soon, very 
soon, we shall cross the Alps, and then proceed far out 
into the wide world ; now, however, let us linger and
rest a moment in the home beside the Living Waters !
I  transcribe the following from my Diary :—
Jargonaut, August 15th.—A still summer rain has 
been falling ever since morning ; it seems to us all like 
pleasant music, because for the last two months there 
has been no rain here, and the earth thirsts and 
languishes for it. The nightingales sing no longer inD  O  O  3  O
the wood, and the great walnut-tree is now bearing 
fruit ; and pears and plums are ripening around my 
quiet home, where everything is alike good, pleasant, 
and peaceful.
I  have spent the morning in reading, and in the 
comparison of the ancient classical ideal of man and 
life with that of more modern times—that is to say, of 
Christianity. The differences are, in many respects, 
great, but in none greater and more striking than in 
the doctrine of the aim and purport of life, and of the 
immortality of the human soul. The former amongst 
the wise of antiquity is confined merely to the perfect­
ing of the individual, as regards his relationship to the 
state. They know nothing of a life devoted to the 
service of humanity. And as regards the latter, there 
is always in the minds of the most enlightened a con­
stantly recurring doubt, like a cloud over their brightest 
yearnings. They stand hesitating over the question, 
“ To be or not to be.” Such are Cicero, Seneca, Marcus 
Aurelius. Socrates believed more and hoped more, 
but still how futile and dreamy, even in Pliædon, are 
the images of a future life ! How differently do Peter, 
Paul, and all the Christian prophets speak ! New 
revelation—new inspiration !
Comparisons of this kind are the enjoyment of my 
soul. They are Alpine journeys, which invigorate in­
stead of wearying. And I  rejoice far more than De 
Saussure did when from the newly-attained summit I
can survey the various branches and scope of the 
Alpine chain, which is denominated by me the educa­
tion of the human soul.
Sunday, August 16tli.—Morning family worship is 
already over. After breakfast, Nancy carried, as usual, 
the Bible to her father, who read from its pages the 4th 
psalm of David, and at its conclusion made the follow­
ing observations
“ Parents can love their children with an equal 
affection, and yet at the same time have for each 
separate child a separate tenderness and care with 
reference to the child’s character or talents—sometimes 
even faults. Thus is God in relationship to mankind. 
He loves them all equally, but yet every separate indi­
vidual with an especial care, so that every one may 
regard himself as standing in a separate relationship, 
as it were apart with Him. W e see this in the rela­
tionship of Christ Jesus to his disciples. Every one of 
us can then severally say with David, that he is loved 
of God. Every one of us has from Him an especial 
ray of His light and grace. Therefore, Father, we 
pray for ourselves and for all : “ Lift Thou up the light 
of Thy countenance upon us !”
The observations of the excellent Pastor Coulin 
seldom extend beyond five minutes, but there is more 
matter in them than is generally found in longer dis­
courses. We conversed afterwards, for a short time, 
of persons who, even under the most severe trials, have 
yet possessed within their souls this sense of the Divine 
Fatherly care and guidance.
August 17tli.—My birthday. I  have not mentioned 
it to any one in my kind home. No beloved sisters 
have, as on so many a former occasion, greeted me on 
this anniversary with flowers, presents, and little
amusing devices. But pleasant and strengthening 
thoughts have visited me, and made this day to me 
like a festival. Partly by conversation, partly by read­
ing, partly, and above all, by the soul’s centering itself 
into its own depth, and meditating upon its highest 
phenomena, have I  been, during my residence, carried 
forward in the inquiry which, beyond everything else, 
drew me hither. This summer has been especially 
favourable to me. The flower which had long been 
in bud within me has blown—I know not how. 
Probably, like other flowers, by God’s light in connec­
tion with the impelling force of natural growth. Ilow 
can it be otherwise ? That which I  sought to know I  
have now found. And of this I  will speak more par­
ticularly another time. But that which I  would here 
exclaim to all seeking and thirsting souls is :—
“ Have no mistrust ! Brother, sister, thy thirst, thy 
seeking, are prophetic. They testify of the fountain ; 
and they will, sooner or later, lead thee on to it, and 
give refreshment and peace to thy soul!”
Whilst yet very young, I  wrote, on one of the few 
occasions when I gave vent in words to an overflowing 
but as yet unenlightened soul:—
“ Oh thou consuming flame of my silent nights and 
restless days, what wouldst thou with me ? There are 
moments in which thou illuminest eternities; others, in 
which thou merely burnest and tormentest me ! ”
I  am now become old, and I  still feci the flame 
there as formerly, but it no longer burns and torments 
me. God first kindled it. I t  has been fed by Ilim, 
and He has allowed it to become for me a silent 
guiding light, an eye for His sun. He has changed 
my unrest into rest. I  have thanked God for the gift 
of life.
In the shelter of the peaceful home, which is one of
the most beautiful flowers of the Swiss soil, I  will cast 
a last glance upon the state of the Confederacy, and 
ask :—
W hat fruit has its tree of freedom borne?
That the confederate people, spite of their being 
split into small states, with dissimilar laws, languages, 
religious creeds, manners, and usages, feel themselves, 
nevertheless, brethren by a common mother country, 
and a common freedom, and that they feel this mother 
country and this freedom to be their most precious 
possession, and will defend them with life and blood, is 
proved by the last general rising on the threatened war 
with Prussia, during the foregoing winter. That the 
Cantons during times of peace squabble one with 
another is no less one of their every-day customs, as'it 
is amongst not very good brothers arid sisters in many 
homes. And sometimes even bloody quarrels have 
grown out of squabbles, as in the war of the Sonder- 
bund. The sentiment of freedom lias hitherto been 
more Cantonal than Federal.
Many people upbraid the present Government with 
endeavouring to obliterate local interests and local con­
siderations, in order to effect a greater centralization, a 
common feeling for the confederate state. But this is, 
after all, evidently a great step towards a higher union. 
And the common festivals and exhibitions, by means of 
which the Government is endeavouring .to awaken, in 
the individual Cantons, the mind to the common unity 
and the common home, as well as to call forth brotherly 
love, are beautiful and estimable in themselves, and 
especially calculated for the purpose intended. Yet 
they have not- succeeded in assembling all the children 
of the land. Neither Graubündten, Vallais, nor Tessin 
was to be met with at their gay national festivals. 
However, the railroads extend out their arms more and
more into all parts of the country ; and before long 
Graubiindten,* Vallala, and Tessin will no longer sit 
solitarily behind their mountains, remote from Berne, 
Geneva, and Zurich, as they do at present.
As regards political freedom in the Cantons, I  have 
heard more evil spoken than good. Party feeling is 
often carried to an unprincipled length. The better 
class of citizens are thrust aside to give place to the worse; 
the bold unprincipled man is the conqueror, and the 
ignorant set themselves in the place of the wise. The 
later revolutions in the Cantons have nearly always 
taken this direction. These facts have led me to the 
conviction that constitutional monarchy must be, per­
haps, of all forms of government, the safest and best 
for the freedom and prosperity of the people. In the 
meantime, it is clear that amidst these agitations the 
Swiss people are receiving a political education, and 
that the new governments, compelled by the pressure of 
public opinion, are adopting a course favourable to the 
education of the people, and, consequently, salutary. 
And until this general political education is completed, 
no one can judge with any certainty of the republican 
form of government. Switzerland is as yet young in
* And Graubiindten ought to be the last of all to absent herself 
from the Union-feast of all the Cantons, because she constitutes 
the great Schweitseri o f the Confederate States ; she is the Canton 
which produces the most delicious tarts and pasties, and many 
other kinds of confections, and which sends out to every country 
in Europe artistes of this class, who are known under the name of  
Scliweitsare. This art is said to have been introduced into Grau­
biindten by emigrants from the Roman States during the gastro­
nomic period of the empire, and has there established itself, to ­
gether with a number of Latin words, which make the dialect of 
Graubiindten very peculiar, and prove its Roman origin. Grau­
biindten deserves, therefore, a place of honour at the tabic of 
Sworn Confederates.—Author's note.
her public life. I t  is only a few years since its union 
established its form of government on that of the North 
American States.
Is it not under the shelter of its Republican freedom 
that Switzerland has already produced so many men 
remarkable for their influence on the development of 
mankind, in almost every branch of human culture ? * 
Is it not under the shelter of this tree of Freedom that 
somany excellent educational institutions have sprung up 
and daily increase, for the younger generation ; so many 
beautiful asylums for the aged, and for those who have 
suffered shipwreck in life ; is it not in its shelter that 
every house and every private individual has the oppor­
tunity of enjoying independence of conscience and the 
noblest culture ? Let us not fail in the due estimation 
of such fruits of popular freedom !
There exists in Switzerland—whether it be the 
result of the political institutions of the country, or 
from any other influences—a certain high-toned opinion 
with regard to what is right, moral, and of general 
utility ; and as regards the duty of every man to labour 
for that end which operates beneficially, and in the 
spirit of the highest education, upon its youth and even 
upon strangers who have remained in the country any 
length of time. The mind of many a thoughtless 
young man from other lands has here taken a more 
serious direction, and he has learned to live for higher
* Geneva alone has given to the world several o f the most cele­
brated amongst these : Jean Jacques Rousseau, the social reformer 
and friend of mankind; the naturalists, Bonnet, De Saussure, and 
De Candolle; the teacher of political economy, Say; the historians, 
Sismondi and Merle d’Aubigné, and many another celebrated 
man ; besides the most intellectual and most gifted with genius, 
and at the same time most warm-hearted of female writers, the 
daughter of Neckar, the noble-minded Madame dc Stiiel.—Author's 
note.
interests than hitherto. And if the governments of 
the different Cantons would he willing to give higher 
salaries, and to improve the outward circumstances of 
persons who devote themselves to the education of 
youth, then Switzerland would soon stand, amongst its 
Alps, as a high-school for the young of all nations of 
the Christian world. For both women and men have 
the most decided gifts for this noble calling.
That of which I  found the want in Switzerland, even 
in education, is the free, and, in its highest sense, uni­
versal spirit, which I  felt to be so vitalizing, so regene­
rative, in the United States of America ; and amongst 
the multitudes of lectures and sermons of this country, 
I  should have wished to hear something which extended 
the political and social horizon sufficiently to embrace 
other nations also, and the universal human interests, 
the great confederation of mankind. That the Swiss 
republic is not altogether indifferent to these, is proved, 
in the meantime, by its sympathy in the struggle for 
liberty in Greece, and its zeal for missionary labours.
The women of the educated classes stand high in 
religious earnestness and activity in works of human 
love. They are truth-loving, industrious, maternal, 
full of an educational spirit. I t  is customary in the 
Cantons Yaud and Geneva for every young girl, after 
her first communion, to take upon herself the instruc­
tion and charge of a poor child. I  have rarely met 
with peculiarity of character amongst the ladies ; the 
requirement and aspiration of higher intelligence more 
rarely still. Domestic life, the religious life, and 
nature seem to be all suffering for the generality. The 
woman in Switzerland who enjoys at the present time 
the largest mental horizon, and who, with the most 
ardent heart, embraces the highest interests of social 
life, and who regards the Swiss Confederation from
its highest point of view, is not a woman of Swit­
zerland at all, but the daughter of an unenfranchised 
country, of the people of Roumelia, Countess Dora 
d’Istria.
The men appear to me to be of sterling character, 
prudent and energetic,hut many of them have, as regards 
the other sex, a good deal to learn from the French, 
and even from Englishmen. The Swiss man, it appears 
to me, does not often regard his wife according to the 
requirement of the beautiful Swedish term maka, or 
equal-, and, not unfrequently, an otherwise good and 
distinguished man deserves the satire which the little 
son of one of my acquaintance, on one occasion, un­
consciously expressed, when he said to his little 
sister :—
“ Now, thou shalt be my wife. Go and stand in the 
corner ! ”
She.—“ But why must I  be your wife ? ”
lie ■— “ That I  may have somebody to scold.”
But this behaviour is perhaps an exception to the 
rule.
The position of the young woman of the educated 
classes in the house of lier parents appears to me, on 
the contrary, near to perfection—at all events, it is so 
in French Switzerland. The daughters are there edu­
cated to the right use of freedom, and they obtain this 
freedom in their best years. Every young girl, whether 
she marries or not, receives a settlement from her pa­
rents, and the means for an independent life, before she 
attains to her five-and-twentieth year. In the good 
home which is for the present mine, the two daughters 
were each allotted their portion equally with their bro­
ther, when he entered upon his office, and commenced 
life for himself. Nevertheless, they know not a better 
home than that of their parents ; and I  do not believe
that any country can exhibit more beautiful relation­
ships between parents and children, and especially be­
tween daughters and their fathers. I  have already 
spoken on this subject ; but it is scarcely possible to 
say too much on these beautiful, perfect relationships. 
In  them lie noble seeds of the future ; for the good, 
well-educated daughters become good mothers, and it 
is upon the mother that the future of the child, and— 
of the nation, more essentially depends.
In a few days I  shall leave Switzerland—probably 
for ever, klonte Rosa is the last point which I  visit 
within its realm, and I  am to be accompanied to Monte 
Rosa by both my young sisters, Louise and Nancy, 
from my beloved home beside the Living Waters.
Zermatt, September 3rd.—We are seated in the valley 
at the foot of Monte Rosa ; and whilst we are resting 
here—so that in the morning we may be able to ascend 
to the celebrated rock-rose—we are writing, the youth­
ful sisters to their parents, and I  to thee, my R.
On the 1 st of September we left Geneva. The 
morning was warm, the lake like a mirror ; but the old 
“ Helvetia ” soon made its waters foam and roar. The 
sun had not yet risen ; dark, purple-tinted clouds hung 
above the heights in the direction in which it would 
rise. The east looked like a chamber-alcove, behind the 
curtains of which the glimmer of the night-lamp con­
tended with the light of day, and where all is silent and 
mysterious.
But not for long. The sun came forth “ like a 
bridegroom out of his chamber, and like a giant who re­
joices to run his course.” The day was beautiful, al­
though not perfectly clear. A soft misty veil rested 
upon the heights; not a breath of wind stirred. But
Lake Leman had never been more animated. Steamers 
came and steamers went, saluting one another in pass­
ing by, lowering their great red flags, with the white 
cross of the Confederation, down to the blue waves, 
which they seemed to kiss. Life upon Lake Leman 
and its banks at this moment is a daily festival, and all 
the more so from the number of travellers, either of 
great celebrity or high rank, who arc here. The King 
of the Belgians, the Grand Duke of Russia, Marshal 
Pelissier (the conqueror of Sebastopol), the French 
philosopher Cousin, and I  know not how many other 
celebrities from foreign lands. The region where for­
merly the people contended together in bloody strife, 
has become that in which they by preference assemble 
for the cheerful and amicable enjoyment of life. Every­
where people are in movement to look about and to 
amuse themselves. On every hand flags are waving and 
salutes are given ; and besides all this, these rich banks 
are at this moment infinitely beautiful. They are 
clothed again in nctv verdure after the late rain. The 
fruit harvest is almost as abundant as the corn harvest 
has been, and for many a year the vineyards have not 
displayed such a wealth of clusters. There is a uni­
versal blessing over the earth !
In passing, I cast grateful leave-taking glances at the 
various places where I  enjoyed life with nature and 
with man, and where I  experienced the most amicable 
hospitality— St. Prix, Lausanne, Clärens, Montreux. 
They lay peacefully surrounded by their splendid 
grounds and walnut-trees— the loveliest trees on the 
banks of Lake Leman.
So, farewell, thou beautiful, richly-blessed land ! 
Mayest thou bear thy beauty and thy harvests for the 
joy of millions, and bless and benefit many a stranger 
as thou hast benefited and blessed me !
VOL. I. X
A t Bex we were met by the kind Pastor Secrétan, 
who conducted us to his hospitable table. A t Bex our 
little party was joined by a third young girl, who 
wished to see Monte Rosa ; and I  am now the mother 
of three young daughters, whom I  shall introduce to 
the regions of the snow-world. Increased responsibi­
lity, and with it increased anxiety as to the event of 
the journey—for the sky is becoming cloudy.
W e roll along by diligence to Sion, the chief town 
of Canton Vallais, between the mountain-walls of the 
Rhone valley, which look down gloomily upon us. We 
sleep at Sion, and set off early on the following morn­
ing to Viège. The clouds travel with us, or, rather, 
rush on after us, till, finally, they drop down upon us in 
downright rain — a dismal prospect for Monte Rosa. 
But my young friends are in the highest spirits—form 
one droll, impossible scheme after another to accompany 
me to Italy, and laugh heartily at their own fancies. I  
cannot help laughing with them, but yet am myself 
anything but merry.
We have dinner at Viège—an excellent little dinner 
—and are waited upon by a handsome, clever Rosa. 
Viège lies at the entrance of the Zermatt valley, and 
here the mountain river, the Viège, throws itself into 
the Rhone.
At Viège we must decide either for or against the 
journey to Monte Rosa. We enquire from all weather 
oracles, and behold ! the sky grows clearer, and seems 
to promise favourably. We determine to venture the 
attempt. This evening we shall reach St. Nicholas. I t  
is two short days’ journey through the Zermatt valley, 
which is celebrated for its grand scenery.
We set off. Two of us ride, two of us walk, with 
long Alpine staffs in our hands, two guides accompany­
ing us. We see in Viège many traces of the earth­
quake which occurred last year in the Canton Vallais. 
The church roof has fallen in, many houses are in 
ruins. Our journey is beautiful, the valley infinitely 
picturesque ; both on the right hand and on the left 
shine out glaciers and cascades from the woods and the 
mountains ; amongst the former the Glacier Balferin 
stands forth like a giant. I t  was not till dark that we 
arrived at St. Nicholas, where we obtained good 
quarters. The next morning looked likely for rain. 
Nevertheless we were up early, and when we came 
abroad, behold! yonder gleamed forth the eternal 
mountains, the snow-clad summits of Monte Bosa, in 
clear sunshine, directly before us at the end of a long 
valley. I t  was heart-stirring, and so was the morning 
air, fresh and pure. One did not feel either one’s body 
or one’s feet ; one seemed to have wings.
And our journey was beautiful this day, between the 
lofty mountains, from amongst which gleamed forth snow 
and fields of ice ; whilst the pleasant woods of melize 
trees stretched down from the mountains to the banks 
of the foaming Viège, which roared through the valley. 
Our road lay along the river side, by a good footpath. 
Little villages, with their white churches, were planted 
in picturesque disorder upon the mountain plains. 
Even amongst these has the earthquake left traces of 
its desolating power.
The weather became more and more hopeful ; we 
pursued our journey cheerfully, botanizing and talking 
by the way ; and the higher we ascended the more I  
was at home amongst the vegetation. I  was able to 
present my young friend with Swedish wortleberries 
and mosses. The light, agile forms of the young girls, 
the gay effect of the fluttering ribbons of their broad 
hats, gladdened me during our ramble, and both they 
and I  agreed that we had never enjoyed a more delight-
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fui journey. They will now all of them accompany me 
on foot. One of the mules goes along unencumbered, 
jfand the other carries our small amount of luggage.
The valley becomes narrower by degrees, assumes a 
more gloomy character, but the grand object at its 
further end stands forth vast and elevating to the soul. 
W e are now within view of the glacier of Matterhorn, 
which comes down from the rock in a serpent-like 
sweep ; and now of Matterhorn himself, a colossal snow 
giant of indescribably defiant aspect, and which seems 
to lift up his proud neck towards heaven as if he 
would defy both Grod and man.
The valley is shut in at Zermatt by the Riffelberg, a 
plateau of 7,000 feet above the level of the sea ; and this 
plateau is the footstool, as it were, of the giant forms 
of Matterhorn and Monte Rosa. Matterhorn (in French, 
Mont Cervin) looks out over Switzerland, Monte Rosa 
towards Italy, which beautiful land one seems to be­
hold as in a panorama from its snowy summit.
W e reached Zermatt in good time in the day, and in 
the evening rambled on the foot of the Riffelberg, 
along green meadows, where the cattle -were grazing 
on the edge of the glaciers. The following morning we 
intended to ascend the mountain, but the sky again 
became cloudy, and the spaces of blue grew ever less 
and less.
Riffel, Sept. 5tli, at an altitude o f 7,500 feet.—Whilst 
thick mist and cold surround us here, in the midst of 
the region of ice, and prevent our seeing anything of its 
wondrous forms, I  will, with sunshine in my heart, 
give some account of our ascent hither during yester­
day.
The night before, at Zermatt, I  had been awoke by 
the rain beating against my chamber window.
“ That is pleasant I” said I, and think of the young
girls who have accompanied me hither on purpose to 
see Monte Rosa !
In an hour, however, the rain had ceased, the moon. t 
shone in through my window consolingly, and I  went 
to sleep. **
In  the morning I  was awoke by Nancy’s joyful ex­
clamation :—
“ Mont Cervin est tout découvert ! ”
I  hastened up, and assuredly there stood the defiant, 
ice-clad giant—or, more properly, giantess, for it is in .
the form of a woman, with an immense crinoline—in P / , 
glittering splendour rearing her proud head towards the ,, iSdCM--
clear blue heavens. Not a cloud was to be seen. How 
happy we were over our breakfast, and after breakfast z 
we began the ascent. ^
W e were soon all of us, cither on horses or on foot, .
clambering up Riffelberg, now under the leadership of ,7^  /
Ignace Biner, the best guide in this Alpine region.
And ever as we climbed we beheld the Alp horizon 
become more extensive, one ice-peak after another rose 
up, and immense ice-fields spread out their white, /> 
shining tablecloths between them, until the whole 
northern chain of Swiss Alps stood in a vast semi­
circle around the horizon. W e halted upon green plains 
on the mountain to contemplate the glorious spectacle, 
and rest in the sunshine. I  felt indescribably grateful 
to be able to see this in company with my young 
friends, because I  saw through all their eyes—and how 
those eyes beamed !
Monte Rosa and its world were as yet concealed from 
us by the heights of the Riffelberg—Matterhorn alone 
enthroned without a rival from the east to the south.
But the ascent begins to be very difficult for me—I  
never felt it more so ; I  am obliged to stop every five 
minutes to recover my breath. Is it owing to the in-
creasing rarity of the air, or is it old age? Louise 
maintains that it is the air.
We have left behind us the last Alpine huts, and 
now even the last trees, the delicate melize trees, which 
look as if they, too, like me, had a difficulty in climbing 
the ascent. The last tree reaches a little higher than 
the other, and stands bowing to the mountain, as if it 
said, “ We can now go no farther 1 ”
The shrubs of the Alpine rose, and every other larger 
kind of plant and shrub, have ceased. There are now 
only small mountain flowers—Nancy’s little favourites 
—low grass, as well as mosses and lichens, accompany 
us still. The wind has become cold, and the pilcd-up 
mass of the Riffelberg comes ever nearer to us. At 
length, after three hours’ ascent, we have reached the 
first great plain of the Riffelberg, bare, save for a little 
yellowish grass ; but where La Maison du Riffel, the 
ugliest and most inconvenient of all Swiss hotels, is 
welcomed by us with great satisfaction.
A large fire was burning in the saloon, where we 
rested and had dinner. W e had now Matterhorn, so 
to speak, exactly before our eyes ; but Monte Rosa was 
altogether hidden from sight by the loftiest summit of 
the Riffelberg, Gomergrat.
The height of Gornergrat is 2000 feet above the au­
berge of Riffel, and Ignace Biner dissuades us from 
undertaking the ascent to-day, because “ it is already 
late,” and we might now, at all events, see Monte Rosa 
from the plateau of Gugli. I t  is best to defer the as­
cent of Gornergrat till the morrow. Good; so said and 
so done.
In the afternoon, when we have dined, we all turn 
out as merry as can be, to botanize on the heights of 
the Riffelberg, because the weather is enchanting; and 
a breath of ill-humour on the part of Matterhorn, with
cloud and cold wind, has vanished again. The sun shines, 
and the air has the amenity of summer.
We climb without difficulty up some of the little 
hills, where a flock of sheep still find pasturage. We 
leave the mass of the Kiffelberg on the right ; we make 
a circuit round the Gornergrat to the left—and now 
almost all at once a spectacle presents itself, so grand, 
so extraordinary, and at the same time so beautiful, 
that it is overpowering.
I t  is a world of snow and ice ; towers, mountains, 
valleys, streams, fields, waves, hut not harsh, not terri­
ble ; a fantastic world, in which the large mass unites 
itself to softness and beauty in form ; and there, there 
to the left, southward, towards Italy, lies upon shining 
white hills the immense snow-rose, Monte Kosa, round 
and soft in all-its outlines, like a Provençe rose, although 
its projecting petals are blocks of granite. Clouds sink 
caressingly into its soft, half-opened chalice, and throw 
its southern edge somewhat into shadow ; but the sun­
beams caress it at the same time, as if to take leave, 
lighting up continually new regions of its inner world. 
Far below our feet creeps the Gorner glacier, an im­
mense icy path, nine leagues in length. I t  requires an 
hour to go straight across it from the point where we 
sit. On the opposite side rise the giant mountains, 
Castor and Pollux, Breithorn, St. Theodule’s horn, with 
many other horns, and waving icy summits, on to Mat­
terhorn, which bounds the view to the north. Every 
one of these giants is from twelve to thirteen thousand 
feet in height above the level of the sea. Monte Kosa 
is upwards of fourteen thousand, and thus is second 
only to Mont Blanc amongst the Alpine heights of 
Switzerland ; but its soft, rounded form does not give 
the full idea of its altitude, whilst the Matterhorn, 
which is upwards of one thousand feet lower, rising up
boldly as it does in its crinoline, appears considerably 
higher and more mighty.
We sate for a whole hour on the summit of Gugli, 
contemplating the wonderful world of snow, and listen­
ing now to the thundering din which was heard at times 
proceeding from it, telling of the fall of the avalanche, 
which our eyes could only discern by a little white 
smoke arising here and there—and now to the echoes, 
like silvery voices, which Ignace awoke by his laughter 
in the mountains. Louise fancied she heard little 
enchanted princes laughing in the ice-palaces.
The sun in his descent cast the brightest beams over 
the soft peaks of Crina di Jazi, which shone white 
towards the heaven of Italy — as white, pure, and 
soft as if they had belonged to some snow paradise. 
We were never tired of watching the struggle of the 
sun-beams, in the chalice of Monte Rosa, with the 
clouds which seemed as if they would imbed them­
selves there ; but suddenly a violent wind arose from 
the side of Matterhorn, and we saw the -wicked giantess, 
as if jealous of the attention we bestowed upon Monte 
Rosa, encircled with a girdle of dark cloud, and assem­
bling a whole host of the same above her head. They 
were evidently not to he trifled with, and we were 
obliged to make the best of our way to the inn. And 
there we have been obliged to remain ever since, enve­
loped in mist and cloud, which Matterhorn, the w’icked 
witch, has gathered around us. W e console ourselves 
with good books and good humour, but as regards the 
journey up Gornergrat, and its view of the Alp pano­
rama, both southward and northward, there is but little 
hope. I t  is as cold as in the middle of our Swedish 
winter, and probably we must now relinquish our lofty 
abode.
We have, however, seen Monte Rosa and its ice-
realm. Chamouni is nothing in comparison with it !
Viege, September 7th.—Fear for the continuance of 
mist and cold up in the snow region caused us to de­
scend to Zermatt without reaching the summit of 
Gornergrat. I  am sorry for it, on account of my 
young friends, who in the meantime are amiable and 
contented with what they have seen. And very cheer­
ful was the return with them on foot, through the 
beautiful Zermatt valley, and in good weather. We 
spread out our dinner on the edge of the springs, and 
drank of their refreshing waters, and thought our mode 
of travelling was the most agreeable in the world.
Query—Could we not, also, in Sweden contrive short 
pedestrian journeys of this kind for our young girls?
I  have now done. I  have separated from my amiable, 
young Swiss sisters, who have returned to the homes 
of their parents. I f  I  am right in my conjectures, there 
will soon be a great change for. one of them, Louise. 
May it tend to her happiness and that of her family ! 
She and they have become cordially dear to me ! They 
will constitute my family-bond with Switzerland.
And now Italy, to thee ! to thee ! This very night 
I  shall cross the Simplon.
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Domo d’Ossola, 10th September.—Switzerland,its moun­
tains and valleys, are now for me on the other side of 
the Alps—and I  am in Italy, the much-sung-about, the 
greatly-praised Italy ! But the heaven of Italy looks 
cloudily down upon me, and it rains. Whilst I  rest 
here a day at the foot of Simplon, I  will say a few 
words about the journey across the mountain.
I  waited at Viège for the diligence which passes 
through that place in the night from Lausanne. It 
arrived at three o’clock, but quite full. They gave me, 
however, a little carriage with one horse ; a brisk, 
active young woman at the public-house helped me in, 
together with my luggage, in the dark, and away we 
went up hill. My carriage, very rickety from the 
beginning, grew more out of condition with every jolt.
But the peculiar and grand character of the journey 
occupied my attention. From Bérésal to the heights 
of the Simplon I  went on foot. The scenery was wild, 
and of an imposing grandeur. The sun shone upon 
the mass of cloud, and wind chased the misty shadows 
amongst the mountains. All around, in an immense 
circle, glaciers and snow-covered mountain-peaks 
gleamed forth from amongst the clouds. Before me 
rose a lofty mountain, shaped like a cupola, the top of 
which was covered -with black cloud, whilst the lower 
part was lighted up by bright sunshine. I t  was the 
peak of the Simplon. Troops of misty shapes were 
chased round it by the wind, as in a wild sweep, whilst 
they strove to reach the top, which seemed in its turn 
to reject them. The black cloud lay threateningly 
above, and the white, misty spectres careered around 
like the unhappy and unsettled souls in the hell of 
Dante. Still increasing in number, they ascended from 
the depth below ; still more and more wildly were they 
chased round the ice-clad mountain—clad as in tatters 
of ice—into the dazzling sunshine beneath the black, 
forbidding cloud. Masses of water were hurled down 
from the neighbouring glaciers with thundering din. 
There is danger here from avalanches during spring and 
autumn, and for that reason strong stone galleries are 
built on many parts of the road, to serve as a shelter for 
people and for carriages. Avalanches and torrents are 
hurled down over the arched roofs, and down into the 
abyss on the other side. Even now masses of ice hang 
threateningly upon the heights to the left along the 
road ; but these will dissolve in foaming rivers, which 
will find their outlet in deep clefts of the mountain, over 
which the road is carried, or they are conveyed away 
by means of strongly-constructed gutters over the roofs 
of the stone galleries. One of these streams is hurled
down with a force and a din which is deafening. The 
whole of this scene was so wild and so magnificent, that 
it thrilled me at once with terror and joy. The sun 
gleamed through all as with lightning-flashes, and as if 
in combat with the demons of nature.
I  wandered along the Napoleonic road in security 
nevertheless, between precipices and the raging sport 
of waters. Many Maisons de Befuge are erected at 
short distances along this part of the road, to afford 
asylums to the traveller, in case of misfortunes or snow­
storms.
The wind became still colder, and the sky still more 
cloudy as we began to descend through the dark moun­
tain pass. The road along its whole extent is laid 
down, or rather constructed, with most admirable skill. 
Napoleon had it calculated for heavy artillery. “ But 
can cannon pass the Simplon?” inquired lie impatiently 
from General Dessaix, whilst this Titanic work was in 
progress. Peaceful diligences laden with peaceable 
tourists now pass along it daily. Of the beauties of 
the descent I  shall not say much. I  saw deep-wooded 
mountain clefts, and beautiful waterfalls, but I  had 
seen so many ravines and waterfalls latterly, that I  
scarcely could distinguish between them. Besides, the 
weather was rainy and 1 was sleepy, both from being 
awake all night and from the cold. I  enjoyed the con­
sciousness of a warmer atmosphere, and of being no 
longer perished with cold as on the heights.
My travelling-companion in my little carriage was a 
young Englishman, of the verdant species. He was 
continually asking me, “ W hat is th is?” “ Where are 
we coming to now ? ” and so on, although I  assured him 
that I  knew no more than he did, and that I  was here 
for the first time myself. I t  was of no use ; and in five 
minutes I  heard again, “ W hat is the name of this
place ? ” “ Where are we now ? ” A t the place where 
we changed our horse and equipage a very small car­
riage was given us, so small, indeed, that there seemed 
to be no space between us and the horse.
“ Now, where is our driver to s i t? ” inquired my 
young travelling-companion from me.
“ On our knees,” I  replied, calmly.
“ Good heavens ! ” exclaimed he, horror-stricken, “ I 
shall sit behind ! ”
And so he did, spite of the pouring rain. Our 
driver, in the meantime, actually found room for him­
self on the foot-board at my feet.
The heights had now begun to clothe themselves with 
rich verdure and beautiful trees, when a stone pillar 
near the road showed itself with these words :—
I t a l ia ,
S t a t o  S a r d o .
And anon the beautiful valley of Domo d’Ossola re­
vealed itself, with immense chestnut forests laden with 
fruit, and amidst which gleamed forth white houses, 
chapels, and churches. Cheerful colours of bright 
yellow and red shone upon the houses, gates, and 
towers, and produced a pleasant effect.
A t Isella we undergo a visitation from the custom­
house officers, but without much trouble or annoyance. 
The countenances, expression, language, are here all 
Italian. There is an agreeable smiling expression in 
these dark eyes, and in these expressive mouths.
Amidst pouring rain we entered into beautiful Italy, 
driving along the fields of Piedmont, between wooded 
heights and over the sandy plain where the river La 
Tosa rolls its turbid waters. Thus we arrive at Domo 
d’Ossola. Here everything has an Italian character, 
and looks gay and beautiful, spite of the rain. Broad
streets, fresco-painted houses ; young men who go 
along singing arm-in-arm, with garlands of vine-leaves 
round their heads, in the midst of the rain : it pro­
duces a sunny effect.
I t  rained so hard at the time of our arrival, that I was 
glad to get under the shelter of a roof as soon as pos­
sible, which I  did at the post-house where we stopped. 
I  was conducted into two or three large naked rooms, 
the floors of which looked as if they were rubbed with 
tobacco saliva ; but I  was assured that it is un bello 
nero, and the place very clean. I  endeavoured to 
believe it so, though I  could not see it ; neither have I  
ever seen it yet. The hotel is full of empty, cold 
rooms, with doors which will not shut, bells which will 
not, ring, and everything at sixes and sevens—not as in 
Switzerland ! But the bed is good, the table very 
good, the attendants very obliging, and in the morn­
ing I  hope to reach Lago Maggiore, and to see the 
Borromean islands !
Palanxa, on Lago Maggiore, Sept. 12tli.—When did 
anyone ever think of Italy, Lago Maggiore, Isola 
Bella, otherwise than in connection with a clear sky, 
brilliant sun, and everything under the most bright and 
agreeable aspect 1 But I  had the experience that, 
when it is bad weather in beautiful Italy, it is so with 
a vengeance, and when it rains here it does not soon 
leave off.
A t Domo d’Ossola I  found only a moment to go out 
to look round me a little, and read over the door of a 
church the great words, “ Indulgenza quotidiana,perpetua 
et plenaria,” the full meaning of which I leave to another 
time. In  the evening all the elements were in convul­
sion, and there was a thunder-storm such as I  never 
heard before—flash upon flash, peal upon peal, and such
flashes of lightning ! They lit up the whole heaven 
and earth, which looked black as the grave, and so on 
till midnight. Nevertheless, the tempest was magnifi­
cent, and I  enjoyed the wild spectacle in my desolate 
hotel.
Next day I  was seated in a kind of omnibus, with a 
dozen other persons. Three horses trotted on heavily 
with us along the drenched roads. The rain had now 
ceased, but the sky was cloudy.
At the station the conductor came round to the 
carriage ; and, laughing heartily, announced to the 
travellers that they would not be able to proceed 
farther that day than—Vogogna !
Voices from the omnibus.— “ W hat? W hat ? Vogogna? 
W hy ? W hy not forward to Palanza? ”
Reply.—“ The Tosa is flooded ; it cannot be crossed ! ”
Long faces in the omnibus, and gloomy silence.
W e again trot onward, and it begins again to rain, 
with low thunder.
Towards noon we arrive at Vogogna, a small and 
not an ugly town, picturesque in situation, and with­
out any fault, it seems to me, except that of not 
being the place at which we thought of passing the 
night.
In  the middle of the road stands, with a very 
melancholy look, as it has stood since last night, the 
great diligence from Simplon, without horses, waiting 
till La Tosa permits it to cross.
Now arrives a large private post-carriage, draws up, 
and the people begin to ask what it means. “ Halte 
la ! I t  is not possible to cross,” says La Tosa. The 
horses are taken out. Now comes a large, handsome 
landau. The same question, the same answer, and the 
same fate. Now come three huge carriages in train, 
Grand Seigneur-like ; and so are the gentlemen who
are seated within them, all in gray over-coats. They 
are the King of the Belgians and his suite.
“ Nobody can go any farther,” says La Tosa, who has 
no respect to persons. King Leopold looks around 
him for a moment on Vogogna with disparaging 
glances, and returns to Domo d’Ossola.
A  portion of his suite and we others console our­
selves by dining. I  ask for a chicken and a cup of 
bouillie ; both are remarkably good, but I  have so 
dreadful a headache, from the thunderous state of the 
atmosphere, that I  am quite reconciled to the thought of 
passing the night at Vogogna. In the meantime the 
clouds clear off, the sun shines, and I  set out on a little 
ramble of discovery, along the ravines by the side of a 
little mountain stream.
In the meantime some of the gentlemen of our 
travelling party set about to ascertain the state of La 
Tosa. The river is somewhat above an hour’s distance 
from Vogogna. They find that the ferry is now pass­
able : and, returning with these tidings, require that 
the conductor should put to his horses, and continue 
the journey. But one lady, who has a place in the 
coupé, does not appear to the general summons ; she 
has, on the assurance of the conductor that the journey 
will not be continued that day, gone up into the hills. 
The omnibus gentlemen send a couple of persons to hid 
her return, and at the same time compel the conductor 
to begin his journey. The foreign lady may come after, 
when and how she can. The foreign lady has little 
idea of the fate that awaits her, when she hears voices 
shouting after her amongst the hills, and sees people 
beckoning her back to the inn.
Arrived there, she finds her omnibus gone, within 
“ un quarto d'ora” as she is assured ; but a travelling 
party, who have a private carriage, wait kindly to
take the lost one with them, as far as the ferry on 
La Tosa.
The lady pays at once her bill at the hotel, gives la 
luona mano to all who desire it, and takes her place, 
with thanks, in the four-seated open carriage. Here 
she finds herself opposite an elderly gentleman, evi­
dently an Englishman, who is very much absorbed in 
the pages of a thick book, and a much younger lady, of 
remarkably lovely and attractive exterior, with lady­
like manners ; on the back seat sits a young person 
with the appearance of a lady’s maid, and the stranger 
takes the seat beside her. The lovely lady accepts 
very graciously her apologies and thanks, and unites 
warmly with her in astonishment over the behaviour of 
the omnibus. For the rest not many words are ex­
changed on the road to Tosa ; the gentleman merely 
remarking, with humorous gravity, as he just glanced 
up from his book :—
“ The diligences shall first cross ; and if they are 
drowned, we will not go after them, that’s all. W e 
are on the safe side of the affair.”
And again he was absorbed in his book.
W c now approached La Tosa, and heard its dull roar; 
and see !—here, upon this side of the river, stand the 
diligence and omnibus, and all the other carriages 
waiting, because there is yet a large procession of 
carriages and carts, which have first to be brought 
over, and the ferry is actively employed for this pur­
pose. This is what my omnibus companions have got, 
with all their manoeuvring.
On alighting from the stranger’s carriage, the guest 
whom they had taken in said to the polite proprietor :— 
“ If  ever you should come to Sweden—to Stockholm 
—I  beg you will inquire for Miss Bremer, who will be 
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glad to thank you in her own home for your kindness 
to her.”
“ Miss Bremer ! ” exclaimed the lady. “ W hat a 
singular meeting ! Miss Bremer, allow me to introduce 
my husband to you, Sir Thomas Lyell, of whom you 
must have heard during your travels in America.”
“ Sir Thomas Lyell ? Oli, certainly ! ”
And now we are deep in.an infinity of topics—of 
people and occurrences in America. Immediately we 
must part. The carriages are in motion for crossing 
the river. Sir Thomas himself carries my little travel­
ling-bag to the omnibus, to which we struggle through 
deep sand and miry clay, talking the while on slavery. 
The handsome lady waves me a friendly farewell ; we 
have agreed to meet again in Rome ; and now I  am on 
the ferry-boat, where the carriages and passengers 
already stand in order—the carriages in one place and 
the passengers in another, because the passage looks 
dangerous. La Tosa rolls along rapidly and broad, 
with its dark agitated waters ; it has again retreated to 
its banks, but leaving evident traces ou the shore how 
high it was only a few hours since.
The deep mud of these shores—the number of car­
riages and carts, asses and other animals, which had to 
be conveyed across—the screaming and shouting of the 
drivers, and the merciless flogging of the poor beasts, 
which are ready to sink in the clay and sand—make 
the passage across in the highest degree difficult and 
noisy, and La Tosa the while rolls along so heavily and 
dark I But the broad ferry-boat glides safely, by its 
strong rope, across the swollen river, and carriages, 
animals, and men arrive happily on the other side. 
The omnibus passengers creep up again into their 
places—I in mine, in the coupé between the two gen­
tlemen, who do not seem to have easy consciences in
presence of the travelling lady who has been so unex­
pectedly conveyed hither by an English baronet. She 
felt somewhat inclined to pray them for the future to 
bear in mind the command, “ Thou shalt love thy neigh­
bour as thyself;” but she did not, satisfying herself 
merely by a reproach to the conductor. He threw the 
blame on the gentlemen : “ You should have heard how 
they went on with me ! ”
The gentlemen said nothing, but looked a little 
ashamed of themselves ; and again we trotted on.
But the clouds cleared off ; the stars shone out, and 
in their light we caught glimpses of Lago Maggiore, 
along the banks of which we drove for a full hour be­
fore we arrived at the Hôtel de l’Univers, at Pa- 
lanza.
The whole travelling world seems to have streamed 
this evening into the Hôtel de l’Univers, which is full 
to overflowing, and the waiters have so many calling 
voices to attend upon, that the traveller who is bashful 
must wait to the last. That is my lot—-but what does 
it m atter? I  have, after all, obtained some refresh­
ment, and towards midnight a little chamber, also, in a 
house, or magazin, out of the hotel. I t  is true, the 
chamber is like a prison cell, with cobwebs in every 
corner, and at all heights—iron bars before the dirty 
window, and so on ; but it contains, nevertheless, a bed, 
a chair, and a table. A little active “ N ina” assists me 
to prepare my bed, and there I  rest deliciously, whilst I 
listen at intervals to the loud claps of thunder, and the 
torrents of rain, which again pour down through the 
livelong night.
In the morning the sun shines, and the sky is bright 
to the south, over Lago Maggiore ; but above the 
heights of Simplon and Monte Posa it looks—as it 
must have looked at the time of the deluge. Violet-
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black cloud envelopes the Alpine region. After break­
fast I  go out on the road by the lake, and am there wit­
ness to a great fishing for wood.
The lake is covered with drift timber, which the 
rivers Tosa, Ticino, and others, swollen by the violent 
rains, have carried hither from the mountain valleys. 
There is timber of all sizes : large trees and small— 
mostly beech, as it seems to me—branches and twigs, 
portions of trees, planks innumerable ; and boys and 
girls, old men and women, young men and women, are 
busy along the shores fishing up the timber and the 
branches that are borne thither by the force of the 
waves. The young ones leap exultantly with their 
bare legs into the water ; the old people drag the more 
precious waifs and strays towards them with rakes. A 
great number of larger and smaller boats are out on the 
lake, which are catching the same kind of fish with 
books and lines.
“ This is actually buona fortuna” said a poor working 
man to me, as he sat resting on a piece of timber on 
the bank — “ because all wood which is not marked 
belongs to him who fishes it up, and now every poor 
family round the lake can lay up enough for his winter 
supply. Look what I have caught ! ” and he pointed 
with beaming eyes to a pile of wood and boughs which 
he had laid together on the shore.
The timber-fishing continued the whole day, spite of 
the rain, which again began. As the day wore on, the 
Piedmontese soldiery appeared on the shore to defend 
the property of the great timber owners. The soldiers 
behave extremely well, and do not prevent the fish­
ing. Boys and girls run into the water, snatching at 
the large fish. They are all barelegged, and all are gay, 
and chatter, and shout, and laugh. The girls are hand­
some, with a sunny light in their dark eyes ; but there
is a sunny light in the whole of the scene, as if it were 
some kind of folk’s festival. Even the little children 
have their part in it. The fathers take up their little 
ones, who are sitting on the bank, and kiss and caress 
them as I  never before saw fathers caress their infants, 
and as if they would say, “ Now we shall have fire 
under the pot, to boil the polenta, thou jewel ! ” and 
the bambinos are charming little things, as they sit or 
lie there half naked and merry : I  did not see a single 
one crying. In the meantime a violent quarrel arises 
amongst the fishing men about a piece of timber, and 
they scream, and threaten, and gesticulate, as if they 
were ready to murder one another ; but they do not 
come to blows—the quarrel evaporates in fierce words 
and gestures.
On one large pile of wood three women are standing, 
of a handsome Italian type, and with classical 
forms—evidently grandmother, mother, and daughter, 
for all have the same features ; and down below the pile 
stands a meagre little ugly fellow, like a dried skin, in 
a yellow grey nankeen spencer with laps, and panta­
loons of no colour, who shrieks and gesticulates, and, 
with a violent torrent of words, accuses the woman of 
something—I don’t rightly understand what—pro­
bably of having taken some of the wood which he had 
collected. A well-dressed elderly man, with the 
appearance of a gentleman, seemed to be the judge 
between the two parties. The wromen on the pile of 
wood contented themselves with few words and great 
gesticulations, extending their arms and hands, as if 
accusing the little fellow, who seemed out of his senses, 
and darted about them like a bat. Spite of their proud 
bearing and handsome persons, and the extremely 
ridiculous figure he cut, it appeared to me that the 
right was not on their side. The peace-maker ended
the quarrel by taking the little yellow-grey man away 
with him, probably to draw up for him a formal accu­
sation against the women. The youngest of them, a 
handsome dark girl, with long hanging plaits of black 
hair, sent a contemptuous gesture after the two, as 
they retired from the scene.
Twilight came on, and one and all prepared to 
return homeward with a part of their booty. The men 
dragged beams and boughs after them ; the old women 
carried the smaller pieces which they had collected 
in baskets on their backs. Everybody had some­
thing.
“ Life is heavy for poor folks here in Piedmont,” 
said one of the old wood-fishermen to me. “ I t  is not 
here as it is in France, where everybody can get about 
as much as he needs for himself and his family. In 
Piedmont there are some very rich, and many very 
poor ! ”
“ I  must hear more about that before I  believe you, 
my little old man,” thought I.
I  have now obtained a better room in the great 
world’s hotel, with a free view over the lake, and I 
shall not depart hence until I  have seen it and its 
islands in full sunshine.
Monday evening, September \ Ath.—I  have now done 
so ! Yesterday was a most lovely day ; the calm lake 
reflected the bright blue heaven.
At nine o’clock in the morning the steam-boat from 
Lucmagno conveyed me to Isola Bella.
The Borromean Palace and its gardens occupy nearly 
the whole of the little island, upon which they are 
raised high above the lake on terraces. I t  is a 
kind of fairy palace, where art has done everything, 
and has even constrained nature. Everything is sym­
metrical, even in the gardens ; trees, flowers, statues,
everything stands in state. There are many mag­
nificent large rooms in the palace, and pictures, which 
I  believe are valuable ; but of these it was not possible 
to form any just idea, from the haste with which 
strangers are hurried through. Magnificent furniture, 
mosaic tables, and a number of curiosities, abound. I  
observed amongst the curiosities a marble bust of Carlo 
Borromeo, with the inscription, “ Humilitas,” above 
which hovered a golden crown.
The lower story of the palace, which almost entirely 
consists of mosaic halls, seemed to me to be the 
most original portion. In the upper marble halls I  
caught a glimpse of some figures, which excited my 
curiosity even more than their articles of luxury. 
These were a tall, elderly gentleman, with a bald head ; 
a young ditto, with a handsome, dark Italian counte­
nance, and two quite young girls, with white aprons, 
dark eyes, and dark long plaits of hair. The young 
girls seemed a little curious to see the crowd of 
strangers who were conducted by a servant in livery 
through the state apartments, but were prevented 
doing so by the gentlemen, and consoled themselves 
instead by waltzing over the marble floor, and, every 
time they passed the open doors, casting merry, inquir­
ing glances into the gallery where the strangers were 
standing. I  saw, also, through a half-open door, a 
table spread for a few persons, as simply as in any well- 
to-do country clergyman’s house ; but this side of the 
palace was forbidden to the curious, and in these few 
moments I  could merely obtain a glimpse of the present 
Borromean family, the proprietor of these cele­
brated islands. The old Count, his son, and these 
two daughters reside for the present on Isola Bella.
I t  is said that the palace and grounds of Isola Bella 
cost annually thirty thousand francs to keep up.
The family which owns them is still, as formerly, 
immensely rich. Nothing in these costly designs 
astonishes me so much as that anybody will go to 
such a vast expenseand so much trouble for a great child’s 
play. For in reality this little, great piece of work is 
nothing more. I t  seems infinitely -small amidst its 
grand surrounding of lake and mountains. There is not a 
view from the highest terrace which is grand, because 
the island lies too near the mountainous shore on the one 
side, and the eye sees all round nothing except the 
lake, which does not appear large, and its garland of 
mountains. On the part of the island which is not 
occupied by the grounds of the palace, stands an hotel 
for travellers, with wretched outbuildings.
I  met at the hotel an American family, which I had 
seen some years before on the western shore of the 
Mississippi. Now, as then, we met with friendly sen­
timents. All parts of the world are coming nearer 
and nearer to each other. Human beings also—thanks 
to steam and to the influence of mind !
I  wished to take thence a little boat to Isola Madre 
—a half-hour’s rowing from Isola Bella ; and for this 
purpose went down to the shore, where a number of 
gondolas lay side by side. A gentleman with black 
whiskers and moustache rushed forward, saying that 
he would assist me in making a bargain with the 
boatman. He assisted me so far that the little 
trip would cost, me seven francs, and two vigorous 
rowers prepared themselves, with great importance, to 
receive me on board their gondola.
“ Seven francs is the tariff price,” asserted they and 
the dark-complexioned man.
“ Very well ! ” said I ; “ take your pleasure with them 
then. For my part, I  prefer returning by steamer to 
Palanza, and taking a boat thence ! ”
And I  very quietly turned back towards the palace.
But now came first one then another from the boats, 
running after me. “ Signora, will you have a boat­
m an?” “ A boatman, Signora? Here is one ! There 
is one ! Take that, Signora ! He will row you for four 
francs—nay, for two francs and a half! Take him ; I  
will answer for him !” “ Take me, Signora, I  will row 
you as far as you like for three francs ! ” This last 
speaker was an elderly boatman, with a remarkably 
frank and good countenance of the strong Italian stamp. 
I  nodded assent, and stepped into his boat, a large, good 
gondola, not without being followed by the angry 
glances of the dark-complexioned, helpful gentleman and 
his men ; but we were soon out on the calm lake.
I t  was a warm, sunny day ; the lake lay like a mirror, 
and the passage across was calm and smooth as it.
“ Are you married, Francisco ? ” inquired I  from my 
boatman, who propelled the boat with the oars standing, 
bending himself forward the while.
“ No, unmarried, Signora.”
“ Indeed ! But it is now time for you to be thinking 
about it, Francisco.”
The time is past, Signora ; it is now too late. But 
though I  have never been married, yet I  have been and 
still am the father of a family.”
“ II ow so ? ”
“ When my mother died she left me four little girls 
to provide for. The bringing up of these four povere 
ragazze, and the marrying of them, have given me some­
thing to do in my life—and, as you may believe, not so 
easy either. And now I  have the youngest still left. 
And thus the time has gone, and 1 have not had lei­
sure to think about getting married myself—and now 
I  am too o ld!”
Honest Francisco evidently did not think how beau-
tifili was this short, unpretending autobiography ; he 
looked pious and full of peace, and seemed quite satis­
fied with his four ragazze.
As we approached the steps which ascend to Isola 
Madre I  saw that the stone girdle which surrounds the 
green island was fastened by a door. But scarcely had 
we touched the land at the foot of the steps, before the 
door was opened by a young man, who welcomed the 
solitary stranger with evident pleasure. He was the 
young warden of this little earthly paradise. For Isola 
Madre is an actual little paradise, where a number of 
beautiful and rare plants have been collected from many 
countries of the world, and grouped here with such 
beautiful art, that you merely seem conscious of the 
loveliness of nature. Aloes, which blossom every cen­
tury, grow here, with the pine-trees of the north ; one 
wanders through the most charming groves of laurels 
and camélias; cedars stretch forth their shadowy branches 
over the soft, flowery turf ; tea-trees grow amongst 
roses ; along the stone wall shines out the bright ama- 
rantlms ; lemon and orange blossoms diffuse their fra­
grance from lofty espaliers, and outside the wall, upon 
the rocks, grow colossal cacti, which give a tropical 
character to the scene. I  recognized many plants which 
I  had seen in America and Cuba. Doves cooed and 
golden pheasants marched along the shadowy alleys of 
verdant growths with their splendid blossoms and berries. 
Whichever way I  looked there was something beautiful 
and uncommon, and everything as perfectly well kept 
and as fresh as if in an eternal spring. My young at­
tendant seemed amused by my delight over the plants, 
and my knowledge of many of them. He made me a 
bouquet of the most beautiful flowers.
But the young son of Adam found it, however, weari­
some in this paradise, because he dwelt there alone,
without Eve, and without visitors. When I  asked him 
whether the time did not sometimes seem long in this 
solitude, the whole year round :
“ Ah, sicuro! ” replied he. “ Nobody comes here ; all 
the strangers go to Isola Bella. If one were married, 
however, one could live here very pleasantly. But— 
il Conte will only have unmarried servants ! ” And he 
sighed.
Nightingales by numbers sing here in the spring, 
■whilst the camélias are in blossom and the roses fill the 
air with their perfume. What a residence this for the 
honeymoon ! I  wonder that no rich Englishman has 
thought of it for his bridal tour.
The castle or residence on Isola Madre is uninhabited, 
and does not seem intended for a place of abode ; yet it 
has some large and handsome rooms, which afford far 
more extensive and more beautiful views than can be 
had from Isola Bella.
The island lies nearly in the centre of the lake, and 
has been the longest cultivated, as it is also the largest of 
the Borromean Islands—whence its name, Isola Madre. 
The island of San Giovanni is merely grass-ground and 
some vineyards. - Isola dei Pescatori is wholly covered 
with small and ugly .fishermen’s huts.
I t  is a current saying, that when one has seen Isola 
Bella one has also seen Isola Madre. A great mistake 
this ! Isola Bella is an earthly work of art, which leaves 
the heart cold ; Isola Madre is an earthly Eden, like that 
which all happy, loving hearts possess within themselves, 
a miniature image of the first paradise, where all was 
beautiful and all was good.
My respectable Francisco rowed me back to Palanza; 
and after we had parted with mutual cordiality I  went 
out to visit the grand promenade—for even Palanza has 
such a one, along the shore of the lake.
The evening was lovely and tranquil. I  took my 
seat on a stone bench under a shady beech, a little way 
apart from the road. Just opposite, on the other side 
of the road, a poor blind man was also seated under a 
tree. When he heard the approaching steps of prome- 
naders he stretched forth his hat, repeating the while 
a monotonous prayer, in which I  could only hear dis­
tinctly the name of Maria. And now one crowd of 
evening promenaders went by after another, ladies in 
crinolines, as stately as ostriches, and gentlemen with 
cigars in their mouths ; but all passed by the blind man, 
not one listened to his prayer. There now comes up a 
smartly dressed servant girl, following her young 
mistress, who has a mantilla over her pretty head, and 
a little boy by the hand ; they reach the spot where the 
blind man sits, he puts forth his hat and mutters his 
prayer, the servant girl puts her hand into her pocket 
—now he will assuredly have an alms !—no, the girl 
lets her hand remain in her pocket, and they pass by. 
Now the loud trotting of horses is heard, and three 
handsome equipages drive along in succession. On 
the high driving-box of the foremost are seated a young 
man and a handsome more elderly lady—she it is who 
holds the reins and drives the grandly trotting horses— 
a proud sight !—they also drive past without taking 
any notice of the beggar. And hundreds pass by, but 
not a single one of them all gives a look at the blind 
man. I t  is really distressing to see this in a country 
where, according to the religious avowal, alms-giving 
belongs to the first duty of the Christian. I t  is true, 
that the beggar’s voice and form of prayer are not 
very attractive ; but he is old and feeble, and he is 
blind ; he cannot behold the sun and the unspeakable 
beauty of evening ! I t  is now already late ; the shadows 
are descending, and the gay promenaders become ever
fewer, and fewer, and fewer. Now there occurs a pause 
—the road is empty—no, there now comes a lad of 
about twelve, in a leathern apron, evidently a poor 
man’s child ; he is whistling carelessly, and has already 
passed the blind man, when he hastily checks himself, 
stops, looks around him, and pulls out his little purse— 
it seems very meagre and light, but it contains, never­
theless, a farthing for the blind man! Thanks, good 
lad ! say I, in petto, and the blind man and I  go, each 
consoled, homeward on our own side of the road.
I  have to-day made an excursion by steamboat to 
Tessin, the Italian Switzerland, the southern shore of 
which is washed by the waters of Lago Maggiore, to 
see its capital, Lucarno, and the banks of the lake on 
this side.
Lucarno lies on the shore of the lake, with a back­
ground of verdant wooded heights, directly exposed to 
the midday sun—a beautiful place of sojourn in the 
winter, but fearfully hot in summer. The green moun­
tains, with their white houses and churches, in particu­
lar the church of Sta. Maria del Sasso, the ascent to 
which, in zig-zag up the mountain, is marked out by 
fourteen chapels or stations, affords a beautiful view. 
Plane-trees and oranges grow around the city. The 
people have an Italian look, speak Italian, and are 
said to be separated into strongly dissimilar classes, 
or, more properly speaking, castes. No one would 
observe here that Tessin is one of the states of the 
Swiss Confederation. Its people have not the best 
reputation.
Lago Maggiore reminds me somewhat of the Lake of 
Lucerne, although that has more variety and grandeur. 
Yet here one secs the snowy heads of Simplon, Cima 
di Jazzi, and the Stralhorn, now and then glance forth 
from above the lower Alpine chain, around the north­
western side of the lake. The day was warm and 
sunny, and the air seemed to me oppressive.
As far as the so much praised Italian sky is con­
cerned, I  cannot as yet see that it is more beautiful than 
that of Switzerland, or even that of Sweden on fine 
days. But perhaps I  am not now in a proper state to 
understand Italian beauty. The journey to Monte 
Rosa and across the Simplon has left behind an affec­
tion of the chest and a fatigue which somewhat depress 
me. And now it is evening, and dark out-of-doors, 
and I  write in the endeavour to dispel certain 
feelings, which, like birds of twilight, are very apt to 
appear at this time of day, especially in the autumn, 
and make me, as it were, afraid of the life and the 
labour of my solitary journey ! I  will not listen to the 
rustling of their nocturnal wings ; I  know, indeed, after 
all, that in the morning I  shall find my courage re­
stored. And such needs especially to be the case in the 
morning, when I  have before me a probably laborious 
day’s journey to Turin. I  shall not, however, remain 
any length of time there on the present occasion, but 
proceed to the valleys of the Waldenses, and somewhat 
later pay my visit to the capital of Piedmont.
I  take my leave of Lago Maggiore without regret, 
although I  see all its beauty. But the beauty of lakes, 
their fresh-water life, have something empty and cir­
cumscribed, which is not sufficient for me. I  require a 
view over a vast extent/across which mists and clouds 
speed in their wild career, and cast down their wander­
ing shadows ; or over the vast, free, briny ocean, where 
ships come and go, th a t Good night !
La Torre, September 20tli.—I  am in the valleys of the 
Waldenses in the oldest home and hearth of Evangelical 
Protestantism on the earth. How entirely it agrees 
with me ! I t  seems to me now as if I  had slept ever
since my arrival in Italy, had slept on Lago Maggiore, 
on Isola Bella, in Turin, and had first awoke here, where 
the hills and the woods talk, where the rivers sing 
about the life of spiritual freedom—mine, thine, all of 
ours who come to freedom and to light in the Redeemer, 
Jesus Christ !
Besides, it is here so infinitely beautiful!—one lovely 
day, intoxicated as if with sunshine, succeeds another, 
gladdening the well-watered earth ! The situation, too, 
of these valleys and their scenery are glorious !
Extending from the southern ranges of the Cottian 
Alps, these valleys expand like a fan towards the plain 
of Piedmont, upon which they lie,' between their moun­
tain ridges, as upon a high terrace. The fertile heights 
and plain along the mountain ridges are covered with 
chestnut woods, which are just now laden with fruit— 
“ the manna of the valleys,” as it is called, because it 
furnishes food to the inhabitants of the valleys the whole 
year through, from the one harvest to the other. 
Lower down grows the mulberry-tree in great luxu­
riance, the maize, the vine, &c., intermixed with beau­
tiful pasture-land; whilst through all these valleys rivers 
dance, and becks leap along clearer and fresher, it seems 
to me, than I  have ever before seen elsewhere—such 
are the rivers Lucerne and Angrogne, and the wild 
Germanasco in the valley of San Martino. All pro­
ceed from sources in the Alps, and all contribute to 
swell with their pure waters the mighty Po, which 
leads them through Italy into the great ocean.
The valleys run out in rays from the mountains to­
wards the plain, and as they open themselves into it a 
view expands as grand almost as if over the sea, espe­
cially in the morning, when mists cover the plain and 
the sun rises above this misty sea, over an extent of 
from one hundred and fifty to two hundred miles, and
shines upon the blue mountain chain of the Appenines, 
which bound the distant horizon in the states of Tus­
cany.
A mountain by the name of Cavour rises, like a rock- 
island, solitarily from this misty ocean in the midst of 
the plain. The beautiful wooded valleys resemble a 
peaceful haven, from which one gazes forth upon the 
ocean, whose storms do not disturb its repose. Ah ! 
but it has frequently been otherwise; these valleys were 
frequently, instead of calm havens, homes for bloody 
persecutions and strifes; yet were they also, at the same 
time, glorious witnesses of the strength of faith and 
patience, of the victory of the light—of the light which 
shines in darkness. Lux lacet in Tenel»is has been, 
from thC  most ancient times, the motto in the church 
of tlie'Waic'ienses; it surrounds the candlestick which 
is engraved on its seal.
IIow much have I  lived and enjoyed since my arrival 
here, during my rambles in these lovely valleys, and in 
my intercourse with their inhabitants, as well peasants 
as of the more educated classes ! Foremost amongst 
the latter I  must, mention the evangelical preacher, M. 
Meille, minister of the new Waldenses Church of Turin, 
but who with his family has his summer home in the 
valleys—a man of Italian grace both in language and 
manner, who has the warmest affection for the dales- 
people and their doctrines, and the most beautiful gifts, 
both as a teacher and preacher; and Louise Appia, the 
superintendent of the girls’ schools in the valleys, a 
noble, amiable woman, and a remarkable teacher. Upon 
the benches of her crowded schools one sees the pea­
sant’s daughter and the descendant of the doges of 
Venice, sitting side by side, participant of the same 
learning and the same affectionately earnest maternal 
care. Through these estimable persons I  became ac­
quainted with the latest history of the Waldenses and 
their present life.
Allow me, my R., to sketch for thee here a few 
traits of this history, in the hope of creating in thy 
heart a desire to know more ; because, whilst it affords 
an episode in the history of a Christian people which 
ought to be known by all, and repeated from father to 
child, from one generation to another, in evidence of 
God’s providence over a faithful and heroic people, it 
embraces that of “ The Israel of the Valleys,” as the 
Waldenses deserve to be called.
But little, and that indefinite, is known of the first 
commencement of the Waldenses Church, and the 
learned disagree at the present time about.Ahe origin 
of their name. That which is certain is, thafc.frpnj.pçhe 
earliest period, when the light of history begins to M l 
upon the region between Monte Cenis and Monte Viso, 
by the sources of the river Po, it is spoken of as being 
inhabited by Christians, “ who in many respects are 
separated in faith, ecclesiastical customs, and govern­
ment,” from that which, under the power of the Pope, 
became dominant in the rest of Italy. The evangelical 
apostles extended their travels very early, across the 
Cottian Alps, to convey the glad tidings of the Saviour 
to the shores of the Rhone and the Rhine.
Historians relate that Christians of the Theban le­
gion fled from persecutions on account of their faith, 
during the second century, to the foot of Monte Viso, 
to the sources of the Po. In the fourth century men­
tion is made of a man, by name Vigilanti, who, after 
having vehemently protested against the worshipping 
of images and reliques, with other abuses of the Romish 
church, was obliged to flee from Rome, and who found 
“ a place of refuge and friends in a district between the 
Cottian Alps and the Adriatic sea.” In the eighth 
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century the congregation of the valleys advanced into a 
clearer light, when Claudius, bishop of Turin, was said 
“ to blow upon the smouldering coals of V igilanti’s here­
sies,” and came forward in a written treatise against 
the abuses and usurpations of Rome, encouraging at the 
same time the congregations of Piedmont in their protest 
against them. He supported himself by the words of Ori­
gen, in his commentary on the gospel of St. M atthew, -
“ I f  we' also say with Peter, ‘ Thou art Christ, the 
son of the living God !’—not through our own flesh and 
blood, but through the light of God in our heart, then 
will each one of us become a rock. Every one of 
Christ’s disciples who drinks the water which flows from 
that spiritual rock may bear its name. These words, 
‘ the gates of hell shall not prevail against this rock,’ 
are applicable to the whole of the apostles. All the 
followers of Christ derive their name from that rock,” 
&c.
In  the twelfth century the people of the valleys are 
spoken of in many Roman Catholic writings as a disbe­
lieving people, who deny the right of Popes and Car­
dinals ; translate and circulate the Holy Scriptures, 
and send out apostles to preach the Gospel, in opposition 
to the doctrine of the Romish church. The Walden- 
ses were said to be a people of shepherds and husband­
men, but against their morals no charges whatever 
were made. The most highly-esteemed writers bear 
the fullest testimony to the innocence and sobriety of 
their life.
Their priests were called Barbes * from the word 
Barba, which in their language is used to indicate an 
elderly, venerable man, and which is used at the present 
day for the oldest person in the congregations, and
* They were governed by these, as by their elders.—Author’s 
note.
principally for elderly and esteemed men. “ Bon soir, 
Barba,” said Louise Appia, when, during our rambles 
in the valley, we met an elderly peasant.
The oldest translation existing of the New Testament 
is in the language of the Waldenses, called Komaunt, 
or Lingua rustica Romana.
These Barbes were educated for some years in soli­
tude, amidst earnest studies, at a place called Pra del 
Tor, in the depth of mountains, in the valley of 
Angrogna. There they studied the Bible, the human 
heart, and nature—because they were to become phy­
sicians for the body as well as the soul. A t the close 
of this course of study they passed a couple of years 
in still deeper solitude ; and tradition says that pious 
women also lived in a similar solitude, rigidly separated 
from the world.
Thus prepared, the young men went out—two and 
two, an elder and a younger man—to convey the Gos­
pel to various parts of the world. Sometimes they 
travelled in the guise of hawkers—(there still exist in 
the old language naïve songs on this subject)—and as 
such they often gained access to high-born ladies, to whom 
they sold pearls and other ornaments. “ But when by 
means of these they had awakened their attention,” 
relates one author, amusingly, “ they then said that they 
had a still more costly pearl, a yet far more precious 
ornament in their store ; and when any one desired to 
see it, they would bring forth the Holy Scriptures, and 
speak of that which they contain according to their 
faith, so as to inspire a desire to purchase the book ; 
and in this way they attract souls from us to their 
apostatized sect.”
The Waldenses lived for a long time untroubled 
amidst the defence of their mountains, their rustic situ­
ation, and their pure, simple manners. They cultivated
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their fields, practised a pure Christianity, and received 
the Holy Communion of bread and wine conformably 
with the usage of the most ancient Church. An author 
favourable to them says—“ There is scarcely a woman 
to be found amongst them who cannot, as well as any 
man, read the whole text of the Scripture in their 
everyday tongue. They teach the pure doctrine, and 
exhort to a holy life.”
In the eleventh century a kind of poetical prose poem, 
called “ La Noble Leijçon,” testifies to the moral life 
and doctrines of the Waldenses. The Church of the 
Waldenses had at that time founded flourishing colonics 
in Apulia and Calabria. They had connections with 
Dauphiné and Provence, and are brethren in faith with 
the Albigenses, afterwards so cruelly persecuted.
But the little light which shone in darkness began 
now to spread abroad too strong a brightness. The 
popedom, terrified at it, threatened the congregations 
with excommunication if they did not conform to the 
customs and statutes of the Romish Church ; to which 
they replied, “ Death rather than the mass ! ” On this 
a bloody persecution commenced against them. “ Where­
fore ? ” inquired the Waldenses. “ We merely follow 
the usages and laws which we have inherited from our 
fathers since the time of the Apostles ! ” The reply to 
this was imprisonment, and the most cruel executions. 
These were carried on with such fury in Calabria, that 
the flourishing congregation there was soon extirpated.
They who wTere saved from the massacre fled to the 
mountains of the Waldenses, within which the whole 
Church of the Waldenses was soon confined. But in 
nearly every succeeding century they were visited even 
here by the persecutions of the Roman Catholic Church, 
and by its hired servants—soldiers athirst for blood and 
plunder. History has no scenes more cruel; neither
has it any more heroic, than those which occurred, and 
which again and again were repeated, in these valleys. 
There is not here a single rock or river which has not 
been dyed with the blood of martyrs. But they suffered 
cheerfully, heroically ; they encçuraged each other to 
die rather than to swerve from their own and their 
fathers’ faith. I  will give from many individual traits 
merely the following :—
One man, during the fifteenth century, was offered 
either within three days to accept the Romish doctrine, 
or to be burned alive. He was in prison when this 
sentence was passed, and his wife then desired to speak 
with him, “ as she had something of importance to his 
best interests to say to him.” They, not doubting but 
that she w'ouid endeavour to persuade him to abjure his 
faith, admitted her to the prison. Great, then, became 
the astonishment and anger of the attendants when 
they heard her encourage her husband “ to continue 
firm to the end ! ” “ Do not be uneasy about anything
which belongs to this world,” continued the heroic wo­
man. “ Do not think about leaving me a deserted 
widow, because, by God’s mercy, I  will accompany 
thee to death ! Do not think about the sufferings of 
death—for they are soon over ! ” And she prayed so 
earnestly to be permitted to die at the same pile with 
her husband, that they finally granted her prayer.
During the cruel progress of the Marquis Pianezza 
through the valleys, the wife and daughter of the brave 
Janavel fell into his power. The Marquis sent word to 
him, that if he would not renounce his heresy, his wife 
and daughters should be burned alive. Janavel replied 
that he “ would endure the most cruel tortures rather 
than abjure his religion ; that if the Marquis burned his 
wife and daughters, the flames could, after all, merely 
destroy their bodies, but that he commended their souls 
to the hand of God, even as his own.”
A young girl, having fled with her grandfather from 
a troop of murderous soldiers which roamed about the 
valleys, found refuge in one of the caves high amongst 
the mountains, of which many such are to be found in 
these valleys. One njght when, as was her custom, she 
stole forth to collect chestnuts for herself and the old 
man, she was discovered by the soldiers, and tracked 
to her retreat. They killed the old man, and were 
about to seize upon the young girl, when she, seeing no 
escape between dishonour and death, boldly chose the 
latter, and, breaking loose from the hands of the sol­
diers, threw herself head-foremost from the rock down 
into the stream below—“ and was killed,” says, simply, 
the old historian, Gilly. Tradition adds that she sung 
her favourite hymn as she was carried down the stream.
Similar scenes were repeated century after century, 
in one valley after another. But the violence of perse­
cution converted by degrees the peaceful people into 
warriors. They rose up against their oppressors ; they 
fought with them, and the victories of the little band 
were often remarkable over an enemy far superior to 
them in numbers. These victories, and the weariness 
of fruitless persecution, obtained for the Waldenses at 
length a long period of rest, during which they again 
were able to cultivate their desolated fields, and to 
maintain their divine service ; for, although some of 
their priests permitted themselves to be seduced to 
apostacy—at least, outwardly, by being present at the 
Catholic mass—yet a considerable number of the people 
never swerved from their faith. God had entrusted to 
them “ the light which shines in darkness,” and they 
knew that they must maintain and defend it to the last 
drop of their blood. The consciousness of this appears 
with extraordinary clearness in the expressions which 
are preserved of their leaders and Barbes.
Thus, till the time when the great Protestant move­
ment took place in Germany and Switzerland, the 
Waldenses in the depths of their valleys heard mention 
made by their returning Barbes, of Zwinglius, of Luther, 
of Martin Bucer, and Oecolampadius, and, full of joy, 
they sent to the latter, as being the nearest to them, 
this greeting
“ The Christians of Provence* to Oecolampadius, 
health.
“ As we have understood that the Almighty God 
has filled you with His Holy Spirit, therefore we turn to 
you, assured that God's Spirit will enlighten us through 
your counsel in many things, which are concealed from 
us by our ignorance and weakness. You may know 
that we, poor shepherds of this little flock, have, during 
more than four hundred years, suffered the crudest 
persecutions, neither, at the same time, without evident 
signs of Christ’s mercy. In all important points we 
hold with you, and ever since the time of the Apostles 
has our faith been the same. But through our fault, 
or through the weakness of our souls, we do not under­
stand the Scriptures so well as you, and therefore we 
come to you for guidance and edification.”
The reformers replied with encouraging and strength­
ening words. The Barbes of the Waldenses convened 
a synod in the valleys, on the 12th of September, and 
beheld with joy various representatives of the Reforma­
tion present there.f
* This expression, as well as the language of the Waldenses, 
shows a near relationship, and perhaps also union, with the French 
Albigcnses ; because now, and already in La Noble Leijçon,-(is 
the language of the Waldenses a French dialect.— Author's note.
f  On this occasion it  was determined that the whole of the 
Bible should be translated into French from the original tongues. 
A  Swiss, by name Olivetan, who was acquainted with Hebrew 
and Greek, accomplished the work in two years and a half. The
Shortly afterwards, in the year 1559, the most 
bloody persecution broke out against the Waldenses 
which had yet taken place in their valleys. The French 
Government had left the valleys under the dominion 
of Savoy, and the young regent of Savoy, Emmanuel 
Philibert, sent Count Della Trinità, and the Inquisitor- 
general, Jacomo, to convert the people, or to baptize 
them in blood. In consequence of this auto da fés took 
place, and atrocities which make the blood run cold. 
One honest man, named Corbis, a member of the 
commission, who had been sent to the valleys on this 
business, gave up his qtost, “ because he could no longer 
be the witness of these horrors ! ”
Whilst the Waldenses fought against their oppres­
sors, or were bleeding under their hands, they continued 
to present incessantly the most deeply submissive 
prayers to “ their Duke,” who they “ could not 
believe desired that they should be so treated ; because 
they had always been obedient subjects, and had 
always worshipped God according to the teaching of 
their fathers, and of the most ancient church.”
During these wars two men especially distinguished 
themselves amongst the Waldenses— Jahel and 
Janavel, who often performed miracles of bravery. 
A t length they, too, fell before the sword. Just 
above the now peaceful town of La Torre lay a 
fortified tower, whence issued troops to devastate the 
valleys and carry the inhabitants to prison. I t  seemed 
as if the little Hock could not long stand against these 
desolating persecutions.
poor Waldenses contributed two hundred crowns in gold towards 
the cost o f printing this work. This translation of the Bible 
became an evangelical bond between them and their brethren in 
the faith in Switzerland. Calvin said on this subject, “ The 
French Reformation is now in its stronghold, and will no more be 
driven thence.”— Author's note.
Holland, England, and the whole of Protestant 
Europe, raised a protest against the treatment which 
the Waldenses received. Then came the year 1655, 
which brought with it the foulest misdeeds against the 
people of the valleys. On promise of perfect amnesty 
and freedom of faith, signed by the Duke of Savoy, 
the people laid down their arms, on which followed 
a perfect raid and plundering by the banditti of the 
Popedom. Great numbers of the poor people were 
killed, and the rest cast into many of the prisons of 
Piedmont. I t  was computed that fourteen thousand, 
both of men and women, were imprisoned. Many of 
the clergy were led to death, and met it with the 
courage of martyrs.
On the fame of the Waldenses’ martyrdom being 
noised abroad, the powers of Protestant Europe again 
raised their voices, and that with such effect that the 
prisons of the Waldenses were opened, but only with 
the sentence of perpetual banishment.
I t  was in the winter of the year 1656, when they 
were obliged to fly across the Alps into a foreign land. 
They had been miserably fed in prison ; most of them 
were ill, or insufficiently clothed. Hundreds of them 
died of fatigue, hunger, and cold in the snow, on their 
journey across the Alps. Those, however, who reached 
Switzerland were received with open arms by their 
brethren in the faith, in Geneva, Zurich, Basle, 
Neufchatel. They were fed, clothed, and well cared 
for ; they received gifts of habitations and fields, as 
well in Wiirtemberg as in Switzerland. The Catholics 
took possession of the valleys of the Waldenses— 
dwelt in their homes, sowed and reaped the harvests 
of their fields.
The people of the valleys now lived in foreign 
countries amongst their friends, who did all in their
power to make them comfortable, and forget the past 
and the old native land.
But that people could not forget. In Switzerland 
and in Germany the Waldenses lived by the labour of 
their hands, leading exemplary lives amongst their 
foreign brethren, but listening with indifference to 
their offer of substantial dwellings, answering little, but 
silently longing for their valleys, their chestnut woods, 
their clear mountain streams. The little light which 
shone there so brightly amidst the bloody night of per­
secution, burned feebly in peaceful, but foreign abodes. 
Their longings grew into action. Whether it were a 
secret feeling that they were called to testify of the 
most ancient faith and doctrine in the place where they 
built their earliest temple, or whether it were something 
of that instinct which leads the eagle and the bird of 
passage back to their former nest, certain it is that 
troops of the exiled people attempted again and again 
to force their way into their former habitations.
The year 1687 saw four hundred people secretly 
assembled on the shore at Lausanne, ready to betake 
themselves across the lake to Savoy. But the Bernese 
government—at that time powerful in Switzerland— 
discovered their intentions, and drove them back. The 
following year a troop of from six to seven hundred 
assembled in the valley of the Rhone, at Bex, in order 
thence to endeavour to make their way to their moun­
tains. I t  was now evident that a more mature plan 
was in operation. They had sent messengers before­
hand to spy out the way to their valleys, and to pre­
pare the brethren who still lingered there for their 
arrival, and they had already received from them 
encouraging answers.
But the plan of the poor home-sick exiles was again 
discovered, and the French commandant at Aigle,
in the Rhone valley, counselled them—yet with great 
humanity and good-will—to abandon their undertaking. 
He consoled them, at the same time, by a discourse 
on the text, “ Fear not, little flock, for it is your 
Father’s pleasure to give you the kingdom.” And 
whilst the dejected wanderers went to pitch again their 
tents in a foreign land, Providence was preparing them 
the man and the means which should carry out their 
attempt to victory.
This man was Henri Arnaud. Ile  was born in 
Dauphiné, and was early destined by his parents for 
the priest’s office. He studied for this purpose, but the 
spirit and the necessity of the times caused him to 
abandon this career for that of the soldier. He took 
service under the Prince of Orange, afterwards King 
of England ; distinguished himself especially in mili­
tary tactics, was appointed Captain, and received many 
proofs of the princely favour. He afterwards aban­
doned likewise the service of war, assuming his clerical 
duties, and was consecrated as priest in the still re­
maining little congregation at La Torre. For by means 
of certain concessions to the Catholic requirements, 
such as being present at the Catholic mass, a small 
number of Waldenses remained quietly there in the 
valleys. Thus Henri Arnaud became closely united 
with the people of the valleys, and prepared to be their 
deliverer.
His name is found already amongst the leaders in the 
unfortunate attempt of the six hundred just mentioned, 
in the valley of the Rhone. Two years later we meet 
with him as the principal person in a new attempt, but 
this time with greater means. Arnaud had secretly 
turned to the Prince of Orange, and even to other 
Protestant princes, with entreaties for support. This 
was granted, and Arnaud obtained means for the accora-
plishmcnt of an attempt which, nevevtlicless, according 
to human reasoning, was wild even to insanity, and 
could not succeed. But Ilenri Arnaud was illumined 
by “ the inner light,” and this alone, and the power of 
his faith and spirit, put him in a condition to carry out 
his heroic undertaking, which was afterwards designated 
La glorieuse rentrée.
Arnaud was forty-six years old when he became the 
leader of the Waldenses flock which gathered around 
him for the Reconquering of the valleys. His portrait, 
taken at this time, presents a handsome, manly counte­
nance, with an aquiline nose, a piercing glance, and a 
mouth the lines of which shew the firmness of an in­
flexible will. Beneath the priest’s gown and band 
gleams forth the costume of the warrior.
Such a man alone could accomplish such a work. 
Well might it be sung of the little Waldenses flock, 
who, under the leadership of Ilenri Arnaud, went forth 
in August, 1689, to reconquer their valleys, as it was 
of Gustavus Adolphus and the Swedes in Germany, 
“ Be not dismayed, thou little flock ! ” for it consisted 
but of nine hundred men, little acquainted with military 
tactics ; while there lay in the Piedmontese valleys, 
of French and Savoyan troops, twenty-two thousand 
men.
A t nine o’clock at night the little band was assembled 
on the shore of Lake Leman at Nyon, in order to cross 
for the shore of Savoy. Here they fell on their knees, 
whilst Arnand invoked aloud the blessing of God on 
their undertaking. The passage of the lake was made 
happily. During the whole night and the first day 
they proceeded through the mountain pass in heavy 
rain ; but nevertheless in the evening they returned 
thanks to God, who had permitted their advance to be 
made so far successfully. Henri Arnaud has himself
kept a diary of this march through the most inaccessible 
and dangerous pass, which they chose in order to 
escape observation. We cannot follow them through 
it.
Twelve days after their landing on the shore of 
Savoy they again beheld their valleys. The troop had 
now diminished to seven hundred ; but they were pos­
sessed of a firm confidence and an unwavering courage. 
In  the beautiful valley of Lucerne, after having put to 
flight two hundred soldiers of Savoy, they were able, 
upon a hill by the clear waters of the river Felice, to 
listen to a sermon from Pastor Montoux, after which 
they bound themselves to each other by a solemn oath, 
which Arnaud read aloud. Its opening words are as 
follows :—“ When God, by Ilis divine grace, leads us 
again into the hereditary land of our fathers, in order 
that we may there again establish the pure worship of 
God according to our holy religion, we promise the 
pastors, leaders, and other men, in the presence of the 
living God, and as truly as we desire our own soul’s 
salvation, not t# separate one from another as long as 
God gives us life, even though our numbers should 
diminish to merely three or four.”
Amongst various other items in the oath we find one 
against plundering, and particularly against plundering 
the wounded or dead of the enemy. The leaders also 
bind themselves to punish everyone severely who shall 
swear or take God’s holy name in vain. The leaders 
swear fidelity to the soldiers, and the soldiers to their 
leaders. And all vow, “ before our Lord and Saviour, 
Jesus Christ, if possible to liberate the brethren, and 
together with them establish his kingdom, and live for 
it until death.”
Such is the oath, which was afterwards called “ The 
oath of Sibaud.”
Soon after this the little troop had to commence an 
uninterrupted fight with an enemy tenfold their own 
force. Arnaud with his company was driven, still 
fighting, from height to height, and finally from the 
valley of Lucerne to the still wilder valley and bare 
rocks óf San Martino. Many men were lost on this 
march ; the French soldiers in their company deserted, 
and the confidence even of the Waldenses began to 
waver. But Henri Arnaud wavered not. “ Let us 
take counsel from above,” said he, and strengthened his 
little band both by his courage and his prayers.
In  the depth of the valley of San Martino lies a 
rock, which is called La Basiglia. I t  is a peaked rock, 
which terminates two mountain chains running in 
diverse directions, but which meet at this point. Two 
rivers, flowing from the two valleys which they form, 
flow into each other at the foot of this peaked rock, 
and, thence united, form the rapid river Germanasco. 
The rock rears itself with wood-covered terraces, as it 
were, three or four stories high, decreasing in size up­
wards, and terminated in the form ofi a cone. Here 
Arnaud led his little band, now diminished to four 
hundred men ; and here he entrenched himself, and built 
barracks and fortifications.
Some days later he saw himself surrounded by 
French battalions. But when they attacked the people 
of the Basiglia they suffered such great loss, that this 
circumstance, in connection with the severity of the 
season, for it was now the end of October, compelled 
the French commander to turn back and place his 
troops in winter quarters.
“ Expect us again at Easter!” exclaimed the French­
men to the Waldenses in Basiglia, as they departed 
from the valley of San Martino.
Arnaud was now left in peace with his little band in
his eyrie on the rock. But how were they to find food 
during the winter for four hundred men ? Providence 
had cared for this. The Catholic population had, on 
the entrance of the Waldenses, fled from the valley, 
and a great portion of their harvest still remained 
buried under the fallen snow. The Waldenses found 
chestnuts, potatoes, and maize in great quantities ; and 
wine, butter, and other necessaries were daily brought 
in by their foraging bands.
Every morning and every evening the warrior-priest 
Arnaud assembled his soldiers around him for prayer ; 
every Sunday and Thursday he preached to them, and 
they received from his hands the Holy Communion 
of bread and wine. A t the same time he was endea­
vouring, by all possible means, to fortify the rocky ter­
races of Basiglia, so as to be prepared for the tempest 
of the spring.
The encrny sent many embassies, with the white flag 
of truce, to negotiate. But the terms which were 
still offered to the Waldenses were again -exile. They 
might as well have spoken to the Rock of Basiglia 
as offer such terms. Thus the winter passed on : the 
snow melted, and Easter came, and with it came again 
the host of the enemy into the valley of San Martino 
—a host of twenty thousand men—and at their head 
the French marshal, Catinat—encamped themselves in 
the valley at the foot of La Basiglia.
May day was decided upon for the storming of the 
rock-stronghold. A troop of five hundred picked vete­
rans, under the'conduct of the brave De Parats, were 
entrusted with the main attack, supported by the fire of 
seven thousand muskets. Catinat beheld, in the watch- 
fires around the camp at night, the feux de joie over the 
certain victory. But the Lord of Hosts willed it other­
wise. The little troop of picked veterans were cut
down by the brave garrison of Basiglia, its leader taken 
prisoner, and the enemy suffered so great a loss, that 
the army withdrew as if struck with a panic terror ; for 
every shot from La Basiglia had hit its man, whilst not 
a ball from the camp of the enemy touched a soldier 
behind the defence of the rock. In the evening Arnaud 
addressed his people, and those countenances, lately 
fierce and stern with the lust of war, were now bathed 
in tears.
Ten days afterwards, again the white flag showed it­
self before the Basiglia. Marshal Catinat admonished 
the Waldenses to surrender. He had commanded can­
non to be placed upon the rocks on the other side of the 
valley, just opposite Basiglia, and they would be directed 
against its fastness. The Waldenses replied, “ We 
will defend the soil of our fathers ! Let your cannon 
thunder! Our rocks will not tremble, and we—we 
will listen to the firing ! ”
But after some hours’ firing a breach was opened in 
the lower fortifications, and, although twilight com­
pelled the enemy to discontinue the attack, yet it was 
evident that it was only to be renewed the following 
morning, and that neither the stronghold of the Basig­
lia nor its people could long hold out. The French 
commander was also aware of the same fact, and sent 
word to the town of Pignerol, “ that any who wished 
to sec the Waldenses hanged two-and-two, must make 
haste before the following morning to the valley of 
San Martino.” He collected his troops, and ordered 
watch-fires to be lighted still closer around the rock­
fastness of Basiglia, and their flames mingled through 
the night with the wild cries of derision of fiendish 
joy from the camp.
In the stronghold of Basiglia all was hushed and 
silent. The sun had set, but hundreds of fires on the
cliffs and in the valley had changed the night into a 
dreary day, in the light of which the Waldenses could 
plainly read their own doom. They must either die, or 
save themselves by flight. But how fly ? Sentinels 
and fires surrounded them, and watched every step.
“ L et us pray ! ” said Arnaud. “ For what shall we 
pray ? ” asked a mistrusting voice. “ That the tem­
pest may destroy our enemies ! ” exclaimed another. 
Arnaud represented to both that they evinced but little 
Christian disposition. “ Let us,” said he, “ pray God 
to save us—in what way soever he may please ! ”
All lifted up their hands and voices in fervent prayer.
In  the twilight of the evening a thick fog gathered 
on the mountains, and rolled down into the valley in 
such dense, impenetrable masses, as soon to conceal the 
enemy’s watch-fires from the sight of the Waldenses, 
and to veil La Basiglia from that of the enemy. The 
Waldenses could now make their escape unobserved. 
Captain Poulat, a native of San Martino, on this offered 
himself as their guide, by paths which were known to 
him, although difficult and dangerous, on the edge of 
the cliffs, along the precipice. The Waldenses took off 
their shoes, bound on their backs everything which 
they could carry away with them, and, amidst deep 
silence, creeping upon hands and feet along the edge of 
the cliffs, followed their bold leader. A  little incident 
had, however, very nearly betrayed their enterprise at 
the commencement. An iron kettle, which one of the 
fugitives was taking with him, slipped, and rolled down 
the rocks. A French sentinel crifcd, Qui vive ? “ But
the kettle, luckily,” writes Arnaud, speaking of it, 
“ not being one of the talking kettles of Dodona, made 
no reply, and the sentinel did not repeat his question.” 
The paths were dangerous by which the Waldenses ac­
complished their nocturnal flight, but they succeeded in it.
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When daylight again appeared, and the mists arose 
from the valley, the enemy turned their blood-thirsty 
glances towards the eyrie of the Basiglia ; but, behold ! 
the eagles had flown, and the fortress was empty. Not 
a trace remained of the warrior troop, and the thick 
mists which continued through the whole day to linger 
over the mountains favoured their flight through the 
rocky wilderness. “ When we,” relates Arnaud, 
“ reached Majcre, after having long sought for water 
in vain, the Lord took compassion on us, and sent us 
abundant rain.”
In the meantime, the change in political relationships 
had all at once altered the condition of the Waldenses.
Victor Amadeus of Savoy entered into a confederacy 
with England and Germany against France, and sent 
messages of peace and perfect amnesty to the little 
warrior-band of the Waldenses, on condition that they 
should aid him in a war with France.
“ You have,” said this ruler, “ only one God and one 
prince. Serve both faithfully. Hitherto wc have been 
enemies, but henceforth we shall be friends. Others 
have been the occasion of your misfortunes ; but if you 
risk your lives for me, then I  will risk mine for you.” 
Nothing could be more cordial than this reconcilia­
tion between the prince and the Waldenses in the com­
mencement. The Waldenses gave the assurance of 
entire fidelity, as did also their friends in the faith of 
Provence and Dauphiné. Their valleys were restored 
to them ; the prisoners were set. free, the exiles recalled ; 
and from all quarters were seen Waldenses returning 
to their valleys, “ like doves to the dovecote.” The 
heroic Arnaud was raised to the rank of Colonel, and 
to the brave men of his troop were offered posts of 
honour in the Duke’s army.
The light which shines in darkness shone again
brightly in the valleys. The churches were re-estab­
lished, and attended with renewed zeal by the crowds 
of the now thanksgiving “ Israel of the Valleys.”
But a long time passed without the fair promises 
which had been made to the Waldenses being ful­
filled ; and still, to within a few years, they might ask 
themselves, “ W hat will be the future of us and our 
children ? ” The Waldenses, it is true, had peace 
within their own valleys, but out of them they had no 
rights of citizenship. Not one of them could hold 
office, or purchase houses or land in Piedmont, except­
ing in the valleys. The clergy and the aristocracy op­
posed every attempt to obtain civil freedom, and the 
Bishop of Pignerol, Monsignore Charvaz, declared 
openly, not many years since, “ that he would give all 
he had to root them out !”
But a powerful movement, as it were of a new 
spring, passed through the heart of Italy between the 
years 1840 and 1848. Awakened by the noble Pied­
montese, Gioberti, in his “Primato d'Italia,” it entered 
with new life into millions of souls. “ A united and 
free Italy ! A fraternal, free, and humanely noble 
people ! ” was the cry which was heard from the 
Cottian Alps to the foot of Etna. In Piedmont a very 
distinguished and liberal-minded man had already 
given the state an impetus towards independence 
and constitutional freedom. Carlo Alberto, at that time 
King of Sardinia and Duke of Savoy, had early shown 
sympathy with this freedom. As king he gave to his 
states “ Il Statuto,” which secured it to them. 
During this time of general excitement, the advocate 
Audifredi exclaimed one day, at a grand public 
entertainment at Turin—“ Twenty thousand of our 
brethren are now shut up in their valleys, deprived 
of their rights as fellow-citizens. They are indus-
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trions, moral, sensible, vigorous ; they inspire their 
children with noble thoughts; they have sacrificed and 
suffered much and long for their freedom and their 
faith. Let us in the common fatherland restore to 
them a mother, and as brothers give to them their 
share in the common social life. Long live the eman­
cipation of the Waldenses ! ”
Vehement applause from the assembled guests 
replied to this exhortation.
Soon after this the Marquis Roberto d’Azeglio headed 
a petition, the purport of which was that the Walden­
ses should have the same rights as all other citizens of 
the state of Piedmont. And this petition, when pre­
sented to Carlo Alberto, was signed by six hundred 
citizens of note of all classes, amongst whom were 
several priests, but not a single bishop.
Shortly before this Carlo Alberto had visited the 
valleys for the first time. The ostensible motive for 
this visit was the consecration of a Catholic church, 
which Monsignore Charvaz had built for the brethren 
of the Oblati order, very near the town of La Torre, at 
the entrance of the valleys of Lucerne and Angrogna, 
and on which occasion the presence of the King was 
desired. The Bishop of Pignerol, who had been the 
tutor of Carlo Alberto, hoped by this means to prepare 
a triumph for the Catholic church in the valleys. But 
it was quite otherwise.
The members of the government wished that the 
monarch should be accompanied on this occasion by a 
strong guard. But the King said :—“ I  am in the 
valleys amongst my people, and I  will have no other 
guard than they.”
When the Waldenses heard these words, they at 
once hastened to prepare a guard of four thousand 
men, who should meet and accompany the King.
On the appointed day his guard presented a rather 
extraordinary and sometimes laughable aspect. A 
portion of them had arms, but a great number also had 
only sticks or umbrellas. And on more than one 
occasion they were seen to put their weapons under 
their arm, and to take their hats off when the King 
rode by. But that which every one saw, and for 
which Carlo Alberto had both eyes to see and a heart 
to appreciate, was the cordiality and the devotion with 
which the hearts of these honest men met him. This 
guard, which received him with such unanimous enthusi­
asm, and which remained standing quietly, at a distance, 
when the King, with bare head and a candle in his 
hand, entered with the procession into the church and 
there performed his devotions, received him again 
with warmest cries of welcome when he returned from 
the church, and conveyed him thence, as in triumph, 
to the city of Lucerne, where he was to be enter­
tained.
A great victory was won this day, and that was the 
heart of the King for the Waldenses. A beautiful 
stone fountain near the Catholic church testified of 
this by the following inscription :—
“ Carlo Alberto al popolo che Vaccorjliava con tanto 
affetto.”
I t  was the 24th of September, 1844.
That which I  have above related, and shall still 
further relate, was told me by an eye-witness of both 
occurrences, M. Melile.
In 1847, Carlo Alberto gave to his states “ Il Sta­
tuto,” the constitution ; and in this transaction the 
Waldenses were also remembered, and freed from 
much oppressive injustice. Still they had not, after all, 
obtained as yet perfect rights as fellow-citizens, and 
their position still remained uncertain and undefined.
Nevertheless, they were grateful, and hoped for the rest. 
I t  was on Friday, the 25th of February, 1848, when 
the news spread through the market-place of Lucerne, 
derived from the Gasetta Piemontese, that Carlo Alberto 
granted to the Waldenses full emancipation, with the 
rights and immunities of all other subjects of the 
state.
I t  was market-day, and the market was crowded. 
But now all business was forgotten ; people shouted 
aloud for joy ; they pressed one another’s hand, em­
braced, and wept for joy. Old and young hastened 
away to convey the glad tidings each to his own valley 
and home. When night came the little town of La 
Torre was illuminated ; even the Catholic convent 
lighted lamps in token of their sympathy in the joy of 
their brethren. And at all distances, upon the snow- 
covered mountains, even up to their very summits, 
bon-fires blazed, changing the night into day. Many 
houses were also illuminated in Turin, the residence of the 
English and Prussian Ambassadors amongst these. A 
movement of joy passed through the whole of Piedmont. 
On the 27th of February deputations from all the 
provinces and communes on the realm assembled on 
the Champs de Mars, outside Turin, to thank the King 
for the gift of the constitution, and also by a general 
festival to celebrate the new form of government. Six 
hundred Waldenses stood there, headed by ten of 
their pastors, as representatives of the population of 
the valleys.
The order in which the deputations should march 
into the city was to be decided, it was said, by chance. 
But the noble Marquis d’Azeglio had arranged it other­
wise. He himself, at the head of a small division of 
the central commission, approached the Waldenses, 
to whom he said :—
“ Waldenses ! you have hitherto often been the 
last amongst us—to-day you shall be the first. Enter 
foremost, of the corporations from the provinces, into 
Turin ! ”
The Waldenses bore a banner, upon the blue silk 
ground of which might be read these words, worked in 
silver: “A l lie Carlo Alberto,gli Waldensi mcognoscenti!” 
When they with this banner at the head of numerous 
corporations marched across the Champs de Mars, and 
through the gates of Turin, a noble enthusiasm took 
possession of the assembled population. On all sides 
was heard the exclamation, “ Long live the Waldenses, 
our brothers ! ” Handkerchiefs waved from every win­
dow, flags floated, flowers were thrown. People seized 
and shook their hands amidst congratulations and tears 
of joy. Catholic priests were even seen to hasten forth 
from the crowd and embrace various of the new bre­
thren. During the hours which followed, and until the 
corporations separated, were the Waldenses the objects 
of the affectionate regard and homage of all. I t  was a 
festival of brethren, in which the youngest, long-under­
valued brother was now become the most beloved, the 
Benjamin of all. M. Meille retained a memory of this 
day which even now overpowered his heart.
From this time the Waldenses have not had the 
slightest occasion to complain of the government of 
Piedmont. Quite the reverse. Carlo Alberto’s son, 
Victor Emmanuel, steadfastly upholds the constitution, 
the maintenance of which was his father’s legacy to him, 
and his distinguished, and in all ways progressive, minis­
try, under the guidance of Cavour and Azeglio, inter­
prets, to the advantage of the Waldenses, every doubt­
ful question of the constitution. Cavour desires free­
dom of conscience on the ground of principle, and 
knows how to defend it with a steady hand. Hence
he has not long since defended the Waldenses’ project 
of building churches for their congregations in Turin and 
Genoa. In vain the Bishop of Pignerol, Monsignore 
Charvaz, fell on his knees before the King, beseeching 
of him not to permit it. The king replied, “ W hat can 
I  do ? I  must maintain the constitution. The Walden­
ses are acting according to their rights.” And Monsig­
nore Charvaz, the most violent opponent of the Walden­
ses, resigned his office.
From the time of their glorieuse rentrée into their 
valleys the Waldenses experienced manifold sympathy 
and support from foreign brethren of their faith. Above 
twenty schools had been established, a college built for 
the studies of the young, and a fund provided for the 
payment of teachers. The noble Scottish veteran, Co­
lonel Beckwith, whose portrait I  have seen in many 
houses, deserves, for his active interest on their behalf, 
and his rich gifts, especially to be designated the bene­
factor of the valleys. By these means the Waldenses 
have been able in many respects to keep pace in intel­
ligence and humane institutions with the development 
of the evangelical community. They arc now able in 
peace to carry out the work which God confided to 
them, that of testifying of the light and the Gospel of 
truth amongst a people yet dwelling in darkness.
Monday, September 28</t.—After five days of inces­
santly pouring rain, which I  spent very agreeably at 
my good hotel, “ The Bear,” in La Torre, in reading 
various works, and the history of the valleys, also in 
writing the foregoing little sketch, the sky cleared up 
yesterday afternoon, and I  went out upon the handsome 
stone bridge over the Angrogna river, when I, with 
some other curious people, noticed how the little moun­
tain stream, which a few days since leapt in clear sil­
very cascades over rocks and stones, with water scarcely
sufficient to drown a cat, now rolled along its waves, 
like the very Bhone, pouring itself down, turbid and 
broad from the hills, with a force which dashed huge 
stones together, and occasioned a noise as of dull thun­
der. I  went down into the valley of Lucerne, enjoy­
ing the soft fragrant air, gladdening myself with thefruit- 
ful earth, which was odorous as a violet, or a babe still 
wet after a fragrant bath !
Whilst I  have it in my memory, I  will note down some 
peculiar marriage customs, which are universal in these 
valleys.
On the evening before the wedding-day the bride in­
vites all her young friends to visit her, and celebrates with 
them a kind of parting feast, not, however, like that of 
Jephtha’s daughter ; but a little merrier, and also accom­
panied with every kind of entertainment. On the wed­
ding-day itself, the bridegroom comes to the bride’s 
house, accompanied by his father, and god-father—the 
latter being the spokesman, together with several other 
of his friends. The spokesman knocks at the closed 
door of the house. I t  is opened by the father of the 
family,who seems much astonished, and inquires, “ W hat 
you may please to w an t?” The spokesman replies 
that he wishes to beg for one of the daughters of the 
house, as a wife for his god-son, whom he presents. The 
father replies that the request is very flattering to him, 
and that this wish shall be gratified, hoping at the 
same time that it may be a cause of happiness to the 
two young people. He then goes in and brings out 
one of his daughters, but not the right one. “ Is 
this the one which your god-son wishes for?” inquires 
the father, as with his daughter by the hand he comes 
forth into the parlour. “ This one,” replies the spokes­
man, politely, “ would certainly make my godson happy, 
but—it is not she who is the object of his choice.” The
young girl, who, having been offered, is thus refused, 
then goes out with her father, who returns with another 
young maiden by the hand, and says, “ This one is 
perhaps she who has taken your godson’s fancy?” 
“ This,” replies the godfather, “ will make some other 
man happy ; but neither is it she whose hand we de­
sire.” The father retires, and comes in again with a 
fresh one, who is complimented out of the room in the 
same wray. If  the father does not happen to have more 
than one daughter of his own, he will borrow some 
daughters for the occasion. “ I  myself,” said the lively 
younglady,laughing, who related this custom tome, “ have 
many a time been offered and refused in the same way.” 
Sometimes the father, if he be fond of a joke, will offer 
a girl who is already betrothed, and whose lover is 
amongst the company present. He then steps forth 
with a protest against this attempt, or mistake. A t 
length, however, the right bride is brought forth, who 
is dressed, however, in her girlish attire. The father 
then asks, “ Is this the right one?” “ Yes,” replies 
the godfather, “ that is right ! ” On which the father an­
swers, “ Very good, I  give her to you with honour and 
good repute ; I  beseech of you that you will maintain 
her with the same, and in particular that you will pre­
serve her from evil ” (que vous la preserves de tort) a 
strong emphasis being given to the last word. The 
godfather receives her hand, and lays it in that of the 
bridegroom. He leads her to his father, who is the 
first to embrace and welcome her. The bride then goes 
out to dress herself in her bridal attire, a black dress 
with a light violet-grey apron—the more wealthy wear 
a white one—and upon her white Waldenses head-dress 
she places a garland of fresh flowers. During this time 
the rest take their breakfast.
When the bride comes out again she gives to every-
one present a red-and-wliite rosette, which is fastened 
upon the breast; after which they all go to church. I t  
is not till after the marriage ceremony, and in the 
church-porch, as they come out of church, that the 
bridegroom places the wedding-ring upon the bride’s 
finger. The bridal procession then takes its way 
homeward ; but at the first farm they come to on the 
way the farmer’s wife stands at the gate, and prays 
the bridal company to enter her house and rest for a 
moment. “ I t  will not take up much of your time,” 
she says, “ and it will give me great pleasure.” I t  is 
impossible to say nay. The bridal company enter, and 
find a table spread with every kind of dish and dainty. 
They eat and they drink, and they fill their handker­
chiefs and their pockets with bread and pastry ; return 
thanks and compliments, take their leave, and again 
set out on their way home. But at the next farm­
house comes a new invitation, and a new entertain­
ment. These invitations, which are called des barrières, 
are renewed three or four times on the way. A t 
length, however, they reach the bridal house, where 
the mother meets the bride, and hangs round her waist 
a little silver spoon, in token that her life as mistress of 
a family is now beginning. A t the bride’s house they 
dine—that is, if they can, and it is asserted that they 
always can do so on such days—what their digestive 
powers are I  cannot conceive ! During dinner a pretty 
silver salver is sent round, upon which gifts are laid 
for the young housekeepers. Healths are drunk and 
speeches made. A t these weddings there is a great 
deal of weeping; the bride meets again mother, father, 
sister, brother, and they think about parting, and they 
burst into tears.
“ Ever since my fifteenth year,” said the lively 
Mademoiselle Monastier, the daughter of the excellent
historian of the Waldenses, in describing these things 
to me, “ have I been at our weddings, and every time 
my eyes have wept out of sympathy with the weeping 
around me ; one gets into the way of it.”
Just now, whilst I  am writing this, I  hear a noise, 
and the talking of cheerful voices in the inn court. I  go 
out into the gallery, and see a wedding procession ; 
but the marriage itself, the barrières, and the weeping, 
are already over ; and the bride, a very proper and 
rosy maiden, is just setting off with her young bride­
groom to Turin, where he is a manufacturer. The 
wedding party have breakfasted at the inn, and are 
just about to step into their cabriolet. The bridal 
pair are surrounded by congratulating, hand-shaking, 
and kissing friends. Now they are in their carriage ; 
the driver has a red-and-whitc rosette on his breast. 
“ Fouette Cocher ! ” cries an elderly gentleman, and all 
present join in a jubilant “ viva la Sposa ! ”—a right 
cheerful scene !
La Torre, October 10 tli.—“ Salut!” “ Bonjour!” 
“ Buon giorno!” “ Buon viaggio!” “ Bon voyage!” 
“ Céria ! ” “ Jagro ! ” * were the salutations which met 
me on all sides from the kindly people, as, accompanied 
by Barba Legrain, I  went to the hills of La Vaccinerà 
and Pra del Ton. They were addressed to me by 
people who came from the dwellings amongst the 
hills, with mules laden with sacks of chestnuts, apples, 
and such like, which they bartered for corn and other 
articles at the market of La Torre, which was now 
thronged with people. The third hay-harvest was
* “ Jagro” is a salutation in the Piedmontese patois which 
signifies the same as “ Allegro”— bo merry ! or, mirth be to you ! 
“ Céria ” is a similar salutation, but no one knows the origin of 
the w'ord.— Author's note.
going forward in the valleys, and the people seemed 
cheerful ; the day was sunny and warm.
I  left the region of the chestnut groves, and came 
to the birch-woods, where also the beech and the 
hazel grow. By degrees, bushes took the place of 
trees ; then bushes ceased, and on the heights of La 
Vaccinerà nothing grew but grass and ling. Arrived 
here, after four hours of gradual ascent, I obtained a 
full view of the wavy, gray mountain-chains, which 
separate in long rays the valleys Pragela, San Martino, 
Angrogna, Lucerna, and Iîora, from the Alps of Dau­
phine to the Piedmontese plain. In the north I  saw 
the Angrogna, which has its source in Mont Boux, and 
in the north-west the snow-covered heads of Monte Viso 
and Pragela rising above the gray mountain-walls. On 
the south lay the immense Piedmontese and Lombardie 
plains, cultivated like a garden, extending to the Apen­
nines, which bounded the horizon. Down in the valleys 
at my feet I saw the rivers rushing along ; farther off, 
the river Police unite itself to the Cluson, and the two 
united carry the waters of the valleys to the Po. The 
mist which rested upon the Po marked its course. 
High above this shone La Superga, with the king’s 
graves upon its proud height ; and to the west, close by 
the river, I  could discern Turin. That was a view! 
—the most complete which I have yet had of mountain 
and plain in this region. The Waldenses dwell in a 
perfect fastness of granite ; it is redoubt after redoubt, 
with ditches and towers—but not the petty work of 
human hands !
W ith various kind and educated inhabitants of these 
valleys I  have now visited all such as are inhabited by 
an evangelical population. One portion, or the valleys 
of Fenestrelle and Pragela, have a Catholic population 
established there, from the time of the latest persecu­
tions, which, in part, rooted out the original inhabitants,
partly induced them, apparently at least, to adopt the 
usages of the Catholic Church. That this is more 
apparent than real, is shown from the fact, that a few 
years back the Bishop of Pignerol established a severe 
search in these valleys after Bibles and New Testa­
ments, which the people had secretly preserved. He 
collected and burned, as trustworthy persons have 
informed me, many such.
The most beautiful and most fertile of the valleys is 
that of Angrogna. The cultivated heights ascend in 
terraces, carefully laid out, wherever the smallest turf 
is to be met with ; fruit-trees surround the farm­
houses. The valley of Lucerne is also beautiful and 
fertile, but is narrower than that of Angrogna. The 
valley of Bora derives its principal revenues from its 
stone quarries. That which is most worthy of notice 
in the valley of San Martino seems to me to be the 
rock of La Basiglia, as well as the large white-and-red 
block of marble, over which rush the rapid waters of 
the Germanasco. A very fragrant lavender grows 
wild upon the steep sides of the valley, and is used by 
the inhabitants for the distillation of perfumed water.
The inhabitants of these valleys are in a high degree 
both a moral and a good-tempered people. The spirit 
of mutual happiness is one of their chief virtues. No 
one is sick, no woman gives birth to a child, without 
being visited by their female neighbours, who, on such 
occasions, always carry with them wheaten bread or 
flour for polenta, or oil for the night-lamp. Mile.
M  told me that she, more than once, had seen a
housewife deprive herself of her portion of soup that 
she might take it to a neighbour in want.
“ I  have myself done so,” she said—“ I  know how it 
feels!”
The people are poor, the population at the present
time amounts to about 25,000 souls, but their great 
frugality prevents the existence of any bitter sense of 
povèrty. Polenta and chestnuts are the principal food, 
and both are very palatable. Polenta is a kind of 
porridge made from maize, eaten with milk, and even 
in coffee and milk. Chestnuts are dried and smoked, 
and thus kept good the whole year round. Flesh 
meat is eaten very seldom. In the winter eve­
nings several families will unite around one lamp, 
which, in order to save wood, they place in the cow­
house. Here the women sit and spin or knit, and the 
men, tired with the day’s work, felling and cutting 
wood, lie to rest on the straw, or talk. Occasionally 
some one reads aloud. Young men at these times go 
from house to house, and sit for a little while in the 
spinning-room, where they make acquaintance with the 
young girls. One troop sometimes chases out another, 
but for the most part in good fellowship.
As in former times, this little people is governed by 
their pastors and elders. A moderator and his council 
keep watch over the pastors’ economic stewardship of 
their congregations. Crimes very rarely occur which 
demand the interference of the judicature. Marriages 
are frequent, and as the land and the means of suste­
nance have not increased in proportion to the increase 
of the population, a portion of the people have begun 
to emigrate, especially out of the community of San 
Giovanni. Near Santa Fc, in the Argentine republic 
of South America, a little community of Waldenses 
has established itself, and is beginning to flourish ; and 
only a short time since requested from the mother- 
country that a pastor might be sent to them. The 
affection for, and the confidence which the people have 
in, their pastors is often affecting.
During my residence here I  have been the witness
of three marriages. The first was one of that class 
which, as it seems to me, would have been better 
undone. A young ragged worker in the silk factory * 
married a young slatternly girl, also a worker in the 
same factory. “ Hunger, who had married thirst ! ” said 
Mrs. Fierze, speaking of them. The second was that 
of a wealthy young man with a girl whom he had loved 
for seven years. She was not, however, in the least 
pretty, rather the contrary, hut celebrated as being 
good and capable. l ie  looked a very excellent fellow. 
In marrying, the bride is commanded in two several 
passages to be submissive to her husband. In Switzer­
land I believe this exhortation is repeated three times. 
I  wonder whether it does any good. Of the third 
marriage I  have already spoken.
As tar as the creed of the Waldenses is concerned, 
it has, since the time when a great visitation of the 
plague carried away nearly all the pastors, been strongly 
influenced by the Swiss reformed church, from which 
the Waldenses community after that time received 
the greater number of their new pastors. Some 
customs in the church service of this community have 
appeared to me peculiar, and I  have been told that they 
have existed from time immemorial. Thus, for ex­
ample, divine worship begins by the reading aloud of 
the ten commandments. The pastor then adds, “ In 
the presence of this picture of what we ought to be, let 
us acknowledge what we a re !” The confession of sin 
then follows, and is such that one can, with one’s whole 
heart, repeat it after the minister.
The form of baptism is here one of the most rational
* The cultivation of silk is one of the pursuits of these valleys. 
A n Englishman, Mr. Fierze, married to a sister of Mr. Cobden, 
has established a large silk factory here in the valley of Lucerne.—  
Author's note.
which I  am yet acquainted with. The child is given 
up, as it were, to Christ. The church receives it in the 
place of Christ, and asks the father and the god-parents, 
“ whether they will promise to watch over the child, so 
that it shall become instructed in and brought up con­
formably with the doctrines of Christ?” The father 
and the god-parents answer, “ Yes;” on which the 
priest says, “ God give you grace to fulfil your vows.” 
After which he baptises the child in the name of the 
Father, of the Son, and of the Holy Spirit. On the 
confirmation of children the priest says, “ these young 
Christians now come to confirm, openly and with full 
knowledge, the vows which were made for them in their 
baptism, in order that they may henceforth enjoy,” and 
so on. One custom also peculiar in this church is the 
religious ceremony, by which the elders are conse­
crated to their office, partly as justices of the peace, 
partly as religious instructors. Every pastor of a con­
gregation has around him a counsel of five or six elders, 
or Barbes. These are chosen for their life, and continue 
in their office so long as they are not unworthy of it, 
otherwise they can be displaced.
Near the high-road through the valley of Lucerne, 
not far from La Torre, a handsome, newly-built church 
may be seen, with its towers, around which thousands 
of swallows skim joyously. Over the door of this 
church stands written in golden letters, “ This is life 
eternal, to know Thee, the only true God, and Jesus 
Christ, whom Thou hast sent.” This is the latest built 
church in the valleys of the Waldenses. I t  will con­
tain about one thousand persons. I  have mostly seen 
it filled on the Sunday ; and the number of men on 
such occasions is greater than that of the women, 
which I  have never before seen in any church. The 
people are well, but simply, clad; all the women in
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white caps, with starched or crimped projecting 
borders, which are becoming to the aged, but which 
make the young look old. The countenances are well- 
formed, the features refined, but with move of the 
French than the Italian character; eyes dark and deep, 
the expression mild, but grave. This congregation 
presents in exterior and manner a strong contrast to 
the Catholics, at whose services I  have this day been 
present. Here were mantillas and flowers—some were 
ragged, and few serious. The preacher, in a fine parti­
coloured costume, preached on the sixth commadinent. 
I  did not understand much of his Italian patois, but 
yet sufficiently for me to hear that he was studious 
about picturesque effects, and that le donne should 
begin earnestly to make confession. The audience 
were evidently more amused than edified. They burst 
out more than once into involuntary laughter. The 
understanding between the Catholics and Waldenses 
is no longer that of enemies—amongst some of the 
pastors of both parties it is friendly. The latest con­
spiracy against the Evangelicals by a portion of the 
Catholic population was put an end to by a Catholic 
priest. A t La Torre the Catholic party is small, and 
confines its demonstrations to occasionally promenading 
around the market some image or other of a saint. 
The Waldenses look on without contempt, but with 
perfect indifference.
During my rambles in the valleys, and even at night, 
I  have heard sung a kind of pleasing melancholy ballad, 
with long concluding cadences, like those in our 
northern folk songs. I  have been told that these songs 
are called “ Complaintes,” and that they have been sung 
in these valleys ever since the times of the persecu­
tions. More than once have I  heard these songs 
ascending out of the depths of the valleys writh a most
touching power and expression. To-day—whilst on a 
visit which I paid to the descendants of Henri Arnaud, 
who now reside on a beautiful estate on the height where 
formerly stood the tower of the enemy—I was able to 
hear two of these songs sung by two young women ser­
vants of the house, who were called in for that pur­
pose.
“ On winter evenings, when we are alone,” said 
Madame Peijrot, the daughter of Henri Arnaud’s grand­
son, “ I  frequently let my maid, Margrete, sing to me 
some of these ‘ Complaintes,’ because she knows many 
of them; they have all their distinctive names.” But 
Margrete was now shy, and would not sing, unless the 
dairy-maid, Susanne, came and sang with her. Susanne, 
a stout and very handsome young woman, was called in, 
and, after she had consulted some little time with 
Margrete, they sung, with remarkably pure and beautiful 
voices, a ballad of a prisoner doomed to die for his faith. 
He was imprisoned in the tower. The spring came; 
the trees put forth their leaves ; he perceived the scent 
of the violets ; he heard the song of the nightingale, but, 
“ he is about to die ” ! Each verse began by a 
charming description of the life and beauty of the 
spring, and ended with the words, “ et moi je vais 
mourir ! ”
Another ballad described the desolations caused by 
the persecution in the valleys. The husbandman sees 
his fields trampled down, “ his walnut and chestnut 
trees burned— with what can lie pay his taxes ? ” 
This lamentable ballad was full of power, simple, and 
deeply bitter, and had long, dying cadences, which 
resembled those in our northern folk-visor, yet have 
these a something still more melancholy in them. I t 
amazes me that nobody has, as yet, noted down the 
words and music of these lamenting songs of the
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Waldenses. Les Complaintes are an affecting memory 
of the tragical history of the valleys.
Arnaud’s young descendants showed me the relics, 
which the family preserves with holy reverence — the 
silver cup of the great ancestor, in which he dealt forth 
the wine when he administered the holy Communion ; 
his portrait, seal, &c. The eldest of the young girls 
bore in her handsome features a likeness to him. Mme. 
Peijrot’s father, the old Arnaud and last male descen­
dant of his name, is a handsome old man, with snow- 
white hair ; and it is beautiful to see him amongst the 
flock of blooming grand-children. The hill from which, 
in the old times, the peaceful valleys were fired upon 
and desolated, is now garlanded round with vines and 
fig-trees. Sleek, well-fed cattle come home to the yard 
from labour or from feeding in the valley.
After a month’s residence in these valleys, I  am now 
about to leave them. I  have had great enjoyment here, 
both from nature and from the people. The families 
Pellegrini, Malan, and Peijrot, Mrs. Fierze (Cobden’s 
amiable sister), have given beauty to my visit. M. 
Meille and Mile. Appia have made it rich and instruc­
tive. How many lovely evenings have I  not spent with 
this gifted young woman and her little, select troop of 
young girls ! 1 have also to thank her for the
acquaintance of two remarkable men, two elders of the 
valley, Barbe David and Barbe Odin Barthelemi. We 
visited these Barbes in their homes. Both of them 
belong to the so-called Pietests of the valley, because 
they have had religious meetings amongst themselves, 
ever since two French evangelical pastors, Neff and 
Blanc, preached here a recueil. But they have not 
separated themselves from the church of the Waldenses. 
Barbe David’s wife was confined to her bed from a long, 
consuming sickness, and Louise Appia allowed three of
her young girls who were with us to sing spiritual 
hymns to her. The sick woman joined in with a 
peaceful hut beaming expression. The house was 
orderly and remarkably clean, but all the window panes 
were of paper, which, whilst it admitted sufficient light, 
yet excluded all view. Glass windows are a luxury rare 
in the valleys. The table was spread, and we were 
entertained with chestnuts and cider.
Several poor boys were brought up in the house of 
Barbe David, of whom his daughter was the teacher ; 
and these children were maintained there by means 
provided by young Mr. Appia.
Both Barbes accompanied me back to my home at 
La Torre. Barbe David could not sufficiently admire 
and praise the ways of God, who caused that two 
persons from such far-different lands and peoples as he 
and I  should yet be able to recognise each other on our 
first meeting as brother and sister, and rejoice in the 
same truth and the same hope. This man’s heart 
seemed to me to overflow with gratitude to God, and 
from the necessity to praise him. Barbe Odin was also 
a clear-headed thinker. On my inquiry, “ Whether they, 
as Walden ses, would rather call themselves Evangelical- 
Catholics than Protestants 1 ” he replied, “ Tes, Evan­
gelical-Catholic ! Protestant, what does it matter ? 
Not much. One ought to be Evangelical ! ”
Barbe David mentioned that some years before an 
Italian youth of the Catholic faith came to the valleys, 
and excited attention, not merely on account of his 
unusually handsome person, but still more for the 
fervour and eloquence with which he poured forth him­
self in prayer and blessings over the people. Not a 
word of contention or of a polemical character came 
from the lips of the young preacher—words only of 
prayer to God and of love to man. Thus he appeared
at some of the Waldenses congregations ; and then he 
vanished, nobody knowing whence he came or whither 
he went ; and neither was his name known to anyone. 
His person and his voice were like those of an angel. 
“ And yet he was a Catholic ! ” added Barbe David, 
thoughtfully, and as if wondering within himself, when 
he had with emotion related to us the account of the 
young man’s appearance amongst them.
How entirely I  could agree with Louise Appia when 
she said, “ We talk about converting Italy to the 
Gospel, but do we indeed yet know what power Italy 
contains within herself to convert us to a right Evan­
gelical disposition ? ”
Convert Italy to the Gospel ! Ah ! before it can 
do that the Protestant church—including that of the 
Waldenses — must become itself more Evangelical. 
The bitter contentions which have long existed between 
some of the teachers of the valleys—the representatives 
on the one side of staunch orthodoxy, and on the other 
of too latitudinari an a rationalism—contentions which 
every vitalized church must, to a certain degree, pass 
through—very clearly shews the necessity which exists 
of another new form of creed, or formula of doctrine, 
than that which was drawn up more than three hundred 
years ago ; shews, before everything else, the necessity 
of a deeper consciousness even of the signification and 
purport of a creed.
I t also pleases me that whilst most of the thinking 
people of the valleys take part either for or against 
the combatants — the latest cause of strife being the 
exclusion by the synod of a young candidate from the 
priest’s office, because he could not in every particular 
swear to the accepted formulary of faith—Louise Appia, 
her brother, and some of the Barbes, withdraw them­
selves from the contest, do not even talk about it, but
continue alone, by word and deed, to labour for God’s 
kingdom. W ith these labourers it is that M. Meille 
joins himself- in his beautiful, evangelical preaching, in 
his instruction of children, and in the religious 
periodical, La Buona Novella, of which he is the editor, 
and which has now taken the place of the former 
newspaper, I?Echo des Vallées. I  know more than one 
Catholic who has been brought over to the Evangelical 
church by La Buona Novella. The Waldenses church 
does infinitely much for Italy, as an evidence of the 
light which it possesses through the diffusion of the 
Holy Scriptures, and which is eventually increasing, as 
in Piedmont so in Tuscany, and that, above all, from its 
really Evangelical Christianity. The evidence of the 
life and the character is above every other. The 
Gospel doctrine of grace has none higher, and the 
intellect requires it, at which to kindle its light.
Turin, October 19th.—I left the valleys amidst rain 
and cold ; in rain and cold I  came hither, and in rain 
and cold I  am now sitting here. But I  have good 
quarters in the Pension Suisse, and the best of all is, 
that spite of a fatiguing journey through a country very 
little visited, lying between the valley of San Martino 
and Turin, I  find myself perfectly well.
Travelling for hours on foot in pouring rain, arriving 
at night at cold quarters, in little miserable towns, where 
the filthiness exceeds all description, and where, instead 
of tea, you are presented with a sort of poisonous de­
coction from the apothecary, and are besides preyed 
upon by every kind of sharper—that is the fate of the 
traveller every now and then, and he must take it in the 
bargain for all the good and the beautiful which his life 
of travel affords him in other respects. One must be 
thankful if one keeps one’s life, health, and one’s luggage 
 and so I  am !
My first ramble in Turin—when the weather would 
allow me to ramble at all—was to the banks of the Po. 
The great river poured along its turbulent waters, broad, 
and of a dirty brown, in long sweeps between green 
banks. Swollen with the rains and the floods of the 
smaller rivers, it is at this moment dangerous. The 
father of a family, who was going this morning in a little 
boat to his country-house, was drowned by the upset­
ting of his boat, which was driven by the violence of the 
stream against the bridge.
From this bridge, which, extends, with its seven 
arches, between the city proper and its suburban portion, 
which is called La Collina, the view is really splendid. 
Far away to the north-west rises the pointed cupola of 
Monte Viso—very like a gigantic artichoke—from a 
chain of snow-covered Alps, at the feet of which lies 
Piedmont, as its proper name Piedmonte shews, and 
which separate Italy from the rest of Europe. The 
river Po, which has its source in the bosom of Monte 
Viso, now looks like a dark and hideous tyrant, but its 
banks are lovely. On the green heights of La Collina 
white palaces, country-houses, and churches, shine out; 
and foremost amongst these the Pantheon-like church, 
Gran’ Madre di Dio, built by Carlo Alberto. Wooded 
grounds surround the white buildings. Farther south 
rises La Superga, with a convent and the family mau­
soleum of the Princes of Savoy, 2,500 feet above the 
sea, the largest building, it is said, which has ever been 
erected at this elevation—a colossal Ex Voto, raised to 
the Lord of Hosts, in the year 1706, by the King of 
Sardinia, Victor Amadeus, in memory of the victory 
which he obtained in that year over a French army. 
Carlo Alberto rests there; he died in 1849, after his un­
quiet life. A t a greater distance below the height of 
Superga may be seen the union of the river Dora-ripa-
ria with the Po, which now with majestic force speeds 
along over the plains of Piedmont and Lombardy. The 
Po has the dignity and aspect of the great river. This 
point—that of the large bridge over the river—is the 
most beautiful I  have yet discovered in Turin, which, 
for the rest, seems to me to be a city of but little archi­
tectural interest, and which has something of the 
American city’s wearisome regularity. Streets cross 
one another in all directions, at right angles. One sees 
on all hands handsome houses and outward prosperity. 
Beggars shrink away ashamed into the twilight. Gens- 
d’Armes march proudly along the streets, which are 
broad and stiff, multitudinous and long.
I  have been told that Turin is not a perfectly Italian 
city, and that it does not possess a perfectly Italian life. 
Yet one sees bareheaded and barefooted monks wander­
ing along the streets, also great numbers of priests with 
broad hats and small legs. Here and there one sees a 
little girl with castanettes, dancing cachuca to a circle 
of spectators; and another circle gathered round a comic 
female singer, who is very bold in her behaviour to the 
bystanders. Life exhibits itself in forms of bright con­
trast, and is not afraid of so exhibiting itself. This is 
the manner of the southern people. But without regard­
ing the question of how much or how little of the thea­
trical life of Italy is possessed by Turin, I  will speak of 
that which Turin, of that which Piedmont, possesses at 
the present time of distinctive, peculiar life, and which 
the rest of Italy has not—that life by means of which 
the state at the foot of the Alps has become the head 
of Italy, lawgiver, prophet, perhaps its Joshua. I  will 
speak of Piedmont’s young life of freedom, and of the 
men who have called it forth, and of those who are now 
leading it forward to development.
Already on my arrival in Turin I  met with an ex-
pression of this life in a folk’s Almanac, which was to 
be seen in the window of every bookseller, and on the 
title page of which one reads, under the banner of Sar­
dinia and Savoy, the words, “L a  leg ye e eguale p er  tu tti”— 
“The law is alike for all.” The words referred to the last 
victory which had been won by the constitutional liberal 
party, by the abolition of a separate tribunal of justice 
for the priesthood, whereby the priests, like all other 
citizens, were rendered amenable to the same civil law. 
That is a great victory in Piedmont, which is an entirely 
priestly-catholic country, and the liberal party of Turin 
have raised, in commemoration thereof, a handsome 
obelisk upon one of the principal market-places of the 
city.
Plow and whence comes the vernal wind which, at 
certain periods of time, awakens the hearts of mankind 
and of nations to a consciousness of new power, for the 
acquisition of new objects and of a new future? Does 
it come like tbe spring-time to the earth, from an inner, 
divine order and necessity ? Or does it come in conse­
quence of the use which free spirits have made of the 
divinely conferred gifts of light and will, in unison with 
the summoning voice of God ? I believe the latter. 
Because the spring-time of the earth always awakens 
the same flowers and the same birds’ songs, which again 
die and return in the same succession. The spring-time 
of humanity, on the contrary, always comes with some­
thing new—something beautiful or good, which no former 
occasion possessed ; and we see—if we take a survey 
of the ages of nations—that cultivation ascends, as 
it were, spirally. Pliis is a very satisfactory position 
to recognise. I t gives a desire both to live and to 
labour.
What is human culture ? That is the question. Is 
it a growth in splendour, such as many of the oriental
states, Greece and some of the later Italian Republics, 
have presented it? Nay, then we have not much to 
hope for in our future. Because we cannot expect to 
produce more brilliant events, greater men, warriors, 
statesmen, artists ; actions more noble, or more beau­
tiful works of art ; and the people and the states which 
have brought these forth have, nevertheless, after having 
flourished for a short time, passed away in confusion 
and madness, or have sunk into spiritual inanity. What 
are we?—what have we?—what do we desire more 
than they ? We, who glance up admiringly at those 
works of art, which we could not equal, the Pyramids, 
the Parthenon, the Odyssey, the Pantheon, the column 
of Trojan, La Divina Commedia, and the creations of 
Raphael and Michael Angelo ! Let us speak it with 
humble joy ; because the merit is only in a small degree 
ours—we have, however, we desire, however, something 
higher, something more ! What ?—I will let Piedmont 
and the genius of young Italy answer.
The whole of educated Europe, and also of America, 
knows “ Il Prigione” of Silvio Pellico, and also the heart­
rending biographies of the prisoners in Spielberg. The 
very gentlest heart cannot, on reading these, prevent 
itself from feeling an emotion of hatred and vengeance 
against Austria. When the prisons of the Italian cap­
tives at length opened, their confessions testified before 
the world of the sacred fire which burned, and long 
had burnt—but as if under the earth—in the hearts of 
the Italian youths, for Italy’s freedom and independ­
ence. They testified of that which secret societies and 
unions have laboured for in Italy since the conclusion 
of the last century. They testified of this, also, that 
what the young patriots desired was not alone the 
liberation of Italy from foreign domination — they 
dreamed of the unity of Italy and of an ideal of its life,
which they were not yet able clearly to comprehend, 
nor yet give form or name to, but which caused their 
hearts to throb with noble desire. I t  was the attempt 
at revolution in Piedmont and Lombardy, in the year 
1821, which first revealed the secret, holy fire. Austria 
soon quelled the outbreak. Its originators were exe­
cuted, exiled, or confined in dark prisons. Amongst 
these last was the gentle, laurel-crowned young poet of 
Francisça di Eimini, Silvio Pellico.
Two young men were participators in this revolu­
tionary attempt, who were later, with very dissimilar 
gifts and means, and in very dissimilar ways, to co-ope­
rate in the continuation of the then unsuccessful and 
little understood work of liberation. These were the 
priest Vincenzo Gioberti, and the Prince of Savoy- 
Carignan, Carlo Alberto. Both were Piedmontese. I  
shall here mention particularly these two, because of 
all their contemporaries they have had the greatest in­
fluence upon the later fate of Piedmont and Italy— 
the former by his writings, the latter by his deeds—and 
both by their character and disposition.
I  will first speak of Carlo Alberto, because I  have 
inquired much and carefully examined into the life and 
disposition of this prince. I  believe myself to have 
found in these the key to Piedmont’s happy issue from 
the ill-starred Italian struggle for freedom in the years 
1848 and 1849. I  have also heard much regarding him, 
both here and in Switzerland, from persons who knew 
him intimately. But the explanation which I  sought 
I  found less in him than in the circumstances and the 
persons whose work-tool he became.
Ilis sympathies were, in the year 1821, entirely 
sincere ; but of an indistinct character—rather the in­
spirations of a warm and not ungenerous heart, than the 
result of insight and conviction. He had passed the
greater part of his youth in Paris, Geneva, and many 
of the larger European cities—the rallying places of 
liberal opinions, and of their most gifted representatives. 
He loved the society of artists and literary men. When 
he returned to Turin he attached himself to the young 
men who were enthusiastic for liberal opinions. He 
was himself young, ambitious, vain, open to influence. 
The prospect of his ascending to the throne of Sardinia 
was at that time uncertain. He allowed himself to be 
easily persuaded to endeavour to become the prince of 
a large realm, of freedom and Italy. The attempt was 
quashed in the beginning, and Carlo Alberto saved 
himself by abandoning and renouncing his friends, 
and attaching himself to Carlo Felice, at that time 
King of Piedmont, and to his despotic system of 
government.
When, in 1831, he ascended the throne of Piedmont, 
he first showed a trace, as it were, of his former sym­
pathies, in some small reforms; but he soon stood forth 
as the most determined opponent of freedom, and united 
himself to the most reactionary party of the Jesuits and 
the aristocracy. He persecuted the Mends of reform, 
imprisoned or banished them ; even the noble Gioberti 
was compelled to become an exile. After this gloomy 
tendency had culminated in Carlo Alberto, in the year 
1833, another phase of character presents itself, resem­
bling that of his earlier, youthful years—but now more 
matured; and from this he never again wholly swerved, 
although his inner life seemed to have remained a con­
tinued struggle, between the Jesuits and the friends of 
freedom, or between Jesuitism and conscience.
W hether it was a reaction of his conscience, of his 
better self, or whether it were the purpose of the ever- 
increasing liberalism of the public spirit of Piedmont, 
united to his inborn vanity, which made him wish to
be the first in any movement—certain it is, that Carlo 
Alberto, after the dark events of 1833, began to enter 
upon the path of these liberal reformers. He amended 
the laws, regulated the administration, encouraged arts 
and sciences, gave to his people various desired enfran­
chisements, and surrounded himself with a ministry of 
liberal-minded and distinguished men—amongst whom 
were the brothers d’Azeglio.
A dispute about imposts, insignificant in itself, 
brought Piedmont at this time into opposition with its 
old enemy, Austria; and the dispute growing every year 
more bitter, assumed at length large proportions. Carlo 
Alberto took in this quarrel still more and more openly 
the part of Piedmont and Italy. This made him in a 
high degree popular. People began to talk about war 
with Austria; and a private letter of the king was made 
public, in which he wrote :—“ If Providence send us a 
war of liberation, I  shall mount with both my two sons, 
and place myself at the head of it.”
But at this moment Italy demanded, above all things, 
internal reforms, free constitutions ; and many and 
various were the claimants. But there was one voice 
which raised itself, which gathered all into one chorus, 
because that voice expressed the unconscious wishes of 
all, and gave the words which many sought to express. 
I t  was the exiled Gioberti, who gave this word in his 
work on “ The Moral and Civil Primates of Italy”— 
“ Primato morale e civile d'ltalia.” This new primate 
should not be a military dominion, like the old Roman 
—it should not be one of the fine arts, like that of 
mediæval Italy; no, it should be, above all, a supremacy 
of human morality, beauty, and order, in which Italy, 
as a union of free states, should stand forth as an ex­
ample amongst the people of the earth, and, under a 
spiritual primate, (the Pope,) represent the kingdom of
God upon earth. The means for this new fonnation 
were devised with a tact and spiritual insight rare in 
Italy—if still not free from error—and with clearness 
and moderation. The style and composition of the 
work were those of the most perfect master, often of 
the inspired seer. The purest heart, the most fervent 
love of the native land, breathed from every page.
The work—two thick volumes—was interdicted in 
every state of Italy, excepting Piedmont. Carlo 
Alberto received it with joy, and allowed its free circu­
lation in his realm. Thence it spread—spite of the 
interdict—to all parts of Italy. The enthusiasm which 
it awakened exceeds all description. Now for the first 
time the young, upward-striving Italy perceived what 
she wished for, what she ought to be, and—might be. 
For she believed fully and firmly that she could realize 
this beautiful vision of the future. L'Italia fa ra  da se ! 
—(Italy will keep herself!)—became the favourite ex­
pression of the young Italy.
“ Christian nations may sink, but they cannot die !” 
Gioberti said. Young Italy felt herself full of 
vigorous, new-awakened life. She hailed Gioberti as 
her spiritual awakener ; and when he, recalled from 
exile, set foot on his native soil, he was carried as in 
triumph from city to city, from province to province, 
by a unanimous, enthusiastic people. The old Roman 
soil had never seen a nobler triumph : it was that of 
the Spirit and the Word.
The Spirit and the Word continue now, in Italy 
herself, his work. Innumerable writings, large and 
small, presented variations of Gioberti’s theme. Amongst 
these, the most important and influential was the work 
of Count Cesare Balbo — “ Speranze d'Italia." This 
thick volume, first printed at Paris, was afterwards re­
printed at Florence, Turin, and Naples, and in a few
years passed through five editions. Cesare Balbo, also 
a Piedmontese, of an old aristocratic family—the friend 
of constitutional freedom, and the friend of Gioberti, 
but a perfectly independent thinker—dedicated to him 
his book, and taught the public first rightly to under­
stand how Gioberti, in his work, separated himself from 
the blind Italian lovers and flatterers who, contented 
with proclaiming Italy as “ the renovator of all culture 
and civilization—the discoverer of Eastern Asia and of 
America — mdther of the great Romans, as well as 
Gregory VII., Marco Polo, Dante, Raphael, Michael 
Angelo, Columbus, Vico, Galileo, and Volta—exhume 
every day some unknown great man, and praise the 
shores, fields, cultivation, princes, priests, people, and 
governments, tu tti quanti; besides, the air, climate, situ- 
tion—a very paradise !—before all men ; so that it is 
evident that all is good, and people have nothing else 
to do, and ought to undertake nothing, than—to enjoy 
life ! ”
Balbo cannot condemn with sufficient severity these 
false prophets, who “ pour out comfort for the lazy, 
encouragement to the vicious, to the beato f a r  niente, 
and to that still worse, f a r  male. Very different is 
Gioberti ! I f  he be not always as full of masculine 
strength as Dante and Alfieri, still it is his great merit 
to have spoken, with admirable wisdom and eloquence, 
on the future of the fatherland, of which so much has 
been said in other countries, and there has been so 
much silence in our own ; to have spoken of this in so 
frank and large a manner, and with more moderation 
than any of his predecessors ; and that, although priest 
and philosopher, to have spoken thereof in a more prac­
tical manner than the practical men and historians, who 
have touched the dangerous subject with doubtful hands. 
This made his book more than a book ; it is an act
which cannot do otherwise than serve the fatherland. 
The subject is now opened; others will follow—criticiz­
ing, correcting, completing. I  am merely one of those 
—God grant there be many !—-who tread in Gioberti’s 
footsteps.”
Balbo, agreeing with Gioberti in the moral ideal, and 
also in the question of an Italian Confederation of 
States—such as are determined by nature and history* 
—yet separates from him in other questions. Although 
sincerely devoted to the Catholic Church, he will not 
have the Pope as the president of the New Italy, and 
lays an exclusive weight upon Italy’s independence of 
all foreign powers, as the conditions on which the re­
newal of her inward independence is to be accom­
plished.
The works of Gioberti and Balbo, all eagerly received 
by the Italian public, developed both these points of 
view. The former was that of the priest, the latter 
that of the layman ; but both were alike sincere lovers 
of Italian liberty and development. Gioberti, though 
a Catholic priest, was opposed to the Jesuits.
An extensive literary movement arose in the northern 
portion of I taly, which produced a literature which I  
will call the politico-patriotic. This might be said to 
have commenced with the Piedmontese Alfieri, who 
infused into his tragedies the magnanimous hatred which 
his powerful mind cherished against all oppression—es­
pecially foreign—and the love that he bore to republican 
virtues. Cotemporary with Alfieri—that is to say, at 
the close of the last and the beginning of the present
* These states, according to Gioberti, are, Magna Grecia, or the 
Neapolitan kingdom ; Latium, or Rome ; Etruria, or Tuscany ; L i­
guria, or Piedm ont; Insubria, or Lombardy. The lesser states 
and powers o f Italy to be collected, or incorporated, in these five 
larger ones.—Author's note.
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century—was Botta, also a Piedmontese, who wrote 
his “ Storia d’Italia,” and awoke through it a new love 
for the country, and a new interest in its destiny. The 
lucid and fervent manner in which he presented his 
facts has made his work, in the best sense, popular.
After Gioberti’s “ Primato,” and Balbo’s “ Speranza 
d’Italia,” a legion of young writers arose, as combatants 
for the freedom of their country. Tragedies and novels 
emulated each other in calling forth the great memories 
and virtues of the fatherland. Azeglio, Nicolini, Gue- 
razzi, stand high amongst the authors of the present 
time in this respect : (Manzoni’s “ Promessi Sposi” is 
a charming novel, but it cannot be said to belong to the 
fatherland’s literature of liberty, of which I  am now 
speaking). A number of poets and prose-authors united 
themselves to them ; and the Princess Belgiogioso, who, 
by her personal influence and wealth, supported, unques­
tionably, the patriotic movement, had her works 
printed in Paris, in a paper devoted to this purpose ; 
for the censorship did not allow of their publication in 
the Italian states.
The hour came when this blossoming in the realm of 
word and spirit should produce its fruit. A circum­
stance now occurred which made it hastily ripen—alas, 
ripen too soon !
I t  was in 1843 that Gioberti’s “ Primato d’Italia” 
appeared, and made its round of Italy. In the year 
1847 died Pope Gregory XV I., and the electoral con­
clave came together to choose a new primate over the 
Catholic world.
“ I f  the devils inspire the Cardinals,” it is related 
that Cardinal Micara said to the Abbé Lambruscini, 
“ then one of us will be elected ; but if the Holy Spirit 
rules the choice, good Mastai Feretti will be the Pope.”
When, shortly afterwards, Cardinal Mastai Feretti
ascended the papal throne as Pio Nono, and began his 
government by purely liberal acts of generosity—a 
magnanimous amnesty, together with the gifts of various 
rights of immunities which the people had wished for— 
then of a truth people believed that the Holy Spirit 
had ruled the new election. Italy saw in Pio Nono 
that spiritual primate and liberator whom Gioberti had 
beheld in his enraptured vision. All Italy sung the 
praises of Pio Nono. Foreigners and princes sent 
greetings to him. There was a universal jubilee, a 
universal complimenting and festivity.
Pio Nono had given the firstlings of popular freedom 
and of a free constitution in his states. The temporal 
sovereigns of Italy could not do less, if their people 
asked it from them. They did so, and now follows 
that which history and the world know. The con­
ceded rights were celebrated with great festivities ; 
then came new demands, new concessions, and new 
festivities ; then again demands for the fulfilment of 
promises, or for new concessions ; then procrastination 
or denial from the princes, clamour on the part of the 
people, and by degrees ever more and more uneasy 
relationships. The liberal party divided itself into two 
camps, and in these there were many sections. The 
moderates desired reform and freedom, but gradually, 
and with the maintenance of religion and the church. 
Of the ultra-liberals there were also many shades of 
colour ; but this number increased ever more and more 
under the banner of Mazzini, which—whether rightly 
or not—was called that of the red republicans. Both 
parties were united in demanding constitutional liberty 
for the people of Italy. And they demanded it by 
fair means or by foul. Constitutions were granted by 
the rulers, with good will by some, by compulsion in the 
greater number of cases. Delirious rejoicings succeeded.
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On the 11th of February, 1848, was granted, or rather 
forced from the Government, the Neapolitan constitu­
tion; that of Turin was given on the 4th of March; of 
Rome, on the 14th of March ; of Florence, on the 17th 
of March. On the 18th of March began the insurrec­
tion in Milan ; and on the 19th Carlo Alberto ordered 
the Piedmontese army to assemble at Ticino. On the 
23rd, the King of little Piedmont, with its four-and-a- 
half millions of souls, declared war, alone and without 
allies, against the powerful Emperor of Austria, sove­
reign over thirty-six millions.
Thus stood affairs in Italy in the spring of the year 
1848.
I  now return to Carlo Alberto. I t  was the insurrec­
tion in Lombardy and the cry of the whole of Italy 
which caused him to open the war—the war of libera­
tion. Piedmont possessed a brave and well-armed 
military force. This was known to all. The whole of 
Italy called upon Piedmont to place itself at the head 
in the war for the liberation of Italy from Austria. 
Piedmont did so chivalrously.
Carlo Alberto, who, at the prophetic exhortations of 
Gioberti and Balbo, and at the flaming up of all Italy 
for freedom in every form, had readily given to the 
people 11 Statuto—a constitution—placed himself of his 
own accord at the head of the Piedmontese army 
which, united to auxiliary troops from all the states of 
Italy, should achieve its freedom from foreign domina­
tion. But although personally brave, Carlo Alberto 
was no military genius, as he himself knew. But 
hope and joy were supreme at that moment. The 
king and people were one. The people believed in 
their king, were enthusiastic for the cause of liberty, 
and had a high degree of military spirit. Grey-headed 
men took up arms ; boys escaped from their homes to
fight against the Austrians ; whole families of brothers 
were seen to leave their peaceful occupations, to muster 
under the banner of Piedmont.
With this brave army Carlo Alberto hurst into 
Lombardy, and went forward, for some time, from 
victory to victory. Austria, however, sent against him 
Radetzky, and the eighty-six-year-old commander soon 
cut short the career of victory. Then again the peculiar 
defects showed themselves, which lay in the depth of 
Carlo Alberto’s character, and which had shown them­
selves during his whole life. His action became hesi­
tating and undecided ; now and then he made a brilliant 
military movement, but he did not carry it out, or he 
did it merely by halves ; he delayed when he ought to 
have been active; perhaps also he might be—as the 
Piedmontese assert—ill supported by the troops of the 
other states, which seemed to be willing that Piedmont 
should fight for them all. In short, spite of the bravery 
of the king and the Piedmontese army, and the many 
fine actions of the honest allies, the campaign became 
soon a retreat, sometimes a flight.
In August, 1848, Carlo Alberto saw himself necessi­
tated to conclude a truce with Austria, which was 
nothing less than honourable to Piedmont.
But nevertheless the prospects of the other Italian 
states were far worse. After actual bacchanalia of 
joy and freedom, in which most people forgot all mode­
ration and sense, a time of blood-stained sorrow suc­
ceeded. The pope and the monarchs, driven hack by 
the people’s intoxication of freedom, relapsed into the 
old state, under shelter of the cannon of France and 
Austria. Naples, Rome, Florence, Milan, Venice, were 
all compelled within a few months to lay down their 
arms, and submit themselves to their former rulers’ 
mercy or no mercy. Nearly all the rights and immu­
nities which hail been promised to the people, or which 
they had obtained for themselves, they were now com­
pelled to resign. The free constitutions were with­
drawn, or no more spoken of : “ the people could not 
govern themselves; they had just proved it; they must 
he ruled and governed as formerly ! ”
The supporters of freedom and the patriots bled, 
were imprisoned, or they dispersed on all sides.
In one only of the Italian states, in Piedmont alone, 
the liberal movement did not go backwards. Carlo 
Alberto had given a constitution to his people ; lie 
alone of all the Italian princes did not retake that 
which he had given. Amidst raging war, amidst the 
bitterest opposition, he continued to allow its statutes 
to be carried out and to take effect. Piedmont ob­
tained freedom of the press ; freedom of election, &c., 
and every constitutional question was explained in a 
liberal spirit by the liberal-minded minister. I t  is true 
that the noble Gioberti was obliged to withdraw into 
voluntary exile, where he shortly afterwards died ; and 
it is true, also, that the council of reactionary men ope­
rated not unfrequently upon the acts of the king; but, 
upon the whole, he continued faithful to the course he 
had taken, and in which the most thoughtful and dis­
tinguished men of Piedmont kept him steadily by their 
counsel and activity.
A pleiad of such men had grown up around his 
throne, as is always the case, at certain periods, in the 
nations which Providence has destined for some im­
portant work. Cavour, though then quite young, had 
already drawn upon himself the attention of the thought­
ful friends of the country, by his conduct as deputy, his 
keen insight, and his unusual talents; and more than 
one had predicted that this young man would some 
time play an important part in the fortunes of Piedmont.
But I  will now speak of Carlo Alberto.
He had made fiasco before the \yhole world in the 
war with Austria. That was bitter to his self-love and 
to his love of his country. Ambition, thirst of revenge, 
the hope of recovering his lost laurels from an enemy 
which was now disturbed in another quarter, by the in­
surrection in Hungary, and the warlike spirit existing 
in Piedmont, especially in its army, which, lately 
beaten by Austria, now again stood ready to battle with 
the old foe—all this drove Carlo Alberto to break 
suddenly the ignominious truce, and to burst in upon 
Lombardy with an army of eighty thousand men. I t  
was in March, 1849. But Radetzky, “ the admirable 
old man ”— “ F amirabile vecchio,” as Cesare Balbo and 
some of his enemies in Italy called him—was not long 
in making his appearance, and, by a bold and hasty 
movement, opposed himself to Carlo Alberto, and drove 
him back to Novara. W ith death in his heart, Carlo 
Alberto prepared here for the fight, the unfortunate 
result of which he foresaw.
In  three days the new campaign was here ended 
between Radetzky and Carlo Alberto. The latter 
sought for death through the long hours on the battle­
field—but in vain. Not a ball hit him. In vain he 
and his two brave young sons performed miracles of 
personal bravery—the battle was lost ! Radetzky won 
the battle wholly, perfectly. When twilight came and 
put an end to the slaughter, Carlo Alberto collected 
around him his faithful followers, surrendered the 
crown of Piedmont to his eldest son, Victor Emmanuel, 
commanded him faithfully to defend and carry out the 
constitution—il statuto—which he, Carlo Alberto, had 
given to Piedmont—and after this last testament, deli­
vered on the field of battle, the king departed under the 
shadow of night, accompanied by merely two persons,
to voluntary exile, in order, far from the scene of his 
ruined honour and of his humiliation, to hide his weary 
head, pray, and die.
A memory from the days of his youth attracted him 
to the laurel groves of Oporto. The government and 
people of Portugal met him with honour and festivity. 
But the star of his life was set; he knew it, and 
wished only to die. He was ill when he arrived at 
Oporto—lived there a few months, amidst prayers and 
severe penitential exercises, and died within the year 
after his abdication.
But the star which was extinguished above his 
earthly career was now first kindled into its highest 
glory over his memory, and he stands at this moment 
before his grateful people in the splendour of a saint— 
whilst his struggle for liberty and his last chivalric 
action caused him to appear before Europe in a tragi­
cally heroic form. He was, however, as little like a 
saint as a hero or a great character. He was a man of 
noble impulses, but unequal, weak, and full of contra­
dictions. Once having entered upon the path of liberty 
and reform, and being upheld there by the exulting 
shout of friends and of Europe, he could not and 
would not again turn from it. But his inward struggle 
was often great between the Jesuits and the demands 
of freedom. Sincere piety— especially during the 
later years of his life—kept him from despair, and his 
chivalric sympathies from the ignominy of a miserable 
position. But the struggle was more than he could 
bear ; it undermined his health both of body and soul ; 
he became old before his time ; he knew that he was 
not equal to the part which the necessities of the time 
assigned to him. He wished to do that which was 
right, he loved that which was good, but lie was go­
verned by circumstances. He did not rule his age, but
was ruled by it. The contradictions, the disharmony 
in his inward being were also mirrored in his exterior. 
He was a tall man, of handsome proportions, but his 
demeanour wanted firmness and dignity. This is per­
ceptible even in the excellent picture of him in the 
Museum at Turin, painted by the French artist, Vernet, 
and which represents him on horseback at a review. 
The eyes are large and beautiful, but have a fanatical, 
melancholy glance ; the lower part of the countenance 
is projecting, and not handsome ; the chin retreats. I t  
is nevertheless an exterior which is not insignificant—it 
is what we call “ taking.” His conversation, voice, and 
friendly manners are said to have had an irresistible 
fascination. But the same man whom he to-day fasci­
nated by his friendship might the day afterwards re­
ceive from him a Uriah letter. The same king who 
shewed himself so engaging to foreigners was in his 
family often gloomy, and strict, even to severity, with 
his children. He was devotedly loved by a wife whom 
he yet deceived. His piety, nevertheless, was sincere, 
and during his latter years assumed a still deeper cha­
racter. He prayed much, fasted often, and his bed was 
like that of a Capuchin monk. I  know not if it were 
so, but it seems to me that the Prince, with his soul 
corroded by anguish, might yet, amidst the laurel groves 
of Oporto, have been refreshed by one grand, peace- 
giving memory—the memory of that moment when he 
was wholly loyal to his better self—the moment of his 
abdication, when he gave himself as a sacrifice to pre­
serve the freedom and independence of his people—for 
it was this act which saved them.
The young, new king demanded peace from the old 
general and conqueror, Badetzky, and he obtained it, as 
well as his kingdom, for the sum of fifteen millions of 
francs. Badetzky esteemed in the young prince and
his people the bravery of which he had seen proofs 
during the campaign. He was afraid of driving them 
to extremity. Besides which, he was obliged to turn 
his forces towards Venice, where now the heroic Manin 
had excited the people to fight for freedom. Kadetzky’s 
moderation and mildness prevented affairs also here 
from coming to extremes, and by this means Venice 
was preserved to Austria for the present.
And thus Italy had again peace, a peace which gave 
life to Piedmont, to all the rest death. But no!—“ Chris­
tian nations may sink, but not die ! ” Italy is not dead, 
it only sleeps the sleep of the trance, of weariness, and 
becomes more mature the while for a new awakening. 
I t  is impossible to doubt this, especially here and in 
this time, when in Piedmont everything breathes the 
life of the new day, and everything is prepared to im­
part it, but in a manner different to that which has been, 
and with a higher consciousness of freedom and right.
The noblest citizens and friends of Italy are united 
in this, to attribute to the Italians themselves, rather 
than to foreign arms, the unfortunate results which 
followed the struggle for freedom in 1848. W ant of 
unity, contentions between the states, about trifles, 
about rank, about the capital, language, and so on, 
when they ought' to have united themselves against the 
common enemy. The endeavours of foolish tribunes of 
the people to inflame the passions—weakness and fickle­
ness in many leaders, treachery in some—these opened 
Italy to the troops of the enemy. Many of Italy’s 
noblest sons died for grief over the issue of the war. 
But many also bowed their heads to chastisement, whilst 
they kept their faith in a future later day.
“ I t  will—it must come ! ” say they; “ but Italy must 
ripen for it, and she does spiritually ripen every day ! 
The national, the Italian party, becomes stronger every
day under the pressure of the foreign power, and the 
hatred which it inspires ; it ripens through the memory 
of the past error, of the bitter conflict, and from the 
taste which it has had of freedom. I t  has been bap­
tized in blood, but it must be so baptized that we may 
learn rightly to understand it and ourselves.”
No one is more acute than the noble Count C.Balbo 
in detecting the errors of Italy, and in the reproof of her 
blind flatterers—no one more hopeful for the future. In 
his excellent “ Summario della Storia d’Italia,” a book 
which has already passed through ten editions, he con­
siders that, from the struggle for freedom in the year 
1848, a new period in the history of Italy, and a new 
development of her higher life, have begun—“ if Italy 
will only listen to the teachings of her misfortunes, and 
gather from her humiliations the fruit of self-knowledge. 
And it must be so. Her higher consciousness has 
awakened, and it cannot again die. The hour—the 
hour of resurrection must come, sooner or later.” Thus 
speaks this noble friend of his country, who, a short 
time since, wrote the history of this latest struggle. 
Although with dimming eye, he saw, spiritually, the 
future of Italy bright.
A  great deal, it is evident, depends upon the conduct 
and progress of Piedmont. Its secure course along the 
path of law-restricted freedom has in great measure 
annihilated the bandit freedom of the Mazzini party. 
And the inward and outward power of Piedmont in­
creases daily, from the number of distinguished men 
who fly hither from the subjected states of Italy, and 
here find shelter and a sphere of operation, and are 
thus able to labour for Italian freedom, whilst they 
themselves are maturing for it. The rule of Piedmont 
at this moment is that of the hero in the play—a great 
and hazardous mission. But God defends it, and wills
its progress ; and therefore He gives it a King, honest 
and brave, like Victor Emmanuel, and a statesman such 
as M. de Cavour. Both allowed the banner of Italy to 
shine, in union with those of the allies on the field of 
the Crimea, before the walls of Sebastopol. Piedmont 
did not wave that banner in vain.
October 21st.—Professor Melegari—one of Piedmont’s 
exiled, but lately recalled and universally honoured 
patriots, and who is an invaluable acquaintance of mine 
here—introduced me to-day to Count de Cavour ; for 
I  was unwilling to leave Turin without seeing the man 
who has awakened the lively sympathies of myself and 
many others in Sweden, by what the newspapers have 
taught us of his words and works.
We—Melegari and I—drove to the ministerial palace 
in pouring rain ; it has poured with rain incessantly 
ever since I have been here. We passed through seve­
ral large, handsome apartments, furnished with silk, be­
fore we came to the cabinet of the minister. A couple 
of foreign ambassadors had just left as we entered. 
Cavour was seated at his writing-table, with his face 
turned towards the door.
I  had been told that his exterior presented nothing 
very remarkable ; and a young English lady had assured 
me that he looked very much as one might imagine Mr. 
Pickwick, in Dickens’s “ Pickwick Papers;” and I con­
fess that at the first glance he reminded me more of an 
English red-complexioned country squire, who rides 
and hunts, eats good dinners, and takes life easily and 
gaily, than of a deep-minded statesman, who, with a 
secure glance and hand, steers the vessel of the state 
towards its destined port, over the stormy political 
sea. But very soon was that countenance lit up for 
me, and the more I  studied it, during my tolerably long
conversation with Cavour, the more significant and 
agreeable it seemed to me. They who have painted 
Cavour’s portrait have not understood this countenance 
nor the character of this head. I t has a something 
in it almost square, but at the same time refined. The 
complexion is fresh and delicate, the forehead magnifi­
cent, open, with room in it for both lofty and broad 
ideas ; the glance of the light blue eye is clear, lively, 
and penetrative ; the nose and the mouth remind me 
of those of Napoleon the Great, as does also the form 
of the countenance. They have his firmness and de­
licacy of outline. In the play of the muscles about the 
nose there is an arch expression, and the smile has the 
graciousness of the south. The figure is not tall, but 
strong and well built, and has something particularly 
solid and robust about it. The manners are calm, easy, 
very agreeable, and evince natural self-government.
I t seemed to give Cavour pleasure to learn that even 
in Sweden the affairs of Piedmont were a subject of 
interest, and that therefore his own words and actions 
were regarded with attention. From his expression I 
perceived that he was perfectly acquainted with our 
form of government and our mode of representation, 
which seemed to him to be “ heavy machinery.”
To my inquiries regarding Piedmont, and his views 
of its future, he replied so simply, so candidly and 
kindly, that it gave me great pleasure. I t seems to me 
that with entire clearness and security he will conduct 
Piedmont upon a path from whence it cannot turn 
back, and that he is not afraid of making pecuniary 
sacrifices for this cause.
“  Piedmont,” said he, “  has long been like a vessel 
which,- having run too close to the rocks, is prevented 
by that means from having the wind in her sails, and 
this impediment must be removed.”
One of the means, therefore, which Cavour men­
tioned for this purpose, was the gigantic work now 
commenced—the tunnelling of Mont Cenis, which will 
open a speedy communication between Piedmont and 
the social culture aud social life of the most developed 
cities of Europe. lie  presented me with a work on 
this undertaking. When I expressed my anticipations 
for the rest of Italy, from Piedmont’s advance on the 
path of freedom, he assented thereto, but he expressed 
himself as a wary general, and did not say much.
I  asked him what would be the consequence in Pied­
mont of the Chambers’ rejection of the measures of the 
ministry ?
“ Then,” replied lie, “ it must go out. But,” added 
he, as if half in thought, placing at the same time a 
lettcr-case straight on the table—“ even if the ministry 
should be compelled to resign—from one cause or 
another — still it is my conviction that the present 
system would stand firm, and that the new ministry 
could not avoid carrying it out.”
The manner and the tone in which these words were 
spoken convinced me that in them Cavour expressed 
his innermost thought. The principles for \Yhich he 
laboured were the important things, not his own posi­
tion.
When I told him that I  had not seen any statesman 
who appeared so easily to bear the burden of state’s 
life, he smiled as he replied : —
“ Oh, it only appears so ; but behind, in the depth, 
are many cares, and it is not easy to keep alight the 
sacred fire (le feu  sacré).”
And yet the appearance is not here deceptive. Ca­
vour, according to what I  heard from more than one of 
his friends, bears his post with comparative ease, impor­
tant and difficult as it is at this time, as president of the
council of Piedmont, and as the foremost leader of 
its destiny. The fact is that he is possessed of a states­
man nature, and executes his business as Mozart exe­
cuted his symphonies or fugues, Raphael his pictures, 
without racking his brains, or with much difficulty of 
any kind. He is in his realm a genius and an artist as 
they. But I will now bring my conversation with him 
to a close, or rather my recollections of it.
At parting I seriously impressed it upon him to bring 
about more just laws for the women of Piedmont, wdio, 
as regards the right of inheritance, now stand a long way 
behind the men. M. de Cavour laughed, half waggishly, 
as at an expression called forth by a certain esprit de 
corps ; but he spoke afterwards seriously of the difficul­
ties which, in particular amongst an agricultural popu­
lation, stood in the way of an equal right of inheritance, 
difficulties which it rather surprised me to hear allowed 
by a great statesman. I t pleased me likewise when he 
added, with the accent of conviction, “  In any case, 
equal right of inheritance will become law, sooner or 
later, amongst us, I t exists in the spirit and tendency 
of all our legislation, and besides—it is right.”
Those were words which it did me good to hear from 
a statesman legislator. I  left Cavour with an extremely 
refreshing sense of his words and whole character.
“ Quelle jolie physiognomie ! ” exclaimed I, involunta­
rily, to M. Melegari, as I  left the minister’s apartment, 
whilst I  recalled my own preconceptions before I  en­
tered it.
“ Nest-ce pas ?” replied he ; and we added, as in emu­
lation, “ Que de finesse! que de clarté, que de fraicheur, que 
de fermeté ! ”
I  have heard from persons who know M. de Cavour 
more intimately, that his happy temperament, both of 
body and soul, cannot, however, save him from an an­
nual attack of inflammation of the chest—probably at the 
close of the session of the chambers. He is then 
obliged to be repeatedly bled, and his friends are often 
in great anxiety about him. But his athletic nature 
soon overcomes the occasional disease, and his natural 
good-heartedness prevents him from entertaining bit­
terness towards political enemies.
“ You make enemies in the Chambers by your ironi­
cal smile ! ” said one of bis friends to him one day ; 
“ one can see that you look down upon your oppo­
nents.”
“ W hat would you have ? ” replied Cavour ; “ it is 
stronger than I  am ; and why do people say such 
stupid things to me? ”
On one occasion he fought a duel, but it was with a 
man who had attacked his honour, and would not re­
call the charge before bullets were exchanged.
Cavour had great difficulty, as the son of a most 
highly unpopular man, in obtaining the public confidence; 
and many persons, considering it purely impossible that 
he could do so, said of him, “ I f  this young man were 
not labouring under an insurmountable burden of unpo­
pularity, he would be the man that Piedmont requires.” 
I t  was in the periodical, “ 11 Risorgimento,” by means of 
which Count Balbo and other patriots led onward Pied­
mont into the right understanding of legitimate reform, 
that Cavour first exhibited his unusual qualities, espe­
cially in questions of political and national economy; 
his clear glance, and his logical mode of thought and 
mode of exposition. Afterwards he raised his voice 
in the Chamber of Deputies for the discontinuance of 
a separate judicial court for the clergy, as well as for 
several other constitutional reforms, with a power which 
soon dispersed the mist of unpopularity from the young 
statesman, and caused it to be acknowledged what kind
of man he was. Political advancement sought him, not 
he it.
The Marquis d’Azeglio was president of the council, 
an office which in Piedmont unites two portfolios—that 
of foreign affairs and finance—when he resolved to re­
sign this post in favour of Cavour, whom he regarded 
as more suitable than himself for its important duties. 
He went up to the Chamber and spoke himself for Ca­
vour ; and when his aim was accomplished, and he re­
turned home, sent his carriage to fetch Cavour to his 
house for breakfast, in order to be the first who should 
announce to him his elevation to the post from which 
Azeglio had retired. This was in the year 1851.
From this time Cavour has continued to be the 
leader of the Piedmontese cabinet, and is said to have 
made himself indispensable to his office. He steadily 
advances on the path of liberal reform ; and it is a pecu­
liarity which deserves to be remarked, that Cavour, from 
the very commencement of his political career, has re­
mained ever faithful to the same principles. Those po­
litical views, both domestic and foreign, which he ad­
vocated as a young author, he still pursues and acts up 
to at the present time, as the prime-minister of Pied­
mont. When he was insisting that the constitution 
should be given without any delay to Piedmont, one of 
his friends said to him—
“ You spoke some time ago of giving it in ten years, 
when Piedmont should have become ready for it.”
“ I t  must be done now,” replied Cavour, “ if not, the 
revolution will get beforehand with us.”
The chivalric course which Piedmont commenced 
when, in order to support the revolution in Lombardy, 
it declared war against Austria, Cavour has ever since 
maintained with intrepid mind and steady glance, al­
though frequently without certainty of victory. When 
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peace was again broken with Austria, in the spring of 
1849, Cavour said to some one who represented to him 
his imprudence and danger—
“ We must risk the game if we would maintain our 
own self-respect. I f  we fall on the field of battle it 
will be in the blood of our enemies, and the maintenance 
of honour.”
Austria and other European powers opposed the right 
of Italy to have a national flag. But Piedmont had 
adopted the tricolor, which Italy raised in the insurrec­
tionary year of 1848 ; and as this flag participated in the 
victories of the allied powers in the war against Russia, 
no one has ventured to oppose the right of the Italian 
flag to be raised amongst those of the independent 
nations. When later, at the Congress in Paris, Cavour 
appeared as the representative of the state of Sardinia, 
it appeared probable that he might be refused the 
same rank and suffrage as the representatives of the 
larger states. Cavour, on this, let it be understood 
that he should, in that case, leave the Congress, and 
depart from Paris. This was not desired ; and the 
worthy representative of brave little Sardinia sat and 
voted on equal terms with the rest.
The same heroic course of politics had led Cavour to 
cany through the opening of the subterranean railway 
communication of Mont Cenis, and to undertake the 
work in the name of the state, in order to have the 
power over its execution, and to apply for that purpose 
all the means which science and art are able to 
afford.
“ We say,” remarked he to a friend, with a fine 
smile, “ that it will be ready in eight or ten years ; 
but it may be twelve years or more, so that the thing 
be but done, and this great artery formed between 
Italy and the remainder of Europe ! ”
This magnificent undertaking—both of war and 
peace—has occasioned to Piedmont a very considerable 
national debt ; “ and,” said lately a great banker of 
Genoa, M. Delarue, when speaking on the subject, “ it 
would certainly be better if it were not so ; but Pied­
mont is now, as well as England, in a condition to 
bear its own national debt, and advances, whilst means 
are prepared for its liquidation.”
The railway through Mont Cenis is one of these 
means—a grand bond, but which will assuredly be 
honoured in a grand manner.
Of late years several persons have said to Cavour— 
“ Ought you not to pause, or to go on more slowly? ” 
To which he has replied—“ I  have to guide a carriage 
with four horses down-hill. When we have reached 
the level and begin to go up-hill again, then I  will 
drive slowly ! ”
Cavour has continually met with many enemies and 
much enmity during this progressive advance. They 
bring against him occasionally in the chambers the 
worst accusations. But they trouble him very little. 
He listens to them calmly, sometimes with a sardonic 
smile, sometimes with such a good-humoured expres­
sion as ought to disarm the opponents, if anything be 
able to disarm party bitterness, especially in Italy. 
But whether it be disarmed or not, Cavour is alike calm 
He may be seen wandering along the promenades 
whistling carelessly, and playing with his cane—kindly 
greeting his acquaintances, and with an appearance as 
if he had nothing else in the world to do but to go out 
and look about him. Such ought a statesman to be— 
if he can. Work, it is said, has always been his plea­
sure, and at this time it is his only love. Not even 
slander has been able to attack his morals or his charac­
ter. His friends speak warmly of the goodness of his
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heart. His enemies have never experienced his hatred.
October 23rd.—I  had last Sunday the pleasure of 
hearing the Gospel proclaimed to great and small, in 
the beautiful, newly-erected Waldenses church of this 
place. I t  was in the morning to the Sunday-school 
children, in the afternoon to the general public, and 
both times by M. Meille, and in the Italian language, 
which seems made on purpose to be the interpreter of 
that which is the most beautiful and inward in life. 
The service was somewhat disturbed by the Catholics, 
who went about staring and wondering at what was 
going forward in the church. One old man walked 
round the pulpit, examining it and the preacher as if he 
were gazing at a strange animal. I t  is not long since 
the most absurd stories about the Waldenses were cur­
rent amongst the lower Catholic population in Pied­
mont, and it was believed that their faith had no con­
nection at all with Christianity. I t  was not until after 
the emancipation of 1848, and since the Waldenses 
pastors have been able to preach freely and to baptize, 
and to bury their dead openly amongst the Catholics, 
that these have begun to perceive with astonisment that 
the Waldenses, as well as themselves, believe in God, 
in the Saviour, and the Holy Spirit. And the preju­
dice daily diminishes. The Holy Scriptures, especially 
the Gospels and the Epistles—which are, therefore, 
printed separately—are circulated more and more in 
Piedmont and the neighbouring states. In most of the 
towns of Piedmont, and also of Tuscany, small societies 
have been formed, which meet generally for reading, 
meditation, and the singing of hymns. I  was told
this to-day by an Italian, Signor B, , a member of
the Waldenses Church, who during the time of the 
persecution was confined several months in prison for 
his religious faith. An Italian nobleman, M. de Santis,
formerly a Catholic priest, now ordained in the Wal- 
denses Church, is at the head of a separate branch of 
this church, which gives to laymen some of the duties 
of the priest’s office.
I t has rained so incessantly during my stay in this 
city, that I  have been compelled to give up many 
drives, and many acquaintance also, which would other­
wise have been valuable to me. The two last days 
have, however, been tolerably fine, and I  have during 
them looked about me in the city in company with two 
young Norwegians, who have been to me as young bro­
thers and friends. The museum, with many good 
pictures, both ancient and modern, as well as the 
L ’Armeria Reale, have given me pleasure. I t would be 
difficult to find a more picturesque and better-arranged 
collection of ancient weapons and knights’ armour, 
both on horse and foot, than that in the arsenal of 
Turin.
One institution which I  regret not to have seen, is 
that which a poor young girl, Rosa Govona, founded 
with her young friends, poor like herself, by their 
united savings, for the education of indigent girls. 
The asylum Delle Rosine, as this institution is called, 
now receives and gives a good education to 400 girls. 
Another excellent institution, L ’Albergo Reale di 
Virtu, founded in 1851, by Victor Emmanuel, receives 
pupils for all trades. The benevolent institutions of 
Turin are said to have undergone great improve­
ments of late years, and are now extremely well 
managed.
More than once during my rambles through the 
streets of Turin I have paused before the print-sellers’ 
window's, to contemplate a countenance which has a 
maternal, almost heavenly gentleness in its expression. 
I t  is the portrait of the lately deceased young Queen of
Piedmont, the wife of Victor Emmanuel, and the mother 
of his five children. She was, I  have been assured, as 
affectionate and as good as the portrait indicates, 
gazing gently on the earth, in the pleasures of which 
her delicate health prevented her taking part. The 
king loved her tenderly, and likewise feared her, it is 
said, as lofty purity and virtue are sometimes feared by 
the less perfect. She was an angel of mercy, and her 
early removal has been regarded in Piedmont as a 
public misfortune. The former winter, when she sick­
ened and died in Turin, the people would not indulge 
in any pleasure. The sorrow of the royal family was 
the sorrow of all.
Victor Emmanuel is at this time one of the most 
popular and beloved of the European monarchs. He 
is faithful to his word, brave, good-humoured, beloved 
by his people, and is evidently faithful to the statutes 
of the constitution. His portrait represents him as a 
lon-vivant, and perhaps it does not do him injustice. 
I t is said that the expresses his surprise at his father 
having so long delayed to give Piedmont its constitu­
tion. For his part, he finds it “ in the highest degree 
comfortable and convenient to be a constitutional 
monarch. He need not hold himself responsible for 
that which goes forward in the state, as it all belongs 
to the ministers.”
I t  is said that of the king’s three sons the eldest 
is a remarkably gifted and promising youth. The 
eldest of the daughters, the Princess Clotilde, now 
thirteen, is said to resemble her heavenly mother.
There is, in a park-like grove in Turin, a beautiful 
white marble statue, representing an elderly man, 
sitting as if in calm conversation. The countenance is 
noble and regular, and the lofty forehead denotes a 
thinker. I t is the figure of Count Cesare Balbo, the
noble Piedmontese aiûstocrat and friend of liberty, of 
whom I  have already spoken. He liked to assemble 
round him in his house the promising young men of 
Piedmont, and many of these have to thank his con­
versation, as well as his writings, for their insight into 
the nature of true constitutional liberty, and also for 
the acquaintance of higher views regarding the means 
by which a noble, self-conscious, popular life is to be 
attained. I t  is only two years since he was living and 
teaching in Turin, surrounded by numerous friends and 
pupils.
One notability of another kind—I  beg pardon for 
the great leap !—I  am in duty bound to mention be­
fore I  take my leave of Turin, because I  have derived 
great pleasure from this member of the state—Griz- 
zinis, as it is called. I t  is a kind of bread, long and 
slender, like willow twigs, which is consumed in great 
quantities all over Piedmont. Although this extremely 
delicate bread consists, it is asserted, of nothing but 
the common dough of wheaten bread of flour and 
water, which is drawn out into yard-long lengths, yet 
the making of it succeeds nowhere but in Piedmont ; 
it has been attempted in all quarters, but in vain. 
Napoleon the Great, who took great delight in this 
bread, had bakers, flour, and also water, fetched from 
Piedmont to Paris, but the self-willed Grizzinis 
would not bow itself to the ruler of France and Italy, 
and he was obliged to give up the attempt. I t  stays in 
Piedmont, and will not succeed anywhere else. People 
say that it exists in the air. In  the meantime I  will 
take some Grizzinis with me to Sweden.
The 23rd.—A bright day at last, and as bright, as 
beautiful, as sunny as if there were not a cloud to be 
found in the world !
In the afternoon I  ascended the Capuchin hill on the
other side of the Po, in company with M. Melile and 
my two young countrymen. The view from the top 
is of the most beautiful description. In the north the 
great Alpine ridge, with Monte Viso as the principal 
figure, and farther off Monte Eosa, Mont Blanc, and 
the Simplon, which glance forth with snow-white crowns, 
a guard of ice-giants around the verdant, fertile plains 
of Piedmont, where the silk is spun and the orange 
ripens. Midway between north and west the romantic 
and historically celebrated valley of Susa opens itself 
between hills ; and directly through the middle of the 
plain winds the Po, eastward towards the Adriatic 
Sea, receiving on its course a number of rivers and 
streams. An elderly monk was sitting in the Capuchin 
convent, by an open window, and reading ; the sun 
shone upon the handsome white-haired head, producing 
a peaceful picture.
“ I  sometimes look upon these monks with a feeling 
akin to envy,’1 said M. Meille, with his melodious 
Italian voice and melancholy expression. “ What an 
enjoyment to be able thus to devote themselves at ease 
to quiet studies ! ”
But the life of the Christian preacher of the Gospel 
is not a peaceful sinecure ; it is a constant preaching 
with life and doctrine, an actual following in the foot­
steps of Christ !
I t  was beautiful to see how a little cloud which con­
cealed the summit of Monte Viso raised itself by 
degrees, and became more and more transparent, until 
it entirely vanished, and the beautifully-formed cupola 
of Viso stood free against the bright evening sky. 
When we bad seen the sun set from the Capuchin hill, 
we walked backwards and forwards on the great 
ridge, whilst the after-glow ascended step by step,
and spread a clear splendour over the heights we had 
just left.
The after-glow, “ the second brightness,” or, rather, 
the new crimson of morning, does it not now ascend 
over Piedmont ? What does the young Italy desire ? 
What are the ideas which exist in the minds of the 
noblest thinkers, and which Piedmont is endeavouring 
each day to bring into actual reality ? Are they not 
those which lead the way in the highest moral develop­
ment of all nobler nations, and which constitute the 
conditions of it ; the equality of every individual in 
the eye of the law ; the right of all to be trained to a 
free, self-conscious existence; the right of all to be­
come co-operative in the constitution and in the laws 
by which they are to be governed ? But beyond, or, 
more properly speaking, before this consciousness of 
the claims of all, stands the duty of all to carry out the 
right, the just, and the good in the life of the state—to 
be co-workers in the construction of the community— 
to build thereof a city of God, a holy priesthood, as 
the apostle says—in a word, a kingdom of God upon 
earth. Thus have I  understood the striving towards 
liberty in Italy at this moment. Is there any higher ? 
The Pyramids, the Acropolis, the Pantheon, and the 
states which produced these by the labour of slaves— 
do they not sink down to mere pieces of art in com­
parison with this highest work of art of a free com­
munity, in which the smallest, as well as the greatest, 
is called to the same freedom, goodness, and happiness, 
where everyone lives for all, and all for everyone !
I  do not desire from thee, my R., that thou 
shouldst take part in each cry for freedom, in each 
national movement, which is not sustained by the 
knowledge of the true purport of freedom. But when
we see a people seeking freedom and the right to 
establish itself upon the basis of the purest and highest 
human interests, then it is clear to me that this people 
is prepared to pass from the period of its minority, and 
to become free, as men who have attained to years of 
discretion ; and it would grieve me if thou wast not of 
the same mind, if thou wouldst not give thy voice for 
the highest sacred right of this people !
Piedmont is at this moment a witness before the 
world that what Italy desires it can also obtain. Pied­
mont has taken the first step out of the realm of the 
ideal into that of reality, yet still adhering to the ideal. 
Can this path be pursued without Italy coming into 
conflict with the sole governing principle of the Roman 
Catholic Church, that of a right over the human con­
science and belief? I  think not. No, Catholicism 
must be born again—must be regenerated in the source 
of the Gospel, if it is to become a religious creed for an 
independent people possessed of political and civil liberty. 
This is evident to me, and perhaps may bring down 
more than one bloody recompense upon the people who 
persecuted with fire and sword the faithful professors 
of the Gospel during centuries. Piedmont has liber­
ated and adopted its first witness, the Waldenses : Pied­
mont has perhaps, in so doing, obtained for herself full 
amnesty from the Supreme Judge. Be it so!
I  can now leave Turin with a good conscience. I  
have now seen Monte Viso and M. de Cavour ; but 
how am I  to leave it?—that is the question. Tidings 
arrive daily of the devastation occasioned by the 
floods : bridges are washed away ; railroads broken up ; 
nearly all communication is uncertain ; the road from 
Turin to Genoa is said to be impassable, and it was to 
Genoa that 1 now intended to go. They speak of the
possibility of reaching that place by going round by 
Novara, and this I shall attempt. My young country­
woman, my companion for the winter, in Rome, 
Jenny Lind, has been waiting for me too long in 
Genoa already.
END OF VOL. I.
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